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Editorial 

LearnxDesign2015=Design in Kindergarten Through 
Higher Education 
 

Welcome to the conference proceedings ‘LearnXDesign2015’ a comprehensive 
engagement of topics across themed design pedagogy and research. The papers delivered 
at the 3rd International Conference for Design Education Researchers, co-organized by 
DRS, CUMULUS, and DESIGN-ED, are the focus of these volumes.  

The richness and variety of themes and subjects at the conference and the sheer 
number made it impossible for the delegates in attendance to take in the full range of 
presentations. The excellence of the presentations deserves to be shared, especially for 
those who have missed the opportunity to participate in all sessions. These volumes offer 
a chance for everyone to read the papers that capture the varied nature of the forums and 
presentations. 

The conference was graciously hosted by the School of the Art Institute in Chicago. 
Highlighted at the heart of the conference were varied presentations and workshops. To 
prepare for the conference, we asked design researchers to submit their work for 
consideration. Scholars proposed 289 paper abstract, 31 workshop and 2 symposia 
submissions. The International Scientific Review Committee invited 243 paper abstract 
submissions to proceed into the next stage to submit as full papers. After double blind full 
paper review by the International Review Board, 106 full papers were accepted to be 
included in the conference proceedings with an additional 23 workshops and 1 symposia 
delivered at the conference. 

The high quality of papers are due to the International Scientific Review Board 
members whose expertise and time was essential to the success of the conference paper 
review process. The board was co-chaired by Dr. Erik Bohemia of the Institute for Design 
Innovation, Loughborough University London, and Dr. Ingvild Digranes of the Oslo and 
Akershus University College of Applied Sciences. The significance of the papers from this 
conference foreshadow the fate of the field and show how design education has the 
potential to be an instrumental part of the larger marketplace of ideas. 

Subject threads organized the schedule of presentations. The delegates were able to 
follow a single thread, attending sequential sessions or could mix sessions to suit. The 
papers covered topics for elementary, secondary, and higher education. The subject 
threads addressed the local and global multidimensional relations and interconnections of 
design education and design thinking with such diverse topics as nature, society, 
engineering, economics, media, and ecological urbanism. Academic and vocational 
curriculum development was presented in many sessions in reference to design as an 
integrative tool through a multidisciplinary philosophy to education. The most discussed 
aspect during the three days was that design should be used to improve life and the world.   
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As was emphasized at the 2nd conference in Oslo in 2013, this conference continued 
the focus of the teaching of design to elementary through higher education as an essential 
contributor in support for a better tomorrow. Every day we need to apply knowledge from 
a variety of sources to resolve problems, manage relationships, and establish a quality 
life. The interdisciplinary model of making connections within fields of study creates 
relevance and context, and assists students in understanding relationships among 
concepts. The goal of this conference was to contribute, on both theoretical and practical 
levels, to the analysis of the potential of multidimensional relationships and interactions of 
Education and Design to enlighten a citizenry that will strive to constructively problem 
solve to make a better life and world. 

A prime motivation in our opening keynote session was to inspire a dialogue about 
design and the world. With representatives from 34 countries participating, a major theme 
of the conference debate was that the global community must change in a very 
fundamental way if it is to become stable. Why are these issues of concern for design 
educators worldwide? If we are to have a better world, the general populace has to build 
it, and if we are to be successful, everyone must take responsibility. Design thinking 
through the design process of problem solving is an approach to rethinking certain 
assumptions by looking at our everyday world with a new perspective, challenging what is 
possible, and reconsidering our relationship to things familiar. Design education is 
addressing the welfare of people and the environment, reflecting a renewed appreciation 
of and respect for nature. Sustainability is taught to show that a less consumptive lifestyle, 
respect for the environment and the interdependence of life, creating safe objects for 
long-term use, and concentrating on communities and economic systems will help improve 
our world. There is attention being given to designing for improving the physical and 
emotional quality of life for everyone, referred to as universal design.  Socially responsible 
design reflects the growing awareness of our finite resources and factors that are 
damaging to the environment as well as the realization that designed objects should have 
flexibility in order to be accessible to all. Design education brings all of this to the 
consciousness of students in order to show them ways to be empowered to do something 
constructive to help. 

I want to thank our scientific review members for their diligent work in reviewing a 
large number of paper submissions. Many of our reviewers read multiple papers and wrote 
comments to help guide the authors in revisions for improvement. This was time intensive 
and could never have been accomplished without a great deal of help. The reviewers’ 
names are listed before the Table of Contents. 

Post- conference a few of these papers will be published in special issues of the 
following academic journals: Design and Technology Education, TRACEY, FORMakademisk, 
and Curriculum and Instruction. The role of journals as an arena for design education 
research is essential for the advancement of knowledge production within the field. 

A heartfelt thanks to Joe Schwartz, trustee of DESIGN-ED, for putting so many of the 
conference pieces in place. Thanks are also due to leaders of the School of the Art 
Institute: Professor of Architecture and Environmental Design, Linda Keane; Dean of 
Continuing Studies, Rob Bondgen; assistants Brandon Labash and Zachary Thomas Sayers;, 
and Professor of Art, Design, and Education, Drea Howenstein, for their tremendous 
support in hosting this conference. Our gratitude also to SAIC students for their valuable 
contributions. 
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We are also grateful to our supporters and sponsors: Autodesk, Stratasys, Morgan 
Manufacturing, School of the Art Institute of Chicago, The Chicago Cruise Line, and The 
Public Society branding firm, as well as other supporting partners. The trustees of DESIGN- 
ED are pleased to have partnered with DRS and CUMULUS to have collaboratively provided 
this platform for a community of scholars and practitioners to join together in advancing 
design education. We look forward to a future of working together to create new 
conferences bi-annually. 

Although we might be successful in providing the ‘flavor’ of the 2015 Conference in 
these volumes, we know that much evades us. We cannot, for instance, capture those 
enthusiastic conversations that followed presentations and spilled into the hallways and 
receptions. We are unable to produce the ‘community’ spirit where a group of individuals 
explored new ideas and cultivated collaboration during and after the event. We cannot 
invoke those unpredictable moments of sharing stories and asking questions; the chance 
to challenge and be challenged, and where learning together fueled motivation. 

However, the foundation of the conference came from the papers that exist in the 
pages of these conference proceedings. The papers provide a major avenue to 
communicate research results and ideas to one another. The real success lies in the 
opportunity afforded design educators and researchers from all over the world, whether in 
attendance at the conference or not, to share topics of mutual interest, to learn from each 
other, and to collaborate in order to better prepare our students to contribute in a positive 
manner to this rapidly changing world. 

 

Robin Vande Zande 

Associate Professor of Art Education, Kent State University 
Chair of the 3rd International Conference for Design Education Researchers 
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A Perspective on the Learn X Design Conference from 
the DRS Special Interest Group in Design Pedagogy 

Michael Tovey 

Leader DRS SIG in Design Pedagogy 

 
The Design Research Society is a multi-disciplinary learned society for the design 

research community worldwide. The DRS was founded in 1966 and facilitates an 
international design research network in around 40 countries. It has three main aims. It 
focuses on recognising design as a creative act, common to many disciplines. It has the 
intention of understanding research and its relationship with education and practice. Then 
there is the overall aim of advancing the theory and practice of design. The membership of 
DRS is international. 

The Society’s Special Interest Group in Design Pedagogy is one of nine in the society. It 
aims to bring together design researchers, teachers and practitioners, and others 
responsible for the delivery of design education, and to clarify and develop the role of 
design research in providing the theoretical underpinning for design education. These aims 
are not directed simply at one type of design education, but are intended to include all 
ages. However as the current membership of DRS is predominantly from universities 
inevitably there is some emphasis on design education at that level. 

The first DRS/CUMULUS Symposium was held in Paris in 2011. Its overarching aim was 
to explore how innovation in education is informed by and is informing design research. 
The symposium focused on design education, innovation in general education through 
design, and on innovation in business and engineering education through design 
integration. It was successful and it marked the point at which the Design Pedagogy Special 
Interest Group became could be said to be established as an effective force in design 
research. 

The second DRS/CUMULUS conference was held in Oslo in May 2013. The theme of the 
conference was ‘Design Learning for Tomorrow – Design Education from Kindergarten to 
PhD’ Its theme of design was large and ambitious. The conference was intended to be an 
international springboard for sharing ideas and concepts about contemporary design 
education research. It was open to different facets of contemporary approaches to such 
research in any aspect and discipline of design education. With several hundred 
participants it was a great success and has led to several journal publications. 

This is the third DRS/CUMULUS conference. Entitled Learn x Design, and held in 
Chicago in 2015, it has an ambitious range of topics from theoretical research to practical 
application. The assumption is that at a career level, the intention in the study of design is 
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to create a well-crafted, aesthetic fit of form to function, materials, and tools. We can 
interpret each designed product in terms of a narrative about the culture from which it 
evolved, about the person who produced it, and the values and practices of both. Design 
academics who have engaged in scholarship and research to develop theories and 
principles about learning have the opportunity to present their work at the event. For 
many the classroom can be a laboratory in which they test and validate new approaches 
and thus extend policy and practice. The conference is international and it aspires to be a 
springboard for sharing ideas and concepts about contemporary design education research 
and the teaching of design. The range and quality of the papers provides evidence of the 
vitality of research and scholarship in design pedagogy. 

Other research societies have similar strands of research in design education. The 
Design Society has an annual international conference in Engineering and Product Design 
Education, and International Association of Societies of Design Research includes a strand 
dedicated to design pedagogy research. 

It is quite appropriate that design academics should engage in investigations which are 
intended to extend our understanding and capability of the discipline. Design academics 
do almost all of the design research which leads to academic publications. Design 
practitioners get on with designing, and leave design research to the academic community. 

One of the key questions addressed in the book Design Pedagogy1 is whether or not 
there are links between design research and design teaching. The clear conclusion is that 
there are such links, and maybe they could be closer. The strand running through the 
chapters is that design research does support design teaching, and they show a number of 
ways in which this is the case. This is a good reason for undertaking design research. If 
there is a close link with design teaching, particularly if design research supports effective 
design teaching, then that will gives design academics good reasons for doing such 
research. 

Although design research is wide ranging in the approaches employed, and design is a 
holistic discipline which can overlap many areas, its research is in some ways limited. In a 
science such as physics the research is fundamental and if its research stops then 
effectively the discipline comes to a halt. Without physics research there is no physics. We 
cannot claim that design is like that. For if academic design research were to stop then 
design would continue, more or less regardless. Designers would continue designing 
things, and probably the world would notice very little difference. It could be argued that 
design research is not central to design practice. 

Although in much design practice there is a stage which is labelled as ‘research’ it 
usually consists of the process of information gathering to provide the starting point for 
designing, to inform the evaluative framework, and the context for the design. And these 
are crucial parts of the process and essential to its success. But this is not what we mean 
by design research in an academic context. In a university design research is an activity 
which is directed to exploring and understanding the nature of design, its processes and 
methods. It has more rigorous academic ambitions than the data gathering part of the 
design process and it is expected to conform to conventional standards of academic 
scholarship. 

                                                                 
1 Tovey, M (2015), ‘Design Pedagogy – Developments In Art and Design Education’, Gower, Farnham, 

England, and Burlington, USA. 
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Universities and colleges which provide design courses have a long tradition of 
recruiting designers from design practice. However the tendency now is to regard the 
possession of conventional academic qualifications as a necessary pre-requisite for holding 
a full time academic position. Good practical experience as a designer is desirable but a 
PhD is often essential. In the context of the design discipline the clear implication is that to 
create a body of work for a PhD in design then you must undertake design research. 

It is notable that many of the key insights of design research have in fact come from 
academic studies involving students. This was particularly true in the early days of such 
research. An example is the identification of the solution led approach as a key ingredient 
in the process2. However the problem in studies involving students is that they are only 
novice designers, and so any conclusions are not as powerful as those based on 
professional designers. 

The area of design research where this conclusion does not apply is research into 
design education. Self-evidently research based on design students has relevance to the 
process of teaching design. To this extent design pedagogic research can be seen as 
possessing particular authority. It functions crucially to enable us to understand design 
students better, and thus to enable design education to be improved. Where the research 
is into pedagogy which has a design practice focus then it also allows us to understand 
more deeply what is needed in preparation for the professional practice of design.   

Design education research has taken a number of directions, focusing on the designer, 
the design context and the design interface, each of which provides a useful agenda for 
developing such research1. Many see the end goal as that of achieving design programmes 
which are directed towards equipping graduates for entry to the community of 
professional practice. This in itself justifies the engagement of practitioners in the process. 
Various teaching strategies can accommodate these approaches. The studio, tutorial, 
library and crit. are the traditional components, but using them effectively depends on the 
approach being informed by a deep understanding of the designerly way of knowing. The 
design education research reported on in this recent compilation of activity of the Design 
Pedagogy Special Interest Group of DRS shows some of the ways in which this can be 
achieved. The papers of the Learn X Design conference show much more extensively what 
is possible 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
2 Lawson, B (1980) ‘How Designers Think’, Architectural Press, London, England. 
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Luisa Collina 

President, Cumulus Internationational Association of Universities and Colleges of Art, Design and 
Media 
Full Professor, Politecnico di Milano 
 

The international association Cumulus was set up 25 years ago to promote knowledge 
exchange and sharing among universities and colleges of design, art and the media. This is 
both an aim to achieve by involving increasing numbers of students and teaching staff, and 
means of raising overall standards of professional training, to the benefit of all. Over the 
years, as it has grown and became more recognizable as an international interlocutor, 
Cumulus has also assumed a role of orientation with regard to certain issues of general 
interest. From the Kyoto Design Declaration (2008) onwards all members of the Cumulus 
network have committed to promoting lifestyles, values, and educational models centring 
on environmental sustainability and human-centred development. In particular, the 
association members have pledged ‘to commit themselves to the ideals of sustainable 
development’ and ‘to seek collaboration with educational and cultural institutions, 
companies, governments and government agencies, design and other professional 
associations and NGOs to promote the ideals of and share their knowledge about 
sustainable development.’ 

Exchange, sharing and the promotion of sustainable development by spreading the 
culture of design underpin the collaboration between Cumulus and the Design Research 
Society that has given rise to the International Conferences for Design Education 
Researchers, of which the conference this year is the third. These biennial encounters 
carry on the idea of design as a cross-disciplinary activity that cuts across various 
professional fields and right through the formative years from infancy to adulthood. From 
an educational point of view, design does not address only future professional designers, 
but can also accompany numerous courses of study at all levels.  

Cumulus, as an association focused on education, and the Design Research Society, as a 
research organisation, jointly promote the idea that design is a way of thinking, of 
developing creativity, of helping to tackle and solve problems, and that its teaching 
contributes to creating more aware and responsible citizens, producers and consumers. 

However, research, experimentation, pilot cases, assessment and validation activities, 
moments of reflection and sharing are required to achieve these aims. In such a 
framework, the 3rd International Conference for Design Education Researchers DESIGN-ED 
‘LearnXDesign’ constitutes an extraordinary opportunity for growth in this direction. For 
this, I would like to thank all those who, on behalf of the Design Research Society, have 
made this event possible with their constant, daily commitment and great professionalism. 
I am certain the results will be of exceptional interest.
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Fostering Creativity 

Meaghan DEE 

Virginia Tech 
meaghand@vt.edu 

Abstract: Many believe creativity is something you’re born with, rather than a skill 
you can learn. But, being a design professor, I believe teachers can and should foster 
creative thinking, regardless of the subject matter. Every child is naturally 
imaginative, but as they grow up they’re taught to conform (Kelley, 2013). One way 
to encourage students to uncover their originality is to build an environment that is 
free of judgment. To be creative is to be abnormal, in that it requires thinking in 
unique ways. In order to be comfortable with artistic expression, students must feel 
free to make “mistakes” — they must even be encouraged to do so. We’ve all heard 
the mantra “fail faster.” There’s no way to know if an idea will be successful until 
you try it out, so the more you can explore, the better. But this might be easier said 
than done, as fear of failure can be paralyzing. Twyla Tharp, in The Creative Habit, 
combats her fears by writing them down and physically destroying them (Tharp, 
2003). For any creative trying to get “unstuck,” this sort of ritual can be a first step in 
getting moving on a project. Under this line of thinking, helping creativity flourish 
should be integrated into every design course. I build it in with mini exercises, 
discussions, and making sure that I approach each project with a unique 
methodology. 

Keywords: Design thinking, creativity, higher education, failure 
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“To make great ideals a reality, we must act, experiment, fail, adapt, and learn on a daily 
basis” (citation from Scott Belsky, Glei 2013, Forward). 

Introduction  
Being both a designer and a design educator, I have personally struggled to produce work 

and have helped my students tap into their creativity. Throughout this paper, I discuss how to 
tap into natural abilities, overcome fears, find focus, establish a routine, and find inspiration. I 
present various methodologies that can be used for yourself or as tools for helping students or 
coworkers foster their own creativity. 

Fostering Creativity 

Born Creative 
All children are naturally imaginative, but as they grow up they’re taught to conform 

(Kelley, 2013). One way to help students uncover their originality is to build an environment 
that is free of judgment. For starters, this means not tolerating sexism, racism, or 
homophobia. It also means nurturing an atmosphere of encouragement and of pushing each 
individual to reach his or her full potential. This does not mean that people should be afraid to 
give negative critiques. In fact, constructive criticism is essential when getting a design to its 
best possible state.  

To be creative is to be abnormal, in that it requires thinking in unique ways. In order to be 
comfortable with artistic expression, students must feel free to make “mistakes” – they must 
even be encouraged to do so. It can be incredibly uncomfortable to be different from those 
around you, from a social perspective. We are taught to try to fit in, and if we embrace our 
oddities, we are vulnerable to being exposed as weird. Yet, in order to excel as an artist or 
designer, you must be able to think differently. That Apple mantra always resonated with me, 
particularly in their 1997 commercial:   

“Here’s to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The trouble-makers. The round pegs in 
the square holes. The ones who see things differently. They’re not fond of rules. And they 
have no respect for the status quo. You can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or 
vilify them. About the only thing you can’t do is ignore them. Because they change things. 
They push the human race forward. And while some may see them as the crazy ones, we 
see genius. Because the people who are crazy enough to change the world are the ones 
who do.” (Apple / Isaacson)  

Whether it is a company, like Apple, or an individual creative mind, the ability to leap-frog 
(Isaacson) or to see that which is not already in existence is an incredible talent. Conformity 
does not lend itself to innovation. Nor does the creative process work well with a fear of 
judgment or failure. Not every idea is a great one. Not every sketch is a work of art. But in 
order to get to the best, we must go through the process. 

In Malcolm Gladwell’s book Outliers, the author describes the “10,000 hour rule”: where, 
in any field, in order to become an expert, one must complete around 10,000 hours (Gladwell, 
2011). For instance, musicians do not start as distinguished maestros – they must practice. The 
Beatles didn’t start off as the Beatles. In fact, before they became one of the world’s most 
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famous bands, they played over 1,200 shows in Germany. During this process, they amassed 
the performance time necessary to become great (Gladwell, 2011). This does not mean that 
every person starts with identical capabilities. However, it would have been a shame if the 
Beatles played once, deemed the music inadequate, and stopped forever. 

For design, I see practice and experimentation as having two key elements. First, designers 
must put in the time to become better designers – as is the case for every industry. Second, 
the nature of the design process involves failure. Designing is not a straight-lined diagram from 
idea to fruition. Rather, it should be a squiggly line, a large net of ideas that through testing 
and refinement are narrowed into a solution. I’ve found Damien Newman’s “The Design 
Process Simplified” chart to be an accurate portrayal of my view (Figure 1): 

Referencing 
There’s no way to know if an idea will be successful until you try it out, so the more you 

can make and ideate, the better. Designing involves trial and error. So in a sense, these 
“failures” are really hypotheses: hats you try on until you find the right fit for the occasion. 
Design is an iterative activity; in order to design you must be all right with making mistakes. 

Think about the process of designing a logo. In my classroom, I’ve used a methodology 
based on what one of my colleagues, Dr. Troy Abel, used at Iowa State University. The 
students begin by creating a list of relevant adjectives for the brand. Then they generate a list 
of design principles. They put these into a matrix (Figure 2) that is used to produce numerous 
sketches of icons. Once the students complete the matrix (or matrices), they do familial 
sketches based on their favorites. By the time the process is complete, dozens and dozens of 
ideas are rejected – simply because there can be only one solution. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1 “The Design Process Simplified” (Newman, 2008). 
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Overcoming Fear 
Fear can be paralyzing. Twyla Tharp, in The Creative Habit, combats her fears by writing 

them down and physically destroying them, as a way for her to mentally overcome these 
obstacles (Tharp, 2003). For any creative trying to get “unstuck,” this sort of ritual can be a 
first step in getting moving on a project. Although I don’t take Tharp’s advice literally, I do find 
benefit in identifying fears: in doing so, I am able to face them. Although everyone’s individual 
concerns are different, fear of failure and worry about being judged are two of the most 
common that I’ve seen among designers. 

Creative Confidence, by Tom and David Kelley of IDEO, is an inspirational book for both 
those who are in artistic industries and those who arenti. The underlying theme of the book is: 
creative thinking, regardless of your discipline, can make you a better employee and happier 
— but many people must first complete exercises to loosen up their imaginations and get out 
of their comfort zones (Kelley, 2013). In the “make a change” section of the book, they state: 
“Don’t be afraid to try and fail. The worst thing you can do is play it safe, stick with the 
familiarity of the status quo, and not try at all” (Kelley, 2013, p. 170). Most people won’t even 
go this far. So, simply by showing up and trying out ideas, you’re already ahead. 

Whether it’s a blank canvas, an empty screen with a blinking cursor, or a crisp white page 
in a sketchbook, starting a project can be daunting. Yet, I’ve realized that if I just begin, I can 
reach the finish line. This is easier said than done, in part because of the prevalence of 
distractions. So to get started, one must be able to find his or her focus. 

Finding Focus 
In order to be productive, you must be proactive about establishing your priorities. Many 

of our modern tools set us up for a “reactionary workflow” (Glei, 2013, p. 26). That means we 
respond to emails or the requests of others rather than completing tasks that we deem 
valuable. This often occurs because, in the words of designer James Victore, it is “easier to do 

Figure 2 Danielle Bushrow’s logo sketching matrices from my E-Portfolio class at Virginia Tech in 
fall 2013. 
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urgent things than important” (Glei, 2013, p. 162). There is a sense of accomplishment in 
having an empty inbox or a clean house. Additionally, these tasks tend to take less time than 
the important work. Most large-scale creative tasks, whether writing a novel or designing a 
poster, take many hours to complete, often days or weeks, so they do not yield instant 
gratification. Additionally, creative works have no guarantee of success. You might spend 20 
hours designing a logo that a client hates. In order to be successful, you must work in spite of 
the chance of failure, and you must avoid distractions. 

Email is a huge temptation. The psychologist B.F. Skinner invented the concept of “random 
reinforcement.” Skinner ran studies on rats in which they would be given food every time they 
pulled a lever. But it turned out that if you randomly provided food, rather than every time 
they pulled the lever, the rats were much more excited. Email and other social networks are 
another example of random reinforcement (Glei, 2013, p. 91). For the most part, our emails 
and Facebook status updates are quite ordinary. But, every so often, we get thrilling news. 
Meaning that, we monitor these closely because we hope for that one exciting email or 
update. Psychologically speaking, email is incredibly difficult to avoid. 

The McKinsey Global Institute conducted a study that showed 28% of the average 
employee’s work week is spent checking email (Glei, 2013, p. 123). Although email offers the 
illusion of productivity, in reality, it usually results in quite the opposite. To accomplish the 
most in a day, set specific times to check your email. I find this to be quite a challenge because 
I have students and colleagues who want immediate feedback. But in order to be long-term 
productive, you have to work on your short-term restraint.   

Establishing a Routine 
Be proactive about what matters to you. To accomplish this, you must first define your 

priorities. I personally “chunk” out time in my calendar to accomplish certain tasks, just as I 
would schedule any other meeting. Once you set aside time for yourself, you must also 
preserve this time as you would with any other meeting, avoiding scheduling conflicting 
events. People are accustomed to respecting appointments, so treat your work time as you 
would any other important activity. In addition to establishing a window to work, you must 
also focus on your goals and not be distracted by smaller daily tasks that make you feel 
productive. These chores can keep you from focusing on your designated tasks. We all need to 
keep up with email, file taxes, and pay bills – but in reality, most things can wait, and if 
something is truly urgent, you’ll likely get a phone call (Ferriss, 2009). 

Do not wait for inspiration to strike. Instead, get to work. Not every session will be fruitful, 
but the more you exercise creative thinking, the easier it will come, as your brain gets 
accustomed to working in such a way. Being in the industry of graphic design, one of the 
biggest challenges I encounter is the expectation of producing work, even when I don’t feel 
inspired. The best thing I’ve found to do, whether I’m sitting down to design a logo or write a 
paper, is just start. The work will come. Sometimes it takes longer to produce a quality piece, 
but ideas spawn more ideas.  

As I gain experience, I’ve become more in tune with what works for me. For instance, if I 
know I need to write, I’m most successful if I start with a good night’s sleep, a clean desk, a 
stack of relevant books, and scrap paper to jot down thoughts. On the other hand, if I’m 
setting out to collage, I work best in a mess, surrounded by random scraps of paper and 
materials. For any task, I know I work best in a well-lit room, alone. This said, being a bit of a 
perfectionist, I find it easy to come up with excuses about how my environment isn’t quite 
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right. It’s one thing to know what surroundings work best and another to use the imperfection 
as an excuse to not produce.  

Creating daily (or weekly) rituals should help get you going. The book Daily Rituals is a 
lovely collection of the routines of authors, musicians, and artists. For me that book was both 
interesting and pushed me to think about my own habits. Some of those featured had rigid 
schedules, like that of Joan Miró: 

At six o’clock he got up, washed and had coffee with a few slices of bread for breakfast; at 
seven he went into the studio and worked non-stop until twelve, when he stopped to do 
an hour of energetic exercise, like boxing or running; at one o’clock he sat down for a 
frugal but well-prepared lunch, which he finished off with a coffee and three cigarettes, 
neither more nor less; then he practiced his “Mediterranean yoga,” a nap, but for just five 
minutes; at two he would receive a friend, deal with business matters or write letters; at 
three he returned to the studio, where he stayed until dinner time at eight o’clock; after 
dinner he would read for a while or listen to music (Currey, 2013, pp. 48-49). 

Benjamin Franklin also had an ideal structure for his day (Figure 3). While Franklin admits 
to having rarely stuck to his routine, he said that when he did, he was immensely more 
productive. Others led more spontaneous lives, but for the most part, the artists had set times 
to generate work. The other element of Daily Rituals that stayed with me was considering the 
artist as a whole person. How you eat, sleep, drink, exercise, and socialize affects your work. 
To pretend that parts of one’s self do not affect others is foolish. Yet, in America, we often 
look at ourselves in a compartmentalized manner. In addition to this holistic view of 
inspiration and overall health, we must strike balance in life.  

Yet, being a design educator, my class schedule changes semester to semester. Sometimes 
I teach in the mornings, other times in the afternoons and evenings. Additionally, I need to be 
able to produce work consistently in the unstructured summer months. So it is difficult for me 
to have a consistent routine. I use a number of simple tools to help me keep track of my 
priorities. For starters, I use a calendar to schedule time to work on tasks — anything from 
writing a paper to designing a website. Some items need larger blocks of time than others, so I 
start by scheduling the more time-consuming bits. Stefan Sagmeister (cited in Glei, 2013, p. 
196) visualizes his time planning in relationship to the metaphor of a jar full of rocks. If you 
have a small pile of rocks, one of tiny stones, and one of sand, they will all fit in your glass jar, 
but only if you put the rocks in first. If you start with the sand, there won’t be any room left for 
the larger pieces. 
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In addition to scheduling time for present-day tasks, I also keep an ongoing to-do list. To 
successfully manage tasks, my system must be simple and accessible from multiple locations. 
For years I used good, old-fashioned Post-it Notes that I updated at the end of each day. For 
starters, there’s something immensely satisfying about scratching off a task, and it was also 
easy to keep up with. The downside to the Post-it method was that I couldn’t access my list if I 
didn’t physically carry it with me. So I moved to Stickies, a Post-it-like app on my computer. For 
the most part, Stickies was both simple and quick, and I could access it whenever I had my 
laptop. The digitized version also had the advantage of being able to include links, and I never 
had to re-scribe details or dates. Recently, I discovered Google Keep, a free Google App. It’s 
basically a glorified notes/lists application, but it also allows you to set reminders, archive 
completed tasks, and access your lists from any computer. The point of all this is: find a 
method that works for you and revise it as you see fit. Just make sure you don’t spend more 
time getting organized than producing work.  
 

Figure 3 Benjamin Franklin’s ideal daily routine from his autobiography (Currey 2013). 
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Your brain as it relates to creativity 
Surgeon, Charles Limb, researches creativity and how it relates to the brain. He set out 

with the following concept: 

Artistic creativity, it’s magical, but it’s not magic, meaning that it’s a product of the brain. 
There’s not too many brain-dead people creating art. And so with this notion that artistic 
creativity is in fact a neurologic product, I took this thesis that we could study it just like we 
study any other complex neurologic process (Limb 2010). 

With this premise, Dr. Limb began a series of tests using MRIs to measure the brain activity 
of individuals, while they performed creative tasks, such as playing jazz, and contrasted that to 
the blood flow in the brain when they performed non-creative activities, such as playing a 
memorized piece of music. Based on his studies, he formed the hypothesis that “to be 
creative, you have to have this weird dissociation in your frontal lobe. One area turns on, and 
a big area shuts off, so that you’re not inhibited, so that you’re willing to make mistakes, so 
that you’re not constantly shutting down all of these new generative impulses” (Limb 2010). In 
essence, spontaneous creative activities require that you do less self-monitoring and allow 
yourself to make mistakes in order to generate self-expression. 
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 Figure 4 (Left) Contrast showing subtractions between what changes when you're improvising versus 
when you're doing something memorized. In red is an area that is active in the prefrontal 
cortex, the frontal lobe of the brain, and in blue is this area that was deactivated. This shows 
that the area called the medial prefrontal cortex that went way up in activity. Additionally, 
this portion called the lateral prefrontal cortex that went way down in activity. 
 
(Right) Close up diagram showing that the “self-monitoring” area of the brain went down in 
activity during creative activity, and the “self-expression” area of the brain went up (Limb 
2010). 

 

Finding Inspiration 
One of the most influential courses in my graduate education was a design course I took 

with (now retired) Professor Rob Carter at Virginia Commonwealth University. The first day of 
class, Carter gave us a list of 50 people, places, and things. The idea was that each day, for 50 
days, we would experiment with the corresponding list item. One day you would play with 
string. Another, you would be asked to interact with a stranger. Additionally, we often used 
our class time to travel to new places, such as Hollywood Cemetery and the Botanical Gardens. 
On these days, we’d be asked to bring our “tools” — for me it was usually a camera, a 
sketchbook, and some pencils. The structure of this class emphasized exploration. It 
encouraged me to find inspiration in ordinary objects, and it pushed me to get away from the 
computer and to go wandering into the world.  

A moment from one of these classes resonated with me: Carter came up to me and 
gestured out to the river. He talked about how he saw inspiration for compositions 
everywhere — that he could see the rocks on the water as words on a page. If you view the 
world as a source for design inspiration, it will leave you with endless possibilities. A project 
I’ve used in teaching, and I’ve seen others use similar methodologies, is to photograph either 
architectural or natural environments and then digitally translate them into grid structures for 
design compositions. In addition to looking to nature or manmade environments for visual 
references, changing your state of mind can also help foster creativity. By making yourself 
open to serendipitous opportunity, you are more likely to find inspiration.  
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Figure 5 Design Process: “A well-known model of the design process consists of five steps. 
Traditionally, these steps have been thought to occur in a linear manner, beginning with 
defining the problem and progressing towards realizing the solution. But rarely, if ever, is the 
process so smooth and predictable. Design formulas certainly can be devised and followed 
letter by letter, ending in solutions lacking imagination and mental rigor. But perhaps it is 
more helpful to think of the process as five fields of activity that overlap each other in a 
multidimensional environment of intellectual discourse. The process is not linear; rather, it is 
one of interaction and ambiguity where paths appear to meander aimlessly towards durable 
and innovative solutions.” (Carter 2006) 

 
Use everything in your life when you design. Take photos, sketch, write, read, reflect. In 

essence, gather information and be mindful about the world around you. Rob Carter’s diagram 
on the Design Process (Figure 4) shows how he believes designing is a cyclical combination of 
realizing, defining, gathering, ideating, and synthesizing. All of these actions affect one 
another. For instance, once you have defined a design problem, you will be gathering 
information differently than you were before you took that step. Whenever I’m given a design 
task, I find myself focusing on items I wouldn’t normally notice. If I’m tasked with designing 
signage and a menu board for a restaurant, I suddenly find myself spending more time 
noticing existing signs, color treatments, and material usage. Being a designer means being 
able to view the world with a thoughtful eye. 

Creative Exercises for yourself or your students 
Don’t underestimate the power of play. Games are a wonderful way of encouraging 

creative thinking, whether or not it directly relates to a current assignment. Simply by 
completing tasks that require you to think in new ways, you are training your brain to make 
unique connections for future scenarios. Additionally, the sense of play can take the hard work 
out of creativity. You should love what you do. You spend too much of your life at a job to hate 
it. And if you’re going to have a career you disdain, choose something that pays better than an 
artistic endeavor.  
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Many board games are great creativity exercises: Apples to Apples, Boggle, Cranium, 
Loaded Questions, and Scrabble, to name a few. One in particular is excellent for encouraging 
innovation. Disruptus is a board game that engages “disruptive thinking.” As described by the 
manufacturer, Funnybone Toys, this methodology “has been used to create ideas and objects 
like digital music, camera phones, and car sharing programs. Disruptive thinking is looking at 
an object or idea and coming up with an entirely different way to achieve the same end” 
(Disruptus, 2015). The game teaches about creating, improving, transforming, and disrupting, 
by taking existing images (the cards) and asking participants to look at them in a new way. For 
example, one might be given a card with a fork and asked to find a new use for the item (e.g. 
hairbrush, perforator, etc.). Or the prompt could ask how to improve something, like a vending 
machine (e.g. the vending items could all be healthy, or everything is free). By playing games, 
the mind is primed to look at the world through an exploratory lens. 

Existing board games are not the only option for play. Twyla Tharp does a number of 
physical exercises to inspire her choreography and dance. One that she mentions in The 
Creative Habit is a game called “Egg,” in which she moves her body into a tight egg-shaped 
ball, making herself as small as possible. From there she moves herself into a unique physical 
position, a way of moving that wouldn’t be achieved under normal circumstances. This bodily 
experience encourages intentional motion and creative thinking. Additionally, by starting small 
and getting larger, it embodies growth: an encouraging 

Figure 6 Disruptus Board Game (Disruptus, 2015). 

Figure 7  Collaborative drawing with Kelley White and Eric Karnes. 
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way to begin the creative process. Another game is her “Do a Verb” provocation. In this, she 
selects a word like “squirm,” “dart,” or “twirl” and then embodies it through movement 
(Tharp, 2003). All of these games are ways to start physical artistic endeavors — and beginning 
is so often the most difficult task. 

Creative Confidence also includes a number of “creativity challenges,” including a quick 
one that I often do with my design classes. To start this game, Jump-Start an Ideation Session, 
simply print a sheet with a 30 equal-sized computer-generated circles on it. Then give 
participants the sheet and a pencil. Give them three minutes to turn as many circles as 
possible into recognizable objects and compare the results (Kelley, 2013, pp. 219-220). In 
practice, I love this because students can start class with a high-energy exercise that doesn’t 
take much time away from other activities. Additionally, I view this as a way of loosening up. It 
can be nerve-racking to draw in front of peers, but there is very little pressure on such quick 
sketches. 

A personal favorite creative game is to do an “exquisite corpse.” I have seen many 
variations on this concept. Generally, you get a small group of people together, and each 
person starts by writing a sentence on a piece of paper. You then pass the piece of paper, and 
the next person illustrates the sentence. The third person then looks at the illustration 
(without having seen the first sentence) and creates a caption for it. The game is simple, is fun, 
and encourages play and group work. A variation on this is to create collaborative drawings by 
one person making a mark, the next person adding to it, and so forth. The results of these 
illustrative games are always unexpected, in part because no one person is controlling the 
result. 

Although these games in and of themselves might not be how to become a great graphic 
designer, they do encourage creative action. And, as a teacher, I believe it is my job to teach 
students not only about design principles and software, but also how to think creatively. 

Conclusion 
Creativity is not just something you’re born with; it is a skill you can develop in yourself or 

foster in others. Innovation takes guts. To think uniquely, you risk being considered strange, so 
you mustn’t worry about being judged. And to be successful as a designer, you must get past a 
fear of failure. The design process includes trial and error, editing and reworking. To have 
small failures is not the same as being a failure, it’s just part of the process. But being able to 
think creatively is only half of the designer’s challenge — getting to work is the rest. You must 
be able to shut out distractions and find focus. Establish a routine and schedule time to 
generate work. Creativity may seem like an overwhelming endeavor, but the more you 
exercise your creative muscles, the easier it will come. 
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Introduction 
The departure point of both this paper and the philosophy that lies behind the thrust of its 

research and educational practice, is that design is a social endeavour and is, for the most, 
part of an overall innovation process that involves many stakeholders, interests and 
professional practices, both within and without an organisation, above and beyond an R & D 
department or design agency. However, the focus of many design educations is still on 
individual practice and skill acquisition! I have taught and examined many design students 
who, although they might relate to users and others as informants who can provide material 
for their process and final design proposal, they never consider the fundamental issue that no 
professional designer will ever work alone and, more importantly, they never consider the fact 
that a design proposal emerges from a designer’s interactions with others. That design is a 
relational discipline. I will go even further and suggest that conceptually an individual designer 
can neither own a design proposal, nor say they “did the design,” as any design can only 
emerge from and is wholly dependent on those interactions with others. As soon as a design 
task is embarked on a potential field of relations is set up, which gradually reveals itself, the 
mutual interdependency of which (Stacey, Griffin & Shaw, 2000; Stacey, 2001; Stacey, 2003; 
Clarke, 2007; Eriksen, 2012; Kelly 2014; Kelly & Matthews, 2014) will influence any design 
proposal that emerges. In this regard the notion of the relational reaches far beyond a rather 
narrow understanding of the relational as the interactions between those in a design project 
team. 

If one adopts this relational approach to professional design practice, how then does it 
affect the way we go about doing design education? What skills and understandings do design 
students need to acquire if they are to successfully make the move from being today’s 
students to becoming tomorrow’s practitioners?  

The dilemma here is to identify just what those qualities of practice are that we can 
consider useful or necessary? Indeed, how do we identify what we might otherwise fail to see 
as of value? A risk is that we identify what we deem as necessary based on prior assumptions 
as to what constitutes design practice. So, do we only explore professional design and 
innovation practice or can we learn from how other professional practitioners, people and 
students go about their practice? Can, “how people get things done” inform design practice 
and education?  

As I have pointed out elsewhere (Heape, 2007), as much as “design emerges from the 
moment to moment social interactions of design activity” (Minneman, 1991, p. 17), by looking 
closely at how students actually go about their design activities it became clear “that as 
students learn to navigate their process whilst in the unfamiliar terrain of a design task, there 
are a number of interrelated processes, sensibilities and skills in constant transaction with one 
another that they deploy (Heape, 2007, p. 218). This paper will attempt to explore and identify 
those interrelated processes, sensibilities and skills, and use the findings to challenge how one 
can otherwise describe design process and practice and thereby provide alternatives that 
could inform design educational strategies. 

Unfolding the process 
As is the norm in our research and educational environment at what is now SDU Design at 

the University of Southern Denmark, Kolding, Denmark (formerly the MCI Design Group and 
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SPIRE in Sønderborg, Denmark), we involve students, at both bachelor and master levels in 
faculty research, and as much of our research is carried out in user or organisational contexts 
in the field with a wide range of stakeholders, it is natural for us to also consider this mix of 
learning situations, educational practice and field work as research. 

Common to these situations is that as much as they are intended to initiate design, 
engineering and now tourism design students to design processes, methods, tools and 
interventions in general, they are carried out almost exclusively as collaborative learning 
activities in a studio-based environment and are heavily influenced by our user centred, 
collaborative design (co-design) and participatory innovation research agendas. A significant 
aspect of user centred co-design and participatory innovation research, practice and education 
is its emphasis on gaining an awareness of the social dimensions involved, the relating (Heape, 
2003; Heape, 2007; Buur & Larsen, 2010a; Buur & Larsen, 2010b; Matthews & Heinemann, 
2012; Sproedt & Heape, 2014; Heape, 2015). In other words, how do those engaged in a 
design or innovation endeavour manage to get things done and from the students’ 
perspective, how are they learning to do this? Another emphasis that colours this text is based 
on the findings of an in-depth study of how design students experience their process and 
practice (Heape, 2007). One principal finding was that one can consider a design process as 
learning driven rather than activity driven and as such can consider a design process as first 
and foremost a process of inquiry; a participatory inquiry that interweaves Knowing, Doing, 
Making and Relating, and leverages the participatory nature of communicative interaction 
between people (Stacey, 2001, p. 128-134). This concept will be unfolded later in the text. 

Methodology 
The empirical material described in this text, in particular my reflections on it, stems from a 

range of similar instances of student interaction across a number of situations. So, although 
the situations referred to vary, they all have the same methodological departure point and use 
similar methods. They reflect an interest and research engagement on my part that strives to 
understand how those involved, including myself, experience and make sense of that 
situation. As such a phenomenological, hermeneutic approach was adopted where 
phenomenology is understood as, “essentially the study of lived experience or the life world” 
(van Manen, 1997 in Laverty, 2003, p. 4). “Its emphasis is on the world as lived by a person, 
not the world or reality as something separate from the person” (Valle et al. 1989 in Laverty, 
2003, p. 4). As regards the participants’ and my interpretations of what was going on, at the 
time and since, I also adopted a hermeneutic approach where according to Fink-Jensen (2006, 
p. 1-5) one considers: “the interpretations of actions and events in given situations as 
dependent on the unity, consistency and internal logic of a statement.” A hermeneutic 
phenomenological perspective points to the understanding of human actions as articulations 
of meaning. For a hermeneutic phenomenological project the “multiple stages of 
interpretation allow patterns to emerge” (Koch, 1995 in Laverty, 2003, p. 23) between the 
researcher and the participants, which are used to generate a synthesis of evolving 
understandings in close relationship to the particular context or as Whitehead calls it “a 
temporary coalescence of views about a phenomena or experience” (Whitehead 2003, p. 513). 

Methods 
As researcher, I consider my position, from an action research perspective, as one of being 

involved in the goings on, rather than as setting processes in motion and withdrawing to act as 
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the “disinterested observer” (Schutz, 1962 in Schwandt, 2000, p. 193). The accounts are based 
on how I relate and respond to an evolving situation with those involved and how I observe, 
interpret and react to what is happening and what is said. This is sometimes done on the fly in 
response to a particular development, sometimes as a reflection on the day’s events after the 
fact or as this text is written. As such I adopt the role of interventionist, where I am in a co-
learning situation with those involved. I find the terms “co-learning” and “co-generative 
dialogue” (Elden & Levin, 1991) central to that of action research, where with those involved, 
the learning that arises as a result of initiating a research experiment or situation and its 
evaluation then influences how I make or amend the next moves. Elden and Levin specify this 
by noting that a researcher has the “...role of “co-learner” rather than of “expert in charge of 
change” and s/he can “fade out” to allow participants to take charge of their own learning” 
(ibid, p. 129). 

The situations described all stem from larger research cases. Whilst video recordings are 
made of reflection sessions, actual events and interventions on my part, carried out with 
either students or professional practitioners apart from or prior to a reflection session are 
otherwise described through a process of narrative recall. An after the fact, ethnographic and 
narrative account that is based on reflections with those involved and on photographs, e.mails 
and other written texts, and notes made during an interaction. 

Challenging assumptions of practice 

The ordinary in the extraordinary 
In her efforts to “rethink design thinking,” Lucy Kimbell (2011, 2012) identifies three main 

accounts of design thinking: design thinking as a cognitive style, as a general theory of design, 
and as a resource for organizations,” and argues that “there are several issues that undermine 
the claims made for design thinking. The first is how many of these accounts rely on a dualism 
between thinking and knowing, and acting in the world. Second, the idea of a generalized 
design thinking ignores the diversity of designers’ practices and institutions which are 
historically situated. The third is how design thinking rests on theories of design that privilege 
the designer as the main agent in designing.” Kimbell proposes that, “attending to the 
situated, embodied routines of designers and others offers a useful way to rethink design 
thinking” (ibid, 2). 

I am not concerned here with the dilemma of describing the nuanced, material, visual and 
embodied process of designing as design thinking. Rather I wish to explore Kimbell’s 
suggestion that we attend to the situated, embodied routines of designers and also include 
the practice of others. The argument being that much of design practice is a means of bringing 
basic human resources into play, albeit at a highly sophisticated level. I am, as noted above, 
also interested in challenging the notion that a designer necessarily has the privileged role of 
“main agent” in a design process and am interested in exploring what the practical 
consequences could be for design education that this challenge raises.  

However there is an inherent danger in observing practice, in particular one’s own or in 
this case that of designers or design students. Appreciations of how people get things done 
can become so abbreviated or cursory that they become encapsulated (Lloyd, 2000) and can 
only be understood by the initiated in an organisation, or at worse become decontextualised. 
An organisational or professional culture can develop a range of terms and expressions, that 
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are accepted as the norm and used on a daily basis, but which again over time can become so 
decontextualised or generalised as to bear little or no relation to what is going on. As much as 
terms and expressions can become legitimate in an organisation or professional body, others 
can be dubbed as unacceptable and become censored and hidden in the shadows (Stacey, 
2000, p. 127). Or people are just unable to identify and articulate how they get things done. 

As part of their study of organisations Stacey, Griffin & Shaw (2000, p. 3) were invited to 
various company seminars, where they noted that as much as those involved were able to 
discuss company business and develop alternative strategies more or less successfully, there 
was a “complete lack of discussion on how they get things done in the day-by-day activity of 
organizing. If asked, they make a few remarks about personal connections, unexpected 
encounters, bending the rules and lobbying for support. However, they seem rather 
embarrassed about having “got things done” in this way, generally giving the impression that 
they do not really know how they got things done” (original emphasis). 

The dilemma then is how to glean alternative understandings of practice that can inform 
design practice and education without either being blinded by heroic accounts of best practice 
or by practitioners’ inability to articulate what their practice is? 

In his chapter “Routine Pleasures: The Aesthetics of the Mundane,” David Silverman (2000, 
p. 130-131) introduces Morgan’s (1986, p. 344) observation that: “Images and metaphors... 
are central to the process of imaginization through which people enact or ‘write’ the character 
of organizational life.” Silverman goes on to describe how “organizational members 
themselves work with images and metaphors to establish the ‘whatness’ or ‘quiddity’ of 
organisations,” a whatness that reflects a turn in organizational studies towards “exploring 
and representing the extraordinary qualities of the ordinary” (Jeffcutt 1993, p. 47). Silverman 
introduces Wittgenstein’s interest in the “meticulous examination of apparently unremarkable 
concepts.” 

 “What we are supplying are really remarks on the history of human beings; we are not 
contributing curiosities, however, but observations which no one has doubted, but which have 
escaped remark only because they are always before our eyes” (Wittgenstein 1968, para. 415). 

Silverman dubs this ordinariness of practice variously as “the aesthetics of the micro-
order”(ibid, p. 131) or “the aesthetics of the mundane” (ibid, p. 138) and calls for a focus on 
this ordinariness in contrast to “heroic conceptions of meaning,” that focus on accounts of 
“the moving or shocking story told to us by an interviewee or observer in the field. The danger 
is that such an answer mistakes what is immediately newsworthy for what is important” 
(2000, p. 136). 

With regard to the “extraordinary qualities of the ordinary,” the tone of this text is based 
on my conviction that practitioners and students engaged with the practice of co-design also 
draw on a range of human resources, often unidentified or unarticulated, in order to get 
things done; resources that are not necessarily directly related to their professional 
capabilities, design skill or expertise. Hubert Dreyfus’ forward to David Sudnow’s “Ways of the 
Hand,” (2001), an in-depth phenomenological description of the skilled practice of learning to 
play jazz on the piano, sums up this approach to human endeavour: 

 “This book... grapples with the task of articulating the relevant details of a paradigm case 
of phenomena: the ways embodied beings acquire the skills of giving order to, or, better, 
finding order in, our temporally unfolding experience. It is a phenomenology of how we come 
to find our way about in the world, whether it be the world of jazz, discourse, typing, tennis, or 
getting on and off the bus.” 
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I would like to add collaborative design practice to Dreyfus’ list. 

Values and Value 
I often ask those in industry to answer three simple questions, the assumption being that 

most companies or organisations are worth far more than they realise. I deliberately play with 
the seemingly contrary notion of values and value. 

How much value is lost in a design or innovation process, because the informal knowledge 
and resources of those involved are not identified as such?  

How does an overt focus on the value of the more formal outcome of a design or 
innovation process, the concept, product, service, etc., divert attention from the informal 
moves and values of those involved?  

In any co-design or participatory innovation endeavour a field of relationships is 
established between those involved. How does this field of relationships emerge, change and 
effect the organisations and those involved? 

Janet McDonnell (2009a), through her close study of design conversations between 
architect and building users, shows how expertise reveals itself in design through social 
interaction. As she (McDonnell, 2009b, p. 3) puts it, by paying “attention to the fine detail of 
what actually takes place during everyday design interactions,” and by noticing ordinary, 
everyday design practice, one can bring the “overlooked aspects of lived experience and the 
dignity of ordinary behaviour into view” (McDonnell, 2013). Her close observations reveal how 
even vagueness and delay are used as devices to encourage shifts in attitude for those 
involved. In a similar vein, Friedrich Glock (2009) notes how an architect pauses twice as he 
concurs with a client’s observation about the size of a waiting room: “it does look - pause - 
kind of - pause - small to my eye in relation to the size of the project.” His vagueness, 
hesitation even, enables the client to then take this up and introduce expanded scenarios. To 
my mind this is an example of skilled performance on the part of the designer; a valuable 
resource honed through experience. It is also an example of what I choose to call an informal 
resource that could easily be overlooked if the focus was more on the formal outcome, in this 
case the architectural design as a whole. 

This is but one example of what I mean by the use of informal resources. Others are, for 
example, our innate ability as people to co-construct narratives and share imaginary scenarios; 
to use things and objects to describe abstract concepts or to point, tell or share narratives 
with; our ability to empathise with others and use reflection to construct new meaning to 
drive a process of inquiry forward. We are, as people, used to shifting our roles to influence or 
accommodate varied interpretations of a narrative or situation that in turn can result in shifts 
in understanding. As regards co-design changes in the relating between those involved can 
shape a local understanding or the inquiry as a whole and vice versa. 

In a remarkable series of papers, four authors make fine grain analyses of situations where 
the participants’ relating shapes the inquiry. For example how expectations of professional, 
social roles between designer and client influence the situation (Oak, 2009); how participants’ 
ad hoc, improvised interruptions influence the going-on of a brain storming session 
(Matthews, 2009); how collaboration helps those involved to decide how to move the design 
along (McDonnell, 2009a); how through the talk, participants introduce moves that change a 
design space (Luck, 2009); and how participants interactively construct meaning in the design 
process (Glock, 2009). 
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Alternatively, the example I have already given by Glock (2009) above, where the 
architect’s hesitation introduces a slight shift in his role as design expert, enabling his client to 
contribute with scenarios that open up the inquiry is another example of how relating shapes 
the inquiry. The nature of the inquiry at that point in the design of the crematorium was only 
carried forward as a result of one participant shifting his role in relation to the other. 

Design and innovation as social action 
Whereas the examples given above of the micro shifts in understanding of process and 

practice are considered as of value when seen from a particular research perspective, those 
same moves could be seen in a very different light and as of less value if the focus was more 
on the formal outcomes of a co-design endeavour: technology, concepts, products and 
services. An organisation might deem it necessary to streamline processes to achieve those 
outcomes. However this understanding can divert attention from how things and operations 
are actually achieved. Value may be lost in a co-design process, because the resources of those 
involved, how they get things done on a day to day basis, are not identified as such (Sproedt & 
Heape, 2014). By adopting a perspective that is based on complex processes of relating 
(Stacey, Griffin & Shaw, 2000; Stacey, 2001; Stacey, 2003; Shaw & Stacey, 2006) one can argue 
that co-design and innovation can be otherwise seen as the emergence of new meaning (Buur 
& Larsen, 2010a) that arises from the ongoing gesture and response interactions between 
those involved (Mead, 1934) through the knowing, doing, making and relating of participatory 
inquiry and that the practice of doing design and innovation is inherently learning driven 
(Heape, 2007). As noted above, the relating shapes an inquiry and vice versa. With that in 
mind one can also consider the knowing, doing and making of participatory inquiry as other 
forms of relating, and as other ways of introducing and carrying on a conversation.  

One approach to design can be that it is the efficient predicting, planning, making and 
controlling of specific objects, concepts or services, a process that requires a significant degree 
of a priori knowledge about outcome and possibilities (Sproedt & Heape, 2014). An alternative 
approach is to consider co-design, and the participatory innovation process it will always be a 
part of, as an open ended process, a process of inquiry where people are brought together in a 
space of possibilities; a participatory environment that is inherently variable and thus 
emergent where the known often has to be reappraised as the unknown. As such, co-design 
can be considered an unfolding rather than a foreclosure, where objects or concepts emerge 
from positionings engendered within sets of relationships. A field of relationships that is thick 
with the sociality of complex responsive processes of relating. Tensions are engendered 
between these positionings through an interplay of the hopes, dreams and aspirations of 
those involved and the inherent constraints of the present. Variations of interpretation in the 
tensions leverage shifts in understanding, which are ultimately expressed as emergent 
syntheses or design proposals. In order to engage this dynamic flux, participants improvise to 
deploy a range of sensibilities, skills and processes that are continually adjusted in close 
relationship with the contingency of the task in hand. Participants respond to this variable 
complexity through ongoing improvisation and the deployment of flexibility, foresight and 
imagination that interweave with the unfolding situation.   

This approach to design and innovation is grounded in George Herbert Mead’s thinking 
(1934) which has been further developed by Stacey, Griffin & Shaw (2000, p. 43) where they 
say: “For Mead, the source of the variation lay in the gesture and response structure of 
interaction between organisms. Variation, with its potential for transformation, arises in the 
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micro detail of interactions between people.” Sense making, sense giving and understanding 
emerges from the ongoing and interdependent interactions between those involved in a 
particular situation and as embedded in that situation. “By drawing on this perspective one 
can infer that innovation happens when practices change in the emergent processes of 
negotiating new meaning, new opportunities, new insights, new thinking and new doing” 
(Larsen & Sproedt, 2013). So, instead of considering design and innovation as solely related to 
the resolution or development of a specific solution, technology or product one can also 
consider design and innovation as a continuous process of “organizational becoming” (Thomas 
et al, 2011) that “emerges from the local interactions of those involved” (Stacey & Griffin, 
2005). 

Prescribing and performing 
As human as our willingness is to engage a co-design or participatory innovation 

endeavour, this can be countered by our unwillingness to engage the risk, tension or conflict 
that make up the dynamic and emergent environment of such an endeavour. In an effort to 
circumvent the inherent uncertainty, the temptation can be to exert a degree of control by 
prescribing a process that will predict, plan and altogether rationalise the process. The danger 
being that the very nature of co-design and participatory innovation, its unfolding, source of 
diversity and emergence of new meaning that can lead to innovative potential will be stifled. 

Although it is very human to avoid overt risk taking, prescriptive practices can become the 
norm. The very environments - business, marketing, engineering and public service - within 
which much co-design and participatory innovation is carried out often adhere to a desire to 
conceptualise, describe and consider design, innovation, engineering, business or 
organisational processes as either a linear progression of sequential events and as an 
altogether rational, decision making process that should be controlled (Blessing, 1996), or 
“deeply anchored in rational economic thinking (Shaw et al, 2000; Tidd & Bessant, 2009), that 
follow measurement (Savall, 2010) or master, control and obedience principles” (Trott, 2008; 
Hauschildt & Salomo, 2007, in Sproedt & Buur, 2010). 

From a design educational perspective there is an inherent dilemma here. On the one hand 
there are those who advocate an approach to design education that emphasises students’ 
ability to prescribe, rationalise and control. On the other there is the understanding that 
students need to be equipped with the skills and abilities to cope and work with the 
improvisational, emergent, dynamic and highly complex environment of a co-design 
endeavour, which they will meet in professional life. The greatest challenge being, how to 
combine these seemingly opposite approaches to doing design? Can one create a balance that 
avoids some of the pitfalls of an overtly prescriptive practice, yet respects the need for 
structure, whilst embracing emergent practice?  

Prescriptive practice 
As noted above, co-design and participatory innovation practice is, for the most, 

embedded in organisational and management cultures that strive to prescribe and regulate 
processes and procedures, the prescriptive nature and expectations of which filter down into 
design education (Heape, 2007). I will briefly outline some of the more prominent aspects of 
this understanding of process. 
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STANDARDISATION 
Frederick Taylor’s (1911) concern for “the efficient performance of physical activities to 

achieve an organization’s purpose” (Stacey et al. 2000, p. 61) led him to conceive of the 
“standardised description of each activity,” by which a development process could be 
controlled. Taylor’s “method was that of meticulously observing the processes required to 
produce anything, splitting them into the smallest possible parts, identifying the skills required 
and measuring how long each part took to perform and what quantities were produced.” He 
“defined management as the activity of forecasting, planning, organizing, coordinating and 
controlling through setting rules that others were to follow” (ibid, p. 61).  

DE-CONTEXTUALISATION 
As regards incorporating user understandings into a product development process, Dym 

and Little (2004, pp. 41-48, pp. 66-68) describe how, by using a decision or selection matrix, 
one can “translate” design constraints and design objectives into numerical values. Ulrich and 
Eppinger (2000, pp. 66-76) describe how to “Interpret raw data in terms of customer needs” 
by wording need statements about a product that “ensures consistency and facilitates 
subsequent translation into product specifications.” The risk being that this rational approach 
to the non-rational can discolour and de-contextualise an appreciation of users’ actions and 
contexts and limit further interpretation (Heape, 2007, p. 40).  

RATIONALISATION 
Lucienne Blessing (1996) made a “comparison of design models proposed in prescriptive 

literature,” and her study gives a comprehensive overview of attitudes and approaches that 
relate to an inherently linear and rational approach to the design process where prescriptive 
models “recommend or even demand” a stepwise development of the design process, with an 
emphasis as to how designers should act and think in a given stage or phase. Blessing 
identified the motivation for introducing prescriptive models as a means of dealing with the 
“discord” of existing ways of designing. She lists a series of factors which span from “to try to 
rationalize creative work” to “facilitate planning of the process”, to “allow control of the 
process, from the point of view of both efficiency and effectiveness” (ibid, p. 188). 

ENTRENCHED ATTITUDES  
Buur & Matthews (2008, p. 255), note that, “indeed many entrenched development 

processes in companies retain a traditional structure that inhibits the adoption of user-centred 
methods of innovation. This is in part because such adoption would necessitate a significant 
re-prioritisation of how enterprises organise and distribute their resources, particularly with 
respect to market research and its application to product and service development.” 

In the context of this text, it is interesting to rephrase Buur & Matthews and Blessing above 
and ask: Is it possible to shift attitudes and re-prioritise an understanding of practice to also 
engage the discordant nature of doing design as a natural part of design education?  

Emergent practice 

FROM MOMENT TO MOMENT, MOVE TO MOVE  
Schön & Wiggins (1992) describe design activity as one in which the designer is engaged in 

“a reflective conversation with the materials of the design situation,” where a designer’s 
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probing of options are “enacted as moves”. Bamberger & Schön (1991, p. 190) describe this as 
“conversational learning”, where the makers via “the gradual evolution of making something 
through reflective “conversation” between makers and their materials” are “shaping meaning 
and coherence.” The departure point of this paper is that design, innovation and engineering 
practice are social endeavours, so whereas Schön (1990), Schön & Wiggins and Bamberger & 
Schön closely examine the meaning making of individual designers, they seldom engage the 
issues that arise in a co-design situation.  

Although not dealing specifically with design situations as such, Stacey, Griffin & Shaw 
(2000, p. 3) do engage the complexity and social nature of people getting things done in 
organisations. As noted above, when they were invited to various company seminars they 
found there was a “complete lack of discussion on how they get things done in the day-by-day 
activity of organizing...” They continue: “we want to think of the ever-present, ordinary 
detailed differences of interpretation in communication between people as the generators of 
variety... It is in these ongoing differences of interpretation that individual and collective 
identities are continually recreated and potentially transformed,” (ibid, p. 189). 

Similarly, Scott Minneman (1991, p. 17) focuses on the social, negotiative and interpretive 
dimensions of designing, where he considers “design as an activity, a human practice... is 
fundamentally a social activity” and that “design emerges” from the interactions involved in 
this social activity. He continues to describe how the “moment-to-moment” work of design 
activity is given meaning by “interest-relative negotiation,” where designers are seen to be 
actively “conserving ambiguity” as a way to reach these negotiated understandings, as 
opposed to trying to eliminate it. Ambiguity is reduced not by the use of “increasingly precise 
language”, but by the design group’s “repeated negotiative interactions...” that “come to 
mean closer to the same thing “ (ibid, p. 139).  

Bucciarelli (1994, pp. 20-21) takes a similar view of “designing as a social process... best 
seen as a social process of negotiation and consensus, a consensus somewhat awkwardly 
expressed in the final product.” 

Although not concerned directly with design, Ingold (2000, p. 195) describes practice as 
embedded in the “current of sociality... because people, in the performance of their tasks, also 
attend to one another... By watching, listening, perhaps even touching, we continually feel 
each other’s presence in the social environment, at every moment adjusting our movements 
in response to this ongoing perceptual monitoring... Or what Schutz (1951, p. 78) called a 
‘mutual tuning-in relationship’ - is an absolute precondition for successful performance.” 

One characteristic of a design or innovation task is that it is not fixed at the outset. It is, for 
the most, unknown and those involved will have to familiarise themselves with its potential as 
the task unfolds. Wendy Gunn and Louise Løgstrup (2014, p. 7) describe a co-design process as 
a journeying within a landscape that “brings lines of inquiry together” as those involved “make 
mappings of shared understandings, imaginings and narratives,” where in the ways of 
designing “an interdependency of knowing and acting through working with materials is 
central to opening up lines of inquiry.” Chris Heape (2007) describes this landscape as a Design 
Space; “a fluid, dynamic, emergent and systemic whole of interweavings, traced by trajectories 
of exploration, experiment and change” that reflect the shifting flow of adjustments and 
perspectives necessary to relate to the ongoing contingency of a participatory inquiry. 
However, in order not to become entangled in the differences of the meaning of the word 
design or of notions of landscape and space, and in an effort to pursue an understanding of 
participatory inquiry, I will continue with any reference to a Design Space or Design Landscape 
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simply as a field of inquiry. The term emphasises the learning driven nature of a design or 
innovation inquiry. 

Participatory Inquiry 
I will now draw together the various threads I have outlined above as a single concept, 

namely that of Participatory Inquiry, that I briefly touched on when introducing my 
methodological position. The term arose, as I was asked in 2013 to help introduce design 
processes, methods, tools and interventions to design educations other than design-practice 
educations at the University of Southern Denmark’s Kolding campus. I initially pursued ideas 
about project and inquiry based learning, but felt that these were insufficient. The challenge 
was to determine and describe the core values of design and innovation processes, but in 
terms that non design-practice students could relate to, and to include these as a natural part 
of doing an inquiry. However, the work that lies behind the development of the concept of 
Participatory Inquiry is also the result of research and interactions with colleagues carried out 
over many years reaching back to 2002. The process has, I believe, contributed to an 
alternative appreciation of how one can do design education, in particular with regard to 
engaging students in a learning environment that is better able to equip them to navigate and 
engage the dynamics of a professional environment. This I will unfold further in the discussion 
of this text.  

By developing an alternative understanding of doing design practice, of how to get things 
done in a co-design, organisational environment, we have been able to introduce students to 
ways of learning that leverage more than the acquisition of a set of design skills. In doing so 
we have in fact expanded the notion of what design skills are and established a clearer link 
between the traditional design skills necessary for a student to be a designer and the less 
tangible skills of understanding and interacting with the knowing, doing, making and relating 
of professional design practice. 

From an educational perspective our aim is to equip students to engage a professional 
environment, rather than just acquire knowledge about it. The challenge is to develop learning 
processes that enable students to actively experience, through their participation with others, 
how meaning emerges from their process of inquiry. We do this by exploring how 
engagements with and analyses of participant interactions in professional life can inform not 
only students’ projects and research, but also educational practice as research with students.  

The processes we involve students in are designed to give them learning experiences that 
reflect the flexible structure and dynamics of a co-design or participatory innovation 
endeavour, encourage them to improvise with the contingency of the task as it emerges and 
to engage in ongoing, critical reflections of the learning that is generated, both personal and 
collaborative. As such we strive to avoid an overt focus on formal outcomes that reflect 
learning goals prescribed from the outset. Instead we focus on the students’ ability to reflect 
on what emerges from their process: their project (product, concept, service, business model 
etc.), their learning, skills, knowledge, competencies and inter-relational processes and to 
describe these, both as text and as visual and oral presentations by posing relevant research 
questions that explore the interaction between theory and practice. We describe this process 
as Participatory Inquiry.  

Participatory Inquiry is an inquiry based learning process that interweaves Knowing, Doing, 
Making and Relating, and leverages the participatory nature of communicative interaction 
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between people (Stacey, 2001, p. 128-134). Learning emerges as thematic patterns of meaning 
(Stacey, 2003, p. 325) or Knowing in the ongoing relating between those involved in such an 
inquiry: Relating. Participatory Inquiry brings design processes, methods, tools and 
interventions into play in order to explore and expand the inquiry. In this regard learning is 
also considered as understanding in practice (Lave, 1990, p. 310) and as situated in that 
practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Suchman, 1987) as Doing and Making. 

Participatory Inquiry is a collaborative, project-oriented task and practice-based process of 
inquiry, driven by action research that engages both faculty and students in a co-generative 
and co-learning (Elden & Levin, 1991) research endeavour. This process of inquiry enables 
students to bring theory acquired through more traditional lecturing or analysis based learning 
into play with the theory and skills they discover through their own practice. Project oriented 
tasks are open ended or “wicked” (Rittel & Webber, 1973) in that a number of resolutions can 
apply, and are usually time delimited from 3 to 12 weeks.  

Students pursue their inquiry by moving from experiment to experiment as they open up 
and explore a range of perspectives on that inquiry. In the process they engage, direct and 
critically reflect on their learning and on the social dimensions of working with others as they 
navigate the highly contingent, dynamic and emergent flux of a design, innovation or research 
task, or simply a field of inquiry. A field of inquiry that can either be used to explore the 
analysis of research phenomena or to enable the development of concepts and solutions for 
collaborative design or participatory innovation tasks. 

As such one can describe a field of inquiry as a fluid, dynamic, emergent and systemic 
whole of interweavings traced by trajectories of exploration, experiment and change, where 
concepts of movement, place and doing are closely related to that of interweavings. There is a 
close relationship between having a sense of somewhere to go in a field of inquiry and a place 
within which one can do, of naming a place and of experiencing a place (Heape, 2007, p. 6-7) 

Discussion 

Attuned perception and appreciative awareness 
There is not the space in this paper to give the micro accounts of design student practice as 

I would like and which I feel is necessary to fully grasp the sophisticated nature of what is 
going on in a design endeavour. However, I will use the following to explore an alternative 
appreciation and description of some of the moves that are being carried out in a design 
process if seen from the perspective of participatory inquiry. 

 
The following examples stem from two projects where I asked students to, in the first case, 

design and build a fully working device that expressed a piece of music. The motivation, which 
in fact proved to be the case, was to place the students in a learning and practice situation 
where, by just choosing of a piece of music, for example, they were involved in substantial, 
collaborative negotiation. In the second case they were asked to design and build a walker 
that could mimic an observed movement or combination of movements of an animal, bird or 
insect that could crawl up a two meter, vertical, metal plate. 

As it turned out, the students continually found themselves in a position where their local 
experiments generated material for which there was no assurance as to whether it would be 
of value to their device. They experimented to learn whether it could be or not. Their process 
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was characterised by a close attention to certain aspects of their task, whilst at the same time 
keeping in mind the global nature of the other aspects, including their tuning in or relating to 
others and general reflection on their process. In this regard I would like to introduce two 
linked terms, namely attuned perception as a way of perceiving and working locally or in close 
focus to a particular detail of a task, and that of appreciative awareness as a means of 
attending to the global or systemic nature of a task and its social dynamics, where the relating 
of those involved in the emergent flow of the ongoing situation with its ambiguity, 
uncertainty, and variations of interpretation calls for an ongoing adjustment to the unfolding 
situation as a whole. Attuned perception and appreciative awareness are in constant 
transaction with each other, the one affecting the other; a shifting back and forth between 
figure, attuned perception, and ground, appreciative awareness (Heape, 2015).  

Opening up the inquiry 
In both cases the students gradually map out their terrain as they become more familiar 

with it. They construct a field of inquiry they can explore and expand through their doing and 
making as focused experiments in places of their inquiry. Through their explorations they 
gradually establish a greater sense of awareness of their task as a whole and the interrelating 
that is going on between them. This refers directly to a range of examples in Heape (2007), 
where it emerged that the students’ ability to identify with the task was imperative to their 
ability to engender a rich range of associations, metaphors and design material. In those cases, 
by relating to users and their contexts in the field and by imagining and projecting user 
scenarios into the future the students were able contextualise and narrate a shared 
appreciation of their task as a whole. 

The students leverage their various interpretations of what they are involved with. They 
deliberately bring their different appreciations into play, be it associations to a piece of music 
or gait of an animal, bird or insect, or, for example, what they have observed in a hospital 
emergency ward (Heape, 2007, p. 307-363). By interweaving key words, associations and 
metaphors as syntheses of understanding, expressed either as language or artefacts in varying 
degrees of articulation, they gradually expand their collaborative understanding and feel for 
what they are working with. Their field of inquiry becomes contextualised and interwoven 
with rich associations and rich moves as an enmeshed range of design material that opens up 
other trajectories as lines of inquiry for further experiment and change, both lyrical and 
technological. 

One of the chief drivers in this process is our innate ability as people to co-construct 
narratives whilst using artefacts to point to and share with as a means of understanding each 
other. Ochs & Capps (1996) describe this use of narrative as a means of sense-making in 
which: “narrative... is a fundamental means of making experience... Narrative activity provides 
tellers with an opportunity to impose order on otherwise disconnected events and so create 
continuity between past, present and imagined worlds (ibid, p. 19). We use narrative as a tool 
for probing and forging connections between our unstable, situated selves” (ibid, p. 29). As the 
students imagine movements or a functioning of their device they project scenarios as a 
means of probing and forging connections in unknown places in their inquiry. Places where 
they can learn more through experiment and change. 
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Informed judgements 
In this process, it’s the students’ ability to reference and hold their design material in focus 

that enables them to engage the even more ambiguous process of interpreting their initial 
concepts into design proposals. As they explore and navigate their inquiry, their associations 
and metaphors, be they verbal or material, act as waymarkers, notations of transient meaning 
or “this is what we know for now” (Heape, 2007, p. 208). Notations they can refer and go back 
to as they judge the next moves to make in the unfolding of their process. Their judgements 
are informed by the interplay of an appreciative awareness of their task as a whole and their 
exploration of its details through attuned perception. This is not a linear process where it is 
first lyrical interpretation, concept development then product development. There is a 
continual to and fro between association, metaphor, material objects and technology, and vice 
versa. In this to and fro, iterative cycles of perception, interpretation and expression 
interweave with the variations of interpretation of those involved, which in turn shapes their 
relating and vice versa (Heape, 2015). 

If one follows the conceptual metaphor of a process of participatory inquiry as the 
construction, exploration and expansion of a conceptual space (Heape, 2007) or field of 
inquiry, then it follows that as a result of the students’ moves, the interrelationship of their 
knowing, doing, making and relating, one can say that the final design proposal emerges as a 
figure on the ground of their inquiry. This rather than the proposal having been produced as a 
result of planned action or preconceived idea. There is a significant difference. There is still of 
course, the intention to design a concept, product or service, but the former concept allows 
one to understand that the interrelating between those involved has a significant impact on 
process and result. I have described this elsewhere in an actual case (Heape, 2015) as, at the 
micro level, the gesture and response (Mead, 1934) between those involved is shaping the 
relating, which is in turn shaping the inquiry and as such the final result. The complexity of this 
interrelating cannot be planned. It is emergent.  

Conclusion 
One could ask whether projects like these contribute to student learning and what 

relevance they might have for professional practice. Will they ever design something similar? 
Probably not, but from a design pedagogical perspective such projects are highly relevant. One 
has to ask, if students only work with so called real life projects that seem to be the same as in 
professional life, despite the fact that they are in an educational context not a professional 
context, will they ever learn to take risks, do the experiments and use their imaginations? The 
more significant question being: What role can an attention to the micro detail of process and 
practice, and in-depth understanding of participatory inquiry play in developing an alternative 
design educational strategy that can help equip students to become tomorrow’s practitioners? 

In order to answer this to some degree, I would like to take up one point in particular that I 
touched on in the above that I believe is central to the discussion as to how to redirect the 
focus of design education. The point I have in mind is one of the questions I posed as regards 
what is considered as of value in a design or innovation process. The question was: How does 
an overt focus on the value of the more formal outcome of a co-design or participatory 
innovation process, the concept, product, service, etc., divert attention from the informal 
moves and values of those involved? 
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As I have indicated in much of the literature I have referenced, by looking closely at 
everyday design practice and other organisational practice, layer upon layer of skilled 
interventions and deployment of methods and other resources reveal themselves. I do believe 
that it is the overt focus of many design educations, or certainly those I have witnessed either 
as design coach, censor or researcher, on formal design outcomes and the skills necessary to 
achieve those outcomes, that diverts attention from other processes and skills that design 
students must acquire, but more importantly, must also engage as part of their education. 
They have to be exposed to, experience and learn to navigate the insecure, complex, dynamic, 
emergent and improvisational nature of doing design with others, including those others who 
are not designers. Professional designers have to be able to engage not only fellow designers, 
but also users, customers, technicians, engineers, marketing and business people, policy 
makers, health workers, etc. In other words, people who have a very different world view to 
that of designers. Design students must also be able to engage design situations where their 
role is as much facilitator as it is the provider of solutions and to understand that any design 
proposal is an emergent synthesis of the knowing, doing, making and relating of those 
involved. Similar to Thomas et al. (2011) and their notion of innovation as a continuous 
process of “organizational becoming” introduced above, I will go so far as to suggest that a 
design outcome can also be shifts in understanding or the emergence of new meaning in a 
situation or organisation that a designer helps facilitate forward with others. In other words a 
completely intangible outcome, but which along the way has been worked on by bringing 
traditional design methods, materials and visualisations into play. 

In these sophisticated processes, it is the designers’ ability to register the goings on of what 
they are involved in, how they influence a situation and how that situation influences them 
that will affect an outcome. In order to do this they have to learn and experience as students 
how to adjust to the emergent, improvise with change and tune in to others. As much as it is 
the task of a design student to develop a sensibility as they attend to the development of 
form, for example, so too should they learn to develop other sensibilities in order to engage 
the social dynamics of being a designer.  

Heron and Reason (1997) consider participatory inquiry as a paradigm in itself, as a 
participatory world-view. I am reluctant to cast the understanding of participatory inquiry I 
have described here in that light. My reasons for developing the concept are far more 
pragmatic. Project based and inquiry based learning were insufficient for what I needed to do, 
namely change educational practice within my organisation across a number of educations. 
There was a need to interweave the qualities of design inquiry with that of complex processes 
of relating and other related research. There is no doubt, in particular in view of my current 
research and the work of students, that participatory inquiry does appear to give both 
students, faculty, researchers and professional practitioners alike, even though they might not 
aspire to be designers, an alternative way of engaging an inquiry with others that also provides 
the basis for identifying, understanding and reflecting on the complexity of what is going on.  

This is the essential difference between participatory inquiry and design inquiry. The latter 
does not take sufficient account of the interaction between knowing, doing, making and 
relating. Participatory inquiry, with its unique appreciation of the design process, attention to 
the shifts of practice and relating involved, combined with the operationalisation of design 
methods, tools and interventions, makes for another way of perceiving and engaging the 
world about us. 
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The principal point I’d like to make here, is that my suggestions to refocus just what design 
education should or could entail is not a question of either or. It is a question of both, and! Is it 
necessarily a conflict if one were to combine participatory inquiry with that of traditional 
design educational practice? I do not think so! Rather the question is: How can we re-calibrate 
design education to enable its practitioners to continue to cultivate their deep understanding 
of traditional design skills and competencies together with the skills of participatory inquiry?  
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Abstract: Efforts to research and develop smart wearable systems have been 
increasing in both academia and industry. It is estimated that there will be 5.5 
billion users of mobile and wearable technology around the world by 2019. 
The present paper shows a teaching process which enables engineers to acquire 
new competencies based on the experimentation with printed electronics and 
programming technologies. The work details how these competencies have been 
progressively integrated from electronics and electromagnetism to their 
programming and how all can be integrated through advanced materials. All 
this, in a whole, aimed at designing and developing nearable or wearable devices 
taking into account current trends such as the internet of things in e-health.     
As a consequence, students have improved their disruptive innovation skills 
despite their lack of professional experience, thus generating an engineer profile 
able to enter the world of work with higher value add.  

Keywords: wearable; printed electronics; functional textiles; embedded 
technology. 
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Introduction  
In the last twenty years there have been a number of advances in technology which 

have been enabling creative and product developers to keep in contact with technologies 
historically associated to technological centres.  

It is important to highlight that concepts such as Embedded Technology, Virtual Reality, 
Augmented Reality and Wearable Computing can be associated to product designing 
thanks to the recent technological change.  

Nowadays the use of embedded systems is widespread. We can find embedded systems 
in applications that vary from automobile field to home appliances, from medical to 
personal application fields. Embedded Technology is a technology based on 
microprocessors designed and programmed to perform a dedicated function when 
embedded in a certain product. 

Sport and healthcare are examples of these applications where wearable systems are 
needed. Their high degree of adaptability makes users unaware of their presence. Today, 
efforts to research and develop smart wearable systems have been increasing in both 
academia and industry. It is estimated that there will be 5.5 billion users of mobile and 
wearable technologies around the world by 2019 (Goode, 2014).New promising 
researches, which have recently emerged from the miniaturization of electronics, together 
with textile technologies and new materials, are making wearable systems more feasible. 
The passage from Embedded Systems to Wearable Embedded Systems is taking place 
thanks to new technologies such as printed electronics, functional textiles and 
programming technologies. 

In this work we propose a specific combined teaching model developed in Elisava 
Barcelona School of Design and Engineering (Elisava, 2015). This paper shows the 
acquisition process of new competencies with emerging materials and technologies. This 
process focuses on the experimentation with printed electronics, with functional textiles 
and with programming technologies. The final objective was to design new nearable and 
wearable systems taking into account the challenges faced by the internet of things and e-
health. 

Wearables 
Wearable Embedded Systems can be defined as mobile electronic devices that can be 

unobtrusively embedded in the user’s outfit as part of the clothing or as an accessory. In 
the case of Nearable systems, the device is not integrated but its within easy reach for the 
user.  

Wearables represent the new generation of a hyperconnected world, the Internet of 
Things (IoT).They are based on the interaction between the users, the system and the 
environment. They are able to monitor the user activity, his physiological and emotional 
state and the situation around him. 

The implementation of the wearable interaction concepts includes several criteria 
(Lukovicz, 2004): 

 The system must be able to interact with the environment through different sensors, 
wireless network or radio interface, all of them embedded in the outfit. 

 The user interface needs to be operated with minimal cognitive effort and with little 
or no involvement of hands. 
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 Using context information the system should be able to perform a wide range of tasks 
without any user interaction at all. 

 The system must be seamlessly integrated in the outfit so that it neither interferes 
with the user’s physical activity nor it affects its appearance in any unpleasant way. 

 The rise of wearable electronic devices, weather for monitoring, communication, or 
augmented reality, is extending the concept of Embedded Technology to new, 
unexplored territories. In a near future, people may enjoy the freedom not to carry 
any longer electronic devices, but instead, to wear them.  

Printed electronics 
In the last decade great advances have been made thanks to the merging of print 

technology with nanomaterial technologies. The discovery of the basic nature of metallic, 
organic and inorganic nanomaterials, together with  processes of synthesis, printing 
capabilities and electronic properties, have undergone tremendous advances thanks to the 
efforts of many scientists and engineers (Suganuma, 2014). 

Printed electronics (PE) have emerged as one of the key technologies not only for 
electronics but also for all kinds of electrically controlled machines and equipment. PE 
combines electronics manufacturing and graphic printing. This combination permits to 
manufacture products that are thin, flexible, wearable and lightweight. Printed electronics 
will serve as enabling technologies that will develop the next generation of wearable 
devices and allow product engineers and designers to realize disruptive wearable designs. 

Wearable devices can also greatly benefit from printed sensor technologies. A wide 
variety of sensors can be produced: environment sensors (temperature, humidity, gas 
concentration, ion concentration), biosensors (glucose, arterial pressure, DNA), pressure 
sensors (step sensors, touch sensors) and light sensors. The development of high precision 
measurement sensors will allow the internet of things to deliver on its promises. 

All this contributes to develop embedded wearable or nearable systems ranging from 
RFID tags or cards, sport outfits, healthcare applications and food traceability; from 
mediums of expression and visual, musical and interactive creation. 

Although PE technology is currently available on the market, it offers tremendous 
opportunities to create new products and new markets. These products can be distributed 
in the market in the following categories: 

 Lighting (OLED) 

 Organic/inorganic photovoltaic 

 Displays 

 Integrated smart systems (RFID, sports fitness/healthcare devices, smart cards, 
sensors, etc.) 

 Electronics and components (memories, antennas, batteries, wiring and 
interconnects, etc.) 

Functional textiles 
Advances in textile technology, computer engineering and materials science are 

promoting a new category of materials called functional textiles. Functional or smart 
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textiles are defined as textile products such as fibres, filaments, yarns, together with 
woven, knitted or non-woven structures, which can interact with the environment/user. 

Fashion designers are adding wires, circuits and optical fibres to traditional textiles, 
creating interactive dresses that light up or designing heating textiles that keep the user 
warm. They are starting to sew conductive threads and sensors that respond to external 
stimuli (Gould, 2003). On the other hand, electronic engineers are using textiles as 
infrastructure for mobile electronic applications providing pockets and, in some new 
models, even channels for running cables. Wearable systems use functional textiles and 
new technology to integrate electronic devices and interconnections in the textiles. As a 
consequence, signal and power lines, simple sensors, and even antennas become part of 
the clothing itself (Lukovicz, 2004). 

Electronic textiles (e-textiles) represent the merge between textile and electronic 
technologies. They are defined as a set of sensors, processors, and/or actuators embedded 
in a fabric which interacts for the accomplishment of a specific task (Stoppa, 2014). Their 
physical flexibility and small size create a novel method for the use of electronics in a 
pervasive and non-intrusive fashion (Nakad, 2010). 

The convergence of textiles and electronics (e-textiles) can be relevant for the 
development of smart materials that are capable of accomplishing a wide spectrum of 
functions that nowadays can be found in rigid and non-flexible electronic products.  
Functional textiles integrate a high level of intelligence and can be divided into subgroups 
(Stoppa, 2014): 

 Passive functional textiles: they are only able to sense the environment/user thanks 
to sensors. 

 Active functional textiles: they are reactive when sensing stimuli from the 
environment, integrating an actuator function and a sensing device. 

Programming technologies 
A key enabling technology for wearable systems is the availability of cheap 

microcontrollers that combine all the functions in a single device. 
The development of Open Source projects, of low-cost or free technologies in both the 

programming and the electronics, such as Processing and Arduino, respectively, together 
with the creative communities who share their experiences and solutions, make it easier 
for students to obtain a good training in the control of the new technologies. 

Processing is a programming language, a development environment, and an online 
community built for the visual arts and the visual literacy, thought for people who want to 
program images, animation and interactions. Useful when you want to display or save 
some data collected by the Arduino. Today, students, artists, designers and researchers use 
Processing for learning, prototyping and for production (Processing, 2015). 

Arduino is a widely used open-source single-board microcontroller development 
platform with flexible, easy-to-use hardware and software components designed for 
artists, designers and engineers. Arduino allows rapid, cheap prototyping for embedded 
systems. Arduino Uno is a microcontroller that has 6 analog inputs and 14 digital I/O pins, 
so it is possible to connect a number of sensors to a single Arduino board (Ferdoush, 2014). 
The microcontroller can be programmed with the Arduino Integrated Development 
Environment software based on the Processing programming language. 
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There is an active community of users contributing and benefiting from their collective 
research, as for example Arduino Playground (Arduino, 2015). 

Objectives 
The main objective of this work is to show a specific learning methodology developed in 
Elisava, which focuses on advanced materials and electromagnetism and which starts from 
the basic knowledge of electronics and its programming. 
After acquiring the relative competencies, the students were able to design and develop 
nearable or wearable devices based on printed electronics and functional textiles. 

Methodology 
Design thinking can be described as a discipline that uses the designer’s sensibility and 

methods to match people’s needs with what is technologically feasible and what a viable 
business strategy can convert into customer value and market opportunity (Brown, 2008). 

Design thinking process (Figure 1) has evolved from a way of thinking among engineers 
when designing technical products and has become a very popular innovation technique 
among business people (Brown, 2009; Veflen, 2015). 

Design thinking is divided into three main steps: inspiration, ideation and 
implementation.  These stages interact in a circular process with internal feedback loops. 

 

 
 

INSPIRATION 
 

IDEATION 
 

IMPLEMENTATION 

              Determine the problem 
detected in a specific context. 
Observe and empathize with 
the user’s needs. Find out and 
define the insights which 
stimulate the search for 
solutions to a problem or 
possible opportunities.  

 This is the step where ideas 
leading to possible solutions 
are generated, developed and 
tested. It is the creative process 
during which it is possible to 
suggest ideas, agile prototyping 
processes and the election of 
the best proposals.  

 This is the stage when the project is 
developed technically and 
industrially. During this process the 
communication strategies are 
defined and the future success of 
the project is tested through direct 
feedback from people. 

 

Figure 1 The design thinking process consists of these three main stages. 
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The proposed methodology for design engineers driven by smart nearable and wearable 
systems is based on experiential learning from the inspiration stage and engineering design 
thinking applied to project-based learning. This study has been tested with students of the 
Industrial Design Engineering Degree at Elisava. 

Engineering Design Thinking is a complex cognitive process which includes 
convergences and divergences from the perspective of different systems. It is a new 
project based methodology which aims at unifying the language of the engineer working 
on the project and the designer in order to define the figure of the “Design engineer”.  The 
designer considers the process as a series of levels of components which interact within a 
system or which are connected with other external systems. Whereas the engineer tends 
to solve problems and find solutions referring to the applied science, following mostly 
systemic models. Systemic thinking is an essential element of the cognition of engineering 
design (Dym, 2005). 

Engineering Design Thinking methodology was applied as a tool to drive innovation 
starting from insights. The methodology was structured in three sections (Figure 2). 

 

INSPIRATION  
IDEATION 

 
IMPLEMENTATION 

              Determine the problem 
detected in a specific context by 
means of human-centred 
design. Research and 
experimentation with advanced 
materials and technologies for 
the definition of innovative 
solutions. 
Find out and define the insights 
which stimulate the search for 
solutions to a problem or 
possible opportunities. 

 This is the step where ideas 
leading to possible solutions 
are generated, developed and 
tested. It is the creative 
process which takes place 
through prototyping and 
experimentation. The technical 
viability and the usability are 
tested by means of a 
prototype. 

 This is the stage when the 
project is developed technically 
and industrially. During this 
process the communication 
strategies are defined. 
Calculation, programming and 
final industrialisation processes 
are used. 

 

Figure 2 The engineering design thinking process being adapted to the new methodology. 

The details of all the aspects on which the proposed teaching methodology was focused 
are summarised in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 The proposed teaching methodology integrates design thinking with engineering 
technologies to develop smart wearable and nearable products. 

These competencies were progressively integrated in the different years of the Industrial 
Design Engineering Degree program (Figure 4). 
The methodology begins with the subject of ‘Engineering Industrial Design Methodology’, 
where first year students are sensitized to the analysis and the ideation starting from the 
knowledge of the material. 
During the second year, the students are provided with competencies related to 
electronics and electromagnetism and their programming in the subjects of ‘Fluids and 
electromagnetism’ and ‘Informatics’, respectively. 
Once the students have assimilated this basic knowledge, creativity is stimulated starting 
from the experimental learning of advanced materials and technologies through laboratory 
practice. In the subject of ‘Adaptive Materials’, students from the third and fourth years 
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learn the design thinking process by experimenting the design of a wearable or nearable 
system. 
At the end of the degree, students have acquired the skills and knowledge for the integral 
development of a technological-based project and can formalize a functional model during 
their Final Degree Project. 
 

 

Figure 4 Education structure and methods corresponding to the proposed methodology. 

For the inspiration phase we suggest starting with certain qualities of functional textiles 
and printed electronic materials, in order to stimulate inspiration and therefore the 
conceptualization of a new product. The aim is to integrate the experiential learning in the 
inspiration phase of the design thinking process for the conceptualisation of new 
wearables and nearables. 

We have followed Kolb’s notion of learning through experience (Kolb, 1984), as a 
resource for innovative thinking (Coşkun, 2010). At the same time, we have followed the 
research on project-based learning to permit students to learn experiencing design as 
active participants (Dym, 2005). 

The experimental experience is based on Kolb’s concept of experiential learning (Kolb, 
1984), which consists of four key elements through which a learner cycles in a continuous 
spiral of learning. The four elements are:  exposure to a concrete experience; reflection on 
that experience; generalization of the experience and formation of abstract concepts 
based on the generalization; application of these concepts to the concrete experience. 

Students experienced printed electronics and functional textiles properties and 
obtained the inspiration for the design and development of new wearables and nearables. 
Students could also experience the programming technologies potentials to use them in 
the following implementation phase. The experimentation with new materials in the 
subject of ‘Adaptive Materials’ increased the percentage of the methodology in the 
inspiration phase during the third year (Figure 4). As a consequence, the students could 
increase their disruptive innovation capacity during the four year degree course (Figure 4) 
despite their lack of professional experience. 

The lessons have been adapted in order to integrate design thinking with experiential 
education courses and engineering technologies. The lessons have been planned in order 
to give priority to experimentation. As a consequence they have been mostly carried out in 
laboratories to allow the introduction of engineering technologies in the design of 
wearables. We have also included sessions focused on the understanding and discovering 
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of users and context. Furthermore, sessions focused on agile prototyping with Arduino 
were planned in order to ideate, communicate and test possibilities. 

There follow the details of each of the aspects on which the proposed experimental 
learning methodology has focused. 

Printed electronics 
Students learned printed electronics based materials through experiential learning. 

They could experiment with organic and conductive inks through laboratory practice. They 
made an OLED, organic electroluminescent display. OLEDs are light emitting devices that 
have a thin film of organic compounds as the emissive electroluminescent layer.  The 
screen printing fabrication process is divided into different steps. Firstly, cutting the PET 
substrate and preparing all the material needed such as inks, screen printings and 
squeegee (Figure 5a).The first screen is placed over top of the substrate (Figure 5b). 
Squeegee is used to distribute the different ink layers through the open mesh (Figure 5c 
and 5d). The sequence is repeated for the different ink layers: transparent conductive ink, 
active phosphor ink, dielectric ink, conductive ink and encapsulation ink. The final result is 
shown in Figure 5e, while Figure 5f shows the OLED lighting up.  

 

 

Figure 5 Screen printing process for producing an electroluminescent display (a) Necessary 
equipment, (b) screen collocation, (c) squeegee used to distribute the ink, (d)screen 
printing ink layer, (e) OLED obtained and (f) OLED lighting up. 

Through experimental learning they experienced the flexibility of a polymeric solar cell 
module produced by printed electronics, which generates 8V and 60-100mW per module 
in one hour of sun exposure (Figure 6a). They understood the properties of printed touch 
sensors, displays or electrical heating elements (Figure 6b).This technology is based on 
electrical conducting or semi-conducting polymers, which are printed on flexible polyester 
substrate. 
The new generation of wearables and nearables require flexible batteries. Students used 
the thin and flexible SoftBattery printed batteries for the development of products with 
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embedded technology (Figure 6c). SoftBattery is based on zinc and manganese dioxide, 
and zinc chloride as an electrolyte. 
 

 

Figure 6 Students have experimented with various samples of printed electronics: (a) Polymer 
Solar Cell, (b) transparent and conductive PET films for touch sensors, displays or 
electrical heating elements and (c) Enfucell printed, thin and flexible batteries. 

Functional textiles 
Knowledge of functional textiles was developed through laboratory practice with 

heating pads, textile push buttons and tubular stretch sensors, among others.  

The DC powered heating pads (Figure 7a) are useful for near-body heating applications. 
They are made of a mesh of polyester filament and metal conductive wires, folded into an 
insulator polyimide film. The heating pads get warm when applying 5VDC. Textile push 
buttons (Figure 7b) can work as a push button switch. When the button is pressed the 
electrical circuit is closed. The tubular stretch sensor (Figure 7c) detects tension and its 
readout is analog. All these textiles can be connected to an Arduino. 
 

 

Figure 7 Students have experimented with various samples of functional textiles: (a) Heating pads 
made of polyester filament and Micro Metal Conductive Fibre, (b) Textile push button 
that works as a switch and (c) Tubular Stretch Sensor that detects tension. 

Programming technologies 
 Students also performed experimentation with Programming technologies. 

Processing environment permits students to learn programming with a high level 
programming language, which is complete and easy to use. With the subject of 
‘Informatics’ students learned to program and were able to develop Virtual Reality 
applications for first person control at visual and acoustic level in an 
immersive environment. 
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 Arduino is an economic system for creating products with embedded technologies. It 
is based on a microcontroller, which can be programmed using a high level language 
similar to Processing. It permits to work with a high range of sensors and actuators 
both analog or digital. 

 In the subject of ‘Informatics’ students experienced the development of products 
with embedded technology. Students learnt how to easily incorporate live heart-rate 
data into their projects (Figure 8).To this purpose they used the Pulse Sensor, a plug-
and-play heart-rate sensor for Arduino.  They chose an open-source monitoring app 
that permits to graph the pulse in real time. 

 

Figure 8 Students have experimented with Arduino and programming technologies for prototyping and 
testing: (a) Pulse Sensor, heart-rate sensor for Arduino, (b) students connecting the pulse 
sensor to Arduino Uno board and (c) data collection of pulse signal. 

Results 
Due to the large number of materials, students, and later on professionals, usually choose 
the material during the final stages of the product design and development process. When 
referring to advanced materials, the information the design engineer requires in order to 
select and to use them usually comes from the experimentation due to the complexity to 
standardize their properties (Burman, 2000). This makes the selection process difficult and 
in many design projects the use of advanced materials does not go beyond the conceptual 
phase. 
The main reflection students and teachers did during and after the courses is that the 
experimentation with advanced materials implied the fact that the material selection could 
be put at the beginning of the product design and development process. Advanced 
materials and engineering technologies were used as an opportunity to inspire new 
applications of the wearables during the engineering design thinking process.  
The experimentation of advanced materials and technologies during the inspiration and 
ideation stages has made possible and easier the definition of new innovative proposals. 
Until now engineering students have been developing projects starting from a pre-
established problem they were supposed to solve using calculation, technique, industrial 
processes and industrialisation. This new teaching methodology allows students to widen 
their attitude towards the problem reflecting also on the user. They are given the tools to 
propose innovative ideas during the experimentation stage. As a consequence the students 
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have developed the capability to make a value proposition and a viable project for 
industry, users and market.   
Among the results shown, two products correspond to the subject of ‘Adaptive Materials’, 
while the third one is the result of the Final Degree Project. Among the results shown, two 
products correspond to the subject of ‘Adaptive Materials’, while the third one is the result 
of the Final Degree Project. 

The first project is called SNOW BIGBOOT (Figure 9) and it is conceived to measure two 
vital signals during a snow motorbike activity and therefore guarantee the safety of its 
user. 

Students found possible problems to be coped with in the snow motorbike sport. In the 
research phase they discovered that gangrene caused by cold usually affects fingers and 
toes. They also concluded that sleepiness is frequent at long snow motorbike crossings. 

The proposed solution to the first problem consists of monitoring body temperature 
and controlling a heating device to maintain a selected temperature. The solution 
proposed for the second problem is instead to measure blood pressure to detect 
sleepiness in order to generate acoustic signals and avoid severe sleepiness. 

During the development phase, students applied the knowledge acquired during the 
research process and the decisions taken in the ideation phase. 

The solution proposed aims at designing two systems embedded in the equipment 
which can prevent the problems of low temperatures and sleepiness. The devices are 
connected to internet for e-health monitoring if necessary. Each device has two main 
elements: a receptor and an actuator. The receptors are the temperature sensor and the 
pulse sensor, respectively. The actuators are the heating resistance and the acoustic signal. 
The heating resistances are located in the boot insole and the acoustic actuator is located 
in the helmet, near the ears.  

The temperature and the pulse sensors are made with printed electronics and 
therefore they are flexible and can easily adapt to the body. 

 

Figure 9 SNOW BIGBOOT components: bluetooth (1), interconnection circuit (2), pulse sensor (3), 
flexible battery (4), temperature sensor (5) and heating resistances (6).  
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The objective of the following project is the design of diving gloves. Divers are exposed to 
many risks for their health because of low temperatures, especially under high depths.  
The proposal (Figure 10) focuses on a body temperature monitoring system and on the 
possibility to improve the communication between divers. At the moment no solutions 
exist to avoid this problem.  
The gloves include OLEDs at the fingertips which facilitate communication enhancing 
visibility. The OLED lighting system has been made by screen printing on PET substrate. 
Fingers lose heat easily. Moreover, they are the first elements to lose their blood flow 
when blood vessels contract due to the cold. ABYSS gloves incorporate a temperature 
sensor, made with printed electronics, which communicates with the temperature 
indicator by changing the colour and indicating if there is a risk of hypothermia. They are 
connected to internet for e-health by monitoring the data, if necessary. 
At 37 °C the temperature indicator is displayed in white. Mild hypothermia takes place 
when body temperature drops between 33° and 35 °C. In this temperature range the 
indicator is displayed in yellow. If the temperature continues to fall, the colour will change 
progressively to orange.  
Moderate hypothermia occurs when the body temperature drops between 30° and 33 °C. 
When the body temperature drops below 30° the indicator will gradually turn to red. 
All the electronic components require a sealed coating. The one we propose is thin and 
flexible and consists of a PET substrate with a silicone coating. 
The battery is also flexible and can be wirelessly charged using a Qi standard special 
charging pad. The ON/OFF control uses a textile push button similar to that of Figure 5b. 

 

Figure 10 ABYSS components: OLED (1), textile push button (2), temperature sensor (3), colour 
temperature indicator (4), flexible battery and printed memory chip (5). 

The aim of the last result, called KEEP IT HOT (Figure 11) and presented as a Final 
Degree Project, is to create a product related to the culinary world that can keep food at 
the desired temperature, thanks to the user interaction.  

As a matter of fact, the sensation provoked in the mouth by cold food is unpleasant for 
most people. When food gets cold it loses its texture and taste.  
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The product is a flexible heating plate made of a glass-ceramic triangles surface. The 
plate is flexible due to the presence of triangles in the structure and can assume different 
positions. The electronic circuit is a printed circuit with several printed heating elements 
transmitting heat to the glass-ceramics and subsequently to the food located on top of it. 
The interconnection circuit is made of printed silver ink on a PET substrate. The electronic 
circuit is placed on top of a silicone sheet. Thermistors are responsible for controlling and 
measuring the temperature. They are connected to the motherboard by means of a 
printed cable. Depending on the temperature, the voltage of each component increases or 
decreases. 

The device is connected to the internet to check the ideal temperature of the different 
types of food. It contains a CPU that executes the instructions, as for example activates the 
screen, the thermistors and the heating elements. It incorporates a touch screen to control 
all the required functions. The screen also shows information, such as the temperature and 
the type of food. KEEP IT HOT can be charged through inductive charging and it is easy to 
clean. 

 

Figure 11 KEEP IT HOT components: Heat glass-ceramic triangles (1), heating panels (2), PET 
substrate (3), coils (4), touch screen (5), CPU (6) and motherboard (7). 

Conclusions 
This teaching method, specifically developed in Elisava, has been proposed for design 
engineers driven by nearable and wearable systems. It is based on experiential learning 
and engineering design thinking applied to project-based learning. 
Due to the large number of available materials existing in design and engineering courses, 
the tendency is that students select these materials during the final stages of the product 
design and development process. Moreover, owing to the difficulty to standardise the 
properties of these materials, in many projects the use of advanced materials does not go 
beyond the conceptual phase. In our courses we anticipate this stage and propose it at the 
beginning by using advanced materials and engineering technologies as an opportunity to 
inspire and develop new applications in the engineering design thinking process. 
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Starting from the reflexions gathered among students and teachers, it has been pointed 
out that it is important to introduce the methodology gradually, beginning with first-year 
students as we have explained in this paper. In this way, year after year, they can 
progressively become familiar with the engineering design thinking process. It turned out 
to be a much more natural learning process, rather than adopting it for the first time with 
upper- course students, accustomed to use popular technologies instead of core creative 
thinking process. 
According to the teachers in charge of the subjects of implementation it has been a useful 
methodology which has allowed them to help students in a more agile and exponentially 
effective way. The fact of replacing theoretical lessons with experimental theory has 
facilitated the comprehension and the proyectual development of students. Students have 
demonstrated great interest in this methodology. The ideation through the 
experimentation has enabled them to test in a dynamic way the potential final result of the 
process, providing them with more self-confidence during its development. This system 
has meant for the student a bigger implication both in his project and in the subjects 
proposed.  
Engineering design thinking methodology has been used as a tool to drive innovation 
starting from insights. 

The research on project-based learning has allowed students to learn engineering 
design by experiencing it as active participants. 

The experimental learning with new materials in the subject of ‘Adaptive Materials’ has 
served as a tool to facilitate the inspiration phase in the engineering design thinking 
process. It has allowed students to conceptualise and develop new wearable and nearable 
products starting from the inspiration driven by printed electronics, functional textiles and 
programming technologies. 

Experimental learning has been applied as a resource for innovative thinking. Using this 
working methodology, the students have increase their disruptive innovation capacity 
during their degree course despite their lack of professional experience, thereby achieving 
a profile of future engineer able to enter  successfully  the world of work.  
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Abstract: This paper describes a current research project about co-designing an 
interactive game for pediatric patients after cancer treatment with HSCT 
(hematopoietic stem cell transplantation) in after care. Objectives of this complex 
project have been to substitute paper diaries by developing a game with 
motivational elements. During the last months this tool has been co-developed with 
an interdisciplinary team: medical caregivers, artists, designers, psychologists, 
children and IT experts. Important elements for the medical team had to be defined 
and motivational preferences of content and avatar designs for children evaluated. 
Patients after HSCT treatment may suffer from a multitude of problems, it is of the 
greatest importance to communicate data about their wellbeing, bodily functions 
and activity levels to the doctors. For at least several months these children have to 
live isolated because of low immunity and high risk. Computers provide a connection 
to the outside world. HSCT treated children get tired very quickly, show small 
tolerance for failure and cannot be involved in all co-designing from the beginning 
but are integrated in the testing phase starting in June 2015. On this account 
important key elements were co-developed with the research team and 415 healthy 
children and young adults of Vienna, aged between 8-19. 

Keywords: Co-designing, game, design, e-health 
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Interdisciplinary Research & Participatory Approach 

Introduction  
In this article we describe a national funded research project by the Austrian Research 

Promotion Agency (FFG), involving at least five institutions: University of Applied Arts Vienna; 
Children Cancer Research Institute (CCRI); University of Vienna; T-Systems Austria (T-Systems 
is a German global IT services and consulting company, a subsidiary of Deutsche Telekom) and 
several schools in Vienna, to elicit children's contributions and perspectives in the design of a 
communication tool for pediatric patients after cancer treatment with HSCT (hematopoietic 
stem cell transplantation) in after care. This mobile client should foster communication 
between patients and clinicians and ensure motivation by gaming entertainment.  

Today this communication is still handled by paper logbooks of the HSCT patients in 
Austria. According to the expertise of medical partners the young patients appreciate certain 
levels of distraction from the primary disease and rewards for task fulfilments.  

For at least several months HSCT treated children have to live isolated because of low 
immunity and high risk. Computers provide a connection to the outside world. Gambling 
addiction will be prevented by control of the medical staff by defining tasks and limits of 
playing times. 

In 2011 a research study proved that parents claimed that games would be useful to 
initiate discussions about the disease and generally foster an optimistic open approach to 
dealing with cancer. Medical staff interviews revealed a need for a health game that entertains 
and interconnects juveniles while learning about their medical condition (Gerling et al., 2011, 
p. 206). Our project investigates in developing a health game that entertains and involves 
tailored-medical information and supervision. 

HSCT treated children get tired very quickly, show small tolerance for failure and cannot be 
involved in all co-designing from the beginning but are integrated in the testing phase starting 
in June 2015. When design process involves children with special needs, it is proved that 
technology should be introduced as late as possible (Melonio & Gennari, 2013, p. 17-18). On 
this account important key elements were co-developed with the research team and 415 
healthy children of Vienna, aged between 8-14. 

This study advocates a participatory design approach that emphasizes the active 
involvement of users at the early part of the design process. Sanders (Sanders 2008) 
highlighted that traditional design methods as questionnaires, observational research focus on 
what people do and traditional market research what people think, but participatory design 
facilitates more in-depth engagement with the user (Melonio & Gennari 2013, p. 2). Adopting 
participatory approach is considered to have main benefits as better understandings of 
requirements, building realistic expectations in target groups and empowerment of 
marginalized groups. Regarding participatory game design approaches with children, Moser 
found that creating low-fidelity prototypes in a workshop setting, provides valuable insights 
for researchers while at the same time presenting a fun engagement for participating children 
(Moser 2013). It was also found that a user-centered approach could help to further reception 
and acceptance of a game-based solution (App) for children suffering of cancer (Gansohr 
2014).  

By 2017, 3,4 billion people will own a smartphone, half of these will use health apps 
(custom software programs) and the estimated global market value in 2017 will be 17,6 billion 
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Euro (30% in Europe). 70% will fulfil needs of target groups as consumers & fitness and 30% 
for health professionals (European Commission 2014). Increasing markets and investments 
might endanger mindfulness and security on the internet and smart phones. On this account 
security, ethics and respect of privacy must be considered conscientiously. As research 
projects of CCRI need to be approved by a severe ethical commission, developed applications 
must fit into the ethic system of the children hospital and research institute from the 
beginning.  

The app for HSCT treated children should be applied via mobile phones and tablets which 
have the additional feature of extending their function with custom software programs called 
apps, which technologically, “allow the development of condition specific and patient tailored 
software, for example, interventions delivered through a mobile phone or tablet app could 
include: an electronic diary which would serve as a medication or appointment reminder, a 
symptom monitor, a meaningful way of displaying clinical data to patients, educational 
materials tailored to individual patients’ needs and preferences, and/or a way of enabling 
patients to choose whether or not to share their data with health professional(s) for more 
meaningful consultations” (Majeed-Ariss et al. 2015). Health care advancements with apps 
mean young people living with long-term physical conditions have improved survival rates 
(Swallow 2015) but still need further research.  

The unique approach within this project is the interdisciplinary team, the participatory co-
designing with children, the tailor-made games for HSCT patients and the integration of 
medical data within games for affected children concurrently individual control and 
maintenance by medical staff. 

Related Work 
Health related online information (e.g. online illustrated stories, videos for information about 
disease or internet platforms which provide a network of affected children for experience 
exchange) and computer games for children with cancer were developed within the last years. 
Anita Lawitschka (2003), member of the research group, initiated and created the outpatient 
booklet, with informations about HSCT aftercare. Captain Chemos Adventures is an interactive 
online game, which was created by a young patient by drawing a comic strip in 1999 and was 
turned into an interactive computer game in 2000. It is characterized to inform about 
childhood cancer, how to fight bacteria, how to cope with on constipation and hair loss and 
the importance of staying healthy and explaining steroid treatments. Casual game approaches 
as Bens Game, ONKO-ocean, Starbright World or Cytarius, Dragon playfully convey 
information on different types of cancer, for instance tumors and the development of 
metastases and allow a virtual the fight against cancer (Gerling et al 2011). These are web-
based communities, informing children and caregivers about disease and treatment, including 
mini-games. Starbright World is a social network for teens and young adults aged 13-20, which 
community empowers to express themselves while connecting globally with others 
experiencing similar medical journeys. 2003/2004 Ben´s Game derived from the idea of an 
affected child and emerged with the help of “Make-A-Wish Foundation”. This video game is 
characterized to destroy all mutated cells and to collect the seven shields, which are guarded 
by various “monsters”, that provide protection from common side effects of chemotherapy.  

The game Re-Mission (2006) was co-developed by children and medical caring staff with the 
support of Hopelab and supports children in cancer therapy to adapt chemotherapy by 
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fighting against cancer cells. Re-Mission was designed to improve psychological and 
behavioural outcomes associated with cancer treatment adherence and is the largest 
randomized, controlled study of a video game intervention ever conducted, following 375 
teens and young adults with cancer at 34 medical centers in the United States, Canada and 
Australia during three months of cancer treatment (Kato et al 2008). Recently so called 
Survivor Games are set to be a galvanizing online community where kids with complicated 
medical conditions can link up and simply be kids. 

Methods 

Methods of the Research Team  
(Applied Design Thinking, Shadowing) 
Interactive design requires an understanding of design and developing methods across a 

wide range of disciplines including design (University of Applied Arts Vienna), programming 
(University of Vienna), and user interface design (University of Vienna, T-Systems). The 
research group co-designed the pilot interface with children from Schulschiff Bertha von 
Suttner (and further schools in Vienna).  

The team met regularly and applied methods of Design Thinking.  
Around 2000 the application of design thinking in health care was first described at one of 

the leading clinics of the world, the Mayo Clinic, where the physician Nicholas LaRusso began 
asking himself the question, “if we can test new drugs in clinical trials, can we also test new 
kinds of doctor-patient interactions?” (Canales, Elias & Smith 2009). The clinic was always 
looking for ways to improve both patient outcomes and the health care experience. On that 
score they founded an interdisciplinary lab that had grown from a small venture to an 
enterprise-wide Center for Innovation (Ibid.).  

Our research team has been studying the processes of health care provision, from the 
initial phone call, to the clinic visit, to the diagnosis and treatment of the problem, to follow-
up and after care. First challenge was to translate the different languages and meanings, 
because of the technical and discipline-specific terminology of the research team 
(Empathizing, Shadowing). Phases from empathizing, ideating, prototyping, testing in iterative 
circles as methods of design thinking took place where the team even developed a dictionary 
for technical terms of the different disciplines to ensure better understandings.  The method 
Design Thinking, adopted by the research team, is originally guided by the work of designers as 
combination of understanding, watching, idea generation, elaboration, implementing and 
learning (Mateus-Berr, 2014). Usually designers talk and reflect about the products they 
design, rather than the process, which led them to innovative solutions.  

Different method of research was Shadowing the medical staff. This methodology is 
defined as ethnographic work, where the focus of attention lies upon the daily practice of a 
single individual, living and working within a complex institutional social setting (Gilliat- Ray, 
2011, p. 470), in our case the St. Anna Children Cancer Hospital and CCRI. Hereafter the 
research team had to define possible solutions (important touch-points) for communication 
between medical staff and patients. ICT experts designed the interface, the prototype was 
tested and analysed in iterative cycles. It was presented to the research group and discussed. 
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Figure 1: Medscreen Source: Konrad Peters, Daniel Martinek 

The case of Fig.1 proved e.g. that for the physician more charts at one sight have to be 
visible to detect possible problems of the patient and the following the charts were adapted. 
They were tested on importance, readability and colour application, special indicators needed 
by the medical staff. 

Methods Applied with Children  
(Questionnaires, Story Telling, Sketching) 

In the research with children quantitative and qualitative questionnaires, storytelling, and 
sketching were investigated.  

Gaming behaviour questionnaire  
The goals of this survey were to get first insights in the gaming preferences of children. The 

results should help to create a highly attractive game design, which is not only liked by a small 
group of children, but by a wide range of age and by both genders. 

     The research team conducted a quantitative survey in the time from october until 
december 2013. This survey included 107 children and adolescent participants at a games 
congress (Game City 2013, Vienna), 88 pupils from Viennese schools (Schulschiff  Bertha von 
Suttner and Zirkusgasse, both secondary schools) and 13 children after HSCT treatment from 
St. Anna Children Hospital, Vienna.  

    Altogether 208 completed questionnaires were received. The survey consisted of 26 
questions regarding the game behaviour of the participants. For the survey tablets were used 
and the results were electronically saved on a database.  

http://www.linguee.de/englisch-deutsch/uebersetzung/questionnaire.html
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Results  
 Regarding the results of this questionnaire the average time for playing computer games 

was 3 hours every day (compare to 88 minutes/day as defined by the European Commission).  
Girls played computer games less often and for shorter periods than boys. (Compare according 
to Spitzer (2012, p 12) the average time per day spent playing computer games is 2:21 hours 
for boys and 0:56 hours for girls).   

  Most children interviewed had a computer at home and used mobile phones to play 
computer games. 73% of participants played games on their mobile phones daily. 

33% of children who owned mobile phones were 8 to 9 years, 66% children from 10 to 11 
years and 91% from 12 to 13 years old.  

Due to the great acceptance of the mobile phone, the research team decided to develop a 
computer game, which should be playable by computer and mobile phones.  The quantitative 
survey evaluated gaming preferences, preferred genres and characteristics: Exploring 
something (49%), collecting (34%), fighting (47%) seamed to be the most important character 
of beloved games. The element adventure achieved with nearly 55% the most important 
ratings. 72% of the participants believed the importance to change the look of the avatar.  79% 
thought it was very important to improve the character through assets and equipment. Male 
users as compared to female participants rated ego-shooter-games higher as very good/good. 
In contrast to the male participants girls preferred more often strategy games. In general 
female as well as male participants rated Jump’n’ Run games most often as very good/good 
and puzzle games most often as not so good/poor. 

Game-creation workshops at school 
Game-creation workshops have been conducted with 207 students (elementary, secondary 

and high-schools; 94 male, 68 female, age range: 6-14 and 45 pupils, age range 15-18) of seven 
Viennese schools in spring 2014. The workshops took place during art education lessons and 
were conducted by members of the research team in collaboration with the art teachers. 
Students were asked to draw pets or fantasy creatures, which the research wanted to 
introduce as avatars in the game. Preferences of specific avatars and scenarios were designed 
and interpreted for evaluation proposes. The avatars and stories were put it into the 
classification system for the game. The objective of the workshop was that children create 
diverse avatars. The research team wanted to discover things about their characteristics and 
world of experience. The evaluation was performed in a quantitative manner by psychologists 
of the research team and in a qualitative study by designers. The statistical analysis was 
interpreted by using IBM SPSS Version 22. SPSS is a comprehensive system for analysing data. 
SPSS can take data from almost any type of file and use them to generate tabulated reports, 
charts, and plots of distributions and trends, descriptive statistics, and complex statistical 
analysis (Chandler 2014, p.1).  

Task: ‘You are able to create your personal pet, or a fantasy creature. It can look like 
however you want and can have characteristics you prefer. It doesn`t matter if it is funny, 
exciting, scary or dangerous. Everything is possible. The avatar lives on an island and is 
looking for adventures. Please draw a picture to show the pet and his adventures on the 
island. Describe what she/he experiences there, how she/he gets in touch with other 
avatars (enemies, friends) and how they are living together.‘ 
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The children received two pictures of the preliminary game set (island with volcano). The 
dark volcano landscape represented the ‘evil‘ (Fig.3) and the other one was one of the 
standard wallpapers of the game world (Fig.2). There was the requirement of two background 
images to evaluate if children accept the scenario of adventure game. The research group was 
interested if the pupils integrate the island in their game design. 

 

Figure 2: The standard island.                      

 

 

 Figure 3: The ‘evil‘ island. 

Based on the results of the workshops the designer developed avatars and the game 
designer mini games for the reward system children should receive when given tasks of the 
medical team via the communication platform/app were fulfilled. Ideas for mini-games 
derived from stories told by the comic strips the children designed. 

The psychologist team randomly selected 5 drawings each for gender and age group. They 
analysed these drawings on the overall impression, the game idea, the avatar, the friend, the 
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enemy, collection systems and applied weapons.  Data has been evaluated due to gender, age 
and school type. Ideas for the game scenario was adopted depending on acceptance of the 
given wallpapers, how the exit of the game was considered, what kind of enemies appeared, if 
it was designed to be played in several levels and if children invented collecting systems. The 
team was interested in how avatars and their friends were created, how they were named, 
defined by sex, their type of entity, with whom they were struggling with, how they used 
muscles, texture within their drawings, defined change in the game, and especially the facial 
expression of the creatures.  

Workshop results 

The Avatar & Gender  
Most of the participants (162 of aged 8-14) decided to paint just one avatar. The favourite 

kind of avatar was a fantasy creature (44%), followed by pets (24%) and comic figures (16%). 
Girls (41%) and boys (47%) both preferred to paint fantasy figures. Girls (31%) painted animals 
more often then boys (16%). A significant gender difference was found in adapting already 
existing TV heroes and computer game figures. Boys were copying parts of existing games 
more often than girls. Girls liked to customize their avatar with cloths and accessories. Both 
genders preferred male avatars. Second best-rated were unisex avatars and finally on the third 
place female avatars. The participants preferred to play with a male creature. In contrast to 
this result the friend avatars were more often female. Boys described more weapons and 
fighting skills than girls.  

 John et al. (2013, p. 2) proved in a cross-cultural research study of drawings that girls 
generally expect more details in the hair, skin and facial hair of their characters and they 
projected more (positive) emotions into their characters: Girls across nations were more likely 
to draw happy faces (John et al. 2013, p. 6). Our findings slightly contradict recent studies by 
John (2013) and Ozogul (2013). These studies have shown that students are extremely 
sensitive to the appearance and gender of their game characters in different ways. In a series 
of studies students responded more positively when the gender of the character matched the 
gender of the student (John et. al 2013, p.5). The similarity attraction hypothesis posts that 
humans are drawn towards others who behave and appear similar to them (Ozogul et al 2013, 
p. 39). One hundred ninety-seven middle-school students learned with the computer-based 
environment using an APA (Animated Pedagogical Agent) that matched their gender or one 
which was opposite in gender. Gender relevance in learning behaviours was analysed by 
Ozogul et al (2013, p. 36-50). Female students reported higher program ratings when the APA 
matched their gender. Male students, on the other hand, reported higher program ratings 
than females when the APA did not match their gender. These results clearly confirm to 
respect transgender/unisex identification and allow representations (avatars) without clear 
gender descriptions to be selected in the game, too.  

At least serious games stage the hypothesis that stereotyping scales provided some 
evidence that participants applied gender stereotypes to the animated agents. As theses 
studies focused on learning and less in motivation in medical context further research needs 
to be done to define gender preferences of children for avatars in the case of health apps.  
  

http://www.linguee.de/englisch-deutsch/uebersetzung/how+many.html
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Table 4: Game Genre, Gender. 

                

Table 5: Gender Avatar. 
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Children from schools in Vienna (Schulschiff Bertha von Suttner, et al.) were asked to design 
scenarios, avatars, and comics about pets. The artist and psychologist gathered the data and 
put it into the classification system for the game, which was developed by the engineers and 
ICT experts. The graphic designer carefully selected the children drawings in order to design 
pets and avatars of the game and documented his decisions, variations and the design 
process. Thoughts of children and designers were combined (Fig.6, 7).            

                                          

 

Figures 6,7: The Cat Source: Lena Glieber, Jens Kucwara 
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Lena Glieber wanted to draw a symbol that represents joy and hope to her, to share these 
feelings with sick children. As she possesses two cats and spends a lot of time with them, these 
animals are a huge part of her life. They make her happy and give her motivation and strength. 
She has chosen the colours blue and violet and a kind of childish drawing-style to make the 
avatar more authentic and special and to give him a fairy-tale touch. The designer has chosen 
a cat-like draft of Lena Glieber. The selection was based on the visually pleasing model and its 
proportions for further applications within the game: Humanlike posture and four limbs allow 
designing a two-legged animal for further animation. He tried to use the same colouring 
scheme of the original and engaged in strengthening the expression of the face. Extended 
arms and tail revitalise the figure in animation.  

 

Art Psychological Approach and Interpretation of Children´s 
Drawings 

To interpret drawings of avatars it needs to define the method of interpretation: 
The avatar in game design derives from the archetypical hero, who adapted with 

contemporary items. Heroes seem to have an universal meaning because they could be 
identified even in cultures, which had no contact with one another. Many heroes are 
described as weak creatures, accompanied by a strong protection, such as angels, friends, or 
deities. In reality these are symbolic representatives of the psyche of man. Henderson (1995, 
p. 104-147) believes that the hero symbolizes the adolescence. Paul Radin, an American 
cultural anthropologist and folklorist in the early twentieth century introduced four periods of 
development of a hero: a trickster who succeeds through its wits rather then strength but also 
incorporates the mentality of a child: cruel, cynical and emotionless; the Rabbit, who becomes 
a societal creature, the Rothorn, meets requirements, which are expected, fights difficult 
problems, is accompanied by a huge bird; the geminus with gentle and dynamic character at 
once get ill at the end because of abusement of power (Ibd. 113-114).  

In drawings, a distinction has to be made between a) aims of interpretation as intention 
auctoris (Eco 1995 (1990), p. 35f), because the children cautiously intended meanings as to 
help and calm sick children; b) Drawings are considered as representatives of a special youth 
culture, as intentio operis (Eco 1995 (1990), p. 35f), and c) The subjective constructed 
aesthetical qualities and intentions made by the interpreters as intentio lectoris (Eco 1995 
(1990), p. 35f; Billmann-Mahecha 2010, p. 710).  

Interpretation of an example:  
One could identify the avatars by the four periods of development of a hero (Radin) and 

the distinctions (Eco). Main items of the drawings could be identified as intention auctoris (Eco 
1995 (1990), p. 35f), because the children cautiously intended meanings as to help and calm 
sick children, but also Rothorns were identified. But what does this all mean for interpretation 
and application? 
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Figure 8: Drawing by a 13 year old boy; grg2 Zirkusgasse Vienna Figure 9: Drawing by a 13 year old girl; 
grg2 Zirkusgasse 48. Figure 10: Drawing by a 10 year old boy; grg2 Zirkusgasse Vienna. 

Although the children were asked to create their own story and avatar, lots of them copied 
or adapted them from TV series or computer games. The result of our workshop was that 24 
children adapted or copied already existing avatars. Frequently boys and girls of all age groups 
drew SpongeBob or one of his friends. This result refers to drawings that are considered as 
representatives of a special youth culture, as intentio operis (Eco 1995 (1990), p. 35f). As 
children often show difficulties in expressing through art, the words in the panels should be 
regarded, too. 

Additional challenges of the research were to fulfil the requirement to develop a 
communication tool, which is understood by children of different ages and cultures as the 
CCRI treats children far beyond the borders of the country. To crowd-source these needs, a 
homepage was created to collect stories and drawings made by children. The community of 
German-speaking schools advertised it across the entire world: 
http://www.interacct.at/troestgeschichten/. Participating countries, story and drawing-
donators can make themselves visible by locating their origin on a map on the homepage. 
Until now, more then 230 children all over Austria have been developing written narratives to 
calm sad and sick children, or even invented pets or avatars, which inherit magical possibilities.  

2015 a prestigious jury will select the best stories and avatars to be published in a book. 
The entire proceeds from this book will go to the Children Cancer Research Institute. This 
homepage will be continued as a source for the development of further productions and to 
refer to contemporary preferences and to receive inputs from diverse countries. As drawings 
can also reflect a child´s social world (Cherney et al, 2006) and children with different cultural 
backgrounds may represent cultural differences (John et al. 2013, p.2), we expect donations of 
stories and paintings from all over the world in the upcoming years, which will allow us to 
adapt avatars and stories continuously for our communication tool. From a methodological 
point of view co-designing with children and interpreting their drawings as a mirror of their 
minds helped researchers to externalize childrens expectations. 

Further research work was done in schools in Vienna during the pilot phase of the project. 
Using storyboarding, a low-fidelity prototyping technique, children developed design 

concepts and ideas which were translated into design directions for the development of the 
game. The data collected was used to glean insights into the likes and dislikes of children and 
to analyse the opportunities and challenges in engaging children as users, testers, informants, 
and design partners. Besides stretching children's creativity and critical thinking on the game 

http://www.interacct.at/troestgeschichten/
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design, the children's cognitive understanding of social knowledge was enhanced, evident 
from the design artifacts produced.  

Conclusions 
The aim of the project is to design a game, an app, enhancing data of HSCT treated children 
and ensure motivation by gaming entertainment. First task of the study was to emphasize with 
the target-groups (medical team, children). Important key elements were co-developed with 
the research team and 415 healthy children and young adults of Vienna, aged between 8-19. 
For the target group of the children it was important to define preferences of game genres 
and avatars, their friends, enemies and adventures. It seems to be obvious to decide for 
methodically controlled interpretations. Just some will be presented in this paper. Main 
interest of this study was to reveal preferences in game genres, actions and avatars. As it was 
proved that HSCT treated children in Austria have access to smart phones it was decided to 
design a game for computers and mobile phones. As the avatar needs to fit the genders or 
represent unisex characters, such types were developed, too.  

As one the base of our research it was decided to create an adventure game with battle 
elements. The game set consists of four worlds:  earth, water, fire and air. The graphic 
designers developed a landscape for beings. They were further developed by ideas from 
childrens drawings. Mini-games inspired the designers and programmers to supply with mini-
game awards for task fulfilment. 

In drawings, a distinction has to be made between a) aims of interpretation as intention 
auctoris (Eco 1995 (1990), p. 35f), because the children cautiously intended meanings as to 
help and calm sick children; b) Drawings are considered as representatives of a special youth 
culture, as intentio operis (Eco 1995 (1990), p. 35f), and c) The subjective constructed 
aesthetical qualities and intentions made by the interpreters as intentio lectoris (Eco 1995 
(1990), p. 35f; Billmann-Mahecha 2010, p. 710).  

 

 

Figure 11: Set for Earth. Source: Jens Kucwara, Daniel Martinek, Konrad Peters 
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Figure 12: And landscape by graphic and webdesigners: Jens Kucwara, Daniel Martinek Konrad Peters 

 

 

Figure 13: Avatars for Earth. Source: Girl, 8 Years 
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Figure 14: Avatar inspired by girl by graphic designer: Jens Kucwara 

The enemies and their skills are corresponding to the four elements. The game set was 
randomly generated. So it is possible to play the game for a long time period. To make the 
game more attractive the user can choose between many different avatars. The avatars are 
results of our co-designing workshops at schools and the questionnaire. More then 10 avatars 
were developed, adventures designed, medical interface implemented.  

Art psychology and psychology use context descriptions of the author in quality research 
and integrate environmental correlations. Still over-interpretation by theoreticians can be 
observed and interpretation of drawings cannot be interpreted with text-hermeneutic 
approaches as drawing takes place in a successive order but at the same time represent the 
whole. Interpretations of drawings have been made in different manners throughout time. 
They either borrow strategies from social sciences, psychology, psychoanalysis, Gestalt 
psychology, perception psychology, art history, linguistics, art therapy or art education etc.  
For visual material as photography and movie interpretation seems more easier then 
successive drawing material of pupils. The interpretation of art works depends on goals for 
interpretation. Billmann-Maheka (2010, p. 710). The objectives of this research were to define 
preferences, motivational key elements and avatar characters, to co-develop games with 
children. Stories inspired for designing mini-games. The pilot test was set up for the needs of 
the medical team and the patient. In June 2015 we will start the pilot test with HSCT treated 
and healthy children.  
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Abstract: Instructional design (ID) has been a scientized field of design for half a 
century, which means that models and principles have been emphasized in ID 
education over other forms of design knowledge, including precedent. In the 
study of design broadly defined, precedent is well established as a form of 
knowledge essential to competent practice. It is plentiful and made available 
through multiple channels, by practitioners as well as educators. This 7-year 
study examines the challenges for students in learning to recognize, appreciate 
and use precedent in designing images to support learning. These include the 
need to develop analogical thinking related to the use of precedent in their own 
work, to recognize precedents they already use without explicit awareness, to 
attend to precedent and seek it independent of its immediate use. Methods used 
in the studio course under study are discussed, together with examples of 
students' design activities at each stage in the evolution of the course. Data for 
this study comprise detailed field notes from each class period, student work, and 
reflections assigned as part of the regular class assignments. 

Keywords: precedent; instructional design; studio pedagogy; analogical thinking 
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Introduction 
In the past decade, a design-based or studio approach to teaching and learning has 

been adopted in a wide range of disciplines that are outside of the traditional scope of art 
and design. These emergent design disciplines take on elements of the studio signature 
pedagogy (Shulman, 2006) such as critique as an assessment or the creation of self-
directed learning spaces, often without taking into account the core epistemological 
commitments that this adoption requires (e.g., Gray, 2014; Shaffer, 2003). Through the 
adoption of studio approaches, which are based in a designerly ways of thinking and 
knowing (Cross, 2007), the kinds of knowledge that are being taught (both implicitly and 
explicitly) must be examined—often with an implied shift from only scientific knowledge 
(i.e., knowledge of what is) to a combination of scientific knowledge and design knowledge 
(i.e., knowledge of possible futures).  

Traditional art and design disciplines are firmly rooted within a specific form of 
knowledge production, that of precedent, or particular physical or digital artifacts that have 
been produced. This focus on precedent is clearly evident in traditional design education, 
where students are expected to become familiar with curated sets of paintings, buildings, 
sculpture, and so on. Collections of precedent are common, not only in academic resources 
like art history textbooks, traditional 35mm slide and modern digital teaching collections, 
but also in mass market books full of logo designs, product designs, fashion designs, 
engineering designs, architecture and more. Designers build the precedent habit, 
developing their personal collections across their careers (Rowe, Smith, & Boling, 2005). 

However, emergent design disciplines such as Instructional Design and Technology 
(IDT), do not have a history of such knowledge building and consequently is poor in 
published or curated material, or any form of widely disseminated material, documenting 
designs. We are calling the context of such a discipline a “low-precedent context,” and 
working from the premise that such an environment does not effectively support either 
learning or practicing design. This study begins to address the complex question of what 
happens when an educator in IDT, a low-precedent context, collects and curates precedent 
material to support student learning and presents this material to students. The students’ 
interaction with these materials as they study visual design for instruction reveals the 
necessity not just to make precedent materials available but to facilitate their awareness 
of, understanding of, and use of those materials. 

Scientization of IDT and Emphasis on Models 
Instructional design and technology as a discipline emerged from the need to create 

systematic training for the military during World War II. By the early 1950s, instructional 
design began the process of professionalization, building on the craft knowledge of the 
audio-visual tradition in which training had become embedded, but with a strong move 
toward creating an intellectual and scientific tradition of knowledge building (Gibbons, 
Boling, & Smith, 2014). One of the central elements of this knowledge building was the 
development of process models that explained the substance of systematic design—a goal 
shared by the efforts of the broader design community at that time.  

During this period of expansion and professionalization, IDT began to code its craft 
knowledge—the practical knowledge of how learning experiences can be created, and the 
technologies that can support those experiences—within a scientific framing, resulting in a 
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scientization (Cross, 2001) of the field. While the larger design community moved to 
exploring design as an alternate epistemological and ontological standpoint in the 1980s 
(e.g., Cross, 1982), the ISD community has retained a scientized view of design, which is 
embedded in textbooks and definitions of the field (Smith, 2008). This scientized view is 
reified in the field’s models, documenting both instructional design theory and process 
(Gibbons et al., 2014), and these models are still used as the primary form of knowledge 
building within the field (Branch, 2009; Richey, Klein, & Tracey, 2011). 

Within this scientific framing, IDT as a field has remained averse to alternate forms of 
knowledge building, such as knowledge of precedent, that characterize other professional 
design disciplines. In rejecting alternate forms of knowledge, some leaders of the field have 
positioned science as the only valid form of knowledge building: 

 “Too much of the structure of educational technology in general and instructional 
design in particular is built upon the sand of relativism, rather than the rock of science. 
When winds of new paradigms blow and the sands of old paradigms shift, then the 
structure of educational technology slides toward the abyss of pseudo-science and 
mythology. We stand firm against the shifting sands of new paradigms and “realities.” 
We have drawn a line in the sand. We boldly reclaim the technology of instructional 
design that is built upon the rock of instructional science.” (Merrill et al., 1996, p. 7) 

This position has left the IDT community in an internally focused cycle of knowledge-
building, situated almost exclusively in terms of design models, prescriptive theory, and 
design principles, without grounding in the application of this knowledge in the act of 
designing (Boling & Smith, 2012). Only in the past decade have other forms of knowledge-
building, including the generation of precedent knowledge (Boling, 2010), begun to be 
broached within this discipline. 

Precedent as a Core Form of Design Knowledge 
Viewing design as an alternate, yet complementary, epistemology to science assumes a 

different ontological stance on the part of the designer and design researcher as well. 
While the scientific tradition is focused on developing universal, absolute truths, design is 
focused on creating real things in the world, or what Nelson and Stolterman (2012) refer to 
as the ultimate particular. These artifacts—whether they be products, systems, or 
services—are the tangible evidence of design in our world, and form the primary body of 
knowledge for designers: precedent knowledge, or knowledge of the particular. 

Classifying and understanding how curated forms of knowledge might be created has 
also been of interest in the context of human-computer interaction. Multiple efforts have 
been made to define a type of knowledge that exists between the precedent artifact and 
scientific theory, forming a middle space of intermediate-level knowledge (Höök & 
Löwgren, 2012). While this is still a relatively new area for inquiry, design scholars have 
suggested the existence of strong concepts (Höök & Löwgren, 2012) and bridging concepts 
(Dalsgaard & Dindler, 2014) that connect bodies of precedent to theoretical constructs, 
serving as generative ways of curating or classifying design knowledge. These efforts are 
consistent with other forms of precedent curation, such as the annotated portfolio 
(Bowers, 2012; Löwgren, 2013) that may be more easily compared to existing art and 
design precedent collections—essentially a collection of design knowledge that is bound 
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together along a particular dimension or theme that has utility for design students, 
professional designers, and even design researchers. 

PRECEDENT IN DESIGN PEDAGOGY  
Design disciplines such as architecture and interior design have traditions of purposely 

and systematically exposing novice designers to bodies of precedent which include 
examples considered pivotal in each field. This goal is typically accomplished through 
required design history coursework which students take alongside their design studios and 
other discipline-specific classes. Exposure to these examples is considered to be of such 
importance that design history is included in the accreditation requirements of 
organizations such as the Council for Interior Design Accreditation (CIDA, 2014) and the 
National Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB, 2014). Additionally, the ability to analyze 
design precedent along dimensions that often arise in novel problems, such as how a 
previous design solution has addressed circulation, or massing, is sometimes explicitly 
nurtured in studio, history, or design methods courses, and is exemplified in textbooks 
such as Clark and Pause’s Precedents in Architecture (2012). 

EFFORTS TO ORGANIZE AND USE PRECEDENT KNOWLEDGE 
Within traditional art and design fields, the presence of precedent artifacts—both out 

in the world, and in documentary form (e.g., photos, videos)—is ubiquitous. While 
students are educated with a core set of precedent artifacts, often those curated by 
leaders of the field, they are also equipped with the motivation to continuously renew 
their store of precedent over time, through the collection of books, patronage at 
museums, and attention to design as it impacts our everyday lives. With the ubiquity of 
design in these traditional fields, then, the focus has not been on generating this form of 
knowledge, but rather categorizing and classifying it so it can be found quickly and easily by 
designers (e.g., Goldschmidt, 1998; Oxman, 1990, 1999; Restrepo, Christiaans, & Green, 
2004). 

In such settings, it is through these efforts to consolidate and organize bodies of 
precedent that formalization of instructional strategies using precedent have emerged. For 
instance, Goldschmidt (2006) studied how students’ sketching and related conceptual 
abilities were affected by working in a precedent-rich environment, supporting the notion 
that access to precedent shapes and supports the design students’ creative ability. A 
number of scholars have also described a designer’s more explicit comparative 
metaphorical use of precedent within the design process, where the metaphor binds a 
precedent stimulus to a design insight in an unrelated project (Ball, Ormerod, & Morley 
2003; Casakin 2007, 2011; Goldschmidt, 2001). This particular analogous design “move” 
can be explored further through the theoretical work by Lawson (2004) and Visser (1995), 
describing the potential ways in which precedent artifacts are commonly linked to an 
unrelated design situation (Visser, 1995) through the proffering of a gambit—whereby a 
designer is able to reason abductively through the precedent artifact, linking a problem to 
a solution (Lawson, 2004). 

But building such collections of indexed, easily accessible precedent have also been met 
with numerous challenges, pointing towards not only computational limitations, but also 
the unique pattern-matching abilities of humans in a design context. Restrepo, Christiaans, 
and Green (2004) mention the impracticality of hand-indexing large collections of 
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precedent for any possible use, and the “impracticality of needing an editor to describe 
every image or the impossibility of using these descriptions due to the contextual, 
differential and situational character of meaning attribution” (n.p.). In information 
retrieval, then, these authors point back towards the designer, relying on them to be able 
to forge relevant and generative connections, even while technology does not facilitate 
this ad hoc, situated connection building as much currently. Goldschmidt (1998) has also 
worked on this retrieval problem, focusing on how students might relate to a computerized 
collection of precedent materials, including their use in a less mechanical way than the 
computerized storage might suggest: 

“Recent work on computerized data bases of precedents is presumably motivated by 
the premise that the availability of precedent knowledge is likely to promote design 
creativity. The rationale is simple: creativity is often defined as new combinations of 
known entities (e.g., Taylor, 1988). According to some views, if we take a given context 
and match it with an appropriate precedent, the coupling may yield a new and creative 
result. It is assumed, of course, that there is nothing mechanical about the process of 
search and matching of precedent to context, and that transformations and 
adaptations are made intelligently as appropriate and as profitable.” (pp. 262-263) 

EFFORTS TO TEACH USING PRECEDENT KNOWLEDGE 
In the ID literature, case-based reasoning or instruction (CBR or CBI) has emerged as a 

way to teach problem-solving skills in a situated way, encouraging student development of 
comparative, analogous, and synthetic skills that transcend the case libraries with which 
they are provided (e.g., Jonassen & Hernandez-Serrano, 2002). This general approach has 
also been used as a foundation for studio education for centuries, whereby precedent 
materials are presented and then analyzed by design students and instructors. This 
instructional format highlights the focus of knowledge production and purpose in the 
studio, which is “packaged in the form of precedents or generalizations drawn from, at 
best, a limited number of instances—rather than from first principles” (Akin, 2002, p. 409).  

There has been some reticence, however, to full-fledged adoption of CBR approaches 
to design education, even in traditional disciplines where this tacit mode is already 
common. One potential concern, raised by Heylighen and Verstijnen (2003), relates to a 
fear of design fixation—that offering more sophisticated case libraries of precedent may 
discourage students from thinking in creative ways, even though evidence from other 
design scholars has indicated the opposite tendency on the part of design students (e.g, 
Goldschmidt, 1998; Pasman, 2003). Scaffolding for a range of students with differing design 
expertise is also an important implementation factor for CBR in architectural education: 
“[I]f CBR researchers want to develop more effective tools for architectural education– i.e. 
effective for all student architects—then simply providing a case base stuffed with 
examples will not do. Rather, these examples should be organized and presented in such a 
way so as to make up for the background weaker students seem to lack.” (Heylighen & 
Verstijnen, 2003, p. 315). 

Several sustained attempts have been made within the past two decades to bring 
studio modes of education—along with some forms of precedent, depending on 
implementation—into the new discipline (e.g., Boling & Smith, 2014; Blevis, Lim, 
Stolterman, Wolf, & Sato, 2007; Reimer & Douglas, 2003). But it is unclear what role 
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precedent generation or use in classroom instruction was implicated in these particular 
learning environments, which we hope to explicate further in this study. 

Description of the Course and the Study 
Instructional Graphics Design is an eight-week masters level elective course that draws 

students primarily from the instructional design and human-computer interaction 
programs of a large public university. The course is taught in the summer session, meeting 
twice a week for 150 minutes each period and drawing between seven and twelve 
students each year depending on the capacity of the classroom being used and the number 
of students who can fit a summer course in together with a summer internship. For seven 
of the nine years that the course has been offered and studied, the instructor has kept an 
average of ten pages of field notes following each class session. These notes describe 
interactions with students and their current work; the focus of these notes has sometimes 
been specific (e.g., the design moves of students, the instructor’s strategies for developing 
design thinking), and occasionally more generally descriptive. Over time, the course has 
evolved to a traditional studio format in which two design briefs are presented on the first 
day. Progress is expected during each class period but the nature of that progress is not 
dictated, and time is largely unstructured with the exception of a group debrief/critique 
held in the last half hour of each period.  

The summer 2014 iteration of Instructional Graphics Design included two design 
assignments used multiple times previously: 1) Draw 100 Things, in which almost any 
means may be used to create a set of 100 1-inch by 1-inch images of man-made objects 
that function as a set; and 2) Instructional Book, which must be a commercially printed, 
illustrated book consisting of at least 16 pages supporting the reader in learning a process 
or set of concepts. A third assignment has usually been some form of visual collection in 
which students choose a theme (e.g., graffiti, road signs, architectural details) and create a 
collection of them. In 2014, this assignment was replaced by the Precedent Paper, in which 
students were to discuss the visual precedents for one of the design projects. This change 
in assignment came after multiple efforts to stimulate the aware use of precedent by 
students using other means. 

 

   

Figures 1-3 1) Studio classroom in its usual state with bare walls and rows of tables (left); 2) 
Classroom prepared for summer with graphics on the walls and student workspaces 
prepared (center); 3) Smallest of the bookshelves in the studio classroom (right). 
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Considerable effort goes into setting up the studio classroom each summer (Figures 1-
3). Instructional graphics from many published sources are enlarged and photocopied in 
color to be taped over most of the wall surfaces. Two hundred or so books, including 
collections of logos, illustrations, sketchbooks, toys and comics, as well as books on grids, 
typography, perspective, animation and graphics of all kinds are moved into the room. The 
student workspaces are arranged, together with communal tools, power cords for laptops, 
fans, extra seating, and a candy jar.  

From the first summer of the course we noted that, while students expressed pleasure 
at the look of the room and wandered around looking at everything on the first day of 
class, they seldom took books from the shelves and did not study the images on the walls. 
Each summer we considered different ways to draw the students’ attention to the wealth 
of material provided for them. A discussion activity in which they were each asked to 
locate an image on the wall matching a certain category of instructional graphic focused 
attention on those images was attempted, but did not lead to any discernible use of those 
images as precedent material for the students’ projects or inclusion in their visual 
collections even though several of them could have used these images within the 
collections they defined. Another strategy was to lay out 5-6 books on the group work 
table each class period, choosing titles relevant to an issue several students might be facing 
(e.g., layout or figure representation), and give a quick intro to them at the start of class. In 
a later year, noting that laptop use was ubiquitous, the instructor cataloged the classroom 
library to a social media book-sharing site, hoping that the digital search mode students 
seemed to find natural might pique their interest in the physical book collection. Later still, 
a Pinterest board was set up with entries added each week leading to sites with visual 
precedents relevant to their projects (Figure 4). None of these efforts resulted in an 
appreciable increase in the use of precedent resources. 

 

 

Figure 4 Pinterest board segment showing pins specific to student interests for that year—which 
included an instructional book on making pasta and one on cutting bangs, plus 100 Things 
posters showing hats, fruits and weapons for killing zombies. 
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In parallel with a continual shift toward a traditional studio format, more time and 
more opportunity opened up for the instructor to naturally grab a book or point to the wall 
while working through a design problem with a student. Once this happened several times, 
the field notes show that it became a deliberate strategy on the part of the instructor and 
eventually became the primary means for connecting students’ interests (i.e., their project 
concerns) to precedent materials. A book brought out from the shelf for a quick discussion 
would stay on a student’s work table and sometimes be opened later for further 
inspection. Occasionally a book was relevant to multiple students, or the natural 
eavesdropping function of the studio classroom layout drew more than one student’s 
attention to the book or graphic under discussion. 

Table 1  Subject chosen for drafts and final version of papers by student. 

Student 
(pseudonym) DRAFT Object of the paper FINAL Object of the paper 

Cecil x 100 things x instructional book/100 things 

Chen x 100 things x instructional book 

Bodhi   x 100 things 

Nathan x 100 things  x 100 things 

Sarit x 100 things x instructional book 

Aaron x instructional book x instructional book  

Bhanu -  x 100 things 

Terry -  x 100 things 

Hana -  x instructional booklet 

 
For this report, the field notes and Precedent Paper assignments from summer 2014 

formed the primary data sources, and previous analyses and field notes the secondary 
sources. A descriptive comparison of the students’ first drafts and final papers (in two 
cases, final papers only supplemented by the descriptions recorded in the field notes) was 
completed (Table 1), then compared across the nine students noting: a) their overt 
discussion of precedent; b) mentions in the field notes of each draft and final paper 
describing the instructor’s perspective on them; and c) themes emerging from both. 

Findings and Discussion 
The discussion of how students in this course experience precedent, encounter and 

recognize it, seek and use it, and discuss its role in their projects is presented below. The 
field notes used to support interpretation of their work and to inform the discussion of 
what happened in class were recorded by the first author, the direct instructor of the 
course. We will use the first person perspective in reporting student/instructor interactions 
and instructor observations to maintain clarity regarding the nature of the course (one 
instructor in the studio) versus the nature of the study (multiple investigators). 

The course is held in a building where the classrooms are used hour by hour for lecture 
courses and is as unadorned as it may be possible to imagine (Figure 1). As previously 
described, the classroom set up for the 2014 iteration of the course included a fat portfolio 
of instructional graphics to browse through, the walls covered in materials produced by 
students over six preceding years of the course, and close to 200 design books were 
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stacked across multiple shelves. Even though thousands of potential sources of precedent 
are present in the classroom, and most students bring laptops to class affording an 
inexhaustible supply of visual sources to them, they need direction to precedent materials 
and need demonstration of how to use precedent materials. Field notes show that in an 
early iteration of the course, at a point near the end of eight weeks, students could point 
to images on the wall and talk about how one or another had caught their eye and to 
which their eyes had continually been drawn during the class. However, each summer 
students walked into the classroom and noticed the images but did not really look at 
them—even when they did peer at them curiously for a few minutes. This was clear 
because even when one of their later projects was directly related to an image on the wall, 
they were surprised, or sometimes puzzled, when I pointed this out. 

Students did use precedent, but close analysis of student papers and field notes 
showed clearly that these students were largely unaware of the precedents they were 
already using. When they made independent design moves drawing on precedent, they 
were not able to articulate—or in some cases, to even recognize—what these precedents 
were. Cecil illustrates this finding clearly. He reported very little experience in drawing or 
producing visuals when he entered the course, and his project work was consistent with 
this report. He practiced steadily, and as his control improved I noted a resemblance 
between his line drawings and the open, simple style of comic animations like The 
Simpsons (Figure 5). When I spoke with him about what he was doing, he talked primarily 
about the subject matter of the images rather than their visual form. Eventually he 
mentioned that he loves cartoons, and his favorite turned out to be The Simpsons. As we 
talked, he was able to begin exploring the formal connections between the cartoons and 
his developing images. In his final paper he writes: 

“I now recognize that cartoons have played a key role in the influence of my graphical 
decisions…there were no one-to-one matches of similar drawing styles however I did 
find some potential components that may have influenced my drawing. Although the 
actual quality and styles of the cartoons, I watched, were at a higher level of detail and 
quality I can see that many of my drawings are rooted in their designs.” 

  

Figure 5 Cecil’s side-by-side visual reflection regarding the influence he perceives on his image 
from a comic style he has enjoyed previously. 

Similarly, Hana was surprised when I asked her, after she told me previously that she 
had spent years completing crafting projects, whether she felt she had been influenced by 
the visual representations used in the instructions for those projects (e.g., outlines, dotted 
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lines, thick and thin lines used to convey meaning for action). She began to talk about how 
she enjoys crafts, which had prompted her decision to draw templates for her 100 Things 
project, and how the textual instructions for crafts she had used at home were more 
detailed and precise than those she was seeing in the United States. She did not mention 
the visual presentation of those instructions, however, and when I asked her to compare 
two craft books lying on her work table (one in full color with an entertaining style and one 
a stripped-down black-and-white volume of card folding instructions) it took multiple 
rounds of pressing for more comparisons before she moved from content descriptions to 
visual ones, saying tentatively, “That one is in color?”. Once focused on this dimension of 
these two precedent items she was able to pick out and describe multiple differences 
between them as well as multiple similarities to the images she was producing herself 
(Figure 6). 

  

Figure 6 Hana presented a craft book instruction she has used previously as an example of the 
visual strategies she has adopted in her own images on the right.  

In these examples, and for every student to a greater or lesser degree, we noted 
precedent use (and in some cases I speculated on it as I watched them work) that seemed 
to have been absorbed by the students without any particular intention and used without 
direct intent. These precedents had led to a shaping of sensibilities which then felt like a 
natural choice to each individual student. In a sense this might seem to show the students 
as operating with precedent in a mode similar to that of experts, but only a short 
discussion revealed that the similarity to expert performance was only superficial. The 
experienced designer in a precedent-aware and high-precedent context will note 
precedent without any expectation of immediate use, perhaps doing so eventually without 
conscious intention in every instance (e.g., Lawson & Dorst, 2009). However, precedent 
noted in this way is categorized in an increasingly refined and complex manner, with some 
measure of automaticity, to be sure, but also with a sophistication which makes the 
designer the agent of collection rather than the object being shaped (Oxman, 1990).  

As the students carried out their projects, beginning to talk more explicitly with me and 
to write about their precedent use, it was clear that their conscious use of precedent was 
comparatively direct, immediate, and problem-solving in nature. While experts do use 
precedent in this way, for the students it was effortful and was generally not accompanied 
by abductive or analogic use. Aaron exemplifies what we are calling the immediate use of 
precedent. He had been frank at the start of class that he felt less visually skilled than his 
peers. As he began to envision the instructional book he intended to produce, he was clear 
about the fact that he was searching for a visual style to use. His first project centered on 
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product drawings, so I had shown him a book from the classroom library demonstrating 
how to produce product drawings using design markers. He liked it a lot, but the style 
seemed impractical to him; he did not feel he could master it in the time remaining. 
Considering a simpler style that he might respond to on a practical level, I handed him The 
Dog Owner’s Manual (Brunner & Stall, 2004) to which he was drawn immediately. He set 
about emulating the style used in that book, figuring out the technical means to reproduce 
it efficiently and considering carefully any deviation from it when he decided that he 
needed one. Deviations included adding a level of detail (Figure 7), showing a pose that 
was not depicted in the book, and altering page elements and colors. He spent several 
weeks engaged in active use of this material before producing a first draft of the Precedent 
Paper that focused entirely on the objects he was looking at in order to create his 
illustrations, meaning that he had interpreted precedent to be the objects he was drawing 
pictures of. His final paper, in which he shifted appropriately to a catalog of the emulation 
and deviations discussed above, shows that he did revise his understanding of precedent 
but also that his use of precedent had been to seek and adopt most elements of one style 
in direct response to an immediate need. 

 

Figure 7 Aaron used the Dog Owner’s Handbook as a direct model for his visual representation 
throughout the instructional booklet he created, discussing in his papers details of the 
adjustments he made (like adding wrist bands and hair to the figure to make it look more 
like himself).  

The immediate use of precedent observed in this class is likely to be strongly influenced 
by the instructor’s practice of pointing to an image on the wall or pulling a book off the 
shelf to stimulate ideas, to demonstrate the use of a technique or point out the affordance 
of a strategy relevant to students’ projects. Students see this problem-driven model of 
precedent use repeatedly, and they see it in the context of their own projects in progress. 
Interestingly, however, the instructor demonstrates deliberated offhand judgments 
(Nelson & Stolterman, 2012) in choosing these precedents and analogic thinking (Ball, 
Ormerod, & Morley, 2003) in recommending precedent—as in the suggestion that a quilt 
pattern might afford a layout option for multiple small images that need unifying structure 
(Figure 8). 
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Figure 8 The nine-patch quilt design suggested to Bodhi as providing an analogic possibility for the 
structure of a display, drawing many small images together into one composition. 

Even so, the fact that these students tended to limit their precedent use to immediate 
use, although both immediate and analogic uses were demonstrated to them, can be seen 
to indicate that their development was not wholly determined by the instructor’s 
demonstration. In fact, the students in this class who had the strongest self-reported 
backgrounds in design environments (Chen) and practice (Terry), did make some design 
moves involving extensions to the immediate use of precedent. 

Terry examined children’s magazines, noting a technique that resulted in a hand-
written look to some text that meshed well with the audience for his instructional book. He 
used a broad marker to apply this look, not to text, but to images for his book (Figure 9, 
left). Chen adapted precedent confidently and in a non-linear manner, taking a 
sketch/photo combination technique he had identified himself, adapting the approach in 
terms of which elements were drawn and which were photographic (Figure 9, right). 

  

Figure 9 Terry’s image (left) shows the line quality he applied to his illustrations after noting it in 
text from a children’s science magazine. Chen’s image (right) combined photographic 
environments and people with drawn objects, adapted from a technique he had seen that 
combined photographic environments with sketched people. 
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A number of the students tended to conflate precedent and process. Seven of students’ 
first drafts addressed, in large part, or in their entirety, the process steps they had taken to 
produce their artifacts. Clear examples involved the details of using a light table (Bhanu), of 
using a how-to book to solve a perspective problem (Nathan), and of developing a 
sketching technique in which the student’s own work of the moment was shown in 
progression—with one sketch serving as precedent for the next one (Terry). It is 
understandable that when we discussed “where your work comes from,” the everyday 
meaning of the words may have conveyed the idea that they should discuss concrete 
process steps that led to the work instead of the comparatively ineffable translation of 
episodic memory into visual moves. It is also likely that IDT students, who have been 
encouraged to focus on process, and HCI students, who have been encouraged to focus on 
methods, would gravitate to technical descriptions of their work when they were not sure 
what it meant to discuss precedent. 

Conclusion 
A precedent-rich environment can be created on a small scale for a single course, but 

students still have to learn to use and navigate it. The degree to which this can happen is 
limited in an eight week experience, although analysis of the precedent papers from the 
2014 iteration of the course reveals some of the ways in which these students, who have 
not previously been steeped in precedent use, understand precedent. Such an 
understanding can help efforts to revise the larger programs of which this course is a single 
experience. It may ultimately assist in assessing some of the multiple changes that must 
occur in pedagogy and in professional commitment to building design knowledge in the 
field of IDT if we are to expand beyond the limited guidance in action offered by scientific, 
or scientized, instructional theory. 
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Abstract:  In this paper, we introduce a first pass of a rhetorical handbook intended 
for UI/UX designers. This handbook is based on an earlier version for graphic 
designers, introduced by Ehses & Lupton in 1988, in which diverse rhetorical 
concepts are illustrated through graphic work. For the UI/UX version, we examined 
desktop, web and mobile interfaces in order to illustrate the same concepts. In this 
first pass, we observe that the three modes of appeal (i.e., pathos, ethos and logos) 
fluctuate throughout the user experience. Additionally, we learned that rhetorical 
operations aid describing the adjustments made on an interface to work in different 
platforms. Further, the rhetorical figures (tropes and schemes) help to describe 
conceptually the interface’s composition and interactions. The concepts presented in 
the handbook provide a framework to examine and critique user interfaces, through 
which the disciplines of user experience and rhetoric connect. 

Keywords: rhetorical handbook, graphical user interface design, user experience 
design, Human-Computer Interaction Design 
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Introduction 
The rhetorical handbook by Ehses & Lupton (1988) has the characteristic of introducing 

concepts that might be unfamiliar to graphic designers. Modes of appeal, rhetorical 
operations and rhetorical figures are concepts related to classical rhetoric, which is usually 
related only to speeches. However, that handbook provides a framework that speaks the 
language of a graphic designer. It allows a graphic designer to comprehend a rhetorical 
concept and then replicate it in other graphic works. Such a comprehension is useful not only 
for guiding the composition of a graphic work, but also to elaborate the concept behind it 
(Ehses cited in Handa, 2004) (Emphasis added). 

A key characteristic of that handbook is that all the graphic examples support the Ehses & 
Lupton’s claim: knowing about rhetoric is important in graphic design. The examples allow a 
graphic designer to create a connection between the realm of oral communication and 
graphic communication. Recognizing the impact of oral communication and rhetoric in 
people’s lives (Convino & Jolliffe, 1995; Lucaites, et al., 1999) increases the designer’s 
awareness about the effects of visual communication as a form of rhetoric or persuasion. (Hill 
& Helmers, 2008; Kostelnic & Hassett, 2003; Lester, 2014; Olson et al., 2008). Then, 
acknowledging the applicability of rhetoric in graphic design makes the designer to pay 
attention to the concerns addressed by rhetoric, including that any form of communication or 
design has social, ethical and moral implications (Ehses & Lupton, 1988) (Emphasis added).  

The work of Ehses & Lupton (1988) encouraged us to explore how the concepts from the 
handbook work in the context of application software. Instead of analyzing logotypes and 
posters, we focused on graphical user interfaces. In that regard, we seek to contribute to user 
interface (UI) and user experience (UX) design. In a broader sense, our interest is to define the 
applicability of rhetoric in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Based on the question 
formulated by Shadbolt (cited in Handa, 2004) (how is meaning created visually in design?), 
we ask: how is meaning created visually during the user experience? Certainly, such a question 
is difficult to answer. Notwithstanding, we are attracted to explore the applicability of rhetoric 
in HCI (through UI/UX design) due to the connection of rhetoric not only with the notion of 
persuasion, but also with meaning and argumentation (Brummet, 1994; Convino & Jolliffe, 
1995), as well as the social, ethical and moral implications of design. Therefore, we decided to 
elaborate a UI/UX version of the rhetorical handbook presented by Ehses & Lupton (1988). 
This paper represents an account of this step in our exploration.  

This rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the second section, we describe the 
structure and concepts introduced in the rhetorical handbook for graphic designers (Ehses & 
Lupton, 1988). In the third section, we make some comments about our approach for 
elaborating a UI/UX version of the rhetorical handbook. In the fourth section, we point out 
some observations from our examination of user interfaces through the rhetorical concepts of 
the handbook.  In the fifth section, we discussed these observations. The final section presents 
our conclusions of this first pass of the UI/UX rhetorical handbook. It also points out the 
limitations of this first pass and future work. 
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Structure of the rhetorical handbook for graphic 
designers 
The rhetorical handbook by Ehses & Lupton (1988) can be divided in four sections. The first 

section corresponds to an essay by Ehses, entitled “Rhetoric and Design.” In this essay, Ehses 
presents a brief account of the history of rhetoric and its relation to graphic design.  

The second section corresponds to an interview, in which it seems that Lupton interviews 
Ehses. In that interview, the concept of rhetoric and its relation to design are explained again. 
Additionally, the concepts of modes of appeal, semiotics and figures of speech are introduced. 
The third section is a list of references about rhetoric and semiotics, which is divided in 
publications by scholars in these fields and those from Hanno Ehses. The fourth section is 
entitled “Applying Rhetoric to Graphic Design.” Throughout this section, diverse graphic 
examples, mostly made by students, are presented to illustrate rhetorical concepts, including 
the three modes of appeal (i.e., logos, ethos and pathos), rhetorical operations (i.e., addition, 
subtraction, inversion and substitution), and several tropes and schemes. 

 

a)  b)  

c)   d)  

Figure 1 Sample pages of the rhetorical handbook by Ehses & Lutpon (1988): a) the three modes of    
appeal; b) rhetorical operations; c) tropes; d) schemes. Source: Ehses & Lupton (1988). 
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‘Applying Rhetoric to Graphic Design’ 
The section ‘Applying Rhetoric to Graphic Design’ illustrates rhetorical concepts through 

more than 140 graphic examples, mostly made by students. The concepts illustrated in this 
section are grouped in 

1) Modes of appeal 
2) Rhetorical operations 
3) Rhetorical figures  
Below, we describe each of these subsections and their related concepts based on the text 

from the rhetorical handbook (Ehses & Lupton, 1988). 

Modes of appeal 
In this part, Ehses & Lupton (1988) describe the three modes of appeal as the way a 

speaker’s argument engages its audience: the speaker might accuse, flatter, offend, impress, 
anger or amuse. Then, they emphasize that a designer’s mode of appeal is expressed through 
the choice of words, images, format style, color, type and materials. Additionally, Ehses & 
Lupton provide a table in which they synthesize the three modes of appeal and describe their 
stylistic connotations (Table 1). 

Table 1  The three modes of appeal in rhetoric. Source: Ehses & Lupton (1988). 

Modes of appeal  Their stylistic connotations 

Ethos (ethical appeal) aims to delight Morally appropriate, beautiful, ornate, tasteful, 
likeable 

Pathos (emotional appeal) aims to move Passionate, vehement, discordant 

Logos (rational appeal) aims to inform Factual, plain, logical 

 

Rhetorical operations 
Ehses & Lupton (1988) define rhetorical operations as “a set of procedures that can be 

performed on a given structure. A speaker might begin with a familiar sentence pattern and 
alter the order of its elements for a special effect. Similarly, a designer might take a familiar 
image and use it in a new way.” (Emphasis added). According to Ehses & Lupton, there are 
five rhetorical operations that can be applied to graphic design: standard, addition, 
subtraction and substitution (Table 2). 

Table 2  Rhetorical operations. Source: Ehses & Lupton (1988). 

Operation Their stylistic connotations 

Standard (an establishing norm that is altered for a new meaning) XYZ 

Adiecto  (Addition) XYZ(+K) 

Detractio (Subtraction) XY(-Z) 

Transmutio (Inversion) XZY 

Immutatio (Substitution) XYZ’ 
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Rhetorical figures 
In the rhetorical handbook, Ehses & Lupton (1988) point out that rhetorical figures fall into 

two groups: schemes and tropes. Schemes alter the normal order of elements in an 
expression, whereas tropes alter the normal reference of the elements. Ehses & Lupton 
introduce six topes and ten schemes in the rhetorical handbook (tables 3 and 4, respectively). 

Table 3  Tropes presented in the rhetorical handbook. Source: Ehses & Lupton (1988). 

Trope Description 

Metaphor Implied comparison between two unlike objects that have some structural 
similarity 

Personification Kind of metaphor which assigns human characteristics to inanimate objects 

Synecdoche  Part of an object to represent the whole 

Metonymy Representation of one term with another which is close in time, space or 
causation 

Antithesis Contrast between two opposing objects or ideas 

Amplification Discussion in detail about the parts of an object or argument 

Table 4  Schemes presented in the rhetorical handbook. Source: Ehses & Lupton (1988). 

Scheme Description 

Ellipses Omission of elements from a statement. 
“Letters used in words are letters not wasted” instead of “Letters that are used in 
words are letters that are not wasted.” 

Alliteration Repetition of the initial parts of elements in a sequence.  
“The loose use of language is lamentable.” 

Polyptoton  Repetition of elements from the same root. 
“A word can become useless by overuse.” 

Climax and anti-
climax 

Arrangement of elements in order of intensity. 
“Letters are the particles of language, which is the vehicle of knowledge, which is 
the opiate of the masses.” 

Parallelism Similarity of structure in a series of related elements. 
“She tried to find words that are clear, precise and appropriate.” 

Chiasmus Similarity of structure in a series of related elements. 
“She tried to find words that are clear, precise and appropriate.” 

Anaphora 
 

Repetition of an element or series of elements at the beginning of a sequence.  
“Words, yes words, do ignite the imagination.” 

Anastrophe Inversion of normal grammatical order.  
“One letter does not a word make.”  
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Apposition Qualifying term inserted into a larger statement. 
“Letters, the particles of language, can be quite entertaining when they are 
combined into words.” 

Parenthesis Insertion of an element that is independent of the grammar of the whole 
statement. 
“The ‘Scarlet Letter’ (in Hawthorne’s novel) was embroidered in a typeface which 
has never been identified.” 

Building a rhetorical handbook for UI/UX designers 
For the UI/UX version of the handbook, we focused on two sections, “Rhetoric and Design” 

and “Applying Rhetoric to Graphic Design.” We decided to include extracts and highlight 
certain sentences from the essay “Rhetoric and Design” due to rhetoric might be unfamiliar to 
many people in HCI. For a designer coming from the field of HCI, regardless the professional 
title (e.g., UX designer), we wanted to emphasize on certain points: 

 
Rhetoric is not about trickery or flattering.  
Rhetoric is about effective communication and meaning generated in context. 
Rhetoric is infiltrated in all the forms of human communication. 
Applying rhetoric as design methodology requires the comprehension on the use of 

symbols and patterns that could be familiar to a user.  
Interface design and designing for user experience has social, moral and political 

implications. Rhetoric helps to become aware of those implications. 
 
Later, we followed the structure of the section “Applying Rhetoric to Graphic Design,” 

including some content and a similar layout from the original handbook. In the UI/UX version 
of the rhetorical handbook, we substituted the graphic design examples with snapshots of 
user interfaces. Besides the content that we borrowed from the original handbook, we added 
new text just to reflect certain insights gained form our examination of user interfaces. We 
started with the three modes of appeal. For that section, we selected three text editors in 
order to illustrate how the three modes of appeal are reflected on user interfaces (Fig. 2). We 
also selected the Yahoo Weather app in order to illustrate the three modes of appeal for a 
mobile interface. This is example is discussed in the next section.  

As a result of our examination, we remark a brief reinterpretation of each mode for the 
context of user interfaces. Below, we include our interpretation for the ethical mode. 

Weighting on the ethical appeal would involve paying attention to the ways in which the 
interface’s composition could reflect the moral and aesthetics values of the persona for 
the system (Cooper et al., 2007). Moreover, weighting on the ethical appeal would involve 
following the interface design trends in order to find a means to gain the user’s trust and 
respect towards the application software. Two examples of design trends are responsive 
design (Marcotte, 2014) and flat design (Pratas, 2014). Nevertheless, the designer may 
consider a design philosophy or approach that could meet the persona’s moral and 
aesthetic values. Universal design (Burgstahler, 2015) and sustainable design (Bergman, 
2012) are two design approaches that could guide a process of the interface design. 
Weighting on the ethical appeal may consider bringing the qualities from objects that the 
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user knows and feels identified. For instance, the familiar elements conveyed through a 
skeumorphic interface design (Gross et al., 2014) could help the user feel comfortable and 
willing to interact with the software. During the design process, the designer should pay 
attention to the selection, presentation and application of metaphors, metonymies and 
other rhetorical figures that could work for the persona.  

 

a)    b)  
 

c)  
 

Figure 2 a) iA Writer, b) OmmWriter and c) Sublime Text were selected to illustrate the concepts of 
ethos, pathos and logos in text editors, respectively. Screenshots by the authors. 

We followed a similar approach for “Rhetorical operations” and “Rhetorical Figures.” In 
the case of rhetorical operations, we decided to present only the case of Bloomberg 
Billionaires, which is discussed later in this paper. In the case of the rhetorical figures, we 
found interfaces of desktop and mobile applications to illustrate most of the concepts (Figs. 3-
6). However, we had difficulties to the reinterpret the concepts of chiasmus and anastrophe. 
Due to space constraints, we will present only a couple of examples in the next section along 
with our observations from elaborating a first pass of the UI/UX rhetorical handbook. 
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Figure 3 Sample page of the UI/UX rhetorical handbook: metonymy. Screenshots by the authors. 
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Figure 4 Sample page of the UI/UX rhetorical handbook: antithesis. Screenshots by the authors. 
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Figure 5 Sample page of the UI/UX rhetorical handbook: parallelism. Screenshots by the authors. 

 

Figure 6 Sample page of the UI/UX rhetorical handbook: ellipsis. Screenshots by the authors. 
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Observations  

The salience of the modes of appeal fluctuate in user interfaces 
Through the examples explored, we noticed the presence of the three modes of appeal 

(i.e., ethos, pathos and logos). However, user interfaces correspond to a case in which the 
weight of these modes in the composition can vary over time. This variation depends on what 
is currently shown on the screen. As Ehses & Lupton (1988) point out, the three modes of 
appeal are present in every design’s composition. However, one of them is usually weighted in 
order to cause a certain effect on the audience. We noted that user interfaces follow this 
claim. Nevertheless, there are two key characteristics in user interfaces that are not found in 
the type of designs analyzed by Ehses & Lupton. One is that user interfaces are composed by 
different media. Unlike static graphic designs, such as posters and logos, user interfaces may 
include visual, sound and physical components in their composition. For the UI/UX rhetorical 
handbook, we considered graphical user interfaces, whose composition is primarily visual. 
However, some of them include sounds as part of their composition. Also, these interfaces are 
subjected to the physical affordances and constraints inherent to the device wherein they are 
presented. For instance, the interaction with any of the apps shown in the handbook can 
occur through gestures performed on the screen or the help of a stylus. The other 
characteristic is that user interfaces’ composition change over time. These changes are 
consequence of interactions with the software and they occur at different levels. Depending 
on the interaction design, interface components could change of form, appear or disappear, 
or the whole content shown on the screen could get substituted. In that sense, user interfaces 
make the three modes of appeal in their composition dynamic. They have different weights at 
different points of the interaction, which certainly affects the user’s perception of the 
interface and thus the user’s experience. 

For example, when an OmmWriter user is focused on her writing, the components 
presented to the user are the background image, music, and the typing sounds. These 
elements are intended to make the writing process more pleasant. OmmWriter offers both 
static and animated backgrounds. In either case, their content is blurry. The background 
music’s beat is calmed and the typing sounds are not loud. In that sense, OmmWriter 
attempts to make the writing process more pleasant through a relaxing and minimalist 
interface. In that regard, the interface’s composition is weighted towards the emotional 
appeal (i.e., pathos) since the interface components attempt to affect the user’s emotional 
state while writing (Fig. 7).  

Later, when the user activates the mouse cursor, other interface components appear. This 
includes a resizable box around the user’s text, the software’s menu and the scrolling bar. 
Nevertheless, the visual and motion design of these components preserve that atmosphere of 
serenity or peace in the interface. The box keeps the minimalist style, the menu categories 
and options are presented in the form of circles and the visually flat scroll bar has a low 
chromatic contrast. Moreover, these elements are not shown abruptly; they fade in when the 
pointer is activated. Similarly, the menu options fade in and out while the user hovers over the 
menu categories. When the mouse pointer becomes inactive, all these additional elements 
fade out, leaving the interface’s composition in its initial state (Fig. 7). These design 
characteristics aim to delight the user, to center the attention on the interface composition 
rather than the user’s text. When the user activates the mouse pointer, the initial weight on 
the emotional appeal diminishes and the interface’s composition gives more weight to the 
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ethical appeal. OmmWriter is an example of how making certain interface components visible 
or invisible, depending on the current state of the application software, affects the weight of 
the modes of appeal during the user experience. 

  

 
 

 

Figure 7 Case of fluctuation of the ethical and emotional appeals in OmmWriter as a consequence of 
interactions with the software. Figure by the authors. 

 

 

Figure 8 Case of fluctuation of the ethical and rational appeals in the Yahoo Weather as a 
consequence of interactions with the app. Figure by the authors. 

Besides changes on the components’ visibility, shape or position, the interface could show 
different information on the screen as a consequence of interactions with the software. As we 
noted, changes on the screen’s content can reflect variations on the weights for the three 
modes of appeal. For example, when the Yahoo Weather app loads (Fig. 8), it aims to delight. 
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It uses the light version of san serif font to show the information in a hierarchized fashion, 
giving a visual priority to the current temperature. It also leaves room on the background to 
present a picture of the current city or some visual qualifiers that make reference to the 
current weather. To some extent, the interface could be regarded as clean, spacious, delicate. 
However, when the user scrolls down, the interface aims to inform, and leaves no doubt 
about the measurable aspects of the current weather. In this sense, the weight on the ethical 
appeal “fades out” in order to let the logical appeal to take place, to increase. The opposite 
occurs when the user goes back to the home screen.  

Tropes and schemes support the salience of a particular mode of 
appeal at a point of interaction with the software 
As we noted, the description of the interface’s composition in terms of rhetorical figures 

helps to understand how the modes of appeal are weighted at different points of interaction 
with the software. For example, in the case of the Yahoo Weather app, we observed a 
connection between the weight on the ethical mode and the trope of metaphor. The home 
screen’s composition not only focuses on informing the user about the current weather, but 
also to resemble a window through which the user can observe that weather. Additionally, we 
noted a connection on the same weight and the scheme of apposition. The Yahoo Weather 
app uses the picture of current city or a solid image color, and animations exemplifying the 
current weather (e.g., rain drops) to delight the user, to weight the ethical mode. Of course, 
these features also support the emotional aspects of the design, the emotional appeal. 
However, they represent firstly a designerly intent to make the Yahoo Weather app possibly 
different from other apps of the same kind. In this case, both the metaphor and apposition 
help to create an experiential connection between the user and the information shown on the 
home screen (Fig. 9). 

When the user scrolls down, not only the ethical mode “vanishes out” but also the 
metaphor of the home screen as a window. The interface’s composition becomes a dashboard 
(Fig. 10). It takes a new metaphorical form to display the information. In this dashboard, the 
information is grouped and presented in boxes. Each of these boxes has the same transparent 
background, a label and a line that separates the label from the rest of the content. This 
arrangement can be interpreted as a form of parallelism, one of the rhetorical schemes. 
Further, the dashboard employs different icons that it associates to the numerical information 
displayed. These icons can be described in terms of synecdoche and metonymy, two of the 
rhetorical tropes. For example, the app employs part of a sun icon in combination to a cloud 
icon to represent a “cloudy day.” That part corresponds to a synecdoche, whereas the 
combination is a metonymy. Although the different icons do not have a unique numerical 
interpretation, they also support the creation of an experiential connection. Nevertheless, 
unlike the appositions of the home screen, these icons are focused more on informing than 
delighting the user. In that sense, these icons are connected with the weight on the logical 
appeal.  
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Figure 9 Changes on the home screen depending on the current weather. Screenshots by the authors. 

       

Figure 10 Part of the Yahoo Weather app’s interface looking like as a dashboard. Screenshots by the 
authors. 

The application of rhetorical operations has an effect on the user 
experience, not only on the interface’s composition 
In our exploration, we noted that rhetorical operations provide a vocabulary to describe 

alterations made on an interface’s composition. Although this seems to be the same case as in 
the context of graphic design, we consider that the importance of such operations is their 
effect on the user experience. Unlike the posters presented by Ehses & Lupton (1988) to 
exemplify the rhetorical operations in graphic design, user interfaces must change over time. 
Their composition is dynamic due to interactions with the software. Components become 
visible and invisible during interactions with the software. Furthermore, the components 
themselves may suffer alterations. Sometimes the changes could be elemental, like shape or 
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color. But on other occasions, other visual content (or sound content) could be added. Later, 
depending on the user’s action or whatever the software wants to convey to the user, certain 
components’ composition could be modified momentarily and after certain time or user’s 
action, they go back to their “original or standard composition (seen at component level). 
Moreover, complete sections of the interface could be substituted due to the user’s actions or 
as part of the design. Therefore, the rhetorical operations (i.e., addition, subtraction, inversion 
and substitution) in a user interface occur over time and at different compositional levels. 

Another characteristic of user interfaces is their dependence on the platform wherein the 
application software runs. For instance, certain software could be offered in three versions: 
desktop, web or mobile. In this case, the software may have three “different” interfaces, one 
for each platform. However, it should be the case that the user recognizes the three versions 
as the “same” software. That means there are certain perceptual and functional aspects that 
can be identified as equal or similar, and through which the user understands the three 
versions as different forms of the same software. Then, the rhetorical operations help to 
describe the alterations of an interface’s composition, regarded as the standard composition, 
in order to adapt the software to other platforms. Later, since an interface is subjected to a 
platform, the result of applying rhetorical operations on the standard composition must make 
sense for the interaction styles of the platform. For example, in a web interface, using the 
mouse to hover over a component makes sense, not so for the mobile version. Similarly, pinch 
out is a gesture associated with mobile devices, which could feel unnatural if it is performed 
through the combination of a mouse and keyboard. Unlike the cases of poster design shown in 
the original handbook, which communicates unidirectionally and thus the degree of 
interaction is practically null, user interfaces entail a bidirectional communication through 
which the user is also capable of manipulating content. Consequently, the result of applying 
rhetorical operations should support the communication of perceived affordances and 
constraints. 

In our exploration we consider the web version of Bloomberg Billionaires as the standard 
composition (Fig. 11). Just in the web version, we observed cases of addition, subtraction and 
substitution. For example, the tooltip that appears as a result of hovering over a billionaire’s 
face is a case of addition, so is the little orange sheet icon that appears on a billionaire’s face 
whether news related to him or her has been published within the last couple of months. 
Making that little icon invisible when passing from the visualization mode “Explore” to that 
labeled as “Rank,” is a case of subtraction. In the mode “Explore,” the billionaires’ faces are 
arranged in 20 rows and 10 columns, covering the whole interface width. However, when the 
user changes to the visualization mode “Rank,” the faces are reduced significantly, aligned in 
one column and placed at the left side of the interface, giving room for other new 
components to appear. This is a case of inversion. When the user selects the visualization 
mode “Map,” the section of the interface, usually occupied by the billionaires’ faces, is 
completely substituted by a world map that shows the concentration of these people per 
country. Since the top and the bottom parts of the interface remain the same, this 
corresponds to a case of substitution. 

Additionally, we analyzed the mobile version of Bloomberg Billionaires through an iPhone. 
Although this version is accessed through the web browser, the interface is altered to look 
similar to an iOS app. Also, the interaction with the mobile version is through gestures. As we 
observed, inversion and subtraction are the prominent operations applied for the mobile 
interface of Bloomberg Billionaires. As a result of these operations, the mobile interface 
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presents a menu and initial screen different from the web version (Fig. 12). The initial screen 
corresponds to the news section from the web version, whose layout has been altered to be 
easy to interact through gestures. The rest of the options use part of the content shown in the 
mode “Explore” of the web version. Likewise, the layout of such content has been altered to 
work properly for a gesture-based interaction. We emphasize that changing the interface’s 
composition in this way goes beyond aesthetic matters. Reshaping and rearranging the 
components, as well as discarding many of them, makes evidence of a design rationale that 
takes into account the context of use and how it could affect the user experience. Whereas 
the web version gives the opportunity to explore carefully the content and thus reflect upon 
it, Bloomberg Billionaires in its mobile version seems to be intended to provide quick 
information for someone holding an iPhone with just one hand. 

 

 

Figure 11 Web interface of Bloomberg Billionaires. Screenshot by the authors. 

 

       

Figure 12 Mobile interface of Bloomberg Billionaires. Screenshots by the authors. 
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Figure 13 The case of alliteration found in Clear provides consistency during interactions with the app. 
Screenshots by the authors. 

Rhetorical figures help to describe conceptually the interface’s 
composition and interactions 
For Ehses & Lupton (1988), rhetorical figures provide a framework to generate the concept 

behind graphic work before its execution. We observed that user interfaces present a similar 
case. In this regard, we noted that rhetorical figures apply to components and the forms of 
interacting with them altogether. This means the identification of any trope of scheme 
considers the formal qualities of the interface’s components, their changes over time, and the 
reasons for those changes (i.e., the interactions with the software). Further, we noted that 
rhetorical figures blend in user interfaces. The identification of a particular trope or scheme 
depends on the component or set of components considered for inspection, including their 
changes over time and associated interactions. 

For example, in the UI/UX rhetorical handbook, we illustrate the scheme of alliteration 
through Clear, an app for making lists (Fig. 13). Although this app does not offer explicitly an 
option to add a new item, either at the list or task level, the user learns that short swipes from 
the top of the screen serve that purpose. The repetition of animation and sound due to that 
gesture corresponds to a case of alliteration. Nevertheless, when the set of lists created by the 
user are conceptually compared with the set of items within a list, they can be described as a 
case of parallelism. And yet, when only the components within the set of lists or the items in a 
particular list are considered, they correspond to a case of polyptoton. 
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Figure 14 The videos shown on the web interface of Vine don’t need a button to be played. Screenshots 
by the authors. 

Vine.co, a website of looping videos, also shows how rhetorical figures blend in an 
interface. In the home screen, Vine shows a video as part of the header’s background. That 
video represents the rest of videos stored in Vine’s database. In this regard, it represents a 
case of metonymy. Later, throughout Vine, it is possible to see rectangular containers showing 
a static image and other information (Fig. 14). The user eventually notices that such an image 
is just the frame of a video, which is substituted by a video when the user hovers the mouse 
pointer over it. While the video is loading, a thin green bar is shown above any of these 
images in order to show the progress. Also, the user realizes that moving the mouse pointer 
off the video stops it and puts the original image back. In this case, the frame of a video is a 
case of metonymy, and so is the progress bar. Further, the lack of a play/stop button on the 
image/video (sub-container) corresponds to a case of ellipsis. Then, not all the containers in 
Vine are the same. They have different information besides the image/video, including text, 
the user’s avatar, emojis and social media icons (i.e., Facebook and Twitter). When these 
different types of container are conceptually compared, they correspond to a case of 
polyptoton.  

Discussion 
In our exploration, we were able to identify desktop, web and mobile interfaces that 

illustrate most of the concepts introduced in the rhetorical handbook for designers (Ehses & 
Lupton, 1988). As we observed, the mere labeling of components or segments of an interface 
in terms of modes of appeal, rhetorical operations, or rhetorical figures is not the primary 
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purpose of introducing these rhetorical concepts in the context of user interfaces, not to say 
Human-Computer Interaction Design or User Experience Design. Since these concepts are 
rooted in oral and written language, most of us are familiar with their applications and how 
they affect meaning in language. Through several examples that we face since our birth, we 
comprehend that language is not only about denotation but also connotation, and that 
language is employed to move or persuade. 

For instance, we recognize that alterations on sentences are intended to cause a special 
effect or to convey a different meaning. This type of situation shows the application of 
concepts introduced in the handbook in people’s everyday lives. As Ehses & Lupton (1988) did 
in the context of graphic design, we consider that the concepts of modes of appeal, rhetorical 
operations and rhetorical figures help to describe conceptually the components or segments 
of an interface, including their changes over time and associated forms of interaction. Thus, 
we see potential in the concepts of the rhetorical handbook as a framework for engaging a 
design or group of designers in a discussion and reflection upon the possible meaning that an 
interface’s composition could convey during interactions with the software. We relate the 
application of these concepts with the purpose of understanding how the user’s conceptual 
map could be built (Norman, 2013). In that sense, we connect the application of these 
concepts not only with formal characteristics of an interface, but also with the user 
experience. 

Through the elaboration of a UI/UX rhetorical handbook, there is a possibility for user 
interface or user experience designers to go beyond the conceptual constraint imposed by 
metaphor and metonymy, perhaps the two dominant rhetorical figures in user interfaces (de 
Souza, 2005). For instance, Vine has discarded the button play/stop for the videos shown on 
its web interface, showing a case of ellipsis instead. And yet, the lack of such a button seems 
to cause no usability issues. The concepts of modes of appeal, rhetorical operations and 
rhetorical figures focus on the interface as a kind of composition, which not necessarily needs 
to reflect or refer to something from the real world. We think that pondering the fluctuation 
of the modes of appeal, the meaning of interface components when described in terms of 
rhetorical figures, and the mapping of user experience across platforms through the 
application of rhetorical operations helps to take interfaces away from its skeumorphic origin 
(Gross, 2014). Furthermore, it places user interfaces as a kind of design with its own materials 
and ways to be shaped. Thus, they are regarded as persuasive visual artifacts that affect the 
people’s lives, beliefs, and attitudes.  

The concepts of the UI/UX rhetorical handbook can be used in a pedagogical context along 
with other rhetoric-oriented approaches for UI/UX design (Rosinki & Squire, 2009; Sosa-Tzec & 
Siegel, 2014). The concepts from the handbook provide a framework and a vocabulary 
through which UI/UX designers can engage in critique, a relevant activity in design pedagogy 
(Gray, 2013). We emphasize that such designers could have different backgrounds, and their 
training might differ from that of graphic designers. Through the concepts introduced in the 
handbook, UI/UX designers can critique existent application software and create a connection 
with their own concepts. As a result, they could become aware of the impact that Information 
and Communication Technologies and certain types of application software have in the user’s 
context. They could start finding patterns from the examination and critique of interfaces and 
determine whether the meaning in the composition and interactions are consistent (Pan & 
Stolterman, 2013). Later, the handbook can help to introduce UI/UX designers in rhetoric and 
persuasion. The concepts connect the idea of design as a form of argument (Buchanan, 1985; 
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Redström, 2006). It brings awareness to these designers that software is a form of argument 
and hence, it has a rhetorical dimension. Although the handbook is rooted in classical rhetoric 
(Convino & Jolliffe, 1995), it helps to introduce UI/UX designers to other topics in rhetoric, 
including those from contemporary rhetoric (Lucaites, Condit & Caudill, 1999) as part of their 
training. Further, the introduction of topics from the contemporary rhetoric can help to create 
a link with other contemporary approaches in HCI, including interaction criticism, 
sustainability and feminism (Bardzell, 2011; Bardzell & Bardzell, 2011; Brynjarsdóttir et al., 
2013; Sosa-Tzec & Siegel, 2014; Tomlinson et al., 2013). 

Conclusion and future work 
In this paper, we present and discuss results of a first pass of a rhetorical handbook for 

UI/UX designers. Through the inspection of desktop, web and mobile interfaces, we identify 
the three modes of appeal (i.e., ethos, pathos and logos), rhetorical operations (i.e., addition, 
subtraction, inversion and substitution), tropes (e.g. metaphor) and schemes (e.g., 
polyptoton). As we observed, when components or segments of an interface are labeled in 
terms of these concepts, they help to describe the possible meaning of components or 
sections of the interface for the user during her interactions with the application software. 
Then, the application of these concepts in the context of user interfaces requires us to pay 
attention to how such components or sections change over time due to interactions with the 
software. Unlike the examples introduced in the original handbook, time is the key variable to 
take into account. Graphical user interfaces behave like dynamic images whose composition is 
affected by the user and back-end routines. For that reason, the three modes of appeal 
fluctuate during interactions with the software, which is supported by the tropes and schemes 
inherent in the design. In turn, these tropes and schemes help to provide perceptual and 
interactive consistency throughout the user experience and also relate to the concept behind 
components or sections of the interface. Finally, we observed that rhetorical operations 
provide a vocabulary to describe alterations on an interface in order to adapt it to other 
platforms. Therefore, we think that the concepts introduced in the UI/UX rhetorical handbook 
are pertinent to the instruction of UI/UX designers. It can be used as a framework to engage 
students in the elaboration of critiques, to comprehend how patterns work in UI/UX design, as 
an introduction to rhetoric, and to create a bridge with contemporary topics in Human-
Computer Interaction. 

Future work 
Although we found interfaces that illustrate most of the concepts presented in the original 

handbook, more work needs to be done. In this first pass we couldn’t identify cases of 
chiasmus and anastrophe. Our future job will consist in examining more software in order to 
validate the examples introduced in the first pass and our ideas. We have the advantage and 
sometimes the challenge of having access through several desktop, web and mobile interfaces 
due to the proliferation of Information and Communication Technologies. We acknowledge 
that the current UI/UX rhetorical handbook is limited. The desktop and mobile examples are 
constrained to Mac OS and iOS. We haven’t explored other desktop and mobile platforms 
(e.g., Windows and Android). We expect that eventually this project becomes a repository of 
cases that can give strength to these concepts as a framework for UI/UX designers. We aim at 
motivating other design scholars to join this project and make it grow. This paper is an 
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invitation to open a conversation and invite people to critique, contribute and validate further 
stages of the UI/UX rhetorical handbook. 
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Abstract: The education of architectural designers begins by learning drawing 
and digital modelling following the notion that students learn these new modes 
as instruments of thinking in design process. Curricular arguments persist about 
which mode should follow the other. Difficulties occur when one mode replaces 
the other. Students uninitiated to design seem to prefer the more immediate 
volumetric visualization of digital modelling over plans, sections, and elevations, 
representational views resulting from the un-real “viewpoint” of the section-cut, 
a means only drawn out of reality through a way-of-looking NOT natural-to-
experience. Therefore, the primary difficulty in learning to think through 
drawings is their abstraction from, rather than connection to, realness – a 
needless initiating ordeal that confuses rather than clarifies. Digital modelling 
offers virtual three-dimensional images that seem to students, by contrast, not 
quite as abstracted from natural experience, albeit framed by non-physical, 
seductive, machine “otherness.” This paper proposes drawing pedagogy that 
learns from digital modelling by making connections rather than distinctions that 
more seamlessly connect abstract to actual. Projects will be demonstrated that 
manipulate three-dimensional forms to initiate drawing learning experiences. 
Drawing and its abstractions can thus more readily be drawn out of experience 
and made ultimately more concrete for design thinking. 

Keywords: Abstraction, learning drawing, digital modelling, design thinking 
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Learning to Draw Through Digital Modelling  
This inquiry concerns the initial relationship between learning architectural design 

thinking through drawing and model making with respect to opportunities and difficulties 
presented to this relationship by digital modelling applications. It is proposed that 
strategies for early drawing pedagogies can be developed accounting for digital modelling 
in a manner that can better inform the learning and creative use of architectural 
representation as a precursor to its digital forms. The premise for this strategy lies in the 
preference that students uninitiated to design thinking exhibit for the more immediate 
volumetric design visualizing of digital modelling over visualizing architecture through plan, 
section, and elevation. Learning architectural drawing, and subsequently using 
representation as one instrument of design thinking, presents to students new to design as 
disjointedly abstracted from the world of experience. The resultant slowness to 
comprehension originates within the confusion of abstraction inherent in representing the 
three and four-dimensional world in two–dimensional representations abstractly 
transformed away from of actual experience. Especially when first learning design thinking, 
working in the three dimensions of digital modelling presents imagery more natural to the 
spatial nature of the world than do conventional two-dimensional architectural 
representations. This paper will explore the act of representation and present a rationale 
for a pedagogical approach to teaching drawing to beginning designers that will better 
inform the abstract nature of representation while its technique is being learned while also 
better informing the inevitable use of digital modelling tools. The goal is to develop 
learning representation for design thinking in a manner more drawn out of experience and 
thus more integrated into design thinking.  

Drawing is Abstract Thinking  
The learning of drawing and digital modelling is typically at the beginning of 

architectural education following a curricular intention that students learn these new 
modes for later use as instruments of design process. Arguments persist about which mode 
should follow the other. Difficulties persist when one mode replaces the other. Like many 
architecture programs, the design curriculum at the University in which I teach is 
structured to first learn to draw and sketch on the premise that learning drawing and 
sketching imparts a way of seeing the world through representational models as a 
precursor to using digital applications like Sketch-up, Revit, Rhino, etc. as tools of design 
thinking. This curricular structure is sequenced in recognition of the difficulties beginning 
design students experience in coming to terms with how abstract representations describe 
the world around them and how representations become operational for design 
visualization and decision making. A primary issue for curriculum structure is that in order 
to learn to design, students need to learn to think through representational forms and use 
these forms to communicate imagined architecture. As developed vigorously by Alberto 
Perez-Gomez and Louise Pelletier, architectural representation can be called an instrument 
of design thinking that ultimately conceptualizes symbolic notions about beliefs about the 
order of the universe while at the same time serves a functional role of communicating or 
working out a building’s geometric and technical dimensions. (Perez-Gomez and Pelletier, 
1997).  
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Students first need to comprehend the abstract ordering system of the act of 
representation itself before it can be used as the instrument of thought described by 
Perez-Gomez and Pelletier.  

Comprehending representation as an ordering system is for beginning design students 
a problem of understanding the underlying abstraction from reality inherent in 
representation. Rudolph Arnheim describes the act of abstraction in terms of a removal, 
“since the verb abstrahere means to actively draw something away from somewhere and 
passively to be drawn away from something.” (Arnheim, 1969, p. 153) Conventional 
architectural representational drawings are drawn out of the experiential world but are 
abstracted from it according to particular conventions. In a typical beginning architectural 
design curriculum, design students learn to use physical models and floor plans, elevations, 
sections, and paraline and perspective drawings not to “use them statically but instead to 
form models and simulations of future possibilities, as architects work towards something 
actual – the realization of a building.” (Sweeting, 2011, p. 1159-60) Bruno Zevi, in his 
seminal work, Architecture as Space: How to Look at Architecture, summarized the 
problem of using conventional representational drawings as tools of design thinking. 

The plan of a building, being nothing more than an abstract projection on a horizontal 
plane of all its walls, has reality only on paper. The facades and cross sections of the 
exterior and interiors serve to measure height. Architecture, however does not consist 
in the sum of the width, length and height of the structural elements which enclose 
space, but in the void itself, the enclosed space in which man lives and moves. What we 
are doing, then, is to consider as a complete representation of architecture what is 
nothing more than a practical device to put on paper specific measurements…  For the 
purpose of learning to look at architecture [to experience it], this would be more or less 
equivalent to a method which described a painting by giving the dimensions of its 
frame, calculating the areas covered by the various colors and then reproducing each 
color separately.  (Levi, 1974, p. 22-23) 

Plans and section drawings are constructed using the Cartesian coordinate system and 
by use of the artifice of the section-cut.  These conventions which must be learned as 
abstractions. The idea and means of the section-cut as generator creates an un-real 
“viewpoint” of the section, a point of view drawn out of reality through a way-of-looking 
significantly NOT natural-to-experience. A primary difficulty in learning to think/design 
through drawings is thus their abstract difference from reality, rather than their connection 
to reality. Bruno Levi goes on to describe the problem that the indirect nature of 
architectural representation presents for architectural design thinking:  

All the techniques of representation and all the paths to architecture which do not 
include direct experience are pedagogically useful, of practical necessity and 
intellectually fruitful; but their function is no more than allusive and preparatory to that 
moment in which we, with everything in us that is physical and spiritual and, above all, 
human, enter and experience the spaces… That is the moment of architecture.   [Levi, 
1974, p. 60] 

This separation from the reality of experience requires a beginning design student to 
first have to comprehend, and then accept, drawing’s mechanisms of abstraction. Learning 
to draw means learning drawing techniques, a technique that require the practice of many 
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drawing iterations over time. The increased duration of time occurs because learning 
architectural representation also transforms the way one looks at the world. At the same 
time, learning this new abstract way of seeing the world opens the world to new 
interpretations, possibilities, and range of content.  This personal transformation is 
fascinating yet disconcerting.  It conflicts with each student’s previously known and 
comfortable yet uninspected way of seeing the world that, instead of giving clarity, tends 
to be experienced as an unwarranted initiation of confusion. This transformation requires 
of students a period of acclimation, especially as it also occurs in the context of grappling 
with the newfound complexities of creative design decision making.  

Design situations that contain a number of abstract and disparate choices with 
seemingly impossible reconciliation, are characterized as “wicked problems” by 
mathematician and design theorist, Horst Rittel.  The “wicked problem” recognizes a set of 
circumstances that defy resolution by traditional and formulaic processes and seem 
impossibly difficult to resolve due to many factors, variables, and complexities. (Rittel and 
Weber, 1973) Wicked design problems contrast to “tame” problems, such as in 
mathematics, where it is clear whether or not the problems have been solved because the 
answer is the result of a finite calculation.  A central characteristic of wicked problems is 
that they are “ill-defined,” containing confusing information and conflicting interests, 
interdependencies, and values that are frequently difficult to recognize or even identify. In 
a wicked problem, the ramifications of any solution remains confusing throughout design, 
with no evidently arising sense of completion, and even resistance to solution. (Rittel, 
1988) 

Design problems are perceived as especially “wicked” if the designer’s intelligence and 
experience is insufficient to the task, as is the case with beginning design students. Their 
initial design problems are typically encountered as an unwieldy complexity of factors 
amplified by misguided preconceptions, limited life experiences, and a lack of clarity in the 
newness of using abstract representations in thinking through design ideas. Beginning 
design students tend to define any recognition of complexity in terms of ambiguous 
vagueness, an attitude quickly surrounded by uncertainty and the feeling of the design 
problem as an unresolvable moving target. Confusing encounters with the abstraction of 
representation is a more confounding aspect of the beginning design learning scenario 
than is typically acknowledged by both curricular structure and by beginning pedagogies.  

Learning Design Thinking Through Representation  
In beginning design experiences, inculcating new media into new ways of thinking 

about the world is a function of the rate by which it can be competently learned, which in 
turn, affects ability to think using these representations while designing. In order to learn 
to design, students must learn to make forms of representation into instruments of design 
thinking. (Perez-Gomez 1997) Learning to draw is a slow process of learning to correlate 
the mind with the hand while in direct engagement with the media of drawing, a skill 
developed only through the practice of drawing itself. Design thinking skills, however, are 
dependent on being able to think through representational models, not just as simulations 
of buildings but as generalizations of ideas. (Hoover, Rinderle, and Finger, 1991) Rudolph 
Arnheim, in articulating a abstraction within acts of generalization, develops in abstraction 
a conceptual order that is generative, as “an act of restructuring through the discovery of a 
more comprehensive whole.” (Arnheim 1969, p. 187) Learning drawing skills while at the 
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same time learning to think as a designer happens in manner that mutually transforms the 
other skill. As one begins to comprehend how representations correlate with perceived 
reality as simulations of its particular aspects (walls, floors, roofs, thicknesses, etc.), 
learning to think through these representations reinforces imaginary and conceptual 
design thinking with respect to other more symbolic aspects. Arnheim views 
representation and design as part of the same cognitive activity: 

Primary abstraction cannot be said to presuppose an act of generalization. Instead, 
percepts are generalities from the outset, and it is by the gradual differentiation of 
those early perceptual concepts that thinking proceeds toward refinement. However, 
the mind is just as much in need of reverse operation. In active thinking, notably in that 
of the artist...wisdom progresses constantly by moving from the more particular to the 
more general.  (Arnheim, 1997, p. 186) 

Increasing abilities to use representation to augment imaginary visualization, 
correspondingly increases realization of manipulating the abstractions of design thinking. 
Realizing more than simulation within representation leads to use of representation to 
make connections with design issues from aspects of experience and concepts conjured in 
active thinking inclusive of such forms as symbolic or diagrammatic thought. This is when 
design thinking begins. Use of representation merely as a mechanistic model of future 
building adds little to design thinking.  

The pace of design and drawing mutually engendering one another differs for each 
learner. Each student’s capacity for learning abstraction is influenced by both their own 
particular experiences in the world and by what learning researcher Howard Gardner terms 
their propensity for a particular manner, or intelligence, of learning. For each student the 
degree of engagement between mind and the world differs, thus influencing their 
disconcertment for abstraction’s relation to the actual world (Gardner, 2011) and in turn, 
advances or delays the multivalent use of abstraction in design thinking.  

Likewise, each student develops a differing relationship to the way digital modelling 
represents the world for design thinking. Digital applications, contrary to hand drawing, 
exist in the virtual world of the computer, which is a mechanism apart from its user that is 
indirect in its operations. Digital modelling applications derive their origin in the 
methodologies of hand drawing and the manner in which drawing constructs 
representations of the physical surroundings. Secondly, digital modelling applications are 
by degree more abstracted from the actual world than hand drawing techniques because 
they use abstract computational symbolic languages embedded within software algorithms 
and invisible to the user. (Spalter, 1999) To the contrary, the hand, as it is guided by 
mindful intentions and correlations with the geometries and proportions of the actual 
world, moves analogously to that which is being drawn as a direct model of it. (Carpo, 
2013, McCullough, 1996) Where comprehension of hand drawing develops in mutual 
relationship to the growth of design thinking in the young designer, the digital working 
environment contains operations that are outside of design thinking. This is problematic 
for design students learning to think through representations. Digital algorithms exist due 
to a pre-specified set of operations within computer programming. Full comprehension of 
these operations remains outside and beyond moment-to-moment design thinking. 
Additionally, the computer necessitates learning the referential notation of the keyboard, 
an indirect and symbolic form of mediation that has nothing to do with architectural 
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design.  Gregory J. E. Rawlins recognizes this difficulty as part of an entire system of 
substitution where, “the keyboard replaces our pen, the screen replaces our paper, and 
the chip replaces our brain.” (Rawlins, 1997, p. 4) The keyboard’s only reference is to its 
own history as keyboard commands, an analogous system of symbolic signs borrowed from 
language whose command structure must be learned through association and have no 
direct relationship to the representational tasks being asked of them.  Screen menus, scroll 
bars, and palettes of symbol notations intend to be less abstracted (more visual) but still 
present the problem of learning through symbols and relationships that mediate between 
design thinking and the act of representation.   

Learning to think design through these highly mediated elements increases its abstract 
distance from design ideas that are in the end meant to be carried out in actual materials 
and actual space, and with respect to actual experience, adding to the “wickedness” of the 
design experience. (Rittel, 1988) Increased mediation is a primary challenge to the path of 
beginning designers toward realization of more broad engagement with representation in 
design. The caveat here is that both representation and design processes are themselves 
abstract processes, and as such, have limitations on their respective capacities to address 
the living experience of architectural places (Zevi, 1974).  

When constructed by hand, a representational architectural drawing will contain 
elements of ratio, proportion, and depth, all brought into form as a function of both the 
physical process of drawing and the time is takes to perform the steps necessary to the 
drawing itself. Drawing by  hand is a process of constructing step-by-step as an additive 
process, parallel to and concurrent with design thinking about what is being drawn. Digital 
modelling, by contrast, “collapsed into a non-spatial world of encoded instruction,” within 
a dimensionless virtual abstraction in which “concepts of space and time have been 
eroded.” By its very nature, a digital model is constructed further from, or abstracted from, 
the interaction of the designer. In her book, The Computer and the Visual Arts, Anne 
Morgan Spalter evokes Paul Virilio’s “reality effect of acceleration,” a process in which 
digital processing speed and computational processing creates an abstract and 
dimensionless disjunction between an author and the work being produced. (Spalter, 1999, 
p. 440 -410)  This acceleration has an effect of blurring the iterative flow of the creative 
processes within its invisible algorithmic abstractions.  

On the computer, the history of a work, and the evidence of an artist’s hand and 
testimony to the process of creation (and also of exchange afterwards) are erased as 
soon as they are made. A digital work has no evident history. (Spalter, 1999, p. 441)   

A digital representation does not retain connection or lineage to any origin – its only 
life is as an abstraction. This is why students like to engage it. The connection to an origin 
in the world that occurs in hand drawing is a function of the consequences of the actual 
world and the immutable laws of its physical, material nature. In the representations of 
digital modelling, the laws of physical reality are suspended, as they are in the unreal world 
of cartoon animations. Digital modelling applications allow a designer freedom from issues 
like gravity, orientation, scale, time, and materiality while they enable other actions like 
immediate replication, mirroring, inversion, layering, and deletion of part or whole. A 
digital model offers to the designer a picture of the whole and the illusion that one is 
working on the whole, as one toggles back and forth between a partial, closer view and an 
overall view from differing viewpoints. Conventional architectural drawings, on the other 
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hand, offer only a single representational view (a plan is a plan) or they exist as multiple 
views that can become whole only if connected within observer’s imagination. The mental 
exercises required of this frequently presents difficulties for a beginning designer who is 
also trying for the first time to build and hold together a conceptual idea, as well as 
fragmented representations abstracted from experience.  

Media differ in other ways. Drawings constructed by hand with drafting tools require a 
duration of effort on the part of the designer, resulting in a sense of commitment to the 
process of drawing that must precede the act of drawing itself. Digital applications are, in a 
sense, always on, and do not require the engaged commitment of effort that completing a 
drawing requires. A digital model may be drawn and deleted, partially deleted, or partially 
saved (as a distinct digital file) at any moment in the process of constructing it, should the 
designer decide to do this. Drawings constructed by hand cannot accomplish this array of 
possible outcomes as easily or as quickly. The additional effort of tracing is required to 
make a partial version and it is not possible without much effort to produce various 
versions of a drawing.  

Digital Lessons for Drawing Pedagogy  
Students uninitiated to design seem to prefer the more immediate volumetric 

visualization of digital modelling over conventional representational orthographic views 
resulting from the abstracted and un-real “viewpoint” of the section-cut, a means only 
drawn out of reality through a way of looking not natural to experience. Therefore, the 
primary difficulty in learning representational drawings is their abstraction from, rather 
than connection to actual buildings. Coming to terms with the abstraction of 
representation thus becomes a needless initiating ordeal that confuses rather than 
clarifies. Digital modelling offers virtual three-dimensional images of reality that seem to 
students, by contrast, not quite as abstracted from natural experience, albeit framed as it 
is by a seductive, non-physical, machine character. It is the author’s contention that the 
more immediate volumetric visualization of digital modelling can enable more meaningful 
engagement for students having difficulty with the abstraction of representational 
orthographic views.  

Using three-dimensional modelling applications results in a visual display of volumetric 
solids, ostensibly arranged in a manner at least somewhat consistently with intentions 
toward the resulting shape. The displayed image is not a plan, elevation, or section drawing 
view but a view of the whole object at some distance. (Figure 1) Judgment of what is being 
formed occurs with respect to a view of the object that can occur with variable points of 
view, including parallel projection and eye-level perspective views. The designer may 
choose to move closer to the object or inside the object for an interior point of view. The 
point of view may also be situated to a position that simulates eye-height scale, similarly to 
a physical model if raised to eye level and rotated along a imaginary flat plane.  A physical 
model is limited, however, to the exterior view unless it is built to very large scale. One 
imagines Frank Gehry popping up inside the very large scale model of the interior of his 
design proposal for the Disney Theater (as in the film, Architecture in Motion, which 
depicts Gehry’s design process). (Sherrin and Gehry, 2003) 
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Figure 1  Three-dimensional cubic forms digitally transformed as a series of steps within Sketch-up 
software into a house-like form. (Sketch-up model by Stephen Temple)  

 

Figure 2  Four cubic paper models constructed from an orthographic drawing - placed in adjacent 
relation. (constructed by Kevin Bates) Source: Stephen Temple 

Drawing exercises in early design exercises informed by digital modelling make 
connections rather than distinctions that more seamlessly link abstract to actual. A case 
study project is shown that demonstrates manipulation of three-dimensional forms to 
initiate drawing learning experiences that enable abstract operations of the drawing form 
to be more readily drawn out of experience and thus made more concrete for design 
thinking. Pedagogical intentions of this project also establish ground for the use of digital 
tools in design thinking.  Physically constructed cubic solids are used to form primary 
interlocking volumes as a basis for a house design project. Physical models are constructed 
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from orthographic drawings that describe them. (Figure 2)  This physical configuration of 
volumes becomes a constant reference source from which drawings emerge, including 
cutting them in half with a band saw to demonstrate the section cut.  

Abstractly developed two-dimensional information informs visualization and 
construction of the three-dimensional forms built from this information. Four modulated 
cubic blocks with alternate corners removed to the half dimension are arranged into a 
whole side by side, staked, or fitted together by interlocking missing corners, giving greater 
complexity to the whole. This model is then drawn in the orthographic drawing (front, top, 
side view) and as an axonometric drawing. (Figure 3) Students then design a vacation 
house using at least three cubes together as a starting point. Each cube measures 20’ -0” 
on each side to cause visualization in scale. Section cuts of the cubic arrangement must be 
constructed to understand the arrangement of each floor plan and the vertical building 
section. Offsets in each cube cause complexity in floor plans and vertical sections and 
design challenges with the development of stair connections. A final composite drawing 
encompasses all the drawing lessons over an entire drawing course. (Figure 3)    

 

Figure 3  Complete composite drawing of a house designed block forms as its beginning (hand drawn 
by Michael Lichtenberger)  Source: Stephen Temple    
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Juxtapositions between learning to think through modelling and learning to think 
through drawing reveal that drawing pedagogies can be enhanced by digital modelling and 
also become a better precursor to it within the curriculum. By using three-dimensional 
models as a starting point to mimic the volumetric thinking that occurs in modelling, the 
learning of drawing and its abstractions is made more concretely connected to and 
ultimately drawn out of experience.  

Conclusion 
Architectural drawings are not created as an end in themselves.  They are produced to 
demonstrate architectural concepts…  Most importantly, they are the essential scaffold 
to form a transformative imagination since architecture begins not in thought (as other 
disciplines have often implied) but in the perceptual relationship between our bodies 
and the world. (Frascari, 2011, p. 58) 

Media plays a dynamic and formative role in design decision making. Design thinking is 
itself reliant on abstraction in the form of diagraming, “visual thinking,” and modeling 
designs that do not yet exist. In design thinking, media functions as a form of thought apart 
form the actuality of things that informs a designer’s engagement and at the same time 
limits design thinking to the specific form of media. Specificity caused by the abstracting 
operations of representation can allow focused thinking and the emergence of new 
thinking but such focused thinking can also abstractly reduce the issues addressed, often at 
the omission of important issues, or even obscuring the whole. This can be productive or 
detrimental or can result in a confused role for representation in design in which beliefs 
emerge that architecture should represent nothing but itself. (Vesely, 2004) Therefore, 
developing interplay between media, especially while it is being learned, can cause new 
thinking about the current media and the previous media, which may give new context to 
design decisions at any iterative stage.  

Media, however, is abstract. Each different form of media presents itself as distinct 
mode of visualizing, as a way of seeing, and as such offers multiple directions for design 
thinking. As it is based on pre-engaged algorithms, the digital world retains a sense of 
operating outside design thinking because the actions performed on the virtual 
representation are highly mediated. To the contrary, learning drawing representation skills 
by hand in correlation with design thinking exercises in beginning design experiences 
enables direct, mutual hand/mind connections. Iterations of design decisions occur with 
each additional drawing as a refinement of the previous by overlay tracing or by rebuilding 
the original drawing following renewed conceptual thinking. One does not erase a drawing 
and start over. Iterations in digital applications in beginning design experiences, to the 
contrary, tend to occur as a single digital construct or by way of the delete button and 
reconstruction of a new digital model. Instead of an overlay of one way of thinking upon 
another, as happens in hand drawing, the original digital model – and the thinking that 
generated it - tends to be deleted or is modified in favor of a new start on a blank screen. 

In a pedagogy where learning drawing by hand precedes the learning of digital 
modeling, precursors of digital modeling that inform hand drawing can help ground the 
abstractions of basic representational tools. Such a shift in pedagogy can help alleviate the 
difficulties many beginning design students have reconciling the abstraction of 
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representation with their perceptual experiences and thus allow them to more quickly 
realize the transformative impact of representational modes as instruments of 
architectural design thinking. Realizing abstraction can enable design consideration of 
concepts available through no other forms and in ways that enable meaningful 
connections of building forms to forms of human relationships, behaviors and patterns. 
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Abstract: This document shows the main findings of a research done with 
graphic design students, with the objective of exploring new teaching strategies 
to promote the development of visual literacy, the skill to interpret and generate 
images. The research was developed with a qualitative perspective; Students 
were divided in controlled groups and through interviews, I gathered their 
experiences and impressions, and got a deep perspective of their point of views. 
As part of the exercise, in the class of Design Theory, students had to read an 
article and instead of writing a report, as it is commonly done, they handed in a 
picture. These pictures, were uploaded from mobile devises to a virtual platform 
and they were the starting point of a class discussion. Students were motivated 
and their comments in class showed deeper reflections of the topics and they 
even recognized that a visual report was more interesting than a written one. 
Qualitative studies allow more general conclusions from particular findings, so it 
is possible to identify the importance of this kind of researches in graphic 
education, motivating to redesign exercises and assignments and leading to the 
development of visual literacy. 

Keywords: visual literacy, design education, design students, visual thinking. 
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Introduction: teaching graphic design  
This document aims to collaborate in the reflection of a common practice when 

teaching graphic design: written reports in design classes. The idea of this research was 
triggered not only by comments and negative attitudes of students, who constantly 
showed very little or no interest in seminars with theory and philosophical content, but 
also to the aversion and frustration to doing homework and exercises in this type of classes 
which are usually written reports. Regardless the reasons each student could have to show 
this attitude, it is true that these assignments do not promote visual literacy, which is the 
language in constant development in a graphic design career.  

With the clear objective of exploring strategies that would promote the developing of 
visual literacy, this one being an essential skill  that graphic design professionals must have 
to interpret and generate images, an exercise was designed and put to the test.  This 
exercise consisted in asking graphic design students enrolled in the class of Theory Seminar 
to hand in a picture instead of a written report that will later be discussed in group.  

 The need to communicate with students through the language of images is not a new 
challenge, though, it demands greater attention, because of the relevance that visual 
literacy has in graphic design education.  After all, it is that language for which they are 
being educated and the prevailing language in the Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) -technologies used by students-. When one is learning a language such 
as English, teachers speak to students in said language, promote its use in class, and 
homework is assigned in English. By contrast, when graphic design students are learning 
the language of visual images, learning the art of seeing and creating images, their classes, 
exercises, and assignments are based on written language, not visual. All of which, do not 
only complicate learning, but also brings frustration, because teachers demand well 
written assignments that include strong arguments, so students should pay close attention 
to the new image language, but also be proficient in their native language in both, oral and 
written manner. This is clearly a learning challenge for students that will have to make 
headway in written and image languages.  

On the other hand, new generations are such experts in Information and 
Communication Technologies, that the tools and teaching methods which do not include 
such technologies are regarded as obsolete and tedious. Therefore, it is essential to 
explore strategies that promote visual literacy, term used by experts referring to the skill of 
reading and producing images daily in students’ assignments, so that there is coherency 
between the language they are learning and the one in which the assignment is written. 
This research aims to explore such need and also suggest similar ways to deliver 
assignments with ICTs students feel comfortable using that are also easy and appealing.  

Graphic Design curricula in most universities in Mexico include highly theoretical 
subjects and workshops whose objective is to produce images. Theory subjects are given in 
different ways, though they all have in common reading reviews, written reports and 
essays. The objective is that students not only understand concepts, but also improve their 
writing skills.  

For several years, I have been teaching subjects related to graphic design theory, hence 
I have seen students’ reluctance to written assignments because they feel those do not 
help with their development as designers. Reason for which I thought it was important to 
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research deeply this problem and the possibility that theoretical subjects collaborate in the 
development of visual literacy. 

Background: visual literacy as an ability   
The impact of images in a teaching-learning process is well recognized in the 

educational field, however, there is a recent interest to use images to develop different 
skills in students called visual literacy. Donis A. Dondis (1995) in her book, A primer of 
visual literacy, introduces a reflection on visual literacy as one of the key skills needed in a 
graphic designer. Donis A. Dondis (1995) in her book, A primer of visual literacy, introduces 
a reflection on visual literacy as one of the key skills needed in a graphic designer. Besides 
Dondis, there are other authors that have addressed this concept: Stokes (2001) presents a 
revision of such tendency; it is worth mentioning Wilerman’s (1993, quoted by Stokes) 
definition of visual literacy: “the ability to ‘read’, interpret and understand information 
presented in pictorial or graphic images” (p.114). Wileman describes another perspective 
of this concept relevant to graphic design, “visual thinking is the ability to turn information 
of all types into pictures, graphics, or forms that help communicate the information” 
(Wileman, p.114 quoted by Stokes). Thus, the relevance of visual thinking in the 
development of visual literacy in students is clear.  

As we go along revising the concept of visual literacy, it will become evident that many 
scholars use reading and interpreting images as visual literacy. But, why working with both, 
reading and interpreting? Is it not understood that interpreting also requires reading? As a 
graphic design teacher, I like to make the difference clear, reading involves a process of 
recognition of the elements that constitute the image; interpreting seeks the meaning of 
those elements. Once a graphic designer is skilled in visual literacy, they are also able to 
read the relations established between the elements. Reading, in this context, is the 
process of identifying the syntax – as defined by Morris (1985) – of the image: figures, 
elements, colours, composition, rhythm, proportion, hierarchy, equilibrium, and so on; 
Interpreting the image refers to the process of understanding the meaning of those 
elements and their established relations; what the element means, why it is bigger than 
the other one, its proportion and what it wants to achieve. And this is how, reading and 
interpreting are applied in graphic design as visual literacy.  

The International Visual Literacy Association attributes the coining of the term Visual 
Literacy to John Debes in 1969 (IVLA, 2015) and, although the Association recognizes that 
many new definitions have come along the way, they still refer to the author’s original 
definition as follows: 

Visual Literacy refers to a group of vision-competencies a human being can develop by 
seeing and at the same time having and integrating other sensory experiences. The 
development of these competencies is fundamental to normal human learning. When 
developed, they enable a visually literate person to discriminate and interpret the 
visible actions, objects, symbols, natural or man-made, that he encounters in his 
environment. Through the creative use of these competencies, he is able to 
communicate with others. Through the appreciative use of these competencies, he is 
able to comprehend and enjoy the masterworks of visual communication. 
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This concept has derived so much, that now there are also specific research works that 
explore the development and use of visual intelligence through visual literacy strategies in 
elementary school children (Riddle, 2009). Such researches show that new generations are 
already communicating using images, and this language is already integrated in their daily 
life. That is why, it is easier for them to interact with new technologies, because they have 
buttons, icons, and menus, all of which require interaction with visual images. And, if we 
take this information to an educational environment, the needs of students are particularly 
interesting and it is not possible to meet them with traditional methods and models.  

In this sense, researches have debated the scope and advantages of an efficient artistic 
education in elementary school, which is oriented to artistic education not technical 
education;  reason why the need to explore creative possibilities and help students 
develop them as real objectives of artistic education that will also have an impact on their 
own learning. Hence, De Backer (et. al., 2012) proposes having artists involved in activities, 
not only with elementary school students, but also with their teachers, so that they can 
identify the creative possibilities in students and collaborate in developing them. It is worth 
mentioning that, even though some visual literacy researches are focused on elementary 
school, the findings and strategies proposed are relevant to be applied in design education, 
for instance, the need to get the teachers involved in creative activities.  

In Stokes’ revision (2001) to definitions and approaches of visual literacy, two aspects 
are clearly defined: the first one as the ability to read and interpret images, and the second 
one as the ability to generate them, either from a mnemic compilation or as a product of 
the imagination. However, both parts also depend on technology and mass media adopted 
by a specific culture (Sinatra, 1986, quoted by Stokes, 2001). In other words, the 
development of a designer’s abilities regarding visual literacy, is already delimited by 
technology and mass media predominant in the designer’s culture. Thus, it is really 
important to consider that, for visual literacy development in design students three aspects 
are taken into account: ability to understand, ability to produce visual messages, and 
technology and mass media within reach.  

Among other things, the possibility of a change in arts and design education 
approaches has been brought up. Curricula and education programs should be focused 
more on developing visual literacy in students and less on developing representation 
techniques. If there were an emphasis on visual literacy, students would acquire the ability 
to observe culture, whether they are high class or popular expressions (Boughton, 1986; 
Aguirre, 2004). This ability is of great importance for design students because they should 
be able to understand the culture from which they come and to which their visual 
messages will be directed.  

There are researches showing the particular role new Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) (Acuña, 2012; Alonso, 2005) play in higher education and arts and 
design education. These researches emphasize, among other aspects, the possibilities 
offered by these technologies so that art and design apprentices document their process 
and share it with the world through specialized sites, blogs, social networks, etc., which has 
clear effects in the training and updating of colleagues in creative fields with access to 
those sites (Delacruz, 2009; Delacruz, 2012). Some study groups have dedicated efforts to 
identify skills that are needed in the 21st century (NCREL & METIRI, 2003), emphasizing the 
role of technology, even expanding the concept of visual literacy to a concept of 
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technology literacy with three main aspects: technology as a driving force of change, 
technology as a bridge to academic excellence and last, as a platform for decision making.  

There might seem that some researches exposed herein drew two parallel lines; 
however, one refers the other and vice versa. Visual literacy development suggests access 
and use of new information and communication technologies and these technologies 
require and develop visual literacy. Therefore, in this research, possible paths were 
considered for visual literacy development in design students, such as those for the use of 
technological ability and their technological assimilation; this research was aimed to 
approach both, and I will present the results of using pictures as a reading report using the 
image language and delivered to the teacher using virtual means accessible to all students.  

Participants and methods: readings in theory class  
This research has been conducted from a qualitative perspective (Taylor & Bodgán, 

1992), it is not focused on statistics or numeral data, but on experiences, feelings, and 
impressions of those who participate in it, aiming to achieve a deep understanding of a 
situation. Thus, qualitative research will attempt to extract conclusions and general claims 
from a particular case study. In this particular case, the research was carried out through 
participant observation and interviews, in other words, while lecturing, I was observing and 
gathering experiences.  

The research took place at the Autonomous University of Aguascalientes, Mexico. The 
unit of analysis is defined in two courses, between 2013 and 2014, including twelve 
Graphic Design students of eighth semester, divided into two groups of six students each; 
the first group took the class of Theory Seminar from August to December 2013, and the 
other six, took the same class but during the period January-June 2014. As a data collection 
technique, interviews were conducted during the course so as to evaluate progress and 
changes in students during the semester through comparative interpretation as well as to 
compare the results between students. Particular attention was paid to how easy or 
difficult it was for the students to adopt new procedures in their personal work plan, as 
well as the results obtained from the implementation of this new plan.  

Theory Seminar class is taken in the Graphic Design career in the next-to-last semester. 
It is a three-hour-per-week class or sixty-hour-per-semester course. The main objective of 
this class is that the student reflects how some schools of thought as modern and 
postmodern ages have had an impact on the way we see design and practice design. Thus, 
the syllabus includes topics and texts to read and review before every class. The traditional 
assessment would be in two parts; the first one, writing a report of a certain reading, 
handed in at the beginning of the class; and the second one, participating in a class 
discussion. As we know, written reports may not so much contribute to visual literacy 
development, hence, for the objectives of this research, in said courses, students were 
asked to hand in a picture as a reading report. Such picture - image, should be generated 
by themselves and instead of handing it in at the beginning of the class, it would be sent to 
an e-mail address, which would automatically upload it to a gallery in Photobucket36. The 

                                                                 
36 Photobucket is an image hosting and video hosting website, web services suite, and online 
community dedicated to preserving and sharing the entire photo and video lifecycle (Wikipedia). 
http://www.photobucket.com/ 

http://www.photobucket.com/
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advantage of this process is that students could take a picture and upload it with their 
smartphones.  

The comparative method was used twice: first, when students participated in the new 
approach with a virtual image-report; and second, when students changed to a traditional 
plan, with written (and printed) reports. In one of the semesters, this method was applied 
as mentioned before, and in the following semester the order was reversed, first the 
written reports and then with images. The response to this change was fundamental to 
know the value students give to each approach. At the end of the semester students’ 
remarks were compiled through interviews.  

The Autonomous University of Aguascalientes is a Public University in Mexico with the 
entire infrastructure needed in a classroom so we could discuss the images sent. Due to a 
recent effort to increase long-distance activities, the university launched the program 
Virtual University, equipping all classrooms with smart TVs and internet access. So, the 
pictures sent by students could be reviewed and discussed in class at the same time as the 
reading and subjects scheduled for that day. Thus, every reading was complemented with 
the discussion of the images sent, that according to the students, reflected a concept from 
the reading. On the contrary, when worked with written reports, those where handed in at 
the beginning of the class and then the discussion took place.  

Findings: a deeper reflection 
This section presents the results of my experience working with graphic design students 

from August 2013 to June 2014. Even though six students in the class were part of the 
research and interviewed, all the class participated in the activities and exercises. The total 
number of students in a class of graphic design varies from fifteen to twenty five. It was 
favorable to include all of the students because of the variety of material and range of 
options to debate in class.  

There were approximately ten readings per semester about opinions between modern 
and postmodern ages; the challenge was to reflect on how these opinions could have an 
impact, or were already having an influence, on the practice of design. That is, every 
student should hand in approximately five images per semester, hence, a big number of 
images per group, which helped identifying advantages and disadvantages of these planed 
exercises. Following, there is a list of different identified practices students used to develop 
their images. 

 Pictures taken with cellular phones or digital cameras in a room. The response to 
this exercise was definitely the most gratifying one, because I received the response I 
was expecting. The fact that there were details of the students’ rooms in the pictures, 
showed that they were in their room reading and generated the image with articles 
they had on hand. I mentioned that it was gratifying, and it was also because these 
practices compare to the written report students generate in their rooms, so it was 
common to find in the images shoes, clothes, books, comics, a bible, pencils, and 
toys, among other things (fig.1).   
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 Pictures of drawings made in the students’ room. A less frequent practice was that 
students drew something in their notebooks, with markers or what they had on hand, 
took the picture with a phone and sent it. The response to this exercise was 
disconcerting because technically, they handed in a design as a reading report instead 
of a picture. However, the objective of the exercise was to develop visual literacy in 
graphic design students by generating a visual image so, a design served the same 
purpose as a picture. After all, either a design or a picture, implied a translation of a 
conceptual reading to an image. The exercise was thought with pictures so that it 
were faster and took less time consuming, which would not happen if designs 
substitute the pictures (fig. 2).  

 Pictures outside the students’ rooms. These images were not as common. They were 
generated by students who dedicated time to prepare and hand in the assignment. 
They imply that students had read ahead of time and were waiting for the right 
moment to take the picture that could be used as reading report. Most of the 
pictures of this kind were taken at the university or even at a classroom, some with 
classmates as models representing the concepts. Rarely did they reflect places far 
from home or university, as a bar, downtown or a street (fig. 3).  

 Pictures not generated specifically for the assignment. There were some cases 
where students looked for a picture in their personal files that would meet the 
concepts in the reading. I must admit that at first, I was concerned when I received 
these kind of pictures because they did not represent the answer I was hoping for. 
However, after a thorough analysis, it should not be seen as less important as the 
other responses, because it is similar to the practice as a professional graphic 
designer, when a client requests a design with specific characteristics and the 
designer has the option to look in a database for an image that would communicate 
the concept. Sometimes, these type of pictures were modified or edited in color or 
shape so that they would get closer to the concept in the reading, which contributes 
to the development of visual literacy in students (fig. 4).  

 Pictures downloaded from internet with or without changes. This was the most 
disappointing response in the exercise. It meant that, even though clear instructions 
were given to generate images, students took the path of least resistance and most 
likely, they did not even read the assigned article. As any other project in university, a 
picture as a reading report was not exempt from students trying to solve things faster 
without having to think too much. These are students that do not commit to their 
role as students and their responsibility to learn. Getting images related to the 
subject is simple; thanks to technology, one can type “postmodern” in any search 
engine and get images that would serve the purpose. Something that could help 
reflecting on this research was that these type of images were more common as the 
semester came to an end, which meant that students either lost interest or had other 
assignments, work, or even that the exercise turned repetitive and boring. These 
reports were the same as when a written report is copied from Wikipedia or other 
webpages from where students can copy and paste their homework (fig. 5).  

 Concept maps. Often times, when the readings were too technical, some students 
handed in concept maps as a reading report. It was not the expected response, yet 
conceptual maps have been studied for their effectiveness in developing 
competences, but for this specific research and to develop visual literacy (interpret 
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and generate images), possibly it is better to use a picture-image rather than a 
concept map (fig. 6). 

Besides the images received, students were interviewed to learn about their 
perspective on the exercise of delivering a picture as a reading report compared to written 
reports. Semi-structured interviews lasted between ten to fifteen minutes per person and 
were held at the end of the semester. Each interview contemplated five main topics 
represented below, together with the students’ answers.  

 About the difference between an image and a written report. Students stated 
feeling more comfortable handing in an image because it was easier and faster to 
generate, they were more satisfied with their image-report than with a written 
report. We could identify some frustration with written reports; for them, essays and 
reflections were tedious and time consuming. However, there were some students 
that preferred a written report, mainly those with ability to write, and in some cases 
they even liked it, for them, looking for an image useful for the report was 
complicated.  

  About the reading process and generation of images. We inquired about the 
process followed to generate an image after having read the article; some mentioned 
that as they were reading, they underlined the useful information to generate an 
image; others preferred waiting until they had finished reading and then thought 
about an image they could generate. In both cases, students said having taken a 
moment to reflect on the general idea of the reading and then, translating it to an 
image. If they had not grasped the idea, occasionally they came back to the reading to 
have a clearer concept. Then, they started looking for objects in the room that would 
help express the concept they had in mind. If unsuccessful, the next few days, they 
would ask their classmates to be models for the picture. There was one student who 
did not complete the reading because the titles and subtitles, or even having a 
classmate explain the reading, sufficed to generate an image. 

 About sending the image virtually. This point was truly satisfactory in all senses. 
Besides saving money on printing documents, they thought it was practical, felt 
familiarized and had what they needed on hand. An advantage of using Photobucket 
was that the gallery of images sent was accessible to all participants. So, after sending 
their image, the student could access the gallery, confirm that it had been uploaded 
and see the work of other students, which according to them, was gratifying. The 
open availability of images could have been counterproductive, because a student 
could see what others had uploaded and create an image not having read the article.  

 About the discussion in class regarding the images sent. This point was well 
accepted by students because it was when their questions about the reading were 
answered, either when the image clearly complied with the concept or it did not 
reflect the idea of the reading. Perhaps, a disadvantage of showing the pictures in 
class was when students started using images from the internet because, when they 
saw that there were no negative consequences for those who had sent them, they 
began considering it as a good option.  

 About recommending or not this exercise for future generations. Students were 
asked if they would recommend implementing this exercise and if they would make 
any changes to it; some were astonished when they learned that they only had to 
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hand in an image because it was easier than a written report. However, once they 
had to generate the images they felt that it required an extra step, because in a 
written report you only recount what the reading was about, and when generating an 
image a reflection was involved. In other words, a written report was boring but 
mechanical, whereas a picture was simple but required more effort. Therefore, they 
were in favor of using this exercise, but recommended the teacher have more control 
over the images taken from the internet.  

Both, exercises and interviews provided a range of possibilities in practice that had not 
been foreseen. As a researcher, I decided not to limit the students’ practice and explore it 
deeper, though it might have been seen as the teacher not being committed to class and 
that more could have been asked from students. The purpose of this research was to learn 
if it was possible to design exercises to help develop visual literacy in students, and the 
outcome was very satisfying for two reasons: first, because students mentioned that as a 
course of action, it was simpler to develop an image; and second, because they admitted 
that developing a picture may require a more complex development process. The first one 
suggests that indeed, learners of the visual language, felt more comfortable doing reports 
in the language they were learning, even though it was unknown for them that it would 
require more comprehension analysis. The second one promotes visual literacy in theory 
classes, that is, the ability to interpret and produce images. This research shows that there 
are still some points to be discussed regarding the relevance of restricting students to use 
only images specifically generated for the reading or allowing access to a bank of images 
that do not violate copyrights, but will not be discussed in this paper for space matters. 

Conclusion and Discussion  
This document showed the results of a research that aimed to expose graphic design 

students to exercises for developing visual literacy in a class where the tradition is written 
reports. The exercise was designed with the objective of promoting visual literacy 
development and avoiding assessments that promote otherwise, that is, frustrate such 
development or make it more difficult. The research focused on compiling experiences that 
would help reflection of visual literacy seen as an ability of the student to interpret and 
generate images.  

The exercise consisted in reading a text from the syllabus of the class Theory Seminar, 
taken during the eight semester of Graphic Design, that analyses modern and postmodern 
ages in design, and as a reading report, it was asked to hand in an image instead of a 
written document. This exercise was repeated five times per semester in  two semesters. 
The images were compiled in the page Photobucket where a gallery is created from the 
images sent via e-mail whether from a smartphone or computer.  

The following points highlight the main findings and their importance for graphic design 
education, regarding the participation of students, the use of webpages and the relevance 
of images developed. 

 These three show the participation of students and their willingness to work with a 
visual image, we can observe: 

 They show great interest and motivation to do the exercise from the moment it was 
assigned.  
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 They felt more comfortable and relaxed with an image-report. 

 They admitted that unlike a written report, generating an image made them reflect 
on the reading, stop for a moment to think and sometimes, even go back and 
corroborate information.  

The three ideas above suggest that these type of exercises, despite the contents 
reviewed in class, collaborate in the development of visual literacy in students.  

Regarding the use of webpages and their accessibility, we can point out that: 

 Students felt relieved and less stressed when thinking about not having to spend time 
going to printing centers -since not everyone has a printer at home.  

 They were proficient using technology and did not have any problems sending or 
accessing the tools.  

 It was gratifying and reassuring being able to see the work of their classmates on line 
at the same time that they could see their own and compare it.  

The conclusions above acknowledge that the exercises make use of their technological 
skill by taking the class to a commonplace, and incorporating more positive factors such as 
the discussion of images.  

Finally, regarding the relevance of images developed according to the reading, students 
consider that: 

 It was interesting to discuss in class their images and exchanging points of view about 
their interpretation and how they were related to the reading because it helped them 
grasp the reading concepts.  

 The teacher should have more control over the images not generated for the purpose 
of the exercise, they believe those images should not have been accepted.  

 Generating images became so easy as the semester went by, that after five exercises, 
it became repetitive.  

The aforementioned points show that, it is possible to exercise the ability to interpret 
and generate images –which are the two grains composing visual literacy-. Furthermore, 
the feeling of the exercise being repetitive, could suggest that students became adept in 
the technique, a fact that could corroborate the effective development of the skills.  

All in all, besides being evident that students achieved good results because the 
assignments were based on a visual language – the same language they are learning-, it 
was interesting to observe their willingness to start a discussion based on an image, which 
is a fundamental practice for graphic designers.  In other words, it was gratifying to 
observe that the class level improved, since there were deep discussions on subjects and 
readings through images, and this was a glimpse of a debate among graphic design 
professionals.  
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Figures 

 

Figure 1 Reading report on postmodernism by Sandra Arrieta (2013) as example of pictures taken 
with cellular phones or digital cameras in a room. 

 

Figure 2 Reading report on postmodernism by Byron Cersa (2013) as example of pictures of 
drawings made in the students’ room. 
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Figure 3 Reading report on postmodernism by Roberto Zenteno (2014) as example of pictures 
outside students’ room. 

 

Figure 4 Reading report on postmodernism by Paola Magdaleno (2014) as example of pictures not 
generated specifically for the assignment. 
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Figure 5 Reading report on postmodernism and kitsch by Fernanda Lozano (2014) as example of 
pictures downloaded from internet with or without changes. 

 

Figure 6 Reading report on design practice by Jocelyn Villalpando (2013) as example of concept 
maps. 
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Abstract: Assessment helps to improve student learning and teaching practice in 
studio courses in design curricula. A visualization artifact under development, 
aims at assisting a process of collective and individual sense making and analysis 
of outcomes from participants in a design studio course. The foundation for the 
tool is a competency-based, design education, evaluation model that assesses 
cognitive, procedural and attitudinal dimensions embedded in learning activities. 
This generates qualitative and quantitative data that provides holistic feedback 
that traditional grades cannot convey. A research by design approach supported 
by the Nested Model for Visualization Design and Validation framework was 
used. This consisted of successive evaluation procedures, starting with a 
literature review of several taxonomies: low-level and high-level. Later, display 
modes in successive prototypes evolved from Cartesian structure diagrams to 
radial structure diagrams. These were analyzed through heuristic methods and 
subsequently submitted to student user testing. The evidence provided by the 
case study indicates a positive qualitative assessment from students regarding 
the purpose of the tool but are not yet conclusive regarding optimal 
morphological representation of the information. 

Keywords: visualization; design education; assessment; evaluation 
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Introduction 
The Design Studio course is a core component in the curricula that aims at training 

reflective practitioners through problem-based learning and projects, a context that 
simulates professional practice and emphasizes knowhow or practical reasoning (Bousbaci, 
2008; Montellano, 1999; Oxman, 2001; Schon, 1987). As a consequence, probably 
unintended of this practical approach, traditional design education curricula have tended 
to match products with learning and neglected properties of the design learning process 
(Oxman, 2001). The product appears as a result that can be evaluated objectively, however 
a complex process that is simultaneously cognitive, procedural and attitudinal with modes 
and attributes that are quite particular to this field (Cross, 2011) is often relegated to the 
sidelines or resolved in a “black box” as an element of subjectivity.  

Assessment and evaluation in the design studio, although recognized as an essential 
dimension of learning, is at times difficult, complex, and opaque, thus presents a constant 
challenge for teachers. This research deals with a very specific area of a much greater 
pursuit for the improvement of evaluation in design studio courses. It engages with 
preliminary stages in the use and validation of visualization and interaction idioms 
(Munzner, 2014) as part of the development of a tool that can assist in the process of 
evaluating students’ learning process and outcomes in an industrial design studio course, 
in modes that may be more transparent and comprehensive (integrating quantitative and 
qualitative aspects from the perspective of competency-based design education) for both 
students and teachers.  

Evaluation in Design Education 
It is common knowledge that evaluation and assessment are core elements of an 

educational process and design education is no exception. However, Design education 
must be watchful when importing models for evaluation from other educational fields, for 
these may not suffice or a need to devise its own model or adapt existing ones to its own 
context may be needed. 

That is why supporting specific cognitive processes to solve ill-structured problems, 
which are characterized by high levels of ambiguity and uncertainty (Buchanan, 2009; 
Bousbaci, 2008; Cross, 2001; 2011; Jonassen, 2000, 2012; Oak, 2011; Oxman, 2001) defies 
educators’ ability to develop teaching and learning strategies that recreate real-world 
complexity. The strong participation of aesthetic, subjective and cultural aspects of design 
processes makes this even more complex.  

However, this complexity poses peculiar challenges to educators. This research project 
focuses precisely on how evaluation results are communicated and given feedback in a 
studio course, in such a manner that may be most meaningful, useful and transparent.  

Assessment in the design studio mainly focuses on predominantly heuristic assignments 
and qualitative assessments, often required by project proposals. Formative and 
summative assessments are usually limited —at end of the assignment— to an appraisal of 
a quantitative nature. These traditional assessment instruments are usually deficient or 
insufficient as means to report the student's evolution in a holistic manner that may 
enhance and help to improve the student’s competencies. That is why, within the studio 
course, nontraditional assessment instruments are applied, customized by teachers, in 
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order to account for those aspects that a scale of quantitative assessment and 
standardized measurements do not allow. 

Alongside the challenges already posed on how to evaluate —for a design studio 
teacher— there are changes in educational paradigms that have been incorporated to the 
institution's educational model (Universidad de Chile). Faculty members are required to 
review their teaching practices and adopt a teaching manner that considers a competency-
based educational model.  

OM Model 
Taking into consideration the above, the Output Mapping (OM) assessment model has 

been developed as a method to assist the appraisal of the student’s process as a whole in 
three dimensions of competency that manifest through practical work: knowledge, know-
how and self-knowledge (De la Sotta Lazzerini, 2014; De la Sotta Lazzerini, Hamuy Pinto & 
Perelli Soto, 2013). OM supports the following objectives in teaching: 

- Promoting student-centered pedagogy, 
- Favoring active-participatory methods, 
- Adopting competency-oriented training as the driving element of the curriculum, 
- Promoting appropriate methodological strategies and evaluative devices to develop 

competencies. 
For assessing performance in design, each purpose proposed must be translated into an 

observable action, transaction or product. It follows that achievements or products must 
account for complex learning. In design education, the learning challenge is a problem 
transformed into a horizon of possible solutions that has no unique reading. 

Emphasis is placed then, on considering the instance of evaluation as a component 
which seeks not only to measure the level of achievement, but also contributes to the 
exercise of self- and co-evaluation of the entire human group which participates in the 
design project. Appropriating an evaluation culture favors the autonomy of student ability 
to develop and direct its own learning, as a meta-cognitive skill. 

OM has defined a set 15 subcompetencies (five for each of the three dimensions) to be 
developed in a design studio. A more precise definition of these criteria is found in De la 
Sotta Lazzerini (2014). For each assignment the appropriate subcompetencies are chosen 
and their observable criteria are reviewed for the case.  The model aims at highlighting and 
supporting communication of the teaching-learning process, during the student’s passage 
through the different design studios courses of her/his career. OM has progressively 
undergone validation in previous years through successive advances (De la Sotta Lazzerini, 
2014; De la Sotta Lazzerini et al., 2013).  

The output —in terms of data— is that for every instance of assessment teachers build 
a table of scores for each item of the rubric, for each student. Each datum is discrete and 
of nominal order, for it belongs to a subset of the 15 subcompetencies, where each 
subcompetency is independent from the other, although it belongs to one of the three 
dimensions (e.g. Cognitive dimension in a particular rubric may have analysis and synthesis 
as subcompetencies). The datum is also ordinal, because it has a score of achievement (1-5 
interval) according to the assessed level of subcompetency.  

Students are informed of their general progress twice during the studio course, at 
session 36 and then at session 72 (the end of the academic program). In previous phases of 
development (Fig. 1, first three blocks) static visual displays were used to represent their 
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progress of design studio course through line graphs, bar charts, trend lines and radar 
charts. Appraisal of the experience with previous visualization idioms suggested 
opportunities for improvement. The use of a polar chart as a metaphorical map improved 
the understanding of participants, allowing a better observation of their achievements 
throughout a territory of learning to be conquered during their passage of the studio along 
the year. 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Development of OM artifact. 

In the present phase of development (Fig. 1, fourth block onwards) web system 
solutions began to be designed, allowing for preliminary dynamic visualization of 
relationships between students' records, such as choosing between alternative assignment 
evaluations or displaying tags and explanatory legends when hovering over data points 
with the cursor. 

A case study was conducted in the second year of an industrial design studio course. 
The teaching strategy involves thematic units ranging from increasing degrees of 
complexity, which develop during the year (72 sessions of 5 hours each twice a week,).  

Visualization in Education 
Visualization is a field of knowledge in itself, an interdisciplinary research field (Chen, 

2006), with varying meanings in literature; these refer to a mental representation of visual 
basis and its quality as a cognitive tool (Mazza, 2009; Ware, 2012). In its most traditional 
sense, it is understood as a mental representation of visual nature, or as an external visual 
facilitator of cognitive activity (Mazza, 2009). Visualization will be considered as the 
resulting cognitive process of interaction with the visualization artifact (Mazza, 2009). The 
goal of information visualization is to reveal patterns, trends, and other new insights into 
an information rich phenomenon. A major challenge in information visualization is to 
develop intuitive and meaningful visual representations of non-spatial and non-numerical 
information so that users can interactively explore the same dataset from a variety of 
perspectives. 

Educators, in all fields and levels, have used visual representation to analyze and 
communicate data and information on different educational aspects with charts and 
graphs and simple statistical functions. However, while on the one hand there is abundant 
literature on visualization and some of it includes systematic reviews and taxonomies, a 
query in forty academic search engines yielded no studies involving meta-analysis or 
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systematic literature review of the terms visualization and educational evaluation or 
assessment. Nevertheless, hundreds of studies were found to have applied visual resources 
to specific and diverse educational contexts, although none where found in evaluation of 
learning outcomes in design education in particular - other than those related to the 
extensive literature about visual representation as a cognitive tool in design thinking and 
cognition as an essential resource of design education and practice (Cross, 2011; Goel, 
1995; Oak, 2011; Schon, 1987). On the other hand, the field of Learning Analytics does 
offer evidence of crossing with the field of Visualization (Daniel, 2015; Rohrdantz, 
Mansmann, North & Keim, 2013; Steinhaeuser, Chawla & Ganguly, 2010; Tervakari, Silius, 
Koro, Paukkeri, & Pirttilä, 2014). Whereas no interactive tools reported focused on 
expanding the student’s understanding of evaluation, one of these studies in particular 
provides —in its framework and empirical evidence— an inquiry into the usefulness of 
information visualizations based on miscellaneous educational data. 

Information about student activity, interaction, and participation can be gathered, 
analyzed, and interpreted in real time by utilizing sophisticated visual analytics tools. ...  
The visual analytics tools can help teachers in providing instructional guidance, for 
example, the identification of students who may be at risk of failing or dropping out. ...  
However, the visual analytic tools must be developed for pedagogical purposes, be easy 
to use, and support the interpretation and understanding of the information in the 
context provided before teachers and students can benefit from the tool. 

...One of the main purposes of visualizing data is to reduce cognitive load by moving 
human information processing tasks from rigid thinking processes to the processes 
utilizing the subconscious parts of brain. This is done by exploiting the human visual 
ability to recognize patterns, pre-attentive processing, and visual recall to design and 
produce effective visualizations. ...  While well-designed visualizations emphasize 
similarities and deviations within masses of data and reveal insights that would have 
previously been impossible to see, poorly designed visualizations can mislead users and 
cause misunderstandings. (Tervakari et al., 2014:143). 

While Tervakari et al. (2014) admit their results are not generalizable to entire 
populations, considering it was a qualitative study, solely in a Finnish context, it does raise 
observations that could be probed in other contexts.  It concluded that most students 
seemed to prefer views that provide concrete and practical support for their studies 
instead of displays that support them in monitoring and evaluating their own learning 
performance. Yet none of the five samples tested a representation of teacher’s evaluation 
of student outcomes in the manner OM does. 

Visualization applied to OM 
Data visualization idioms must satisfy three criteria found in literature (Aigner et al., 

2011; Munzner, 2014): expressiveness, effectiveness and appropriateness. 
Expressiveness refers to the requirement of showing exactly the information contained 

in the data; nothing more and nothing less must be visualized for a correct mapping of the 
data. Effectiveness primarily considers the degree to which visualization addresses the 
cognitive capabilities of the human visual system, but also the task at hand, the application 
background, and other context-related information, to obtain intuitively recognizable and 
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interpretable visual representations.  Finally, appropriateness involves a cost-value ratio in 
order to assess the benefit of the visualization process with respect to achieving a given 
task… (Aigner et al., 2011:3-4) 

 

Figure 2. Visualization Design and Validation based on Nested Model, Munzner (2014). 

A conceptual model that explains more clearly the relationship between all these 
components is referred to as the Nested Model for Visualization Design and Validation 
(Munzner, 2014). According to this framework there are four levels nested into each other 
that account for a process of design and validation of an idiom (see Fig. 2). The outer level 
is the Domain Situation Level, from which phenomena the data has been picked, its 
context, the field of interest where visualization will have its target users. Inside that first 
level is the Task and Data Abstraction Level, at this level defining the proper domain-
specific questions and what the visualization aims in achieving for its target users are 
addressed. These first two outer levels are concerned with the What and the Why, the 
Data and the Task. Inside these is the Visual Encoding and Interaction Idiom Level, which is 
concerned with devising the specific manner for representing and manipulating the 
visualization artifact. Finally, in the deepest level of these nested blocks, we find the 
Algorithm Level, the operational description that allows for the representation to be 
computed. In such a manner, both inner blocks address the How of visualization design and 
validation. As in many other design problems there is no single or straightforward road for 
tackling visualization design, and Munzner (2014) describes some alternative strategies 
such as being problem-driven, which grossly corresponds to a top-down approach, 
progressing from the outer levels towards the inner ones, or technique-driven which is 
similar to down-top approach, where the process originates in a search for optimizing or 
innovating in the idiom or algorithm levels. This mainly exploratory research runs in both 
directions. 

Each characteristic mode of visualization can be referred to as a visualization idiom, 
hence the endeavor has been to compare many alternative idioms within a vast design 
space for mapping the data coming from studio assessment. Initial efforts were focused on 
tweaking previous prototypes. However, the process of computing this information led the 
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team to face the need for developing many more display proposals for the data already 
generated by class activities driven by three questions: What is presented (data level), Why 
is it presented (task level) and How is it presented (presentation level)? (Aigner, Miksch, 
Schumann & Tominski, 2011). While both Munzner and Aigner et al. refer to similar 
phenomena terminology partially differs, the later will be used. 

Methodology 
Which visualization idiom is more suitable to implement in the application of OM with 

the students of the design studio? In a search for an appropriate methodological approach 
to answer this question, a literature review revealed that although visualization studies 
have predominantly and traditionally used performance measurements and usability 
techniques, validation processes that used mixed methods and design-based evaluation 
have been successfully applied in recent years (Jackson, Coffey, Thorson, Schroeder, 
Ellingson, Nuckley & Keefe, 2012; Tervakari et al., 2014). Design-based research 
methodology, has also been applied in the field of educational research (McKenney & 
Reeves, 2012), hence resulting familiar both to visualization and education studies. 
Research by design is led by a designerly way of building knowledge through iterations and 
heuristics that incorporate abductive reasoning by shifting and transferring thoughts 
between the required purpose or function and the appropriate forms for an object to 
satisfy that purpose (Tracey & Baaki, 2014; Cross, 2011). “In essence, designers move back 
and forth between an analysis space (required purpose or function) and a synthesis space 
(appropriate forms for an object to satisfy the purpose)” (Tracey & Baaki, 2014).  

The first task was to determine aspects that might be relevant to all levels: Domain, 
Task/Data, Idiom and Algorithm. Although no explicit field study of the requirements from 
users was previously done, as proposed by Mazza (2009), since the researchers are also 
teachers and have had contact with target student-users for many years in assessment 
situations and are themselves target teacher-users, many of the users' expectations were 
considered familiar. This decision might now be questionable and will be discussed later.  
Nevertheless, Munzner (2014) endorses that visualization design and validation may be 
tackled from many of the nested levels and not necessarily include all of them, considering 
the complexity of the task at hand. Being exploratory, the inquiry lacked specificity; initially 
we were looking for a diversity of user assessments on visual structures (Mazza, 2009) 
visual substrate, graphical elements and graphical properties, visual mapping, functions, 
readability, plus reviews of the evaluation model OM, which served as a case study. 
Focused first on the theoretical framework, several studies were reviewed (Aigner et al., 
2011; Burch & Weiskopf, 2014; Draper, Livnat & Riesenfeld, 2008; Tory & Moller, 2004; 
Tory, 2014; Ware, 2012) which have undertaken the challenge of meta-evaluation of 
visualization in the last decade, some of them were more focused on the conceptual 
discussion of the process of generating a visualization and others more focused on the 
morphological analysis of data structures and visual representations. 
Literature review of several taxonomies of visualization resources and procedures revealed 
low-level and high-level taxonomies (Tory & Moller, 2004; Tory, 2014). From a high-level 
perspective, a design model taxonomy (Tory & Moller, 2004; Tory, 2014) and mixed 
methods approach (Jackson et al., 2012), resulted particularly enriching frameworks. From 
a low-level approach, taxonomies that highlight and compare display modes or idiom 
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categories guided the development of successive prototypes (Burch & Weiskopf, 2014; 
Draper et al., 2008). 

Prototype-Idiom Critique 
The creation of successive iterations of interactive models, using Highcharts 

(http://www.highcharts.com/) a JavaScript library, allowed involvement with the algorithm 
level (see Figs. 1 & 2). A series of Cartesian structure diagrams and radial structure 
diagrams were encompassed: Bar Chart (BC), Area Polar Chart (APC), Column Polar Chart 
(CPC). We conducted a dozen preliminary assessments through critique sessions as a 
heuristic approach (Jackson et al., 2012), between two researchers and the teacher-
researcher applying OM in her course.  

Six times we exhibited these prototypes (Fig. 3) to other design faculty colleagues and 
received valuable feedback. Initially, efforts focused on adjusting the previous prototypes 
created by the teacher who had developed and applied OM in her studio course. However, 
as progress in the process occurred, this led the team to face the need to develop many 
more proposals. Presentation assignment evaluations were driven by three questions 
(Aigner et al., 2011). What data to visualize? Implied fully understanding the domain, 
context and instruments used for assessment, as well as the nature of the data set, 
distinguishing what was categorical from what was ordered (Munzner, 2014). Why to 
visualize that data? Meant looking into the tasks users would most likely carry out and the 
aims of the artifact. How should it be visualized? Required envisioning the diverse ways 
alternative visualizations along with interaction encodings could satisfy the two previous 
questions. 

 

 

Figure 3. Sample (9 out of 17) of preliminary visualization idioms submitted to heuristic evaluation. 

The prototype diagrams (Fig. 3) correspond to two broad categories: radial and 
Cartesian, based on criteria raised by Burch & Weiskopf (2014).  
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Submitting a selection of prototype-idioms to a group of students in a user-test session 
carried out a final validation activity that did not pretend to comply with a rigorous 
experimental design protocol, but did fulfill certain validation attributes (Munzner, 2014) 
from the perspective of a case study. It was applied to an intentional sample, composed of 
all the participants of the studio course that attended on a random day and conducted in a 
computer lab where each student could interact with three alternative visualization idioms 
that presented the assessment results for their studio work. All 24 students were members 
of the target user community, which allowed collecting anecdotal evidence about their 
perception of the artifact. They interacted with real data about teachers’ assessments of 
three studio project assignments they had already completed in the previous semester. 

 

 

Figure 4. Sample idioms (APC, CPC & BC) tested for visual encoding and simple interaction. 

Developed prototypes correspond to two broad categories: radial and Cartesian, based 
on the observations made by Burch and Weiskopf (2014). These prototypes implement 
display features on the three levels that, according to Aigner et al. (2011), should be 
considered when designing a data visualization interface: expressiveness, effectiveness and 
appropriateness. Previous prototyping led to a sample of 17 idioms, which then was 
reduced to only 3 alternative idioms per student user (Fig. 4). 

User Testing and Survey Validation 
The three idioms were chosen as representative milestones during previous stages: 

 APC prototype fits in the category of radial charts was the first team approach to 
recreate the early attempts to display data from OM. In preliminary tests (De la Sotta 
Lazzerini et al., 2013), feedback from other design teachers and literature (Burch & 
Weiskopf, 2014) proved highly attractive and innovative from amongst the 17 
previous prototypes. 

 BC prototype is a Cartesian graph and represents those graphics that are most 
culturally familiar to users. A sample solution most used by default was also to be 
tested —not discarded a priori— only by a desire to innovate, since there is evidence 
that Cartesian graphs usually outperform radial graphs in most analysis of 
quantitative data tasks (Burch & Weiskopf, 2014). 

 CPC. Radial chart resources were to be tested again, but in a way in which some of 
the strengths of Cartesian diagrams were transferred to a polar axis and could be 
particularly appropriate because the data set was predominantly qualitative, 
primarily categorical with a secondary ordered component (Burch & Weiskopf, 2014). 
Procedural, attitudinal and cognitive areas were grouped and differentiated by color, 
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Cyan, Magenta and Yellow, distinguishing grading scales with a 5-step luminosity 
gradient. 

A lab study type of validation was also essential to understand the reasoning behind 
users interacting with visualization idioms. Students interacted individually with all idioms 
for approximately 15 minutes, and then they answered anonymously an online 
questionnaire based on 8 items that could account for their perceptions on the three 
visualization artifacts’ effectiveness, expressiveness and appropriateness:  

Q1. Which of the 3 display modes allows you to recognize the data in an easier way? 
Q2. What relationship do you assign to the colors used? 
Q3. What formats orthogonal bars (BC) or radial (CPC) or organic surfaces (Polar Area 

Chart) you find most attractive and why? 
Q4. Which of the 3 modes represents and synthesizes in a better way your process, 

allowing you to reflect on your performance during the evaluated period? 
Q5. Do you believe that the evaluation method OM is a contribution to understanding 

your personal process during transit through the studio course and is a reflection of your 
work? 

Q6. If you could suggest any change or add something to this tool, what would it be and 
why? 

Q7. Which do you prefer as an evaluation system? 
Q8. Regarding labels and text captions present in the charts: Do you think they are 

clear? Yes / No? Justify your answer. 

Results 
With the exception of Q7, the items were open questions; therefore, people could 

mention different concepts simultaneously, without excluding others. Content analysis was 
used to reckon preferences; they do not necessarily correspond to literal expressions from 
users. Categories applied derive from the theoretical framework. Due to the small sample 
and a single case study, frequencies serve only as a limited reference for further 
exploration without a statistical rigor. In cases where the answers did not seem to focus on 
the request or were too meager in the information provided, comparison with other 
responses from the same user allowed to enrich the understanding of their views and 
perceptions through nested levels of validation. To enhance the analysis in some items, 
some quotes from responses and comments from users have been included, in a similar 
mode as Tervakari et al. (2014) have done. 

The nested level structure described (Munzner, 2014) served as a coding scheme to 
organize interpretation of responses from users:  

(What? / Why?) 
A. Domain Situation: Q7, Q5 
B. Data / Task abstraction: Q1, Q4 
(How?) 
C. Visual Encoding / Interaction Idiom: Q2, Q3, Q6, Q8 
D. Algorithm. This level was not dealt with through the questions. Observation of users’ 

performance in the lab, serves as input for further developments. 
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A. Domain Situation 

Table 1. Q7: Which do you prefer as an evaluation system? 

OM model: integrates a metaphorical rubric with a summative grade 22 

Metaphorical rubric 2 

Summative grade 0 

TOTAL 24 

 
Table 1 suggests that the students have knowledge of model OM and most prefer an 

integration of qualitative and quantitative evaluation. 
In Q5 19 participants assert that the evaluation method provides them with an 

understanding of their personal process in the course; 4 manifests this understanding is 
partially achieved; 1 person neglected to. Therefore, a significant number welcomes this 
model as a complement to their design training. 

However, as to whether this method accurately reflects their work, the positive 
assessment is not so evident: 14 people do not manifest on this aspect, 3 categorically 
state not to see their work reflected, 3 claim it partially reflects it and only 4 clearly state 
seeing their work reflected. While it can be inferred that the majority recognized in this 
evaluation method a metacognitive resource, it seems that in students’ opinion, 
assessment methods should be more complex, with more elements to depict and reflect 
effort more fairly. 

It's not a complete reflection of the work, in itself evaluations have their subjective 
factor and these do not indicate the time and dedication outside of school hours. With 
all this, the visualizations allow one to generate a self-criticism and understand what 
methodology is more convenient. (Student) 

B. Data / Task abstraction 

Table 2. 

 APC CPC BC 

Q1. Which of the 3 display modes allows you to recognize the data in 
an easier way? 

8 10 10 

Q4. Which of the 3 modes represents and synthesizes in a better way 
your process, allowing you to reflect on your performance during the 
evaluated period? 

15 7 5 

 
Preferences among the three idioms (Table 2.) are fairly evenly distributed with respect 

to their effectiveness. However, if the preferences from both radial idioms are combined, 
compared to Cartesian idiom, the first (18) have higher preferences than the latter (10). 

Q4 pretends to assess both the expressiveness and the metacognitive task the idioms 
may support from the artifact. There is a trend in favor of APC. However, further analysis 
suggests future inquiry should be divided in two separate items to avoid ambiguity in 
answers: expressiveness and metacognition. 
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I think the chart organic surfaces (APC) best expresses the good and bad performance, 
because it shows more (a whole picture) than others, the difference between the best 
and worst evaluated is most noticeable. (Student) 

I think none (of the charts) effectively synthesizes a process, since these are defined as 
a sequence or progression. They are only outcomes and not progress. This makes it 
difficult to reflect or evaluate performance for an x period. (Student) 

C. Visual Encoding / Interaction Idiom 
As Mazza (2009) notes, color is a complex graphic attribute at the confluence of 

cultural, linguistic and physiological aspects. User’s responses (Table 3) reflect this 
complexity. Half of them (11+1) relate colors with cultural and linguistic aspects, including 
aesthetic. The other half (7+5) did not recognize any relationship. 

Table 3. Q2: What relationship do you assign to the colors used? 

Cultural/linguistic  

Recognizes cultural linguistic attribute 11 

Does not recognize cultural linguistic attribute 7 

Recognizes aesthetic attribute 1 

Does not mention attribute 5 

TOTAL 24 

Ordered/categorical 

Recognizes ordered color attribute 6 

Recognizes categorical attribute: color hue 16 

Does not mention attribute 2 

TOTAL 24 

 
Additionally, from the expressiveness and effectiveness analyzed by Munzner (2014), 

the vast majority (6+16=22) recognizes Ordered Attributes or Categorical Attributes in the 
use of color. A majority (16) recognizes high effectiveness through Categorical 
Attribute/color hue. Others (6) recognize effectiveness in Ordered Attribute/tonal 
gradations. 

This question refers to presentation qualities and the basic rationale of preferences can 
be related to their expressiveness or effectiveness (Table 4.). Of those surveyed, 18 entries 
were inclined to the APC, 8 to the CPC and only one statement alluded to the appeal of the 
BC. If the entries that refer to the two radial idioms were combined, this would coincide 
with the affirmation of Burch and Weiskopf (2014) that the radial charts are more 
attractive than Cartesian for users. 

Table 4. Q3: What formats BC, CPC or APC you find most attractive and why? 

The most attractive … 

APC 18 

CPC 8 

BC 1 

Why… 
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APC Contributes to Expressiveness 2 

APC Contributes to Effectiveness 16 

CPC Contributes to Expressiveness 3 

CPC Contributes to Effectiveness 5 

BC Contributes to Expressiveness 1 

 
As regards the reasons given by the users for their preference, effectiveness of APC 

weighs more; expressiveness has a comparatively low reference. CPC obtains recognition 
regarding its expressiveness and effectiveness. Finally, the BC has a single mention for its 
expressiveness. In short, although the APC is preferred for its appeal and —its 
effectiveness— not noted for an ability to make an accurate mapping of the dataset. In 
that sense, the CPC, which although has fewer mentions, is distributed more evenly 
between reference to his expressiveness and effectiveness. 

Although the Q6 points to the presentation qualities, some of the responses make 
reference the modification of the data or task, incorporating information or functions. 
Regarding this, users agree that visualization artifacts should incorporate the time factor of 
the evaluation, for example, be able to compare different assessments in the year or years 
of career, and thereby reinforce the notion process. Others suggest that the visualization 
could also incorporate feedback from the teacher regarding the student work to 
complement evaluative judgments. Similarly, data suggest that additional tags could be 
referring to the assessment rubric. It also points out that this instrument could add fields 
for peer assessment and peer performance feedback from the teacher, by students. 

Secondly, another group of suggestions refer to aspects of a formal nature. They are 
comments (7) suggesting various adjustments to the graphic elements are required.  

There are three comments that allude to an error in the curvature of the Polar Area 
Chart. During the heuristic evaluation of the prototypes, researchers already noticed 
expressiveness error in this idiom, meaning that in some cases data represented did not 
actually exist. This is because the algorithm generates interpolated contours of curves and 
counter curves based on data that are actually discrete and should not be interpolated 
(Tory & Moller, 2004). This bug had already been detected in previous instances of 
socializing the idiom with students who distinguished its functional and attractive ways. 
However on technical grounds this judgment appeared as dubious, hence it was submitted 
to user testing. 

Finally, Q8 is also set to Visual Encoding Idiom Level, (Table 5.) focused on the use of 
labels and text captions in the idioms. Student comments indicate that on these graphic 
elements there is enough room for improvement, as only 6 students are satisfied with 
them and the remaining 18 are divided between those who consider use of text partially 
clear or believe they are not clear at all. The most mentioned reasons point to graphics 
settings, as in the analysis of Q6. One in particular stands out: tilted text is not legible; 
confirming what some literature already points out. When adding information to radial 
charts “… such as text labels, the question arises if these labels are radialized, too. (instead 
of following horizontal orientation) Radial text labels are difficult to be generated and are 
hard to read, whereas non radial labels in a radial diagram impair aesthetics.” (Burch & 
Weiskopf, 2014:448) 
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Table 5. Q8: For labels and text captions present in the charts. Do you think they are clear?  Yes / No. 
Justify your answer. 

Tags and Legends are clear 6 

Tags and Legends are partially clear 9 

Tags and Legends are not clear 9 

TOTAL 24 

Tilted Text not legible 5 

Graphic Adjustments required 9 

Tags and Legends require complement of more information 4 

Tags and Legends are redundant 3 

TOTAL 21 

 
There are three entries that state that captions and legends would be redundant. "I think 
they are superfluous, well-developed graphic is capable of transmitting everything needed 
for analysis" (Student). This view reflects a criterion of simplicity that is often put forward 
by designers, but nevertheless a valid consideration, it cannot be taken in on absolute 
terms since there are many comments from users who ask for more information as well. 

Discussion 
Visual representation in Design Education has been worked extensively as a tool for 

developing cognition in design and also as skill of professional practice (Goel, 1995). 
However, more specifically, visualization as a resource to support evaluation and 
metacognition of the learning process appears to be a less familiar topic. Visualization of 
data and information is a field of great development today and attracts different disciplines 
(psychology of perception, computer science and science in general, etc.) as well as visual 
design. Hopefully this knowledge may be treated with greater depth in design education, 
as proposed. 

As Munzner might ask: Was this a Problem-driven or Technique-driven approach to 
visualization design? The researcher who developed OM in previous stages, reached an 
APC intuitively, but that visualization idiom had not been systematically validated. That 
problem launched this research, which was initially technique-driven, so as to improve the 
APC. Subsequent research aimed at developing a more systematic validation process that 
included the APC then also explored other idioms, even the most conventional. 

From an ex post facto perspective, the four nested levels of visualization design —and 
validation— stands as a solid framework. This model was extremely useful for analysis of 
data collected, the answers began to make sense and reveal, how certain features in the 
tested idioms, show successes, but also errors. It also provides sound advice and guidelines 
for future improvement. As already stated, in the beginning search for visualization idioms 
relied mostly on teacher-user task needs. Retrospectively, exploration of alternative idioms 
could have benefited from previous inquiry on student-user’s expectations and profile 
description.  

Results support the following considerations to be examined in further work. 

 Additional design and validation of improved idioms is required. The users 
appreciated the APC idiom for effectiveness, relating to attractive attributes as 
organic, soft, or providing a unifying representation of their process. However, 
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researchers from their expert judgment (reinforced by some user comments and 
literature) are convinced that this idiom has a major shortcoming from the point of 
view of its expressiveness, because it sometimes provides information that does not 
really correspond to the data and is imprecise. Some of the benefits of an APC can be 
found in a CPC and, with further redesign, could be highlighted in the latter. But BC, 
although recognized as accurate, reliable (expressiveness), and easy to read in terms 
of information (effectiveness), are low in preferences and do not offer a noticeable 
representation of the student as a whole. 

 Many suggestions from the users also emphasize the need for making visible 
additional information that may help to interpret the graphs and relate them to their 
process in the studio course, such as the specific performance criteria from the 
assessment-rubric or teachers’ comments. 

 Supplementary features are also brought forward such as peer co-evaluation, 
feedback, or a time factor perspective with respect to their process. 

What can visualization contribute to assessment in design education? OM evaluation 
model together with the visualization artifact, may help the student to become more 
involved in her/his evaluation, making more visible and transparent learning objectives in 
the design studio (development of design competencies or complex learning) and criteria 
for assessing the evidence of this learning process, enabling for evaluation means to be 
part of a metacognitive process. So far, there has been no evaluation of the influence OM 
model —or the visualization artifact— may have on an improvement of student learning. 
This task remains pending for future instances, once the artifact is fully operational and 
may be applied regularly throughout a significant period.  

Neither has the project really dealt yet with Big Data or complex Interaction, as a more 
advanced stage of visualization. The preliminary developments presented so far, are aimed 
at scaling in the future to more robust datasets that may include larger groups of students, 
progressively accumulate the student’s record of assessments and evaluations throughout 
a formative process and, thus, allow teachers and managers of a design school, and 
students with respect to their peers, to interact with a comprehensive view over time and 
maybe complement other evaluation tools such as portfolios. 
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Abstract: Design process models serve many purposes from structuring the 
presentation of technical knowledge to co-ordination and management of large 
scale professional design projects. Arguing that, for novice designers, many 
design process representations fall short as means to organize experiences of 
designing, we propose the use of a ‘bridging’ representation. While this also 
categorizes design stages and design activities, it depicts simultaneously how 
data from empirical studies of design map to the categories over time to reveal 
designing’s opportunistic, responsive and fluid qualities. We describe a workshop 
for design students that focuses attention on the process of designing rather 
than design outcomes. Through a sequence of tasks students create their own 
representations using research data from captured design processes and then 
record and create representations to depict their own design processes. Our 
objective is to provide the students with the opportunity to critically examine 
how they design. We describe some outcomes from three iterations of these 
workshops and draw out examples of the value students report from their 
participation.  

Keywords: design process models, novice designers, design process 
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Introduction 
Design learning should not be a process of conservation where an existing practice is 
taken for granted as the only answer… Design learning should strive towards the 
situation where new designers constantly reflect upon and critically examine their 
design practice.        Eric Stolterman, 1994 

 
Much of design education and professional design practice focuses on the outcomes of 

the design process: the designs themselves, sometimes alternative design proposals, and, 
when appropriate some of the justification for design decisions along the way. Design 
process models codify practices (e.g. to support communication and co-ordination in 
organizational settings) acting to describe, more or less adequately, or prescribe what 
should happen during designing. Informally many practitioners report that abstract design 
process models fail to capture what designing actually entails, some, with a variety of 
motivations, even propose alternatives. Student designers find a mismatch between ‘text 
book’ design process models and their embodied, situated experiences when they are 
engaging in designing alone or in collaborations with others (see e.g. McDonnell, Lloyd & 
Valkenburg, 2004).  Failure to recognize one’s experiences in given descriptions 
compromises the value of those descriptions as advanced organizers to support learning 
(Ausubel, 1978).   

Here we report on a series of educational interventions designed specifically to focus 
attention away from design outcomes towards the design process itself.  We initially 
developed an elective workshop for masters-level students of Communication Design (in a 
UK design school setting) whose background included bachelors-level qualifications in their 
discipline and some prior experience as design practitioners. Subsequently we have used 
the elements of this workshop as components of a one-semester elective for two small 
cohorts of US-based undergraduate students studying in bachelor-level engineering 
programmes. It is common practice among many bachelor and masters level university 
programmes to incorporate formal and informal opportunities to promote reflection on 
learning. Among this diverse repertoire within design education there are examples of 
having students adapt or develop their own design process models to inspect, critique and 
consolidate their understandings of what designing entails. The Dubberley compendium 
(2004), to which we return later, contains an example developed by students of Agogino at 
University of California, Berkeley in Mechanical Engineering (p.54). We believe that the 
novelty in our own work that uses design process visualization with students is the way in 
which we have directly addressed the mismatch between theoretical design process 
models and experiences of designing by using data from in vivo studies of designing and 
visualizations of this data as a means (1) to mediate or bridge, for students, between 
theoretical design process models and experience of designing; (2) to provide a framework 
for students to capture and inspect how they design; and thus (3) to allow students to 
identify and confront their own individual preconceptions and assumptions about design 
practice. Our agenda for design education, like Stolterman’s (1994), is emancipatory.  

In this paper we first elaborate on the inadequacies of abstract process models as 
frameworks for novice designers to confront the ways they design and make sense, for 
themselves, of canonical models of the design process. Second, having identified some of 
the problems students face in recognizing their experience in the design process models 
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they are presented with, we describe the representations of designing we have 
experimented with to bridge the abstract process and the concrete experience of 
designing. For this we use a visualization of design which shows in a compact form how the 
major activities which comprise designing (from the cannon) are manifest, specifically 
distributed over time in actual cases of design work; we briefly review the credentials of 
this material.   

Third, we describe the set of tasks we developed where students 1) created their own 
visual representations of data collected and coded by others for research to analyze 
patterns of design activity; 2) individually completed a design task themselves whilst 
simultaneously keeping a record of what they were doing, and 3) developed a new 
representation of their own individual design processes making use of what they recorded 
during the design task. We show examples of the representations the students constructed 
to visualize both the design process data they were provided with and what they elect to 
collect to portray their own design processes.  

Finally, we discuss the benefits and insights the students report from the opportunity to 
focus attention on process rather than product in the way we have described. Because we 
are concerned to address the fact that each student starts with a different set of prior 
understanding and experience, we treat as evidence for the value of what we have 
developed the students’ own accounts of the insights the activities bring. We expect 
insights to differ. We give individual examples drawn from our three iterations of the 
workshops in the UK and the US.  In each of these we worked with very small cohorts of 
students (n<6 for each). For clarity here we focus on the tasks common to all three 
iterations, descriptions of the semester-long courses in which they were included in the US 
context are published elsewhere (reference omitted for review). Our workshops were 
designed primarily to be of educational value to the students who elected to take part, 
however we had a goal from the beginning to understand their effects.  What we are able 
to present here is based on the student work and video-recordings of our sessions with 
students and from building in pre-, post and inter-workshop activities (such as reflective 
journals and recorded verbal reflections among the student groups).  This paper focuses on 
the three core workshop tasks. Here we simply note that our workshops were designed to 
conform to the essential conditions for effective reflection, namely, accurate records of 
what has transpired; sharing to avoid self-affirmations; and thirdly having a declared 
purpose for the reflection (Moon, 1999).  

Design process models and their limitations for 
making sense of the experience of designing  
More than half a century of empirical research into how design happens in natural and 

laboratory settings has allowed us to build up a substantial body of knowledge about its 
nature. Cross, from the perspective of what constitutes design expertise, draws together 
our collective findings very effectively in his review of design thinking research (2011).  The 
notions that designing is about problem framing as much as problem solving; that there is 
interplay and co-evolution between setting and solving; that designers operate 
opportunistically for efficiency, and in response to what unfolds as they work on design; 
that they explore multiple, sometimes mutually incompatible lines of approach in parallel; 
that they move fluidly between the broad sweep of possibilities and a pursuit of fine detail; 
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and that their strategies can be explained as coping mechanisms for design situations 
characterized by uniqueness, incomplete information and uncertainty are regarded as 
sufficiently mature research findings that they appear in advanced texts (e.g. Rowe, 1987; 
Lawson, 2005; Visser,  2006: Goldschmidt, 2014). These texts, and the numerous empirical 
studies on which they are based (e.g. the collections from the Design Thinking Symposia 
series assembled by Cross, Dorst & Christiaans, 1996  (laboratory studies) and McDonnell & 
Lloyd, 2009 (naturally occurring design activity)), are rarely referred to in formal design 
education or among novice practitioners.    

A different kind of resource, the compendium assembled by Dubberley, presents a 
large collection of design process models representative of many purposes. Many of these 
models are drawn from educational settings or from practice manuals or guidelines. 
Models serve, more or less adequately, the purposes for which they are devised. Our 
intention is not to suggest that any of the models we make reference to below are 
inadequate for their intended purposes but rather to draw attention to their shortcomings 
for supporting the development of reflective design practitioners. For convenience all of 
the models we reference here to make our argument are drawn from the single secondary 
source of Dubberley’s comprehensive compendium. 

 

 

Figure 1 The design process; attributed to Tim Brennan (Apple, circa 1992) Source: Dubberley 
Compendium (p.10) 

The design process model presented in Figure 1 depicts the path from clients’ problem 
to the generation of income for a design office via an implied mysterious, ‘black-box’, 
inscrutable process of designing. The representation portrays a sense of ‘messy’ 
movement, not always in the direction from start to goal; perhaps it supports a reading of 
designing as a sort of in-the-flow responding to an emerging situation. It might elicit 
laughter and knowing nods when presented to an audience of practitioners.  It is not 
intended to function as a means for designers, particularly novices, to make sense of, and 
learn from their designing experiences.  
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Figure 2 The design process; attributed to Christopher Alexander (1962) Source: Dubberley 
Compendium (p.22) 

The model in Figure 2 is unintentionally also rather comical, as here Brennan’s messy 
tangle of Figure 1 appears as an unexplained gap between analysing requirements and 
synthesising a design to meet them. We are left asking where would a student or novice 
designer place his/her experience of designing in this process model?  

Turning to design process models expressly devised for educational contexts, for 
example those which appear in text books, we see a variety of similar flow charts, differing 
in degrees of detail, that represent the design process as an abstraction, depicting process 
stages, design activities, and sometimes a mixture of both and indicating a predetermined 
set of iteration paths between some of them. The model in Figure 3 is a simple example of 
this genre. It conflates stages with activity purposes. Text book models like this serve to 
organize knowledge that can be codified, for example the chapters in a book about 
engineering design; they serve certain descriptive purposes, here the organization of 
knowledge that can be written down.  

 

 

Figure 3 The design process; attributed to Nigel Cross (2000) Source: Dubberley Compendium 
(p.30) 
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Figure 4 shows a more complex depiction for similar ends; it presents a more detailed 
decomposition of design into three phases, each with the same types of activities, and 
indicates the same paths for iteration as Figure 3. We want to emphasise here that the 
limitations of these models for making sense of the experience of designing is not due to 
lack of detail; their shortcomings are inherent to their formal, abstract and static nature. 
They do not depict, for instance, a sense that there might be opportunistic movement, 
prompted by efficiency, or in response to emergent issues, between types of activity.  
Figure 4 for example, does not ‘allow’ a revisiting of ‘Scheme design’ as a result of some 
finding during ‘Detail design’. Yet we know from decades of empirical research into how 
designing gets done that these are characteristic of what actually happens. These sorts of 
models are not able to convey the predicament of designing in any situation that has 
complexity or ambiguity.  

 

 

Figure 4 The design process; attributed to Marcus (1969) and Maver (1970) Source: Dubberley 
Compendium (p.45). 

Adams, Turns and Atman make the quandary very concrete: ‘information cannot be 
gathered meaningfully unless the problem is understood but you can’t understand the 
problem without gathering information about it’ (2003, p.292). So, looking at Figure 3 this 
means we cannot complete ‘Exploration’ and then move onto ‘Generation’ with no 
opportunity to revisit ‘Exploration’. Generation of design ideas may lead to further 
exploration (of detail, of an entirely new avenue). In fact large scale detailed studies of 
what designers do show iteration among all of the stages shown in Figure 3 even from 
‘Communication’ to ‘Exploration’ on occasion (op. cit. p. 289). What does this signify for 
the value of text-book process models as advanced organisers for student designers? It 
presents a conflict with what seems to be necessary to engage in practice. In our 
experience, student designers find the concept of iteration in design difficult to grasp from 
text-book descriptions; in particular they find it difficult to relate what they do to the paths 
depicted in descriptive models, and when confronted with comparing their practice to 
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prescriptive models they are conflicted. We return to this later below briefly when we 
discuss our students’ insights. Might design process models devised to support practice 
rather than education serve better as advanced organisers for student designers? 

 

 

Figure 5 The design process; VDI Verein Deutscher Ingenieure guidelines (1987) Source: Dubberley 
Compendium (p.32) 

Looking at design process models presented as guidelines in a professional context we 
see that they serve to establish a shared vocabulary and encourage, or enforce, a 
systematic attention to what accomplishing a professional design task entails. Figure 5 
shows an example from the German professional engineering society’s guidelines for 
professional practice. Models like this one may both describe what takes place and may 
prescribe what happens and in what sequence.  Describe and prescribe are directly related 
here. If you do as you are prescribed to do, what you do will be described by that 
prescription. These sorts of models play important roles in supporting communication 
among parties in, and beyond, the design profession and serve process management and 
co-ordination purposes while projects are underway. Some organizations establish and 
enforce corporate standard process models, augmented by tools, methods, and 
administrative procedures. These may serve to inculcate designers into the formal 
practices of a particular organization and some models set out, and thus prescribe points 
of delivery, allocate responsibilities between individuals and groups, establish quality 
controls, allocate resources, and provide the visibility needed to manage large scale design 
activities to deadlines.  
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Figure 6 The design process; AIGA American Institute of Graphic Arts Mok & Yamashita (2003)  
Source: Dubberley Compendium (p.47). 

Figure 6 is further example of a process model oriented towards professional practice, 
this one from the United States and for graphic designers rather than engineers. 
Superficially it looks fairly different from the model in Figure 5 and its tone is very different. 
However, it essentially serves similar professional purposes, and its context is to afford 
advice and guidance for graphic design practitioners. Again, like the models from education 
it serves to organise written advice about how to start, execute and deliver a design 
project successfully; here the context is helping designers to earn their living by 
successfully meeting clients needs.   

Design theorists have attempted to address some of the limitations of design process 
models we have introduced above.  More than thirty years ago Hickling proposed a model 
awash with cycles, iteration within and between four design stages (‘Shaping’, 
‘Generation’, ‘Comparison’ and ‘Choice’); he characterizes the design process as iterative, 
cyclical and whirling (1982). Somehow, however, these abstractions, whilst they give 
permission for many moves in an attempt to codify a priori all the possible paths between 
design stages and activities, fail to give the representation the opportunistic flavor of 
designing as an experience, the talk-back from designing that prompts actual shifts 
between design activities in the particulars of each design task (Schön, 1985). Part of the 
failure is that symmetry, and the equal weighting of possible moves in such models, as 
Heape points out (2007, p. 38), mitigates against their value as means to depict the 
situated activity of designing which is characterized by uncertainty, ambiguity, external- 
and designer- imposed constraints, surprise, and a myriad of pragmatic concerns. Abstract 
design process models disconnected from particular instances of designing seem destined 
to fall short as support structures for learning from design experiences.  

In recognition of this, some educational resources attempt to supplement abstract 
prescriptive process models by leading students through case studies that illustrate each 
stage of whatever process model is being mooted. Heape’s critique of these is interesting 
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to us because, among his criticisms, he points out that case studies are post hoc 
constructions, they may show what was considered, what influenced decisions but not 
how this was effected. Case studies have many qualities which suit educational purposes 
but their very qualities of being stories, means their potential interpretations are 
controlled by a narrative structure to support a very particular sense making. In the 
proposal we make below for a bridging representation we make available all the design 
activity that takes place during the completion of design tasks, not a selection of activities 
which are ‘reverse engineered’ from outcomes to brief to tell a particular story.  

A framework for organising experiences of designing  
To rehearse what we are trying to address: we are interested in how to support novice 

practitioners to critically examine their design practice and equip them with means to 
pursue their own academic and professional development agendas. Our approach has 
been to look at how actual examples of designing can be compactly visualized in ways that, 
importantly, can allow those whose work is so displayed to recognize their experiences in 
it.  For this, we have turned to the design process data and representations compiled by 
researchers at the Center for Engineering Learning &Teaching (CELT) at the University of 
Washington (www.depts.washington.edu/celtweb/).  Over more than a decade, CELT has 
conducted more than 100 analyses of individuals performing design tasks; they have 
studied and compared the performances of different subject groups particularly freshmen 
(first year undergraduates), seniors (final year undergraduates) and expert designers. 
Participants’ engagement with the tasks (selected to allow comparison across experience 
levels as well as within) is recorded in a number of ways to support different research 
objectives, but the studies share in common their gathering and coding of video-recorded 
talk-aloud protocols.  

 

 

Figure 7 The design process as a timeline (Expert B). Source: Atman et al., 2007. 
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The protocols have been analyzed in a variety of ways, making extensive use of a coding 
scheme that segments protocols according to design stage and type of design activity. The 
representation shown in Figure 7 displays a 3-hour time-line to reveal how one participant 
tackled a particular design task. The depiction shows what is going on distinguished into 
eight categories of design activity. The bars in the timeline indicate how attention shifts 
between activities from moment to moment as the designing proceeds.  The categories of 
activities depicted (and three design stages – not shown in Figure 7) were originally derived 
from an analysis of design process models from text-books (Moore, Atman, Bursic, Shuman 
& Gottfried, 1995).  These were successively refined to accommodate what the protocols 
contain; thus the categories are empirically grounded.  We hope it is immediately obvious 
that this compact representation draws together the essences of both Figure 1 and Figure 
3. It depicts, on the one hand, a systematic attention to an identifiable set of design 
activities, while conveying also the ‘reality’ of rapid transitions between activities in 
response to the unfolding of the design as the work develops. The representation of this 
coded empirical data forms the bridge we seek. 

 

 

Figure 8 Two design process timelines (top novice, bottom expert). Image courtesy of CELT. 

Furthermore, it turns out that this representation shows very readily some interesting 
patterns in design activity including differences that characterize different levels of design 
expertise. Figure 8 illustrates this by juxtaposition of two timelines. The top figure shows 
the pattern of activity for an averagely performing freshman/first year undergraduate (we 
notice that this one spends the majority of his time modeling). The lower timeline shows 
the pattern of behavior characteristic of a high performing expert – in the timeline 
representation this manifests as a lozenge-shaped pattern of activity, with many more 
transitions that the novice pattern above. The ability to recognise patterns (this one and 
others) has proven valuable to drive, reveal and communicate design research findings. 
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However, what is important for us is that presentation of these timelines to design 
students, educators and design practitioners has shown repeatedly that they readily 
recognise their experiences of designing in these representations and can see patterns and 
make even quite subtle inferences for themselves (Borgford-Parnell, Deibel, & Atman, 
2010). It is this finding that prompted us to use samples of CELT’s coded protocol data and 
examples of their timelines to serve as advanced organisers in our workshops with 
students. 

Representing design processes to make sense of 
experiences 
We now briefly describe the components of the workshop we have developed. Our 

goals are to provide an opportunity for design students to pay attention primarily to the 
process of designing rather than to design outcomes; to provide scaffolding which they can 
appropriate to construct their own representations of their own design processes. The 
ultimate objective is to support them in becoming reflective practitioners by giving them 
additional means and resources to critically examine their design practice.  The participants 
in our workshops were self-selecting. Whilst their individual motives differed, each student 
had recognized and could articulate and share what their motives were for electing to 
participate in the workshops. Some felt challenged to make sense of their own design 
practice, some were self-aware of their confusion about particular aspects of the design 
process, and some were openly curious to see what might be revealed to them about the 
way they worked.  

Our description here is brief; a more detailed account of the workshop activities, 
sufficient for replication, is available as a technical report (Mölhave, McDonnell & Atman, 
2011). The workshop and the examples of student work we present here was designed for 
masters-level students of communication design, however our intention, from the outset, 
was to devised a format easily adaptable for other design education contexts. Together the 
tasks work as a small stand-alone un-assessed workshop or can serve as components of 
larger, formal, assessed courses. We have tested the feasibility of the latter in two further 
iterations with engineering design students where what we describe here formed part of a 
quarter-long, credited module. Some examples of the work these students produced is 
published in Atman et al., 2015. 

The workshop comprises three principle tasks for participants, each organized around 
pre- and post- reflective elements and formal sessions for sharing and discussion of what is 
produced with tutors and fellow students in the cohort. These arrangements for review 
and sharing are critical contributing factors to the production of insights among the 
students. Formal sessions are typically held at intervals of one or two weeks, the tasks 
being completed by students between each session. 

Task 1: Devise a representation of (given) design process 
protocol data 
The first task uses data collected and categorized by CELT who provided us with 

samples of nine transcribed and coded recordings from their corpus of empirical data. 
These represented three levels of expertise; comprising data from three freshmen 
engineering students, three senior students and three experts. For each level of expertise 
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the sample included three qualities of design outcomes: low, average and high.  
Accompanying the segmented, coded transcript data in each case were the corresponding 
CELT timelines. (Figure 7 above is an example for the averagely performing expert 
designer, designated Expert B.) In the first briefing session with the students the CELT data 
and timeline-based representations were introduced to the students. There ensued a 
discussion about design activities, patterns of activity, and so on. We also introduced some 
other ways of representing the data including further graphical depictions such as 
cumulative time plots and experiments in sonification of the timelines (all representations 
courtesy of CELT).  

An extract from the first brief explains the first task, this was to take all or some of the 
supplied data and freely explore how to represent it: 

The focus of this brief is to be as experimental as possible in creating a representation 
of the provided research data. Choose any combination of media and formats to 
explore, e.g. printed, sound-based, dynamic, interactive, performance, installation, as 
long as you stay true to the data. 

Educationalists will recognize one of the strategies at play here: a requirement for 
students to engage with material by moving between representations, a technique known 
to present an opportunity for learning (Halpern & Hakel, 2003). In this case to move from 
prior representations devised by CELT to those the students devised for themselves. We 
immediately noticed that students were drawn to make use of the data to explore themes 
that came from their individual, personal developmental concerns. 

Three examples of what the students produced are shown below in Figures 9, 10 and 
11. Two students chose to work together to produce the representation shown in Figure 9 
which comprises three books, each one representing one hour of design activity (the data 
is that shown in the timeline in Figure 7, the design process of Expert B). The students 
laboriously recoded the CELT data using the same categories for design stages and 
activities but segmented into 15-second time units. The sizes of the book pages represent 
activity times up to 15, 30, 45 and 60 seconds. Activities lasting longer than 60 seconds are 
shown by multiple pages. Color-coding captures stages of design (problem scoping - blue; 
developing alternative solutions – red; and project realization - purple) with shades 
denoting activities within stages.  

 

 

 

Figure 9 The design process as book artefacts (Expert B). Images courtesy of Rita Maldonado 
Branco and Martha Riessland.  
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Figure 10 The design process as 3D-visualiszation (Expert B). Images courtesy of Li Zhenghong.

 

Figure 11 The design process as a comparison of expertise levels  (Freshman B & Expert B). Image 
courtesy of Takuya Furukawa.  

Figure 10 shows another student’s interpretation of the same set of data, the protocol 
for Expert B. At the left we see her developing the scheme, at center the composite 
representation, and at right we see a speculation. Here the student has taken the 
opportunity to explore one of the concerns that drove her to participate in the workshop: 
her interest in how one’s performance in designing with others is, in part, a response to 
what one’s collaborators do. Here she uses the representation she has devised (center) for 
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the data to experiment with how one might visualize that a responding to others inflects 
behavior towards the task at hand. Her representation prompted a discussion around this 
theme at the cohort’s crit session where the students’ responses to this first task were 
shared.  

Figure 11 shows a third student’s work. In this case, the student had been captivated at 
the original briefing by the patterns of activity that characterize expert performance (an 
example is shown in the lower timeline in Figure 8). Here he pursues his interest in this by 
developing a representation that tries to emphasize contrasts in performance between 
novice and expert. His representation displays the CELT coding for an average freshman, 
Freshman B (top) and the average expert, Expert B.  The presentation and discussion of this 
representation at the crit session gave this student the platform for discussion around an 
issue which was concerning him, namely, how to better strategize during designing by 
developing more self-awareness of his movement between types of activity.  

Tasks 2 & 3: Monitor and record own design practice and 
devise a representation of it  
The two further tasks of the workshop are combined into a second brief. Now that the 

students have explored data gathered from the design activity of others, they are asked to 
complete a design task themselves while, by some means of their choosing, they gather 
information about what they are doing – their own design process data.   Their job is to 
gather data and then develop and present a representation of it. The second, and final, crit 
is where the students present their representations. An extract from the second brief 
follows: 

By capturing the activities you engage in whilst answering a given brief, you are now 
going to ‘make visible’ your individual design process, your focus, what activities you 
engage in, and how your attention switches – a ‘mirror’ onto your own practices. This 
representation can help you better understand, and reflect on, what you do when you 
design. 

We now briefly outline the practicalities of the actual design task (as stated above the 
briefs are available at (Mölhave et al., 2011)). The students were each given a sealed 
envelope containing a communication design brief. This brief was a realistic professional 
graphic design task in terms of scope, detail and the time assigned for it – two hours. 
Students were asked to decide how to record what they were doing and to open the 
envelope when they were set up and ready to complete the design task.  Although we did 
briefly look at the design outcomes at the final crit, in accordance with the aims of the 
workshop, and with the full understanding of the students, the focus of attention was on 
the representations of their own processes based on whatever data they had decided to 
collect as they proceeded. This formed the subject of presentation and discussion at the 
final session.  

Figures 12, 13 and 14 show the representations produced by the same students whose 
work on the CELT data we have shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11 above. The students who 
produced the book of the design process for Expert B (Figure 9) completed the design tasks 
independently, but, by prior agreement between them, they video recorded themselves as 
they worked on the task at their computers, simultaneously capturing what was appearing 
on their computer screens. Working together subsequently, they color-washed the video 
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images of themselves to depict types of activity. They used the screen capture to identify 
retrospectively what design activity was underway. With some minor variations, their 
coding categories were again inspired by the ones from CELT. They then synchronized their 
two color-coded videos, juxtaposing them to reveal, and draw attention to, the similarities 
and differences in their practices.  Snap-shots are shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 12 The students’ own design process as color-coded video (snap-shots). Image courtesy of 
Rita Maldonado Branco and Martha Riessland. 

The student who had explored the effects on individual practice arising when designing 
in collaboration used this second visualization task to explore another preoccupation: how 
to convey her sense of culmination (expansion) as a design is realized and, simultaneously, 
the sense of convergence (contraction) on a final design proposal. Her experiments with 
this are shown in Figure 14. Although not finally resolved, her representation supported 
her in articulating the issues she was exploring about certain kinds of feelings during 
designing.  

Finally, the student who had focused on representing the contrasts between levels of 
expertise (Figure 11) captured his own design process using a video camera, using talk-
aloud at times as he worked to help retrospective coding of what he was doing. Figure 14 
shows a snap-shot from his video. He based his analysis on stepping through his video at 
30 second intervals, using CELT activity categories supplemented by his own (including at 
extreme left in Figure 14 top, ‘tea break’). His representation is a vertical timeline based on 
the sampling. One insight for this student, shared with, and subsequently recognized by 
the others, was the value of the ‘tea breaks’: generalized as the value of ‘looking away’ or 
‘stepping away’ from a design task to see it differently, evaluate progress, or even to 
overcome a block. Prior to analyzing his own process and sharing the representation with 
others, this student had been embarrassed about the frequency with which he apparently 
took ‘rests’, but inspection of how these relate to other activities – through design process 
visualization - shows how often they mark transitions between types of activity. This was 
insightful for this early career designer aspiring to mature into an expert performer.  
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Figure 13 Student’s own design process as convergence and culmination. Image courtesy of Li 
Zhenghong. 

 

Figure 14 Student’s own design process as vertical timeline based on 30-second sampling. Image 
courtesy of Takuya Furukawa. 

Discussion and concluding remarks 
In our description of the workshop we have included some examples of students’ work 

and indicated what prompted the paths they took. The students we work with all elect to 
participate. They self-identify as having concerns they would like to pursue through a focus 
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on the design process itself or a curiosity to explore further what it entails. We do not set 
out with a fixed set of pre-identified learning outcomes to be acquired and ‘ticked-off’. We 
start from the general premise that to improve practice we need to inspect what it is we 
do. More specifically, for understanding design activity, we work on the basis that once we 
have a vocabulary/ are sensitized to the range of activities that constitute designing and 
the opportunistic nature of how activities weave together to make designs happen, we 
have the means to critically inspect that practice. Once we have a realistic picture of how 
we practice we can set personal agendas for improvement, identify learning outcomes and 
lessons– each of which will differ. And beyond this, once we see ‘where we stand’ we can 
question our position, our place in a profession, and, in due course, what constitutes that 
profession. Our modest workshop presents a legitimate moment – time and space in the 
curriculum - for students to focus on design practice itself.  We deliberately allow as much 
openness as is consistent with our aims. So, for example, students have the freedom to 
select their mechanisms for ‘recording’ their design processes. We have indicated some of 
the variety of these in our examples above. Levels of detail vary, selected by the students 
as sufficient to support reflection and identification of what is happening and for 
constructing the representations of designing they devise.  We have noted that what they 
chose to do is informed by their pre-occupations and by the insights or agendas they pick 
up along the way.   

Students bring their prior knowledge, beliefs and attitudes to new learning situations, 
these influence ‘how they filter and interpret what they are learning’ (Ambrose et al, p.4). 
We have tried, with our vignettes above, to indicate that we pay attention to the changes 
in understanding that each student reports. We have captured insights on an individual-by-
individual basis not for the pragmatic reason that the scale of delivery of our workshops so 
far does not warrant quantitative analysis but because each student develops from a 
different starting point of knowledge, understandings and misunderstandings, some of 
which they are aware of at the outset, some of which they are not.  

Our conviction about the value of the tasks we have described is based on the students’ 
accounts. For the two iterations of the workshops we have conducted with students of 
engineering design we have used pre- and post- course surveys, video-recordings of crit 
sessions, students’ incremental (written) definitions of ‘design’ after each task, and two 
post-workshop reflection sessions with each cohort, the first immediately at the end of the 
semester-long courses in which the workshops featured, and the second several months 
later. From this material we have identified a number of themes. We briefly indicate some 
of these here: we notice that students report coming to understand and appreciate the 
value of expanding their repertoire of design behaviors.  

For students whose design work had been rigidly disciplined by adherence to 
prescriptive design process models, we see a move to introduce, value and understand a 
place for their own ‘voice’ in the process. These students declare an appreciation that they 
must move beyond ‘just following best practice’ (rule following). This, in turn leads to 
understanding better why designers impose boundaries on the task they will tackle; that 
there are many alternative paths in designing; and thus that choices have to be justified. 
Allied to this, some students report coming to appreciate that taking steps backwards, 
discarding and revising work is legitimate and a necessity in design. In turn this leads to 
insights about seeking external critique and learning to feel comfortable with, and to value 
opinions that are challenging and dissenting.  
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By contrast, students whose ideas about what design entails start closer to the 
‘designer as controlling creative genius ‘ end of the spectrum report insights which 
moderate this view to incorporate better appreciation of the value of introducing some 
systematic strategies, better control and management of resources e.g. to support working 
effectively in collaboration with others. Related to this are insights about the dangers of 
design fixation - the unshakable commitment to a ‘golden idea’ - and consequent upon this 
the realization of the value of experimentation, prototyping, looking to solutions that have 
failed and worked in the past, and planning (better) to accommodate ‘mistakes’ by building 
in time to ‘recover’. From looking at the CELT data in detail and then inspecting their own 
practices, students report better understanding the non-linear nature of designing, in 
particular that the activities of designing are a set of resources that will manifest in a 
different sequence, and be visited many times to serve different purposes as the stages of 
design are realized. Like the permission to take tea in our vignette above, there is a strong 
sense of legitimacy that emerges among the students as they confront the value of 
discipline and the worth of creativity. While they are challenged to critically examine their 
practice, they are also able to accommodate to it; they become more aware of their 
capacity to do things differently. 

What we have reported above has been motivated by a two-fold agenda: in education 
and in research.  First (education) to give students an opportunity to examine critically 
their design practice; second (research) to better understand design processes per se and 
to identify interventions in designers’ academic and professional development that help 
them become effective reflective practitioners. Our goal to understand how these 
workshops affect learning has caused us to work with students to collect their perceptions 
using a variety of means before, during and after they engage with our workshops so that 
we can evaluate the effects of the educational experiences we are designing.   In these 
workshops we have been able to work with small groups and we are well aware that this is 
an unaffordable luxury for many educational settings. However, we believe that strategic 
positioning of opportunities to reflect on practice, at key educational or professional 
transition points, makes offering workshops similar to ours practically feasible. Our 
workshop participants report that its effects have reached into the (dominant) technical 
and skills-based elements of their education by equipping them better to position and 
apply what they have been taught, and has even helped their personal formation as 
professionals, several, for example having reported their experiences with us to have 
critically informed their educational and career choices.  
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Abstract: Literature supports the idea that designers’ internal thought processes 
can be externally expressed through sketching and other forms of 
communication. While sketching is often considered crucial to refining ideas and 
problem solving in conceptual development, ideation integrates a broader range 
of idea expression. Some literature has argued that other forms of re-
representative communication (including digital media, text-based 
communication, and gesturing) are inherently part of design and ideation. 
The researchers analyzed student design processes during conceptual and 
schematic design development through a case study and grounded theory 
approach. Teams of design students provided sketches, written journal entries, 
digital drawings, and graphic images to illustrate their design process over a 
one-month period. Process work was organized chronologically for data analysis, 
and drawings were counted and coded to better visualize the sequence of 
students’ representation of ideas. Analyses revealed that both sketching and 
digital media were valuable in the design process. However, the strength of the 
design outcomes aligned more with the overall quality of conceptual process 
work, rather than the way in which students represented their ideas (e.g. by 
hand or digitally). This research suggests that non-graphic process work is a 
valuable and overlooked part of how designers think through design problems. 
 
Keywords: design process, conceptual development, ideation, hand-sketching, 
and digital media  
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Introduction  
Design ideation is often synonymous with drawing. The ‘napkin sketch’ that quickly 

captures a design idea for a prospective client is part of design lore. The design thinking 
literature rightly emphasizes the importance of graphic representation (and re-
representation), modes of ideation, and ultimately, clear communication of ideas for a 
strong design process. Yet, novice designers—students learning the design process—often 
struggle to communicate their ideas. They are unclear about how they are solving a 
problem, so may be unsure what to draw or how to explain their ideas. Their colleagues 
and instructors may be similarly uncertain what student designers are thinking and would 
welcome any communication that clarifies the students’ intention. Design process and 
communication is more complex than we often assume. 

The design thinking literature primarily explores ideation of experienced designers. 
Ideation and its subsequent design communication by student designers remain less 
documented. Design educators would benefit from research that specifically investigates 
how students are thinking and communicating (1) with themselves and (2) within a 
collaborative environment. The purpose of this paper is to identify ways in which students 
visualize and represent the design thinking process across the conceptual and schematic 
design phases. 

This paper is structured around two layers: to understand current theory related to 
design ideation and re-representation, and to observe student process to see how it 
matches existing theory. Relevant design thinking literature, which addresses ideation and 
sketching as part of the design process, provides context for this research study. The next 
section presents the overall methodological approach of the study, including a brief 
explanation of the case study research design and the grounded theory approach. The 
following section outlines the results of the case study. As a result of the case study 
observation, we propose revisions to current theory. This theory provides a transition to 
discussion of the results in relation to the literature review. The final conclusions of this 
research challenge design researchers and educators to consider how design ideation is 
taught. 

Literature Review 
The concept of ideation is embedded in most design thinking literature (for an 

overview, see Kimbell, 2011). Schön (1983) outlined design as a series of “reflections in 
action” that structure and explore a problem as a means to creating a solution. The process 
involves manipulating tacit and explicit knowledge. The designer necessarily “understands 
the situation by trying to change it, and considers the resulting changes not as a defect of 
experimental method, but as the essence of its success” (p. 151). In other words, the 
designer must reframe a given problem and consider many potential solutions as a means 
of truly understanding the problem at hand.  

Considering various ways of seeing the problem is essential to the act of designing. 
Cross (1999) explained that “the thinking process of the designer seems to hinge around 
the relationship between internal mental processes and their external expression and 
representation” (p. 29). Oxman (1997) linked designers’ internal and external work with 
psychology’s Re-Representation Hypothesis, which shows how humans externalize 
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information in order to modify its meaning or form. Re-representation often involves 
translating an idea into drawing, textual (i.e., written), and / or verbal (i.e., spoken word) 
communications as a means for documenting and revising the idea itself. This process 
flows as a “conversation that goes on between internal and external representations” in 
multiple steps (Cross, 1999, p. 34). How designers communicate with themselves and with 
others is integral to their process for solving problems. 

Modes of Communication 
Design process work may include hand drawing, physical modeling, written lists or 

textual narratives, digital drawing and modeling, and verbal (spoken) discussion. Designers 
use sketches and process work to (1) “handle different levels of abstraction 
simultaneously,” (2) “enable identification and recall” of ideas and information, (3) “assist 
problem structuring” through attempting solutions, and (4) “promote the recognition of 
emergent features and properties of the solution” (Cross, 1999, p. 34-36). Communication 
of design ideation, therefore, takes many forms that integrally support how a designer 
thinks. Regardless of the form, the internal-external exploration of ideas also provides 
ways to see ideas and process potential solutions (see, for example, Bar-Eli, 2013). For 
example, Sun, Xiang, Chai, Yang, and Zhang (2014b) measured the patterns and sequence 
of how designers physically view information as they draw and develop a design solution. 
They noted that eye movement patterns during sketching activities reflect the rapid 
variation of a designer’s recognition of emergent ideas. They posited that the designers 
subsequently use those ideas as they iteratively explore solutions. The common 
demonstration of design ideation is a loose, conceptual lead or ink drawing that helps a 
designer see and order thoughts. However, designers rely on a more complicated range of 
generative representations. 

Recent articles provide exhaustive literature reviews outlining the breadth and depth of 
research on sketching in design (see, for example, Bar-Eli, 2013; Sun, Xiang, Chai, Wang, & 
Huang, 2014a)—and support the base conclusions from Schön, Cross, Oxman, and others. 
In addition to re-representing ideas to ourselves, drawings and design process work also 
function as communication to other designers.  Eris, Martelaro, and Badke-Schaub (2014) 
explained that collaborative design processes rely heavily on sketching and other forms of 
abstract communication, especially at the conceptual phase. Significantly, their study 
noted the concurrent use of visual, text (written and spoken), and physical communication 
as part of the design process. Gesturing, for example, played a crucial role in linking ideas 
shared by different participants. Jonson (2005) analyzed types of communication used in 
initial ideation. He suggested that written text-based communication dominates initial and 
early ideation in contrast to what designers have assumed. Although the forms and 
methods may change, the communication of ideas (to others and self) is the core purpose 
of ideation-based sketching, writing, and other forms of expression. This communication 
metaphorically expresses variation of ideas (Ingebrethsen, 2013). Oxman (1997) included 
aspects of controlling ideas’ consistency over time as one of drawing’s functions. Re-
representation of ideas enables the designer to avoid incompatibilities between problem 
and solution. Importantly, as Cross concluded, “The concepts that are drafted in design 
sketches are there to be criticised, not admired; and they are part of the act of 
discovery…that is the activity of designing” (1999, p. 30 and 34). The act of designing, then, 
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relies not only on the development of a solution, but in the communication and 
exploration of relative strengths within multiple solutions. 

Design Process 
Cross and other authors rely on design process work to analyze how designers think 

(Cross, 2001). In their definitive review of drawing’s role in design thinking, Purcell and 
Gero (1998) argued that design sketches become increasingly explicit and detailed as the 
design solution evolves. They identified two types of transformations that occur.  Design 
process work records lateral transformations from one idea to another and vertical 
transformations that add increasing detail to an existing idea (Purcell & Gero, 1998, p. 
394). Subsequent research on process work using digital media (e.g., CAD) has shown 
similar translations (Ibrahim & Rahimian, 2010; Salman & Laing, 2014; Sun, Xiang, Chai, 
Wang, & Huang, 2014a). Beyond lateral and vertical transformations, students learn to use 
process work to help structure a problem. Bar-Eli (2013) suggested three distinct ways that 
design students use sketching: (1) realizing a design idea, (2) exploration to learn about a 
problem, and (3) theorizing or communicating a specific viewpoint. A designer’s 
conceptualization of the purpose of the design act (e.g., the end goal) affects how 
sketching and process work develops. 

Digital vs. Hand Sketching 
One branch of the literature suggests that design thinking processes are distinct when 

designers use digital graphics. Oxman (2006) argued that digital representation influences 
how designers think: 

Far from Schön’s characterization of visual reasoning as a ‘dialogue with the materials 
of the problem’ and ‘backtalk’ from visual images, the intelligent and compound 
processes of integrated digital design media create a completely novel new design 
thinking… Digital design thinking is non-typological and non-deterministic in supporting 
and preferring the discrete and differentiated over the generic and the typological.  
More than simply a set of formal preferences, or the abandonment of traditional 
approaches…it explores new forms and relationships between the designer, image, and 
information (p. 262). 

Oxman sets digital design thinking apart, then, not based on its processes, but based on 
the information that is considered and the ways that information can be evaluated and 
synthesized. Bilda and Demirkan (2003) argued that the character of digital representation 
(e.g., the quantity and type of information shown) changes how the designer views the 
design in progress. As a result, they concluded that hand-based drawing provides a 
superior method for thinking through a design problem. Salman and Laing (2014) agreed 
that the quick transitions between two and three-dimensional views in digital 
representations alter a designer’s perception. Conversely, Dorta (2008) described how the 
structure of software interfaces restrict the flow of a designer’s ideas and narrow the 
available “perceptual interpretation space” (p. 124, see also Tan, Peek, & Chattaraman, 
2015). Dorta also argued that software programs, such as CAD and BIM interfaces, “serve 
representation, but not ideation” (p. 124). 

Some research, such as Madrazo (1999), suggested that digital tools improve ideation 
by providing a more complete understanding of the design conditions being explored. 
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Ibrahim and Rahimian (2010) demonstrated that design students learn to conceptualize 
three-dimensional design ideas better when using mixed hand and digital representations. 
Their studies specifically demonstrated how students struggled with the dynamic use of 
internal and external communication that is necessary to develop and explain their work. 
Such internal and external communication is considered essential to design following the 
foundational definitions established by Cross (1999), Oxman, (1997), and Schön (1983).  

Stones and Cassidy (2007) argued that digital ideation processes reduce the number of 
ideas considered by novice designers because of formal and technical limitations of the 
software tools (see also, Dorta, 2008). In their data, paper-based sketching resulted in 
nearly twice as many proposed solutions—and significantly more unique solutions. 
Although digital design tools are widely used in professional and educational settings, the 
implication for how those tools affect design ideation remains incompletely explored. 

Designers’ thinking relies on expressing ideas to ourselves and to others. A designer’s 
internal and external ideation (including drawn and text-based process work) seeks to 
address problem constraints by re-describing problems and thoughts at each step. Cross 
(1999) stressed that design process drawings: 

Enable designers to handle different levels of abstraction simultaneously. Clearly this is 
something important in the design process. We see that designers think about the 
overall concept and at the same time think about detailed aspects of the 
implementation of that concept (p. 35, emphasis in original). 

Sketching and process work—as opposed to simple “mental synthesis”—are commonly 
believed to be essential to a designer’s ability to conceptualize design solutions (Bilda, 
Gero, & Purcell, 2006; Purcell & Gero, 1999, p. 422). Sun et al. (2014a) argued that the 
brain-hand-eye interaction of sketching follows a pattern of recognition and consideration 
that promotes idea development. While brain-hand-eye interaction may be important to 
communication, sketching is not a designer’s sole method of communicating and re-
representing information. For experienced designers, sketching and other visual aspects of 
the ideation process may not even be required. Bilda, Gero, and Purcell (2006) challenged 
experienced designers to work out a design problem with and without the ability to make 
visual sketches or notes. While the participants preferred to sketch, the designs produced 
from either process were not significantly different in quality or detail of idea 
development. The abilities of a novice designer—and an experienced designer facing a 
complex problem—require communication strategies that re-represent ideas, support 
iterative ideation, and enable the expression of ideas between individual members of 
collaborative teams. Overall, the existing literature shows a complicated relationship 
between how a designer communicates and processes information during early design 
ideation. 

Purpose of the Research & Research Questions 
The purpose of this qualitative study was to identify ways in which students visualize 

and represent the design thinking process across the conceptual and schematic design 
phases. As such, the following research questions were identified: 

RQ1: Can we visualize the students’ design thinking process across the conceptual and 
schematic design phases?   

RQ2: How did students represent their ideas?  
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RQ3: If we can follow the students’ re-representation of their ideas, then what are the 
characteristics of their processes? 

RQ4: How do those characteristics of the design process relate with the design 
solution? 

The articulation of these four research questions guided the research design and 
methodological approach.  

Methodology 
To best answer the research questions, the research design employed an explanatory 

single case study approach, which examined student design activity from a single cross-
disciplinary, advanced design studio over a one-month period. The qualitative case study 
methodology was selected because it allowed the researchers to study the complex 
phenomena of design processes, re-representation, and ideation of novice design students 
(Yin, 2003).  The primary research strategy included the collection of artifacts (i.e., physical 
drawings, written text, and image captures from digital files). 

Participants 
The participants in this study comprised a single cohort of 13 students who were 

enrolled in a cross-disciplinary, capstone-level design studio in the final year of a four-year 
interior design curriculum. The students completed initial assignment research as a 
collaborative group. Four teams were subsequently formed to complete separate 
programming and design work. Teams A, B, and D were comprised of three students each, 
and Team C was comprised of four students. The design studio was taught within a CIDA-
accredited interior design program at a land-grant university with very high research 
activity. 

The Studio Project Overview  
The studio curriculum aimed to integrate the students’ previous design education with 

broad, cross-disciplinary awareness of how a design problem relates to multiple scales. The 
design problem for this studio considered the idea of food insecurity at scales from 
individual consumption to regional issues, with a specific focus on the intermediate scales 
between urban form and building interiors. The students were asked to first research 
background topics that typically fall outside their disciplinary knowledge (e.g., food 
deserts, food trends, zoning). 

Based on topical, demographic, and place-based research, the students identified a 
physical site and building within the local urban region. Their subsequent design problem 
entailed renovating the existing building. Each student team independently programmed 
the building based on the joint research, but agreed that the program must contain 
components supporting the local community and a market or grocery store that retailed 
food. Although the students provided programmatic development for the entire building, 
the teams were only required to develop schematic designs for the first and second floors. 

Approximately six weeks of the fifteen-week academic term focused on topical and 
background research for the project. The remainder of the term was focused on 
programming, conceptual and schematic design development, and creating presentation 
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materials. Student work was presented to the studio instructor for daily critique. 
Additionally, the program faculty conducted intermediate and final critiques. 

Data Collection 
At the beginning of the conceptual and schematic design work, the student teams were 

tasked to maintain a complete daily record of their preliminary design progress. Records 
were maintained for a one-month period. Students were instructed to retain all graphic 
and written components of the process work. Graphic components varied depending upon 
the group, but at minimum, included copies of the relevant digital files and physical files of 
dated and numbered development drawings. Digital files typically represented end-of-
work-session screen shots, rather than images captured within the developmental process. 
In addition, each team provided a short written account for each day’s activities. Notations 
were required to cover highlights of the day’s design progress, specific design issues being 
addressed, descriptions of attempts at solutions, and identification of creative leaps or 
continued frustrations. Notation also identified the corresponding digital or physical files. 
Although brief, the written accounts contextualized the teams’ design processes. 

LIMITATIONS 
Data collected for this project were based on student teams’ self-reported information. 

The self-reports limited the information available for analysis. Data collected did not 
include audio, video, or in-person observations of the communication between teams 
during design sessions. The student teams worked as they would normally without 
restrictions on location, time, or set-up. Some literature on sketching and design 
communication emphasizes the interrelationship of drawing, talking, and gesturing (see, 
for example, Eris, Martelaro, & Badke-Schaub, 2014). Although the research design 
excluded some aspects of the design communication that would be inherent to a 
collaborative process, collecting such data over a one-month period was not practical. The 
resulting data set still provides a unique observation of the students’ design process. 

Because audio and video recordings of team communications were not collected, 
conclusions must be drawn from the data that were gathered. In addition, anecdotal 
evidence from the instructor illustrated how teams interacted in the studio class 
environment. We posit that communication styles, methods, and other team dynamic 
factors may have influenced the ideation, but we cannot definitively say one way or the 
other without analyzing interactions within teams. 

ETHICAL ISSUES 
To maintain confidentiality, student names were removed from all materials before 

data analysis, and teams were given pseudonyms (i.e., Team “A” – “D”). Students provided 
written approval for the use of their work in teaching and learning research. A University 
Committee on Research Involving Human Subjects / Institutional Review Board determined 
that this study met the criteria for Exempt Research at 45 CFR 46.101(b)(1.i). 

Data Analysis  
Collected data were analyzed through a grounded theory approach. The grounded 

theory approach follows a systematic process to identify patterns and themes within a set 
of data, which are used to inform the development of a broader theory that can be applied 
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to other contexts. Grounded theory is inherently inductive and used to discover theory, 
which is grounded in or derived from the data or phenomena of the study at hand (Corbin 
& Strauss, 2008). Grounded theory studies are typically concerned with social processes 
and how people interact (Blumer, 1969). As such, the grounded theory approach is 
complementary to the overall explanatory nature of the case study methodology. It can be 
leveraged to inductively and holistically understand students’ design processes and 
ideation modes within the context of a design studio. 

Grounded theory has been criticized as a less rigorous approach than other qualitative 
research methodologies. This perspective may result from the frequent misuse of the 
grounded theory approach (Urquhart, Lehman, & Myers, 2010). Many scholars, in multiple 
disciplines, argue that the term “grounded theory” has erroneously been associated with 
the process of simply coding data (Bryant, Hughes, Myers, Trauth, & Urquhart, 2004; 
Urquhart, 2007). The intended methodological process of generating a new theory, which 
has been derived from or grounded in the coded data, is often overlooked (Becker, 1983; 
Elliott & Lazenbatt, 2005). For this study, the grounded theory approach guided the 
structuring of archival material, the coding process, and the new theory generation. 

Written and graphic materials from each team were labeled and organized into 
sequential streams of images and text. The design process work was represented in three 
simultaneous sets of information: conceptual idea development, first-level schematic 
design and second-level schematic design. The simultaneous streams revealed the 
interrelated and chronological consideration of ideas across varying parts of the project. 
The materials included hand drawings, images from CAD and BIM drawings and models, 
and written text entries explaining the team’s process and design moves. Each team 
reviewed the presentation of their work and agreed that it represented their design 
process. Teams A and B also indicated that some process work, which did not support their 
ultimate solution, had been discarded. The one-month window into the teams’ design 
processes illustrated their initial development of ideas. At the end of the four weeks, the 
student teams presented their schematic designs for faculty feedback prior to finalizing 
their work. The archival materials do not include the subsequent three-week revision 
period leading to the final project submission. 

Once the team materials were compiled, drawing quantities were recorded for each of 
the three streams, as well as ideation type (e.g., hand drawing, digitally produced images, 
text and ‘other’ recorded images throughout the design process). The process work was 
then organized, coded, and graphically manipulated to explore similarities and differences 
between teams.  

Results 
In the following section, results are presented as they relate to each of the 

aforementioned research questions. 

RQ1: Can we visualize the student’s design thinking process 
across the conceptual and schematic design phases?   
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Figure 1 Team A design process and ideation over a one-month period. 

 

Figure 2 Team D design process and ideation over a one-month period. 

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the design processes for Team A and D over the 
conceptual and schematic design phases. These two teams provide representative samples 
to illustrate the range of design processes within these data. The black and grey stacked 
bars display the total number of drawings produced each day for both concept 
development and schematic design (first and second levels), respectively. The overlaid 
graph shows the total amount of developmental work completed each day by hand (blue), 
computer (orange), or other means (green). The ‘other’ category included lists, charts, 
notes, and collection of inspiration images. 
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From these two representative figures, it is clear that Team A produced more drawings 
overall than Team D. In addition, Team A revisited conceptual development throughout the 
duration of their design process. Further, whenever Team A returned to conceptual 
development, they typically represented their ideas using hand-produced sketches and 
drawings. In comparison, Team D dealt with conceptual development for the first two days 
and did not return to it for the duration of the recorded data. The majority of Team D’s 
work focused on space planning (as a pragmatic exercise) using primarily digital 
representation. 

 

Figure 3 Percentage of total drawings in concept development, and schematic design (per floor). 

Figure 3 represents these data in a different way. The pie charts illustrate the total 
percentage of time each team spent in design process over the one-month period. Teams 
A and C exhibited similar effort foci. The majority of their effort was directed toward 
conceptual development. Alternatively, Teams B and D displayed a more evenly distributed 
amount of development work across the phases. 

These data demonstrate that visualization of the students’ design thinking processes 
across the conceptual and schematic design phases is possible. The archived data, the 
differentiation of processes, and the comparative representation of these data align with 
established literature about design thinking process. The students’ design activities can be 
discerned from the available information. 

RQ2: How did students represent their ideas?  
The figures below illustrate the modes students used in representing their ideas 

throughout the design process. Figure 4 shows the percentage of ideation mode relative to 
the total number of drawings per team. Figure 5 conveys the percentage of time each team 
spent per ideation mode over the one-month period. 
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Figure 4 Total number of drawings by ideation type.  

 

Figure 5 Percentage of total drawings by ideation mode (hand, other, computer). 

Teams A and C exhibited similar patterns in the ideation modes used to represent their 
ideas. Teams A and C had significantly more drawings overall than the other teams, and 
hand drawings represented a high percentage of their drawings. Teams B and D also 
followed a shared pattern, which differed from Teams A and C. Not only did Teams B and D 
have fewer drawings comparatively, but a greater percentage of drawings were 
represented by digital or other means. From the available data, it is unclear if the lower 
number of drawings corresponds to fewer considered ideas. 

RQ3: If we can follow the students’ re-representation of their 
ideas, then what are the characteristics of their processes? 
In an effort to better understand the characteristics of the students’ process, data were 

examined in various ways. Figure 6 illustrates the total number of drawing per ideation 
mode in both conceptual development and schematic design (first and second levels 
combined). 
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All teams primarily used hand drawings within the conceptual phase. However, the 
conceptual work was not exclusively produced by hand. Several groups used other means 
for conceptual development, such as lists, collection of inspiration images, and research. 

 

 

Figure 6 Comparison of total number of drawings by ideation mode (hand, other, computer) in 
concept vs. schematic design phases.  

Similarities are again evident in how Teams A and C and Teams B and D represented 
their ideas. For instance, Team A relied heavily on hand-drawn conceptual work, but mixed 
hand and digital modes nearly equally when they moved into schematic design work. In 
comparison, Team B also used hand-drawn images for the majority of their conceptual 
development, but shifted almost entirely to digital-based representations during the 
schematic design phase. Team C integrated relatively more ‘other’ representations into 
their conceptual development, such as the collection of inspiration images. The different 
communication approaches used by the teams suggest uneven communication of ideas 
throughout the design process. Some portions of the design process show fluid 
collaborative development (see figures 1 and 2). In others, teams either did not 
communicate graphically, or they felt unable to graphically represent their ideas. We 
expect that a design process will have varying intensity as ideas are explored, both 
internally and externally. However, the use of different communication modes by the 
student teams suggests that the students inconsistently expressed ideas in timely and 
effective ways. 

RQ4: How do those characteristics of the design process relate 
with the design solution?  
Data collection included the completed designs, as well as anecdotal feedback from the 

instructor surrounding the quality of the final design solutions. At the conclusion of the 
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project, Teams A and C had stronger overall design outcomes, based on evaluation of how 
the solutions resolved the given problem (e.g., programmatic development, spatial 
development, technical response to codes and systems). The strength of the design 
outcome provides a barometer of the success of the student teams’ design process. A 
process that fails to produce an acceptable solution would generally not be considered 
successful even if it follows expected protocols. (At the same time, a successful design 
outcome could result from a suspect design process.) In this particular collaborative studio 
environment, the overall ideation-based communication—whether presented by hand, 
digitally, or otherwise—resulted in satisfactory design. The relatively stronger results from 
two teams align with the rigor of their processes (e.g., ideation, re-representation, and 
communication).  

The ideation and graphic communication of Teams A and C was inherently iterative and 
focused on conceptual ideas. Teams A and C re-represented ideas back to themselves in 
documented ways. By re-representing their ideas back and forth to fellow team members, 
the ideas were deeply rooted into how they were thinking and the resulting outcomes. 
Team A’s return to conceptual idea development frequently involved extending the initial 
idea to address a previously unconsidered aspect of the project. In one example, the team 
returned to the concept as they developed custom millwork. The concept was generally 
used to inform the millwork form before it was detailed for functional and constructability 
concerns. 

In contrast to Teams A and C, Teams B and D apparently communicated ideas in other 
modes. For unspecified reasons, these design teams recorded significantly fewer instances 
of graphic communication. These teams may have communicated ideas in verbal (or 
spoken) discussion (e.g., in a data form that was not collected). Anecdotal evidence from 
the studio instructor suggests that these student teams may have worked more as groups 
(as opposed to teams) with less shared vision for the holistic characteristic of the design 
solution. The information that Teams B and D did communicate in graphic forms tended to 
be less conceptual in nature and more focused on a specific proposed solution. Some 
graphic communication may have occurred in spontaneous conversations as a digital 
drawing or model was being manipulated. These communications would be ephemeral, 
like the spoken word, in that subsequent work changes or replaces the preceding idea. The 
re-representative character of spoken and some digital communication has a short 
lifespan. 

Ultimately, Teams B and D produced fewer graphic drawings, fewer iterations of design 
ideas, and their resulting design outcomes were less refined than those produced by 
Teams A or C. Although the instructor speculated that the team dynamics and individual 
students’ comfort with graphics may have led to this design process, explicit reasons 
cannot be discerned from the available data. 

Theory Development 
The results of this case study demonstrate a relationship between student design 

outcomes and the overall quality of process work and consideration of ideas during 
conceptual and schematic development. These results align with previous literature 
investigating modes of communication (see, Cross, 1999; Purcell & Gero, 1999; Oxman, 
1997; Bilda, Gero, & Purcell, 2006; Bar-Eli, 2013; Sun et al., 2014a). Our results extend the 
previous literature by demonstrating the range of ideation and communication among 
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design students, rather than experienced designers. The research presented here also 
anecdotally supports literature showing that graphic communication via sketching is not 
the dominant way that design ideation occurs, even for design students (see, Jonson, 2005; 
Eris, Martelaro, & Badke-Schaub, 2014). In other words, while we acknowledge the 
importance of hand and digital re-representation in teaching the design process, the 
ideation mode appeared to be less important than the act of iteratively re-representing and 
communicating design ideas. For design students, ideation develops stronger design 
solutions by helping the student respond to aspects of the problem that they cannot yet 
resolve using tacit or heuristic knowledge (e.g., Schön, 1983; Rowe, 1991). The design 
student relies on ideation and re-representation to externally record ideas to be internally 
considered as they move toward design solutions. Further, shared ideation between novice 
designers, working in a collaborative environment, will require relatively more 
communication to establish agreed-upon parameters. 

 These conclusions do not advocate for a specific mode of ideation, but restates the 
importance of idea exploration and development for design students during conceptual 
and schematic design work. Similarly, a specific quantity of work has not been determined 
to achieve a certain result. The lower quantity of process work recorded by Teams B and D 
does not correlate to significantly lower quality design. Although design students may be 
troubled that a set amount of a certain type of effort will not produce a guaranteed design 
solution, our results reinforce foundational characteristics of design thinking’s literature. 

Discussion 
The student process work and our subsequent analysis show the complexity of how 

design students think through the design process. Many interior design curricula in the 
United States continue to feature combined hand-based and digital-based skill 
development. Often, students are initially instructed to design using hand-based sketches 
and drafting techniques. Whether out of convenience or habit, the student designers in 
this study initiated their conceptual design work with hand-based graphic communication. 
As can be expected for a collaborative project, these students also obviously 
communicated with spoken word, gesturing, and other body language. Although these 
communications were not recorded, it is clear that the students’ solutions could not have 
been developed without these additional layers of generative ideation. The chronological 
categorization of the graphic communication throughout the conceptual and schematic 
design work (see figures 1 and 2) shows the relationship between teams’ communication 
and design progress.  

Team A’s continued return to both conceptual development and hand-based graphics 
shows some awareness of the ideas ordering the developing solution. Their simultaneous 
consideration of conceptual ideas and schematic design solutions for multiple floors of the 
building is closer to the tacit/explicit flow of information we expect from an experienced 
design team. In contrast, the approach of Team D reflects a different conception of the 
problem. Team D acted to pragmatically plan spatial organization and fit the required 
pieces together. Conceptual ideas are tangential to their approach. In the end, the designs 
from Team A and Team D both function and meet the requirements.  

For novice designers, who are learning and practicing the processes that they will use in 
professional work, the limited approach of Team D likely hinders learning. The students 
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may have successfully solved the problem (and solved it in a way that may be similar to the 
solution proposed by Team A), but they have not demonstrated awareness of how they are 
working, or how they are thinking. Cross (1999), Bilda, Gero, and Purcell (2006), and Purcell 
and Gero (1999) each argue that design process work is about how a designer concurrently 
addresses multiple levels of abstraction. The Team D process work suggests that some 
students are not thinking simultaneously about related issues. Education requires knowing 
what and why something is learned. If the assigned problem had been mathematical 
instead of wicked, this team’s solution would appear to be a guess, rather than the result 
of calculation. Design students need to acquire and practice ideation skills as they learn 
that the design process is about identifying solutions that help us understand problems. 
Further, design educators must recognize strength in different design processes (as 
opposed to strong design results) and ensure that students are learning process. 

The data may seem to suggest that Teams A and C not only did more work, but also 
designed more. We want to be explicit in separating design and communication of ideas 
during a design process. The data source for this project represents part of the design 
communication among the team members. We would be naïve to suggest that this data 
captures all of the design communication. Gero and Purcell (2006), Jonson (2005), and 
others are clear that design communication includes oral verbalization, written text-based 
exploration, and physical movement. We believe that our data demonstrate that design 
occurs independent of graphic representations of ideas, and that verbal communication 
and other ephemeral means of expressing ideas helped the teams collaboratively develop 
solutions. 

Design, then, requires an externalized act of processing information, but not necessarily 
graphic communication skills (see, Jonson, 2005). The process of externalizing information 
involves re-representation and translating ideas across forms and modes. Cross (1999) 
discussed sketching as a method of recording information so that it can be critically 
examined. Purcell and Gero (1998) noted the lateral and vertical translations of ideas 
through sketching. For design students, Bar-Eli (2013) framed these processes as specific 
ways of looking at the given problem. For novice designers learning to design, we argue a 
richer variety of methods should be taught and recognized as valid ways to re-represent 
and elaborate on ideas. Although graphic communication may continue to be particularly 
relevant to the creation of physical things, design education should explore specific ways to 
expand how verbal communication, collaborative activities, and other modes of 
communication are already in use, regardless of how technology is engaged. 

Multiple authors disagree about the effect of digital tools on the design ideation 
process. Oxman (2006), Bilda and Demirkan (2003), Dorta (2008), Madrazo (1999), and 
Salman and Laing (2014) present differing conceptions of how designers receive and 
process information while manipulating digital drawings and models.  The data for this 
project show two distinct approaches. Teams A and C integrated hand and digital 
communication; Teams B and D used primarily digital communication. Team A would have 
been inputting, re-representing, and receiving ideas in multiple formats and at multiple 
speeds throughout their process. While the scale or speed of this process may differ from a 
team that worked primarily (or exclusively) in a digital medium, the basic processes seem 
similar. The relevant question appears to then be about the limitations and abilities of 
designers to process information. Bilda, Gero, and Purcell’s (2006) study about designing 
without drawing raised questions about the mental load of a designer retaining and 
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processing disparate information. Further research is needed to understand how type, 
speed, and quantity of information affect design cognition. For design education, this 
research and related literature suggest that students should learn to negotiate between 
types and methods of communication, rather than being taught that one method or mode 
is superior. 

Conclusion 
Overall, the student work analyzed by this research project met or exceeded course 

expectations. The students addressed the broad implications of food insecurity through 
multiple parts of the system. Their understanding was translated into a variety of physical 
and social interventions that could improve the local situation. The designs for the physical 
spaces reflected holistic understanding of relevant interiors-based knowledge. While the 
degree of integration and detail development between the four teams’ solutions varied, all 
of the work was satisfactory. Review of graphic progress work alone may not accurately 
reflect the breadth of communication and thought that informed their proposed solutions. 
Anecdotal evidence from this case study example suggests that internal team dynamics 
influenced the quantity and type of graphic communication necessary to develop ideas. In 
collaborative design environments, differences in language and definitions may necessitate 
more communication to reach consensus. Conversely, strong shared beliefs may reduce 
the need to express some ideas. Ultimately, the characteristics of a strong design process 
include the honest and thoughtful consideration of ideas across multiple modes. The 
consideration of ideas across multiple modes will require solid attention to how the ideas 
translate between contexts (e.g., describing a cabinetry detail in words is distinct from 
drawing a construction detail).  This type of re-representation reveals significant 
information about the ideas being explored. The precise process does not matter, but 
design requires communicating and thinking hard about the ideas that result. 

Much of the design thinking literature addresses individual designers, but does not 
explicitly consider how collaborative design activities occur. We believe further 
investigation about how people are thinking and communicating within collaborative, team 
environments is crucial to understand contemporary collaborative and integrated design 
practice. Designers and design educators need to understand how designers engage one 
another in these situations. This information will help educators teach collaborative design 
processes. And, designers will benefit from knowing how collaborative exploration of ideas 
changes the ideation process and the resulting design outcomes. 

The case study of this interior design studio should prompt continued consideration for 
how design is taught. Student design processes remain malleable and will be influenced by 
instructor expectations. We reach four specific conclusions from our analysis of the data. 
First, a student’s use of sketching and other design process work strengthens the design 
result. A student who does not develop ideas through iterative and re-representative 
actions relies on inherent skill or luck. Second, the media for the sketching and process 
work matters less than the use of the process. Digital communication—including ideas 
shared on-the-fly in real-time CAD drafting and modelling—expressed ideas that students 
used, refined, and integrated into the design solution. Third, the quality of sketching and 
design process work varies in relationship to how the student is thinking, not the sketch or 
image that results. Sketching itself does not provide the answer. More visually appealing 
sketches are not necessarily better at conveying student thought. The student must be 
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actively engaged in thinking about the problem, communicating and considering ideas, and 
re-integrating new information. And, finally, the studio instructor plays a vital role in 
promoting ideation, regardless of the communication method. If design educators value 
design thinking as an active, definitional approach to what designers do, then they must 
press their students to learn and use an intentional design thinking approach that includes 
ideation through re-representation, iteration, and concept-based and solution-based 
problem exploration. 
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Abstract: Within industrial design education, curriculum visualisations have 
historically – in modern-era Germany and USA in particular – played a powerful 
role in communicating the purpose and content of design education. However, as 
design practice has diversified and knowledge proliferated the task of visualising 
complex curricula has become increasingly difficult, to the extent that curriculum 
visualisations are a rare sight in education or research today. Why do design 
educators, not seek to give form to the products of their curriculum design 
process? What value could curriculum visualisation have for educators today? 
Through reflections on literature, educator interviews and workshops, this paper 
will argue that – far from being an outmoded form – the value of curriculum 
visualisation remains undiminished. Visual representations can serve three main 
functions): to aid thinking (for individuals) collaboration (with someone specific) 
and communication (to an audience). In this vane, curriculum visualisations can 
aid the design process for individual practitioners, or as boundary objects that 
mediate the collaborative process of curriculum design between different actors 
(professors, tutors, administrators) and situate the position of a programme 
within the institution, discipline and society at large (to prospective students, staff 
and academic colleagues). 

Keywords: curriculum visualisation; boundary objects; curriculum design; 
curriculum theory 
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Introduction 
Within industrial design education, curriculum visualisations have historically – in 

modern-era Germany and USA in particular – played a powerful role in communicating the 
purpose and content of design education (Findelli, 2001). However, a recent look at the 
websites of 50 leading design schools across North America, Europe and Asia (see Table 1) 
reveals only nine examples of institutions today representing the scope of their curricula 
visually. 

Table 1  Incidence of visual representations of curricula on the websites of design institutions 
(Business Insider, 2012; Archdaily, 2014) 

Institution Country Visual Institution Country Visual 

Aalto University Finland Yes Loughborough University UK No 

Art Center College of 
Art and Design 

USA No Massachussets Institute 
of Technology Media Lab 

USA No 

Brunel University UK No National Institute of 
Design 

India No 

California College of 
the Arts 

USA No Northumbria University UK No 

Carnegie Mellon 
University 

USA Yes Northwestern University USA Yes 

Case Western 
Reserve University 

USA No Nottingham Trent 
University 

UK No 

Chiba University Japan No Parsons The New School 
for Design 

USA No 

China Central 
Academy of Fine Arts 

China No Politecnico di Milano Italy No 

Copenhagen 
Institute of 
Interaction Design 

Denmark No Pratt Institute USA No 

Copper Union USA No Ravensbourne University UK No 

Cranfield Univerisity UK No Rhode Island School of 
Design 

USA No 

Delft University of 
Technology 

Netherlands No Rochester Institute of 
Technology 

USA No 

Design Academy 
Eindhoven 

Netherlands No Royal College of Art UK No 

Domus Academy Italy Yes Savannah College of Art 
and Design 

USA No 

École nationale 
supérieure de 
création industrielle 

France  No School of Visual Arts USA Yes 

Edinburgh University UK No Shih Chien University China No 

Glasgow School of 
Art 

UK No Stanford University D-
School 

USA No 

Hochschule Luzern Switzerland No Technical University Delft Netherlands No 

Hong King 
Polytechnic 
University 

Hong Kong No Umeå University Sweden Yes 

Illinois Institute of 
Technology 

USA Yes University of California USA No 

Imperial College UK No University of Cincinatti USA Yes 
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London 

KAIST South Korea Yes University of Dundee UK No 

Köln International 
School of Design 

Germany No University of Gothenburg Sweden No 

Konstfack University Sweden No University of the Arts UK No 

Korea University of 
Science and 
Technology 

South Korea No University of Toronto Canada No 

 
This paper seeks to address the question of why design educators and institutions do not 

seek to ‘give form’ to the products of their curriculum design process, and what value could 
curriculum representations have today? After reflections on existing literature – within and 
beyond design discourse – a framework for understanding curriculum representations will 
be identified, and through discussion of a series of educator interviews and an educator 
workshop, the issues of curriculum representation for different purposes will be explored, 
and a new value proposed. 

Framing curriculum 
In discussing its representation, it is first worth defining the terms on which we refer to 

curriculum. In curriculum studies – out with design discourse – there has been extensive 
discussion about the definition and role of curricula. Returning to its etymology, we find it to 
be derived from the latin currere, meaning to run the course or race (Slattery, 1995). For 
Slattery, this meaning has a strongly developmental undertone with curriculum embodying 
the idea of educational journey. For others, this idea of curriculum can be expanded even 
further, not only including the journey experienced though a specific class or degree 
program (for example), but to include ‘everything that happens, and everything that does 
not happen, within a school’ (Whitson 2008, p.116). However, for Slattery this wider 
definition of curriculum has been lost within an educational discourse focussed on the 
curriculum as ‘object’, made up of lessons and materials. Rather than seeing the curriculum 
as the journey of moving through the ‘course’ itself, it is argued that conceptions of 
curriculum have been bound up with positivist views of knowledge and the role of education 
in its dissemination.  

Surveying the evolution of curriculum studies, Grimmet and Halvorson (2010) reflect on 
a number of curriculum discourses identified by Pinar (1995) that seek to move away from 
this positivist view of the curriculum.  Both agree that any quest to establish a rational meta-
narrative for the study of curricula is futile and that a curriculum can only be read as a ‘text’ 
within a specific institutional context. For Pinar this leads to the aim of understanding how 
the curriculum ‘works’ within a particular institutional context: it’s function and how it can 
be measured. For Grimmet and Halvorson though, Pinar’s framing of curriculum is misplaced 
and symptomatic of a lingering positivism in curriculum studies. Instead, they argue that 
more stretching questions may be asked about how curricula as ‘texts’ are developed in the 
first place, and how the ‘system world’ of the curriculum as an object relates to the ‘life 
world’ of learning. In this sense a curriculum should be viewed as shifting sign that connects 
the system world of the institution to the life world of the learning experienced by staff and 
students.  
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This contextual positioning of the curriculum in specific institutional contexts broadens 
the conception of who it is for. While curricula may have historically been conceived with 
the student in mind, the potential audience for curriculum as text should be broadened to 
encompass the educator (Schwarz, 2006), the institution, and the interaction between them. 
In this context, Grimmet and Halvorson argue, the curriculum is not a static ‘design’ that is 
reached as the answer to a predefined educational problem, it is continually emerging in 
discourse between a number of stakeholders. In this sense the curriculum can be framed as 
a ‘boundary object’ of mediation between educational interests. To Star and Griesemer 
(1989, p.393) boundary objects can be abstract or material conceptualisations that ‘inhabit 
several intersecting social worlds [...] and satisfy the informational requirements of each’. 
Although the term was developed to help describe methods of problem solving in complex 
science projects, it has been used in the context of education by Herne (2006), Melles (2008) 
and Banner et al. (2012).  For Hultén, the boundary object has specific applicability to 
curriculum development in that it is a useful conceptualisation of how the challenge of 
negotiating between different worlds of interest in educational institutions can be resolved 
(Hultén, 2013). For Wenger, these ‘objects’ have a cultural as well as problem solving 
function, as ‘artefacts, documents, terms, concepts and other forms of reification around 
which communities of practice can organize their interconnections’ (Wenger 1998, p.105). 

If a curriculum is a text that is in a state of continual emergence between the system 
world of the institution and the life world of education, visual representations of curricula 
can be positioned as a specific type of boundary object with a potentially multi-faceted role. 
However, within curriculum studies or design education discourse the potential role and 
value of visual representations in curriculum remains under-explored. As a result, it is to 
general discussions of visual representation in education and design discourses that we must 
turn in order to frame the role curriculum representations can play. 

Visual representation 
In curriculum studies there is a growing recognition of the role of visual representation 

within the content of curricula (as opposed to representations of the curriculum), although 
generally discussed in relation to elementary and high school education. To Eilam and Ben-
Peretz (2010) there is a need to consciously develop a dialogue around the use of visual 
representations in curriculum, due to the recent expansion in the use of multimedia in 
curriculum materials. This discussion they argue is essential, to avoid ‘curricular drift’ (Kelly, 
2009) and ensure that the use of visual representations is deliberately managed rather than 
merely left to happen. 

For Freedman, the issue of visual representation in curricula is critical to explore as  
‘the ways we represent through the realm of visual culture shapes peoples’ thinking’ 

(Freedman 2003, p.14). Visual representations such as graphs, charts, maps, and diagrams 
have a symbolic language with their own syntax and way of presenting information, 
differently from text (Peirce, 1906). Therefore the use of symbolic representations (Kosslyn, 
1989) in the content of curriculum has the potential to influence individual learning 
processes (Eilam and Ben-Peretz, op. cit.). Eilam and Ben-Peretz cite Tyler’s Basic Principles 
of Curriculum (1949) as a framing device for the role of visual representation in curricula. For 
Tyler, any curriculum making begins with the need to clarify learning objectives. This, it is 
argued, can be done with three sources in mind: the subject matter of learning, the external 
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context of life outside the institution; and the nature of the anticipated learner. To Eilam 
and Ben-Peretz, it is also possible to read visual representations within the content of 
curriculum as texts within these three categories. Might it also be a useful framing 
dimension for describing types of curriculum representation? 

Shifting focus to the disciplinary discourse within design and engineering, there is no 
shortage of discussion of the role of visual representation in the design process. Archer 
(1979), sought to establish ‘modelling’ as the essential language of design, analogous to the 
role notation plays in science and the written word in the humanities. By modelling, Archer 
referred not only to the final designed artefact, but the drawings, diagrams and physical 
representations that are used to ‘capture, analyse, explore and transmit’ ideas throughout 
the process of design (Archer 1979, p.20). More recent explorations of visual representation 
in the design process have centred on their role for designers in facilitating the ‘creative 
leap’ (Cross 1997, 2004), or as mediators in ‘sensemaking’ (Kolko, 2010), the practice of 
reflective problem setting engaged in by designers (Schön, 1994). To Kolko, visual 
representations function not only as a way of communicating the output of the design 
process, but as a means of organising the complex array of information that is gathered and 
structured during this process. In this context, representations – ‘concept maps’ – help 
understanding of the problem space and exploration of potential responses. To Stevens 
(2013) – looking at the role of designers in organisational strategy – the artefacts of the 
design process can serve a symbolic social function as boundary objects that facilitate 
conversations about possible future directions. 

Ferguson (1992), adds to this discussion a consideration of the different types of visual 
representation – from sketching, to drawing, to three-dimensional models – and the role 
they play in the engineering design process. For Ferguson, the seemingly basic activity of 
sketching has a sophisticated range of purposes: as a thinking tool to aid individuals’ design 
process; as a collaboration tool (e.g. to enable instructions to be understood by colleagues); 
or, as a communication tool for designers who resort to ‘talking through sketching’. Drawing 
on the other hand, maintains the collaborative and communicative role of sketching, but 
struggles to function as a thinking tool of as much immediacy as sketching, due to the 
greater level of visual resolution implied. Although 3D models are generally of the highest 
fidelity of any representation, they have the most limited range of functions. To Ferguson, 
these models work primarily as communications tools, serving to introduce new concepts to 
unfamiliar audiences or act as teaching aides that transmit ideas and principles. Might this 
distinction between visual representations for thinking, collaborating or communicating 
(and the appropriate level of fidelity for purpose) also form a useful framing device for 
describing types of curriculum representation? 
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A framework of curriculum representation types 
From this reading of visual representation in curriculum studies and design discourse, a 

possible framework emerges for understanding the role of curriculum representations in 
design education (see Figure 1). On one axis we can consider the scope of representation as 
being either focussed on subject matter, external context or learner (after Tyler). On the 
other we can consider the function of the visualisation as either a thinking, collaboration or 
communication tool (after Ferguson).  

 

Figure 1 Framework of curriculum representation types 

Within the above framework of curriculum representation types, a number of examples 
have been populated from a review of literature and others sourced through personal 
contacts in education. From this survey, it appears that a common function of these 
curriculum representations is in communicating the principles around which design 
education – in a particular institutional context – is organised. Earlier examples, such as 
those from the Bauhaus (Findeli, 2011) and Industrial Design Institute (Design Management 
Institute, 2014) are focussed around the subjects – the disciplinary knowledge, or areas of 
design practice – that the education seeks to impart on students. More recent examples 
take other forms. The Design Academy Eindhoven’s (2004) human-centred structure shakes 
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off any notion of objective knowledge; instead pivoting the educational experience around a 
series of contextual themes that frame design practice.  Buchanan’s (2001) Carnegie Mellon 
curriculum on the other hand, organises its educational experience around the 
developmental stages that the learner will go through – from ‘discovery’ to ‘development’ to 
‘integration’ – all the while introducing elements of design’s disciplinary knowledge and 
culture of enquiry to students.  

What is clear is that these representations function as boundary objects mainly due to 
their clarity as communication tools. They are not however – with the exception of Moholy-
Nagy’s sketch for the New Bauhaus (Findeli, 1990) – ‘in progress’ thinking or collaboration 
tools used by individual educators or groups of institutional stakeholders to develop new 
curricula. Rather, they are conceptualisations of an institution’s view of the education it 
offers can be communicated to the outside world. In this respect it can be seen that this 
cross-section of curriculum representations over the past 90 years by well-known schools, 
mirror the evolution of design as a discipline over the same period. Early configurations of 
design education – with the Bauhaus as a totem –were attempts to mix art, science, and 
technology to different extents and define design as a discipline with a clear ‘meta-project’ 
(Findeli, 2001). Further efforts, including the 1960s ‘Design Science’ movement – in whose 
zeitgeist we should consider the Industrial Design Institute curriculum representation – 
sought to ‘scientise’ design and distill its methods into a positivist base of empirical 
knowledge. The Design Academy Eindhoven, meanwhile, should be viewed in the context of 
a constructivist impulse in design education (Schön, 1994) in which designers, through 
‘reflective practice’, develop intuitive ways of problem setting to deal with the issues in the 
‘gaps’ between disciplinary boundaries. Buchanan (1992, 1998, 2001) takes this one step 
further, repositioning design in a world of increasing complexity and fragmentation of 
disciplines, to emerge as an integrator of knowledge from many other disciplines and its 
education as the new ‘liberal art’ – or general education – for the 21st century. 

What then of the more contemporary examples of curriculum representation in use 
today? Of the nine examples found in a search of the websites of 50 leading design schools, 
it is possible to draw some general conclusions about the nature of visual representations 
created.  Firstly, looking at the framework, it is again clear that all of these examples are 
function as communication devices to the external world (as can be deduced from their 
presence on institutional websites). Moreover, they are overwhelmingly subject focussed, 
that is to say that their ‘content’ is organised according to series of courses, workshops or 
projects as opposed to external context or learner development. Secondly, all but one of 
these institutions choose to represent their subject-focussed curricula along the logic of a 
yearly calendar; with the various projects, elective workshops and subjects that make up 
each year of study giving form to the educational experience (see Figure 2 for typical 
examples). 
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Figure 2 Curriculum representations from School of Visual Arts, MFA Products of Design, USA (2015)  
(left); Umeä, MFA Advanced Product Design, Sweden (2015) (right) 

Comparing these contemporary examples with past examples from the Bauhaus, 
Industrial Design Institute et al., there is an observable difference in the organising principle 
of their format. Current examples are by and large ‘literal’ representations of how the 
curriculum will ‘function’ along an institution-led timeline. Whereas historical examples can 
be seen more as abstract conceptualisations of the value, disciplinary positioning and future 
designer the institution advocates. For Buchanan (2001), the reduction of contemporary 
programmes to the logic of planning and scheduling is symptomatic of the absence of a 
long-term vision for the purpose of design education or the ‘character’ of designer by 
educators. 

It could be argued that this new reality merely reflects a turn away from positivism in 
curriculum representation, towards its representation as the ‘journey’ through a course, and 
hence closer to its etymology in currere. However, the majority of time-based calendar 
representations still rely on subject-oriented knowledge base for their construction, rather 
than a more learner-focussed developmental logic. Only Buchanan’s curriculum framework 
for Carnegie Mellon seems to resolve the two (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 Elements and sequence of the design curriculum at Carnegie Mellon University  
(Buchanan, 2001) 

In identifying and mapping curriculum representations available online, it appears that 
their publication is rare and that – as could be expected from their sourcing from 
institutional websites – that their function is overwhelmingly as communication devices. 
Due to this limitation in the collected sample, it is difficult to determine the actual extent of 
curriculum representations in use. Are there other forms of representation, how do they 
function, and what is their focus? 

Curriculum representation in practice 
In order to explore further the potential role of curriculum representation in practice, 

two preliminary research activities were conducted as ‘pilot studies’ during the first stage of 
a PhD investigation 

Firstly, one-hour scoping interviews were conducted with 11 design educators across 
Europe. As senior faculty members – senior lecturers, programme leaders, or departmental 
heads – all were participants to some degree in the development and refinement of 
curricula, at either an undergraduate or post graduate level (see Table 2). These wide-
ranging depth interviews explored the position of design in their institution, live issues for 
design educators today, and their thoughts on potential future challenges. As part of this 
discussion, the presence and role of any curriculum representations was discussed and 
probed into. 
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Table 2  Summary of educator sample interviewed 

Educator Position Programme name Country 

1 Programme leader MDes Design Innovation UK 

2 Course Leader MA Industrial Design Sweden 

3 Subject leader MDes Design Innovation  and Citizenship UK 

4 Programme leader BA Design for Industry UK 

5 Principle lecturer MA Multidisciplinary Design Innovation UK 

6 Programme leader MA International design and business management Finland 

7 Head of International Studio MA Industrial Design France 

8 Senior Tutor MA Product Design UK 

9 Programme leader BA Industrial Design UK 

10 Programme leader MSc Integrated product design UK 

11 Lecturer BA Product Design UK 

 
Secondly, a collaborative educator workshop was facilitated at an international design 

research conference. Through two-hours of discussions, four educators from across 
different types of institution and countries (see Table 3) were asked to describe the purpose 
of the design education they provide and visualise their curriculum through discussion with 
a peer.  From these initial investigations, it is possible to elaborate further on the curriculum 
representation types matrix identified earlier, and to identify gaps for further exploration 

Table 3  Summary of participants in educator workshop 

Educator Position Programme name Country 

12 Lecturer MA Creative Industries and the Creative Economy UK 

13 Programme leader MA Industrial Design Italy 

14 Head of Design School Various BA and MA Brazil 

15 Lecturer MA Fashion Design Management UK 

 
 
From educator interviews, there were several findings. Firstly, tangible examples of 

curriculum representation were again few and far between. However, several educators 
discussed the concepts underpinning their curricula in very visual or metaphorical language, 
even though they did not actively refer to any visual conceptualisations of them as such. For 
example: 

I call it the ‘chopsticks model’. Designers as assimilators; in the course of a project 
students may encounter a variety of different stakeholders, e.g. a Life scientist, Social 
scientist, Lawyer, Economist, Politician. Designers cut across these areas, touching the 
long list of participants as design generalists who assemble a knowledge based on a 
project context. I’m trying to create an awareness of what and how to assemble 
(Educator 1). 

We create a matrix of themes and practice groups to resolve the tension between 
breadth and depth. A series of thematic projects run across the course for everyone, e.g.  
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the bathhouse, mobility. Each one with a theme advisor. There will be lectures on these 
themes, and the themes change every year based on a ‘meta programme’. Cutting across 
the subject themes are project groups (e.g. spatial design, interaction design) with 
specific discipline tutoring (Educator 2). 

We have a 'knitting pattern' curriculum. Students get to select a project every 6 weeks 
from a wide range on offer. This gives them a taster of different facets of the discipline: 
strategic vs old school industrial design, brand values vs. pure business. This makes it a 
broader curriculum before the third term students do a 1 term ‘thin sandwich’ industry 
placement (Educator 4). 

 
Surveying these and other curriculum descriptions, it is apparent that the challenge of 

managing the breadth of contemporary design practice – to enable sufficient depth of 
student experience – is central to the discussion of curriculum representation with many 
educators. In this context, the analogy – the ‘chopsticks model’, ‘knitting pattern’, ‘matrix’ or 
‘strands’ – was used as a device to frame this complexity and give structure to it in some 
way. 

For others though, the response to this complexity is to ‘dematerialise’ the idea of a 
curriculum itself. For one, the complexity and breadth of design activity can now be 
facilitated within the single scope of a single student project. The old idea of curating a 
patchwork of skills and experiences across different aspects of a curriculum is no longer 
necessary, with the project becoming the dominant logic of curriculum design: 

We used to educate design’s complexity through multiple projects over the course of the 
year, now students can experience this breadth and complexity in one. When moving 
into new areas like service and system design, the project complexities are such that this 
is possible (Educator 7) 

In other contexts there is a different impulse behind this dematerialisation. The 
incorporation of design departments from historically art-school or technical college based 
institutions has created a different thrust in the conceptualisation of curricula, noted by a 
two educators. For example: 

There has been a fundamental shift: from programme driven to course driven education. 
Courses used to be embodied in the programme Now the University’s curriculum model 
says we should be driven by courses. A course is a unit of teaching, e.g. lectures and an 
essay/exam. So in the university’s eye a programme is just a collection of courses, 
assembled by the student to get credits (Educator 8). 

In this way, as education becomes more student oriented and individualised, the value of 
conceiving of and educating for a singular curriculum becomes less relevant. In another 
school, the institution has chosen to create a personalised curriculum through a range of 
projects on offer to all students: 

Our programme is focussed on individual student experience. We have no year groups, 
so the student experience is project based with students moving horizontally through 
different projects (across years) to create their own assemblage (Educator 7) 
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Others struggle to conceptualise the complexity of their curriculum entirely, struggling 
with the different levels of abstraction: 

There is a lack of clarity between a programme pathway and the underlying course 
philosophy. Service Design is easy to pull out as a subject, as is Environmental Design. 
Sometimes I think Citizenship should be the overarching philosophy to the course though 
- it doesn’t have a specific set of tools like the other subjects do. We’d then need to think 
about economy, ecology and philosophy as these could be common topics for study. 
How do you nurture the personal attributes alongside the discipline specific skills? 
(Educator 3) 

From this exploration through educator interviews, it has become apparent that there is 
an opportunity to use visual representations to communicate complex curricula to student 
and institutional audiences, but that the lack of their widespread use may be a symptom of 
the changing nature of design practice; the state of design as a discipline, and its position 
within educational institutions. 

Furthermore, the lack of curriculum representation in use could also be described as 
symptomatic of a lack of conscious thought about the curriculum design process by many 
educators interviewed. This issue is one that would be supported by Ünlü (2004), who 
sampled a wider group of design educators in the 1990s and found that there was some 
‘mysteriousness’ around the process of curriculum development within design education, to 
the extent that drawing any conclusions about the approach taken is difficult. Although 
some institutions do have committees responsible for design and development Ünlü found 
that much curriculum development takes place on an informal basis by individual staff 
members. Although a little out of date, if the findings of this previous study are still valid, it 
would also contribute to an understanding of the reasons for the lack of documented 
examples of curriculum representations as ‘thinking tools’ or ‘collaboration tools’. 

What role then could curriculum representation play in the process of individual or 
collaborative curriculum development? Turning to the educator workshop, we can explore 
some early findings from a curriculum visualisation workshop in which four educators from 
different institutional backgrounds were first asked to articulate the purpose of the 
programme – in whichever terms they saw fit – before visualising their programme’s 
curriculum. This artefact then provided the focal for a discussion around the learnings about 
and opportunities within the curriculum design process in their institution. Figure 4 presents 
a summary of the four participant’s visualisations. 
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Figure 4 Educator statement of programme purpose and curriculum visualisation 

Educator 12, a lecturer on a UK business school’s MA Creative Industries and Economy 
programme, described a curriculum structured around a ‘design thinking’ project in which 
students from multiple backgrounds were tasked with launching their own business in 
response to a shared thematic subject. Around this central device, a series of business 
classes and specialised design lectures were structured. Educator 13, the programme leader 
of an Industrial Design MA from Italy, described his role as educating future design 
professionals through a two-year programme of four studios in which practice-based 
projects of increasing complexity were introduced alongside theoretical classes. Educator 
14, the Head of Design for a Jesuit University in Brazil, saw a strong relationship between the 
humanistic values of the institution and the role of the programme in educating for ‘people 
and planet’. This curriculum saw a kernel of design project-based learning wrapped by 
supplementary layers of classes; from ethics and philosophy to skills workshops; an 
organising principle carried across all design programmes. Educator 15, a lecturer from a UK 
Fashion Design management programme described a schedule of projects and workshops 
across each semester that sought to blend business theory and design practice. 

Reviewing these outputs it is possible to observe something about the nature of 
representations created. That is that in terms of the curriculum visualisation types 
framework introduced earlier, it seems that the default choice for educators was to 
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represent their curricula in a subject-focussed (as opposed to context, or learner focussed) 
way. In addition, through observation of participants in discussions a number of other 
observations were made that could warrant further investigation. 

Firstly, that the process of creating the visualisations themselves functioned well as 
collaboration activity, much better than an individual ‘thinking’ process. The shared dialogue 
between educators around the act of drawing and visualisation was observed – and 
recognised – as being more productive.  

Secondly, that without a clear sense of institutional philosophy and purpose, the process 
of conceptualising and visualising the curriculum in any way other than a linear, or time-
based plan is more difficult. For example, Educator 14 from a Jesuit University in Brazil 
revealed how the strongly humanist values propagated by the institution helped to frame 
the sense of purpose of the design programme and curriculum, versus Educator 16, who 
struggled to visualise the curriculum at all. 

Thirdly, while the idea of visually presenting their curricula was new to all participants, it 
was felt to have value as a step in the curriculum design process, but also as a way of 
reflecting on ‘the way things are now’ and framing possible improvements to the curriculum 
and organisational context around it in future. 

Conclusion 
From this review of existing literature, discussion of educator interviews and an educator 

workshop, a number of conclusion and areas for further investigation can be identified. 
While there is noteworthy historical evidence of the use of curriculum representations to 

communicate the overall arrangement of subjects and projects within particular educational 
contexts; it appears that their contemporary use has been neglected. From investigations 
with educators as part of this study it is possible to speculate on two possible reasons. 
Firstly, as design practice has broadened and definitions of design as a discipline changed it 
has become increasingly difficult to conceptualise and visualise the complexity of curricula in 
use today. Secondly, that without a clear view of educational values, the future of the design 
discipline or the future designer, it is difficult for educators to conceive of their curricula 
beyond simple time based schematics.  

This paper establishes the potential of curriculum representation as an area for further 
investigation. By proposing a framework of curriculum representation types, a way of 
describing a broader range of function and focus for curriculum representation has been 
suggested. This framework opens up the possibility of widening their use beyond the 
communication of the curriculum subject matter, towards a role as boundary object in the 
curriculum design process, and a means to describe the context or learning journey of the 
education. In turn, this framework has been used to study existing curriculum 
representations and begin the process of collaborative exploring (with educators) potential 
new ways of representing curricula, both of which remain area for potential further study. 
Moreover, the use of curriculum representations – whether as sketches, drawings or models 
– as ‘thinking tools’ in the curriculum design process of individual educators remains an area 
for further investigation. 
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Introduction  
In recent years, the continuing failure of start-up businesses within the fashion industry has 

been a topic highlighted by Creative Skillset UK’s recent research data (2011), and the UK 
Fashion & Design Council (2012) reports. Just a handful of educational institutions have 
started to consider that this failure may be in part due to the way they provide learning of 
business skills. 

This study is founded on the author’s own learning and teaching experience with fashion 
design students over an extended 9-year period. The anticipated outcome of this research, is 
that visual learning resources will create a tipping point in favour of fashion design students 
being able to absorb and apply more business knowledge when setting up starter companies. 

The focus of this particular paper is the detailed literature review in order to make the 
hypothetical case for the introduction of visual resources into fashion design education. The 
literature topics discussed will cover the importance of visualisation as good teaching practice; 
contextualising enterprise education; perceptual preferences in learning; learning style 
models; and threshold concepts. 

Context 
Using visualisation to assist art and design education is not a new idea. Those who are 

teachers and/or practitioners in this field will intuitively and spontaneously use visualisation in 
their sessions as a tool and a language for communicating theoretical and historical 
information, technical skills and design processes. 

Taking this into consideration, the author has undertaken an Action Research programme 
and through data analysis, in conjunction with empirical observations, it has become evident 
that a sample of creative and design-based learners struggle with the delivery style of linear 
subjects that are embedded into the curriculum. Visual learning for these students is their 
natural vernacular and this is not always recognised by those teaching business-based 
subjects.  

As part of a professional doctorate programme, and in response to the literature review 
and the analysis of data collected from fashion students, businesses and educators, the author 
has begun to translate a linear sequential curriculum of Business Studies into a visual spatial 
learning experience for fashion design and other creative students. The resulting development 
of these accessible learning materials and the creation of an inclusive mode of delivery, 
potentially allows these students greater understanding of the complex concepts of business. 

Contextualising Enterprise Education: 
The contextual differences when developing business modules for Higher Education art 

and design students has to be taken into consideration. Penaluna et al (2012) has recognised a 
connection between how business education is being delivered, and producing successful 
entrepreneurs from the creative disciplines. They discuss the research they have undertaken 
in their paper Enterprise Education Needs Enterprising Educators: Inspiring New Teachers 
Through Formal Teacher Training Provision (2012).  

The paper highlights the claims of Runco, (2007, 5) who argues that: “Most educational 
efforts emphasise convergent thinking, and therefore may do very little, if anything, for 
creative potentials”.  
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Similarly, Kirby (2004, 510)(cited in Penaluna, Penaluna  & Jones (2013), questions the 
business curriculum by asking whether business schools meet the challenge of entrepreneur 
Education. He goes on to argue that the traditional education system “stultifies rather than 
develops the requisite attributes and skills to produce entrepreneurs.”  

The findings of Penaluna et al, support the author’s own ideas and experiences in the 
effort to deliver an appropriate and relevant (business) education to creative students. Their 
primary research from 142 respondents enabled them to deduce that: 

 

 Entrepreneur & Enterprise (E&E) education is forever emergent, connected to the 
realities of society and linked to our students’ current and future roles, many of which 
we cannot claim to forecast. 

 Many entrepreneurship educators see their role as pioneering, and that they actively 
engage in developing E&E education rather than merely administering its delivery. 

 Most respondents are driven by personal experience as opposed to being informed by 
literature or research-based activities, preferring to work to responses from alumni and 
broader-based stakeholders than to be led by academic debate (Penaluna et al, ibid). 

 
While Penaluna et al still could not pinpoint what is the most appropriate and relevant 

approach for teaching business to creative students, the final conclusion from their initial 
research was to argue the need to understand better the contextual differences on which 
higher education entrepreneur and enterprise teaching is built (Penaluna pg173). 

 

 

  Figure 1: McCloud pg. 140 

As McCloud (2001) summerises in his illustration above (Fig 1), authors of literature and 
learning materials cease to include visual images after students reach key stage 2. A relevant 
question here is why authors of literature and learning materials think that images are not as 
valuable as words? 
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Learning And Cognitive Styles  
To approach the issue from another perspective, students’ learning styles are not always 

recognised, and it could be argued that it is certainly neglected by traditional business 
pedagogy.  

An examination of literature covering the topic of learning and cognitive styles very quickly 
found evidence that most models devised to gauge students’ styles consistently includes a 
category of visual spatial learners. Whilst there are generic categories that cover learning over 
a wide behavioural, cognitive, psychological option, the creative innovator and visual thinker is 
recognised specifically.  

So, why are these students being marginalised in their learning? 
The learning styles debate is a complex one and the concept of learning styles is not 

universally accepted, even sometimes stimulating a hostile response. Nevertheless, the 
process of analysing students’ learning styles helps instruct the design of teaching tools to 
support learners in the educational experience.  

As a result of the learning styles debate, Caulfield (2004) and his team for the Learning and 
Skills Research Centre (LSRC) investigated the subject, identifying 71 models of learning styles 
for which they categorised 13 types of models. Whether the argument is for or against 
learning style theory it remains evident that the visual learner is a considered category. 

 
The LSRC research has grouped learning style theorists by their distinctive theoretical 

positions, creating 5 family groups of learning style theories: 

 Learning styles and preferences are largely constitutionally based including the four    
modalities: VAKT2 (see page 7) 

 Learning styles reflect deep-seated features of the cognitive structure, including 
‘patterns of ability’.  

 Learning styles are one component of a relatively stable personality type.  

 Learning styles are flexibly stable learning preferences.  

 Move on from learning styles to learning approaches, strategies, orientations and 
conceptions of learning.  

This paper will cover some of these examples. 
 
Dunn and Burke (2005-6) in their Learning Style: the Clue to You LSCY: Research and 

Implementation Manual discuss how; perceptual strengths or preferences often are not 
identified or are under-targeted in the learning environment. Dunn and Burke looked at four 
modalities, or types of perceptual preference breaking them down to; auditory, visual, tactual, 
and kinesthetic. They took into consideration that most learners are not auditory claiming:  

It is rare for students to remember 75 percent of what is said to them in a typical class 
period ― lectures, discussions, and questioning are the least-effective method of teaching 
(Dunn and Burke ibid). 

They observed that few teachers know how to introduce difficult new material in a 
kinesthetic visual or tactual manner. They go on to state that these are the sensory 
preferences of most under-achieving students: 
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 It is important to identify students' perceptual preferences, introduce new and difficult 
material through students' perceptual strengths, and then reinforce the required information 
using secondary or tertiary modalities. (Dunn & Burke, ibid, pg. 6) 

In conjunction with the earlier Dunn and Dunn & Price’s The Learning Style Inventory  
(1996) model, it does reaffirm their belief that anyone can benefit from education if their 
learning style preferences are catered for. This also reaffirms the author’s belief that if 
students’ learning styles are taken into account when preparing teaching resources and 
practice then the student learning experience would be far more positive, engaging and 
inclusive, which could only be beneficial to those learners and their future aspirations. 

 
Looking at a learning style models from another angle, Riding and Raynor (2009) refer to 

cognitive styles and primarily at how these cognitive skills develop. In their research they do 
not define learning style, but group models of learning style in terms of their emphasis on: 
experiential learning; orientation to study; instructional preference; the development of 
cognitive skills and learning strategies. 

They state that their own model is directed primarily at how cognitive skills develop and 

claim that it has implications for orientation to study, instructional preference and 
experiential learning, as well as for social behaviour and managerial performance (Riding and 
Raynor ibid, pg. 40). 

The structure of Riding and Raynor’s model and of their computerised assessment tool, the 
CSA, (Cognitive Style Analysis) is two-dimensional and has two independent (uncorrelated) 
dimensions; one relating to cognitive organisation (holist-analytic) and one relating to mental 
representation (verbal-imagery)  

Although this model has been criticised by Caulfield (2004 pg. 44) for its simplicity and 
inflexibly, with performance being sampled over a very limited range of task skills, it still 
indicates the verbal-imagery dimension and the holistic-analytical measure which could 
provide a link between cognitive style and instructional preferences. 

In Felder-Silverman’s Learning Style Model (1988) the fact that students learn in different 
ways is advocated in terms of their: hearing and seeing; reflecting and acting; reasoning either 
logically or intuitively; memorizing and visualizing and drawing analogies; and, either steadily 
or in small bits and large pieces (Felder-Silverman, ibid, p.674).  

Table 1: Felder-Silverman’s Learning Style Model (1988) 

Sensing learners  
Concrete, practical, oriented towards facts and   

procedures         

Intuitive learners  
Conceptual, innovative, oriented 

toward theories and meanings.  

Visual learners  
Prefer visual representations of presented 

material – pictures, diagrams, and flow charts.  

Verbal learners  
Prefer written and spoken 

explanations.  

Active learners  
Learn by trying things out, working with others.  

Reflective learners  
Learn by thinking things through, 

working alone.  

Sequential learners  
Linear, orderly, learn in small incremental steps.  

Global learners  
Holistic, systems thinkers, learn in 

large leaps.  
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The most simple and accessible model has been devised by Fleming in 1987, and is the 
much used and very popular Visual-Auditory-Reading-Kinesthetic (VARK) learning styles 
model. It consists of a questionnaire and support materials that break the learning population 
into 4 categories; Visual-Auditory-Reading-Kinesthetic. 

Fleming developed his theory from the Visual-Auditory-Kinaesthetic (VAK) concept, 
theories and methods (initially also referred to as VAKT, for Visual-Auditory-Kinesthetic-
Tactile) developed by psychologists and teaching specialists beginning in the 1920's.The VAK 
multi-sensory approach to learning and teaching was centered on the teaching of dyslexic 
children and other learners for whom conventional teaching methods were not effective. It 
was the early VAK specialists who recognized that people learn in different ways. And, 
according to the VARK model, most people possess a dominant or preferred learning style, 
however some people have a mixed and evenly balanced blend of the three styles (Hawk and 
Shah (2007)(p.7)  

The VARK model is used in primary and secondary education quite extensively. This 
learning style knowledge would also be a very helpful tool in establishing a cohort’s learning 
preferences when developing lesson structures in higher education establishments. In 
response to the outcomes of the tests learning resources could be modified or added to take 
account of the preferences that suit the cohort. 

That mixture of style preferences is illustrated in Gardner’s multiple intelligence (MI) 
theories model, first published in “Frames of Mind” (1983). The theory became established as 
a classical model to assist the understanding and teaching of many aspects of human 
intelligence, learning style, personality and behaviour in education and industry. Gardner 
chose eight abilities: Musical–rhythmic, visual–spatial, verbal–linguistic, logical–mathematical, 
bodily–kinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, and naturalistic. He later suggested that 
existential and moral intelligence might also be worthy of inclusion. Having developed the 
theory of MI around these 8-10 abilities Gardner opposed the idea of labeling learners to a 
specific intelligence, stating: “Each individual possesses a unique blend of all the intelligences.” 
He maintained that his: “Theory of multiple intelligences should ‘empower learners’, not 
restrict them to one modality of learning. 

Gardner's ideas have been widely debated with greatly opposing views by psychologists, 
brain researchers, cultural analysts, and educational theorists. There is no consensus on the 
validity of MI or its originality, but it is an interesting idea to consider. In a recent article, he 
debunks the ‘learning style’ idea all together and claims in an article reported by Strauss 
(2013), in the Washington Post: “The notion of ‘learning styles’ is itself not coherent… Those 
who use this term do not define the criteria for a style, nor where styles come from, how they 
are recognized, assessed or exploited”. 

Gardner concludes in this article by Strauss (ibid) that as an educator, he drew three 
primary lessons for other educators: 

Individualize your teaching as much as possible 
Pluralize your teaching. Teach important materials in several ways, not just one (e.g. 

through stories, works of art, diagrams, role play) 
Drop the term “styles.” It will confuse others and it won’t help either you or your 

students.” 
 
Throughout this research it has become very clear that there are many terms used to 

discuss ‘learning styles’. They overlap and compete but all are dealing with different aspects of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spatial_intelligence_(psychology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistic_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiritual_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethics
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teaching. There is also a tendency to label students, and that can be stifling in its own right. 
Creative design students have the ability to use a wide variety of learning strategies but most 
need a starting point and this is where visualisation comes into its own. 

Silverman (2002), has developed a model based on the latest discoveries of brain research. 
She does not refer to the notion of learning styles at all. Arising from the broad based clinical 
observations carried out by Silverman is the concept of the Visual Spatial learners. Visual 
spatial learners think in pictures rather than words. 

They have a different brain organization than auditory-sequential learners. They learn 
better visually than auditor-ally. They learn all-at-once, and when the light bulb goes on, 
the learning is permanent. They do not learn from repetition and drill. They are whole-part 
learners who need to see the big picture first before they learn the details. They are non-
sequential, which means that they do not learn in the step-by-step manner in which most 
teachers teach. (Silverman, 2005) 

The students that Silverman tested are years 5,6,7, and are the future learners that Higher 
Education establishments recruit to Art & Design courses. Within the university system, 
traditional ways are still being employed to teach these students, especially that which is 
perceived as non-creative traditional subjects like business. As Silverman states in her paper, 
these are the students who didn’t enjoy their school education; because of the over emphasis 
on lecturing, rote memorization, drill and practice exercises and the lack of sufficient 
stimulation of their powerful abstract visual reasoning abilities (Silverman, ibid, Pg. 11). It can 
therefore be suggested that visualisation is a key element in the mental processing of visual-
spatial learners. 

Frequently in tutorials, design, fine art and creative students prefix statements regarding 
their work with; ‘I was useless at maths’. This mindset then translates to lack of engagement, 
motivation and fear when faced with the idea of, for example, financial issues when starting a 
business. Creative students perceive themselves at a disadvantage because they feel they 
often lack mathematical understanding and numeracy skills before they even start an 
enterprise.  

Again Silverman (2005 pg. 14) outlines strategies that open up the teaching for visual 
spatial learners. She points out that visual-spatial abilities are the domain of the right 
hemisphere; sequential abilities are in the domain of the left hemisphere. The test 
performance patterns demonstrated by this group of students seem to indicate unusual 
strengths in the right-hemispheric tasks, and less facility with left-hemispheric tasks, 
therefore:  

In order to teach them, it is necessary to access their right hemispheres. This can be done 
through humor, use of meaningful material, discovery learning, whole/part learning, 
rhythm, music, high levels of challenge, emotion, interest, hands-on experiences, fantasy 
and visual presentations (Silverman, 2005). 

Whether the hemispherical brain theory has been validated tested and proven is 
debatable, but the idea and concept is practical, and certainly worthy of testing within the 
creative classroom.  

The Author recognizes that a considerable number of teachers within the creative sectors 
of education identify personally with Silverman’s model and acknowledges the notion of using 
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visualisation in education being perceived as less academic and not having the rigor and 
standards of quality that is expected at tertiary level.  

In his book ‘Multimedia Learning’ Mayer (2009), proposes that; “…people learn better from 
words and pictures than from words alone” (Pg. 1). 

Visualisation 
Visualisation of learning material can take many forms. Opening with Mayer’s case for 

multimedia learning, it is his idea that instructional messages should be designed more inline 
with how the human mind works( Pg6) that resonates with the authors own views. He 
discusses the idea of the human mind having two information-processing systems. One for 
verbal material and one for visual material (pg. 6). 

Accepting the fact that the majority of instructional material is verbal, using multimedia 
presentations that incorporate visual and verbal material is taking advantage of the full 
capacity of the human brain. 

In the process of trying to build connections between words and pictures, learners are able 
to create a deeper understanding than they could from words or pictures alone(Mayer, 
ibid, pg. 7) 

Mayer does warn us though not to get carried away with devices and the technology and 
divert the focus from the learner.  He advocates, “meaningful learning “, which he suggests is 
distinguished by good transfer performance as well as good retention performance, which 
through testing was a result of using multimedia presentation of animation, text and auditory 
instruction. He claims this is because of the integrated cognitive processing going through the 
learner’s mind when engaging in the instruction presentation “Active learning” (Mayer, ibid, 
pg.22).  

The big question is does it work? Mayer, through thorough tests, concluded that students 
perform better on transfer tests when learning from words and pictures, rather than when 
they learn from words alone. He recommends that any presentation used in education should 
be concise and consist of both words and pictures with corresponding portions of that 
presentation being delivered simultaneously thus making the most effective multimedia 
presentations as concise narrated animation 

This multimedia learning is still in its early stages of research. It is beginning to be used in a 
broad variety of areas of learning. As Mayer concludes,” it offers a potentially powerful way 
for people to understand things that would be very difficult to grasp from word alone” (Mayer 
pg.280) 

Visual learning material is ideal for starting on a complex and new topic that is out of the 
comfort zone of the learner and this is where in the authors’ own empirical observational 
research using visualisation as a learning tool for visual spatial learners seems a clear choice. 
As students become used to the language and processes, and their knowledge is deepened 
through experience, the need for such visual learning tools will possibly reduce. The 
enjoyment of learning in this way will not diminish and will be long remembered, as will the 
information. 

Technological development is continuing at an extraordinary rate and as such, has 
expanded to be used in a wide range of applications for learning support. Digital tools are used 
for communication, interactive engagement and “more socially situative learning” (Conole 
pg.82). With the advent of this technology, the pressure is on the educationalist to “design 
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more engaging and innovative learning activities that maximize the potential of new and 
emergent technology” (Conole pg. 89). This is where the value of visualisation can be clearly 
seen.  

The use of tools e.g. Sparkol VideoScribe who make video software that allows for your 
own whiteboard video animations with a library of images plus a platform to draw forms is an 
ideal way of using this intuitive technology with originality to create engaging and innovative 
learning material. 

Egerbeck, a Graphic Facilitator uses traditional hand-rendering techniques to create 
visually dynamic responses to discourse by mapping conference scenarios or formal meetings 
or, following a workshop. While the gathered groups are working through complex problems, 
Egerbeck is turning the discussion into a visual story, and a concurrent representation of the 
event that everyone can understand and relate to 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Egerbeck- International Visual Practitioners Conference 10.21.05 personal interpretation of 
theme - 21st Century Literacy, graphic facilitation by Egerbeck- Loosetooth.com 

This process breaks up the complexities of the discussions into a visual narrative that 
remains as a permanent record. The visualization process ensures the quick exchange of ideas, 
argument and other pressing issues is not lost, instead, participants really get to see the 
“bigger picture”.  

Egerbeck records visually all the contributing voices. This visualisation tool is ideal for 
teaching complex ideas and concepts, especially in the scenario of discussion-based seminars. 
Not all students want to, or can contribute, but through visualisation of the seminar content, 
those that have ideas can have them recorded. For the other participants, just being part of 
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the experience can trigger new ideas. Visualisation also is more inclusive, allowing those who 
require more thinking time in sessions to refer to it later, letting their brains absorb and reflect 
on what they were hearing at their own pace.  

Today, with the common use of interactive video gaming, vivid graphics, film and 
animation embedded into modern interconnectivity, there is an ever-increasing global 
communication network, which has become visual (Eisner 2008). In his book Graphic 
Storytelling and Visual Narrative, Eisner (ibid, ), suggests that:  

Watching film establishes a rhythm of acquisition. And is a direct challenge to static print.  
The latest generation of learners have become used to acquiring stories, ideas, information 
quickly and with little effort… complex concepts become more easily digested when 
reduced to imagery”(Eisner 2008 xvii) 

Eisner emphasises that the value of printed communication is still important, but suggests 
that electronic ‘media of merger’, where a partnership of words and imagery become the 
logical permutation. Visual narrative can be separated from just visual entertainment and 
makes for example “comics, cartoons or visual narrative a storytelling medium” (Eisner 2008 
xvii). 

McCloud (2001) in his graphic book “Understanding Comics” illustrates the history of 
visualisation and storytelling going back to the pre-Columbian codex picture manuscripts and 
the Bayeux tapestry. He discusses the importance of the invention of print and the emergence 
of the sophisticated pictorial storytelling of William Hogarth designed to be viewed side by 
side so you can follow the story of, for example “The Rakes Progress”.  

McCloud gives credit to Rodolphe Töpffer as the father of the modern comic using words 
and pictures in an interdependent combination. In his book he has a little illustration showing 
a quote from Goethe (Fig. 4). 

 

      Figure 3:  McCloud (Pg.17) 

McCloud looks at cartooning as amplification through simplification. By abstracting an 
image, information and detail is focused on instead. For complex ideas and, for example, 
financial sequences and processes, the use of cartoons and animation can focus the learner’s 
attention on an idea by reducing the intensity of the topic. 

For Cairo (2012) the expression “I see!” makes complete sense (Fig. 5). As he explains it is;  

…because deep inside our minds, to see and to understand are intertwined processes. We 
understand because we see. This causal relationship is also true the other way around. 
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Seeing precedes understanding, and this understanding precedes a better, deeper seeing 
down the road (Cairo 2012 xv). 

 

Figure 4: Karwisch- http://www.thefunctionalart.com 

http://www.thefunctionalart.com/
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Threshold Concepts 
Visual learners need to find their way through the intensity of the topic of business, and 

the idea of “threshold concepts” illustrates the oscillation of understanding as learners grasp 
new complex ideas extremely well. A threshold concept spotlights very familiar issues that 
teachers face when delivering a subject that is particularly alien to creative students. It enables 
teachers to make refined decisions about what is fundamental to a grasp of the subject they 
are teaching. It is a ‘less is more’ approach to curriculum design (Cousins, 2006).  

Cousins looked at the research by Meyer and Land (2003, 2005 and 2006) and how they 
identified specific characteristics that would illustrate a ‘threshold’.  

Figure 5 : Illustration by Annabel Smith 2014 

Firstly, when a student grasps a concept threshold it becomes a transformative experience 
involving an ontological as well as a conceptual shift. ‘We are what we know’. New 
understandings are assimilated into our biography, becoming part of whom we are, how we 
see and how we feel (Cousins, ibid, p4). Cousins illustrates this shift by suggesting an 
architectural student starting to think like an architect . For the authors’ students it would be 
initiating their entrepreneurial thinking, making a transition from studying design to becoming 
a working designer. 

Secondly a threshold concept is often irreversible; once understood, the learner is unlikely 
to forget it. Cousins points out that teachers often have difficulty retracing their own journey 
through the threshold of understanding, hence lacking the sympathy when students are 
struggling. This is an issue that does appear apparent when business teachers try to instruct 
creative students. There is a lack of empathy on many levels; not just with grasping the 
concept, but how visual spatial learners actually cognitively absorb the information. This is 
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where visualisation becomes an invaluable tool to assist in that transition through the 
threshold concept. However it would be difficult for those teaching business in a traditional 
linear style to convert to visualisation within their teaching practice unless it is a tool they 
were used to implementing. This is where the author feels that the connectivity with visual 
learners (e.g.: fashion design students) is interrupted when delivering business education. 

The third characteristic of a threshold concept is that it is integrative in that it exposes the 
hidden interrelatedness of phenomenon. Mastery of a threshold concept often allows the 
learner to make connections that were hitherto hidden from view (Cousins, ibid, p4).  

Visual learners can find a way through the complexity by linking ideas through visualisation 
and resulting discussion and “having a go themselves”. By making these connections, students 
allow for the concepts to “click into place”) (Figure:5) 

The fourth characteristic suggests that a threshold concept is “bounded”; meaning it has 
“terminal frontiers”. Cousins (ibid, p4) cautions that a threshold concept in a curriculum can be 
a form of disciplinary property and as such, its presentation in a curriculum may carry an 
inherent tendency to invite congealed understandings. This implies that it’s the teachers’ 
specialist knowledge that will create the boundaries. 

The fifth characteristic of threshold concepts is the most familiar to a teacher instructing 
creative students in a linear constructed subject. Cousins  cites Perkins (2006:7) defining this 
as: “That which appears counter-intuitive, alien (emanating from another culture or 
discourse), or seemingly incoherent”. Cousins’ calls it “Stuckness” and explains it more fully in 
her work around the notion of “Liminality”. 

In my own work I have explored some of the emotional issues that make learning 
troublesome since it is important to temper the implicit suggestion in the idea of a 
threshold concept that the difficulty of its mastery inheres in the concept itself. While this 
is very often the case, we need to be aware that this difficulty cannot be abstracted from 
the learner or the social context. In this relation, the idea of liminal states provides a useful 
metaphor to aid our understanding of the conceptual transformations students undergo, 
and the difficulties or anxieties that attend these transformations (Cousin, ibid, p4)   

Using the explanation from Meyer & Land (2006, p.22) they suggested that; Learning 
involves the occupation of a liminal space during the process of mastery of a threshold 
concept”. Cousins moves this idea forward and suggests that the idea that learners enter into 
a liminal state in their attempts to grasp certain concepts in their subjects; “…presents a 
powerful way of remembering that learning is both affective and cognitive and that it involves 
identity shifts which can entail troublesome, unsafe journeys” (Cousin, ibid p5). She claims 
that using the ‘refuge of mimicry’ to get through this messy phase prompts the question: 
“How can teachers design a curriculum which invites students to enter liminal spaces?” 
(Cousin, ibid, p5) 

When teaching diametrically opposed disciplines such as fashion and business, this can be 
a danger for creative students faced with business concepts. The authors’ response is to utilise 
visualisation within the curriculum; to add another dimension that is relevant and sympathetic 
to the creative students’ cognition. 

Cousins recommends that teachers are aware of the threshold concepts being used to 
define potentially powerful transformative points in the student’s learning experience, and to 
discuss with the students what these points may be. In her research some students expressed 
the fear they were the only ones among their peers who did not comprehend difficult 
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concepts. While it became a source of huge relief to discover eventually that other students 
were similarly confused, this awareness needed to be shared early on in the course 
(Cousin,ibid,p5). Therefore, teachers must hear what the students’ “misunderstandings and 
uncertainties” are in order to sympathetically engage with them and demonstrate that they, 
the teacher, can tolerate learner confusion and can ‘hold’ their students through liminal 
states.  

As stated earlier, the graphic facilitator method (Egerbeck 2012), has the potential to 
expose students’ fears and offer them that opportunity to express where they are “stuck”. 
Using supportive visual material unravels complex concepts and maps discussions visually, also 
allowing students to revisit the information and make the journey back and forth until they 
understand the concepts.  

 

Figure 6: Moving into the “Liminal space” - Illustration by Annabel Smith2015 

A threshold Concept can be considered akin to a portal, opening up a new and previously 
inaccessible way of thinking about something –Jan Meyer & Ray Land (2003) 

Conclusions, Further Research and Final Reflection 
This paper has reviewed literature that contextualises enterprise education; perceptual 

preferences in learning; learning style models; and threshold concepts in relation to higher 
education fashion design.  

The review has shown that, as a tool for teaching creative students, visualisation allows the 
opportunity to grasp complex concepts that are especially challenging for visual learners and 
abductive thinkers faced with linear and sequential teaching processes in a business 
curriculum. Visualisation can cross language barriers on many levels, culturally, linguistically, 
intellectually, physically as well as technically, geographically and socially. It is therefore a 
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powerful communicating device for any learner. For a teacher it offers an effective method to 
help contextualise enterprise education and support the student’s perceptual preferences in 
learning, breaking through the threshold concept into a transformational experience. 
Therefore, the research has highlighted the importance of visualisation as a good teaching 
practice, because it corresponds to the learning and cognitive styles of creative students when 
learning business studies concepts. 

The principal author’s Professional Doctorate Programme, forming the basis for this study, 
employs Action Research and is now engaging two contrasting cohorts of students in the 
utilisation of a variety of learning styles tests. The anticipation is that this research will 
highlight learning style differences that these two groups may have, while testing the theory of 
learning and cognitive styles that underpin the authors’ idea that creative learners need to be 
taught complex linear concepts in a visual way. In the author’s capacity as a teacher, it seems 
an obvious progression to start within the majority learning style sphere, and as students 
grasp the concepts, then the learning style will adapt and develop allowing a further 
elaboration in the tools required to teach the subject. This aligns with the idea of Threshold 
Concepts, which has also been discussed in this paper. 

The need to assist creative studies graduates who want to develop startup businesses and 
enterprises is predicated by the importance of teaching business knowledge and skills to 
ensure they become sustainable businesses. The current practice of Higher Education is for 
business departments to send their business teachers, who may have little empathy with 
creative visual learners to impart complex business materials and information. As Penaluna 
discovered: most teachers are driven by personal experience as opposed to being informed by 
literature or research-based activities, preferring to work to responses from alumni and 
broader-based stakeholders than to be led by academic debate (Penaluna 2012, pg173). 

The author’s research creates a middle ground empathetic to creative students, in the 
development of teaching material with all the information they need in a format they find 
relevant, inclusive and easy to comprehend. 

What this represents is a mandate for taking that evidence of support for visual learning 
resources into the development of curricula material and on to action research testing. This 
will be the final stage of the author’s Doctorate of Design Practice. 

Evidence from research the author has already carried out reinforces the need for under 
graduate level business and enterprise education to be taken more seriously. With statistics 
highlighted by Skillset (2011) showing failure of startups still high and the British Fashion 
Council Report, Future of Fashion (2010) discussing business and entrepreneurial skill gaps in 
graduate knowledge due to lack of business content in fashion and textiles courses there is an 
awareness that a problem needs solving. The BFC (2010) reported that Consultees often 
highlighted that people coming out of fashion and textiles education and training do not have 
the full set of skills required by businesses. The report stated that individuals in business felt 
that fashion and textiles courses had a lack of entrepreneurial training. 

The author through her research and development of visual teaching material is striving to 
go some way to addressing this issue.   
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Figure 6: Initial Sketch by Alexandra Shaw for “Getting on with Business “ learning materials designed and 
created by Annabel Feez 
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Abstract: Time-based visual narratives, which represents change in time through 
motion, has been increasingly used in various settings for advertising, education, 
art and visual communication in general. These narratives are effective in visual 
communication and perception because they include motion that enhances 
perception and storytelling, which is an essential component of human 
communication. Time-based visual narratives like film and animation have been 
recently used in industrial design education due to these advantages to present 
design ideas more effectively. However, previous research has not explored the 
perceptual implications of these techniques for industrial design education.  
This study aims to understand the potential implications of narrative component 
of time-based visual narrative for design presentations, i.e. perception of product 
concepts. Two studies were conducted to achieve this aim. The first study 
explored the potential implications of using time-based visual narratives in 
design juries based on interviews with six design educators. The findings derived 
from this study were used to prepare an online questionnaire for the second 
study, which examines the same subject on a larger scale. The results of the 
studies were used to formulate a general outline for design educators on how 
time-based visual narratives should be approached in an educational setting. 

Keywords: time-based visual narrative; industrial design education; design 
presentation; visualization  
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Introduction  
Time-based visual narrative, a narrative method visualizing the change in time through 

moving images, has been increasingly used in various places including mobile devices, 
billboards and even building facades for various purposes including advertising, education, 
artistic expression and communication of any type of information. Its widespread use is 
due to three digital revolutions that happened in the late 20th century: the invention of 
personal computers, the release of software developed specifically for motion graphics and 
the emergence of Internet (Drate, Robbins, Salavetz & Cooper, 2006). Today, time based 
visual narratives have become an essential part of daily life thanks to the increased 
accessibility of computers, smart phones and tablet computers with embedded cameras 
and software.  

Industrial design is one of the fields where the use of time based visual narratives has 
increased considerably in recent years. Robert Adel argues that, ‘technology just frees us to 
realize what we can imagine. It’s like being given the power to do magic’ (Krasner, 2008). 
Proliferation of technologies facilitating the use of time-based visual narrative in industrial 
design practice and education has given this freedom to designers who can now create 
much more realistic visualizations of the interaction between product, user and 
environment, as well as show the features and functions of their products in action. 
Despite the increased tendency to use time-based visual narratives in design 
presentations, the technique is still new to many design practitioners, educators and 
students. Therefore, this study specifically focuses on the use of time-based visual 
narratives in industrial design education, exploring its potential implications for educators 
and students, in terms of its influence on the perception of design ideas, the opportunities 
it provides and the limitations it imposes. 

Time Based Visual Narratives and Design 
Presentations 
The use of time-based narratives in design presentations brings many perceptual 

advantages in visual communication over traditional presentation boards that have been, 
and perhaps still is, the dominant presentation medium in many industrial design schools 
so far. The most significant advantages are the ability to visualize motion, observable 
change, displacement in visual space, cause and effect relationships, and to provide 
storytelling.  

Motion versus stability 
Researchers exploring visual perception argue that the evolution of the human brain 

has prioritized motion sensing over all other senses (Wolfe, Kluender, Levi, Bartoshuk, 
Herz, Klatzky, Lederman & Merfeld, 2006). One’s ability to perceive motion is one of the 
most important prerequisite for survival. The relation between a predator and its prey can 
provide a good example of this phenomenon. On the one hand, the prey should notice an 
approaching predator immediately (perceiving its motion) to escape from being killed. On 
the other hand, the predator should also have a mechanism that can sense motion 
effectively and immediately so that it can pursue the prey and catch it. Due to this 
perceptual priority, motion has a crucial place in visual communication and it is often more 
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effective in terms of conveying information than traditional narrative techniques relying on 
static representations. Furthermore, motion also offers a more engaging interaction for the 
observer, for instance, researchers found that observers feel less bored, more engaged 
with the content and feel like time is moving faster due to motion (Koffka 1935; Haß, 
Blaschke, Rammsayer & Herrmann, 2008).  

Observable change 
Another advantage of time-based visual narratives is their ability to make visual change 

observable, which allows for more information to be conveyed in the same visual message. 
A traditional presentation board trying to explain a change, maybe through storyboards or 
sequential images, might be very limited compared to the opportunities provided by time-
based visual narratives. Narratives including motion not only present the time and change 
as an idea but also help viewer live the process and see visual change holistically with full 
detail. BMW Gina Concept car promotion video is a good example for such a 
representation. Watching time based visual narrative of the car 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kTYiEkQYhWY), the viewer can understand the 
features of the new concept (the use of fabric material in doors, headlights and wind 
spoiler), which are otherwise very difficult to comprehend by looking at a single image of 
the same car (Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1 BMW Gina Concept Car. Source: 
http://www.bmwusa.com/Standard/Content/AllBMWs/ConceptVehicles/GINA/  

Displacement in visual space and three-dimensional perception 
Being able to visualize observable change contributes to an improved perception of 

three-dimensional objects. Displacement in visual space, an example of an observable 
change, is occurred when there is a moving object in a scene or a moving camera. This 
movement prevents the observers from having a static point of view, giving them the 
impression that they are moving in space similar to the real world, therefore providing 360 
degrees view of the object and even showing its smallest details by zooming in and out 
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(Wollman, 2004). This perception of three-dimensional form through motion, also known 
as kinetic depth effect, provides a solution to the problems caused by conventional static 
presentation techniques on three-dimensional form perception (Foley & Matlin, 1992). 

Cause and effect relationship 
Time-based visual narratives, through motion and observable change, make the 

perception of a cause and effect relationship possible. Ware (2004) illustrated this with 
series of experiments in which observers perceived various actions such as throwing, 
dragging and triggering through cause and effect relationships. Colliding balls are a good 
example to illustrate how observable change can help induce the perception of cause and 
effect. When an observer sees a ball hitting another ball and observes that the second ball 
starts to move, he or she interprets right away that the second ball is moving as a result of 
the first ball hitting it. Achieving the same perceptual conclusion in a static presentation 
would require many images filled with visual symbols expressing the notion of motion, as 
well as much more cognitive effort for interpretation of these images. When applied to 
design presentations, this ability to show cause-and-effect relationships in a fast and 
intuitive manner can be an effective tool for explaining user product interactions.  

Storytelling 
Last but not least, time based visual narratives provide an opportunity for storytelling, 

which is considered by many as the most effective tool in human communication. In fact, 
many theorists define storytelling as "the distinctive human trait" (Abbott, 2008, p.1) and 
Boyd (2009) argues that it is one of the most basic human drives as a result of our 
evolution. Krasner (2008) regards stories as the basic and effective tools that we used for 
exploring, shaping and sharing knowledge. In addition to that, Eisner (2008) states that 
stories are the best tools for conveying information that can be comprehended and 
internalized easily. Time-based visual narratives have the inherent ability to shape stories 
thanks to the meanings created through cause and effect relationships. Observable 
changes presented in a meaningful sequence allow viewers to perceive all events in 
relation to each other, forming a unified whole that is understood as a process or a story, 
with a beginning and an ending. This easy and effective communication of a process can be 
very useful in a design presentation to express how a design process unfolds from problem 
framing to finalization.  

Methodology  
In order to investigate potential implications of time-based visual narrative on industrial 

design presentations in an educational setting, a small research team designed an online 
survey to gather information and opinions on the subject, from design educators around 
the world. The team consisted of one instructor (project coordinator) and two research 
assistants from Middle East Technical University's (METU), Department of Industrial 
Design. To develop the online survey, the research team initially conducted two pilot 
studies in their own department. The first one aimed to establish the sample time-based 
visual narratives that will be shown to participants, and the second one aimed to 
determine the structure of the survey to gather relevant information from participants. 
The pilot studies and the resulting survey design are explained below. The team performed 
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all the tasks of the study together as a group, except for the information gathering of the 
second pilot study, where each researcher individually interviewed two participants.   

First Pilot Study: Selecting examples for time based visual 
narratives  

As time based-visual narratives are new to many design educators, it was decided that 
exemplary videos would need to be shown to participants to better explain the subject 
matter of the research, familiarize them with the concept and to provide a foundation 
over which they can elaborate their ideas. In this respect, the first pilot study aimed to 
understand the different attributes of the videos to be used in the survey, as well as the 
duration of each video and the way they would facilitate the participation of 
contributors. A semi-structured interview was conducted with an experienced design 
educator from METU Department of Industrial Design.  

To select the exemplary videos and to find time-based works that present different 
products with different narrative approaches, an extensive search was made using 
various online platforms such as YouTube, Vimeo, Dailymotion, and Kickstarter. Six 
videos (two sets of three) with different attributes were selected. The first, second and 
third videos in each set represented a specific type of time-based visual narrative. The 
two videos of the first type give no information about the environment, the user or the 
context of use. Both use explanatory texts and moving images to present the product’s 
capabilities and structure, without telling a story. The videos of the second type feature 
a narrator that talks about the raison d'être of the product, its features and show the 
context of use. The third type focuses on the human factor, showing the features and 
capabilities of the product not with verbal narration, but through its interaction with the 
user. Both videos have a strong visual storytelling approach, with interconnecting scenes 
leading from a start to an ending. All three types of videos have different amounts of 
information regarding the design, as well as different narrative approaches in conveying 
the information to the viewer.  

The first set was named “digital products” and included videos for a monitor, a laptop and 
an all-in-one desktop computer (Figure 2). In the first video, a 3D animation and 
explanatory texts are used to show the capabilities of the product in an empty 
environment. In the second video, a visible narrator talks about the features of the 
product and interacts with other people who are using the product in different 
environments (e.g. at home, in a café, on a bench, etc.). In the third video, the 
capabilities of the computer are not described, but rather pointed out as events that 
shape the story (i.e. the computer mimicking the person in front of him).  
 

 

Figure 2 Screenshots of videos in “digital products” set.  
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The second set was named “non-digital products” and included videos for a water-
filtering pitcher, a water-filtering apparatus replacing a standard bottle cap and an 
apparatus turning mason jars into lunch boxes. The first video (Figure 3) uses explanatory 
illustrations and texts, and shots of the product in empty environments. In the second 
video (Figure 4), two narrators explain the development of the product and the video 
shows the use context of the product (e.g. parks, gym, etc.). Explanatory illustrations were 
also used. In the third video (Figure 5), the product appear to travel from scene to scene, 
showing different users, different environments and different context of use with some 
explanatory texts pointing out its features.  

 

Figure 3 Screenshots of the first video in “non-digital products” set.  

 

Figure 4 Screenshots of the second video in “non-digital products” set. 

 

Figure 5 Screenshots of the third video in “non-digital products” set. 

Content analysis was used to analyze the interviews. The analysis revealed that 
participants could be influenced from the product brands in the ‘digital products’ video set 
due to their familiar corporate identities, which could undermine the objectivity of their 
response. Therefore, only the ‘non-digital products’ set was chosen to be used for the 
following semi-structured interviews.   

Second Pilot Study: Understanding the Scope of Responses for 
Survey Design 
Second pilot study was conducted to determine the survey structure and its scope. At 

this stage of the study, semi-structured interviews were conducted with six design 
educators. Design educators teaching project-based courses at different levels of 
undergraduate education and attending design juries at other levels as well, were selected 
for a diverse sample. The interviews aimed to retrieve information in three parts: (1) 
design presentation elements, (2) evaluating video presentations and (3) the effects of 
time-based visual narratives. These parts are explained in detail below. 
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Design presentation elements 
The first part of the interview aimed to understand which presentation elements design 

educators expect from students in their project presentations. Educators were asked to list 
presentation elements, rank them in order of importance and then, explain the reasons 
behind their ranking.  

Evaluating video presentations 
In the second part of the interviews, the participants watched three videos of the ‘non-

digital products’ set and were asked about their opinions on these examples. During the 
interviews, the researchers pointed out that the aim was not to evaluate the products 
presented, but to discuss the opportunities and limitations of using time-based visual 
narratives in delivering the required elements mentioned in the first part of the interview. 
For this purpose, the participants were asked about their general opinions on the different 
narrative approaches of the videos and how effectively they convey the design 
presentation elements. Later they were asked to compare these videos with static design 
presentation posters. Snapshots from videos were printed out on different A4 sheets to 
facilitate the discussion by recalling the video contents. 

Effects of time-based visual narratives 
In the last part of the interviews, the participants were asked to talk about the ways 

time-based visual narratives could affect design presentations, in the light of the 
impressions they got from the videos. The advantages and disadvantages of such 
presentation techniques for the students, the educators and education in general were 
discussed, specifically in regard to their effects on the perception of a design idea and the 
visual communication of that design idea.  

Second Pilot Study Results and Survey Design 
The online survey’s structure and content were determined through the pilot studies’ 

qualitative analysis that was done through content analysis and thematic coding. In the 
survey, multiple choice and rank ordering questions were used and comment boxes were 
added for additional comments and explanations from the participants. The survey design 
incorporated the same three parts used in the semi-structured interviews: 

Design presentation elements 
Following the results of the interviews, this section included a multiple choice-multiple 

answer question. The respondents were asked to select the most important three design 
presentation elements according to their own experiences and add any other unlisted 
elements into a text box. The answer options, which were pre-determined through the 
content analysis of the interviews, were:  

 Technical Drawings (orthographic views, section drawings, etc.) 

 General written explanations 

 Images showing the design process 

 Critical details of the product (manufacturing details, materials, colors, etc.) 

 Usage scenario and images showing the interaction between the user and the 
product 

 Scaled or 1:1 model 

 Information about size of the product 
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 Perspective images of the design from different angles 

 Statements indicating the problem, the aim of the project, etc. 

 Oral expression of the student 

 Animation 

 Identification of the project (designer, producer, name of the project, date, etc.) 

Evaluating video presentations 
In this section, the respondents were asked to watch the same videos used in the 

second pilot study and answer questions following the screening. The questions were 
multiple choices-one answer questions and asked for comparisons between the three 
videos watched. Throughout this section, the participants were reminded to assess the 
visual and narrative attributes and effects of video presentations, not the product they 
were presenting. The questions were prepared following the thematic-coding used to 
analyze the semi-structured interviews and focused on these topics: 

 Enjoyableness of the presentation 

 Product impression created by the presentation 

 Perceived professionalism of the project 

 Level and detail of information conveyed 

 Perceived manufacturability of the project 

 Sufficiency of the videos for jury presentation 

 Suitability for educational setting 

 These questions were asked to understand the perceived positive and negative aspects 
of different types of time-based visual narratives, in relation to their usage in the context 
of design education. The respondents were also asked to explain why they chose a 
particular video over the others in text boxes following the questions. 

The questions in this section started by inquiring about the participants' opinions as a 
general viewer, a normal respondent of the information and message, then proceeded to 
their opinions as a design educator. The decision to gather information on both of these 
two perspectives was taken following participant comments from the first and second pilot 
studies. The participants had remarked, on one hand, that successful visual 
communication, attention to visual quality or the ability to create visual appeal for a 
product is an important part of designing and design education, whether the product is 
presented to a teacher, to an employer or a customer. On the other hand, they also added 
that they are experienced enough in their profession as design educators to evaluate the 
presentation and the product separately, without one influencing the assessment of the 
other.  

Effects of time-based visual narratives 
The questions in this section aimed to evaluate the concerns about and contributions of 

the use of time-based visual narratives in student design presentations. Two rank-ordering 
questions were asked with a list of concerns and contributions determined through the 
interview results. In the first question, the respondents were asked to rank these following 
concerns, from biggest to smallest:  

 Presentations perceived as advertisement 

 Extra work load for students 
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 The perception of design quality 

 Jury members' personal tastes (music, shot-angles, etc.) 

 Deception in usage scenario (e.g. more fluid/smooth user-product interactions) 

 Visibility of only the good sides of the product (masking of missing or flawed parts) 

 Amateur-looking presentation 

 Material quality perception 

 Sufficiency of the information conveyed 

 Difficultness of inspecting product details  

The respondents were also asked to indicate any other concerns they might have about 
the use of time-based visual narratives in the educational context.  

In the second question, participants were asked to rank, from biggest to smallest, the 
following contributions time-based narratives would have to design education: 

 Presenting the product through story-telling 

 Ease in comprehension 

 Perception of a realized / able-to-be-realized design 

 Boosting the self-confidence of the student during the presentation 

 Ability to give more information (features not visible on a poster, features regarding 
motion and/or interaction etc.) 

 Being visually intriguing 

 Providing narration in situations like closed juries, exhibitions, etc. 

 Faster presentation 

 Appealing to more than one sense (visual and auditory) 

 Demonstrating the design in the best way possible. 

 Effective explanation of usage scenario 

Findings and Discussion 
The survey was distributed to industrial design educators, who would attend and assess 

students' design presentation, in 45 design schools through an online survey tool and 80 
responses were collected.  

The survey revealed that the majority of the study's participants had at least a certain 
amount of experience with time-based visual narratives in educational settings. Only 14,2% 
of participants stated that they have never seen such presentations in evaluation juries 
they attended, while 26,7% of them saw such examples just a couple of times, 35,6% 
sometimes and 23,1% frequently. These results showed that the use of time-based visual 
narratives is becoming more common in design education. In fact, one of the participants 
stated that he or she sees " the development of such videos as almost inevitable" due to 
our current environment.  

Design presentation elements 
92.1% of the participants think that usage scenario and images showing the interaction 

between the user and the product is the most important elements that needs to be in a 
presentation (Figure 6). This is followed by statements indicating the design problem, the 
aim of the project (77.9%) and images showing the design process (44.9%).  
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Figure 6 Order of importance for product design presentation elements by percentages 
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used in the process.  
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professionalism thanks to its visual style (11 participants) and high quality of its video 
production (10 participants). Of the participants that indicated the visual style of the video 
as the reason for its success, five specifically mentioned the marketing feel of the video, 
and the other five mentioned the use of graphic elements, while two stressed the absence 
of narration as defining attributes of its style.  

The first presentation was also selected as the one that creates the impression of the 
most successful product design (47,3% of participants). Participants commented that the 
professional look and the visual impression of successful design goes hand in hand, 
therefore, it can be deduced that the visual style and quality of the video production, also 
affected how successful the presented product appears to viewers.  

The importance of visual style and good video production was supported by the results 
of the questions inquiring the enjoyment factor of the presentations. The first presentation 
was selected as a close second (37,4% of participants) for the most enjoyable video, 
following the third presentation (48,1% of participants). The comments showed that the 
first video was found enjoyable thanks to its visuals including the graphical elements (8 
participants), its music (4 participants) and its pace (4 participants). However, it was found 
less enjoyable than the third video because it didn't include the human factor (4 
participants), which, along with its sophisticated visual style, made it appear emotionless 
and cool.  

Participants also mentioned that the first presentation was not enjoyable because it 
was hard to understand: five participants commented that they did not understand what 
the product is for or it took them too long to understand and watched the video with many 
unanswered questions. In fact the third video, which is approximately 1,5 minutes long, 
reveals what exactly is the product's purpose after a whole minute has passed, when the 
viewer reaches two thirds of the video's length.  It can be concluded that the narrative 
sequence of the first presentation impedes its visual success by keeping the subject matter 
obscure and frustrating the viewer as a result. Indeed, this problematic narrative was also 
revealed through the results of another question, where participants were asked to pick 
the least informative video and explain their reasons. The first presentation was selected 
as the second least informative video, following the third presentation, because of its 
failure to define the design problem and explain the purpose of the product (8 
participants), as well as its failure in conveying the motivation behind the design or why it 
is needed (4 participants) and showing it in relation to the user (3 participants). 
Furthermore, two participants wondered about the manufacturing and technical details of 
the product. The absence of these crucial design details could explain why the first 
presentation was found to be the least convincing one in regard to the manufacturability of 
the project. 

PRESENTATION 2 
The second video was selected as the least professional looking presentation (73,0% of 

participants), mostly due to the poor quality of the visual production including the 
appearance of designers (17 participants) and the presence of too much narration 
performed in an unmotivated manner (5 participants).  

The presentation was also found the least enjoyable one to watch (48,1% of 
participants) for similar reasons: it has an unprofessional look (7 participants), its narrative 
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style isn’t engaging (7 participants), it has poor production quality (6 participants) and its 
narrative content isn’t well structured (5 participants).  

On the other hand, the second presentation was selected as the most informative one 
(53,1% of participants) and in relation to that result, it was chosen as the most suitable 
presentation for an educational setting (46,3% of participants) for three main reasons:  it 
conveys the most comprehensive information, particularly about the design process (9 
participants), has a narrative that relates the design motivation with the design process (4 
participants) and does not cloud the design content with sophisticated visuals that look like 
an advertisement (3 participants).  

The responses to the second video revealed that a time-based visual design 
presentation meant for the evaluation of a project in an educational settings shouldn’t just 
contain information about the visual appearance of a product, but needs to showcase a 
cohesive story of how the product came to be: why it was needed, how it was designed, 
what it does, etc. However, the visual narrative of the design story in a time-based medium 
should be handled with special care to the visual quality, style and narrative structure in 
order to achieve a successful visual communication. Indeed, comments indicated that: "the 
visual quality of the entire thing is as important as the content itself ". 

PRESENTATION 3 
The third video was chosen as the least successful one in conveying information about 

the design (55,8% of participants). The participants' comments revealed that the most 
important information it was missing was the user needs assessment, in other words, the 
motivation behind the design or why it is needed. The lack of detailed information such as 
its scale, materials and manufacturing details was also mentioned as problematic. Being 
the least informative video, the third presentation was also chosen as the least suitable 
one for a jury evaluation in an educational setting.  

However, when participants were asked to indicate which presentation they would like 
to see as member of an evaluation jury, the third video came as a close second (37,4% of 
participants) to the second video (42,7%). This preference for the third video, although it 
was deemed unsuitable for educational settings and was found lacking in information, can 
be explained by the fact that this video was chosen as the most enjoyable one to watch 
(48,1% of participants) thanks mostly to the appeal of its visuals, music and pace (5 
participants). The comments also show that this presentation was preferred over the first 
one because it effectively communicates the usage scenario and therefore better explains 
the product’s purpose, in addition to the quality of the video production, which appears 
professional enough but not too much.  

Furthermore, the third presentation was also chosen as the one that would be 
sufficient on its own, without any other presentation tools such as posters, models, etc. 
during an evaluation jury (38,5% of participants). Being the least informative video, the 
perceived sufficiency of the third video may be explained by the answers given to the first 
question of the survey. Since design educators had indicated the "usage scenario and 
images showing the interaction between the user and the product" as the most important 
elements of a design presentation, it appears logical that the video that focuses on these 
elements was judged the most sufficient as well as the second one they would prefer to 
see in an educational setting.  
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The third presentation was also selected as the most convincing one in giving the idea 
that the project is producible (56,8% of participants). Since the presentation is the least 
informative one, without any technical or manufacturing details, it might be deduced that 
the usage scenario is the presentation element that makes the product appear more 
convincing in term of realization.   

Effects of time-based visual narratives 
In the last section of the survey, time-based visual narratives were evaluated in terms 

of their challenges for and contributions to design students. Participants first ranked pre-
defined concerns about such presentation techniques. The calculated average rank values 
(Figure 7) show that their two greatest and equal concerns were the effect of video quality 
on the perception of design quality (A) and the inadequate amount of information 
conveyed through such presentations (B). The following major concerns were that students 
may conceal their failures, showing only the good sides of the product (C) and that it will be 
difficult to inspect product details (D), since the video will need to be paused, rewinded, 
etc. Concerns A and C suggest that such presentation techniques risk a misrepresentation 
of the design while concerns B and D deal with the level of information available for 
detailed investigation in time-based mediums. Even though the pilot study participants had 
indicated the visual quality of the presentation as an integral element of design and their 
confidence in judging the design quality of the product separately from it, the survey 
results showed that the majority of design educators still felt that time-based narratives’ 
visual appeal might be an issue for assessing student work without a bias. It might be 
concluded that this result goes hand in hand with concerns B and D, since lacking the 
necessary amount of information, or making the acquirement of this information difficult, 
time-based visual narratives heightens the risk of misrepresentation. Therefore, the 
concerns revealed in the third part of the survey indicate that the adequate 
communication of required information about the design needs to be insured if time-based 
visual narratives are to be used in design presentations. 

The participants also indicated other concerns in addition to the ones offered in the 
survey. One participant commented that in order to create effective and good quality time-
based visual narratives, students need to receive technical support on video production 
while an other stated his or her concern that students may focus on video production and 
not be as diligent about other presentation elements. How the video presentation would 
be graded, how it would be archived and whether there would be equipment problems for 
such presentations in the physical school environment were other concerns that were 
mentioned. 

Having elaborated on their concerns, the participants were then asked to rank the pre-
defined possible contributions of time-based visual narratives to design presentations and 
students. The biggest perceived contribution of this presentation approach was found to 
be the effective explanation of usage scenario, followed by presenting the product through 
storytelling and the ease in comprehension respectively (Figure 8). Since, usage scenario 
and images showing the interaction between the user and the product was found to be the 
most important element of a design presentation (Figure 6), time-based visual narrative's 
contribution appears to be very crucial.  
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Figure 7 Ranking of participants' concerns about the usage of videos in student presentations 

 

Figure 8 Order of importance for the contributions of video to a student's design presentation 
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“projected in the possible reality of the object use”. This approach to design presentation 
was also found to be beneficial for students in developing their communication skills, 
motivating them for more professional outputs and allowing them to receive feedback 
from a much wider audience by sharing their presentations through different mediums, 
such as the Internet. Furthermore, one participant also pointed out that time-based visual 
narratives could contribute to the design process itself, not only to the final presentation at 
the end of this process, by stating: ”thinking about how to tell a presentational story earlier 
on in the design project can also help the designers to understand what things they need 
to consider in order to resolve a brief”. 

Conclusion 
Thanks to the development and expansion of new technologies, the use of time-based 

visual narratives are becoming increasingly popular and even commonplace in every aspect 
of daily life but especially in higher education. The young generations of students who are 
attending undergraduate programs today have grown up reaping the benefits of digital 
revolutions, they’ve developed an intuitive understanding of time-based visual 
communication and nearly all possess the means to produce them. Therefore, it is not 
surprising that only a small fraction of design educators confess to having no experience 
with these new presentation approaches (15,8%). It might be concluded that in the near 
future, the use of time-based visual narratives will increase even more in educational 
design presentation. Apart from the expectations arising from technological advances, this 
study reveals clearly that time-based visual communication also will be prevalent in design 
education because of its perceptual and communicative advantages over traditional 
presentation techniques. As this study demonstrates, the effective, easy and fast 
communication opportunities offered through motion, storytelling and multi-layered 
narratives, make time-based visual presentations a great tool in conveying the most crucial 
aspects of a design like its usage scenarios, its three-dimensional form and the reason for 
its existence.  

However, this study also reveals the limitations and problematic aspects of such 
presentation approaches. As many educators pointed out, the presentation videos 
included in this study were impressive yet focus only on certain design elements, without 
encompassing all the necessary information required for student presentations such as the 
design problem, research, process, user, usage context, technical details, manufacturing, 
etc. On the other hand, when a time-based visual narrative tries to convey too much 
information, it risks becoming boring and unappealing, failing to achieve the effective, easy 
and fast communication that it promises.  Therefore, as interviewees and a number of 
survey participants indicated, it appears necessary that in educational context, such time-
based presentations need to be envisioned alongside the more conventional presentation 
tools, where more detailed information on the technical aspects of the design could be 
explained and inspected at length. Using the new and old presentation approaches 
together will also prevent students from concealing unsuccessful aspects of their designs 
or from misleading jury members through sophisticated moving images, which was the 
greatest concern revealed in this study.  

This study argues that time-based visual narratives are promising presentation 
techniques for industrial design education; it shows the opportunities they provide and 
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limitations they bring. It aims to take design researchers’ attention to this important topic 
by serving as a ground for further research on how these visual communication techniques 
could be better incorporated into design curricula, what contributions they could also have 
to other stages of the design process, apart from showcasing the final product. 
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Abstract: This paper presents the proposal of an integrator project that involved 
students integrating skills during the development a promotional box set of 
editorial products (book, newspaper and magazine) for the fashion industry 
using knowledge and tools of digital photography, electronic publishing and print 
material and processes. The integrator project was applied to students of 
Faculdade SATC de Criciúma - in Santa Catarina, Brazil, majoring in Graphic 
Design, taking fourth semester courses. The design method used was LOD. This 
method was developed in the Faculdade SATC’s Design Orientation lab and it 
seeks to assist the students understanding and developing design projects, create 
market awareness and emphasize the importance in developing solutions based 
on graphic design. Therefore, this is and applied research, with exploratory 
objectives, through bibliography research and case study, as well as a qualitative 
approach, because it presents the application of a proposal of project-didactic 
method. (Silva, 2001). The project-didactic method concludes that the 
integration of the skills developed in each course contributed to the development 
of a holistic knowledge of the process of project solution within the students. 
 
Keywords: editorial design; fashion business; integration project; design method   
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Introduction  
The south of Santa Catarina state in Brazil is considered an important hub of the textile 

industry in the country. According to the Associação Empresarial de Criciúma (Criciúma 
Business Association), there are currently registered over sixty companies in the fashion 
business37. This characteristic can provide a high degree of opportunity for design 
professionals, particularly the ones related to editorial and promotional activities. 
However, investment from educational institutions is necessary to help exposing these 
benefits to the market place as well as providing the students with practical experience 
directed to this area. That is the case of interdisciplinary practices. 

One of the challenges in interdisciplinary practices is getting the teacher and students 
to deeply commit and get involved. As Muniz (2012) states, those responsible for the 
disciplines must define a pedagogic strategy together in order to meet the programmatic 
content of their courses and at the same time the demands of the project. 

One way to organize the development of interdisciplinary projects might be through 
the use of a project method that meets the requirements of the courses and the projects, 
and also the needs of the students. 

Thus, this paper presents a proposal of an academic-focused design methodology, 
intended to integrate all the fourth semester courses of the Design program in the 
Faculdade SATC de Criciúma (Criciuma SATC College), through an editorial design activity. 

Methodology 
This study is classified as an applied research, once it intends to generate knowledge for 

practices directed to specific problem solving. Regarding the approaching of the problem, 
the research is presented as qualitative; and exploratory when related to its objectives. As 
technical procedures, a literature review was applied in order to support the following 
claims and discuss the results; as well as a case study to exemplify the aplication of project 
method in the development of an interdisciplinary practice (Silva & Menezes, 2001). 

The project method used was LOD (figure 1). This method was developed by the Design 
Orientation team of the Faculdade SATC and it seeks to assist the student understanding 
and developing design projects, create market awareness such and emphasize the 
importance in developing solutions based on graphic design. Its results may contribute to 
solve problems targeted to the companies, brands, products or services. 

The main points which differentiate the proposal of the LOD methodology are in the 
first stage approach (Cognition) and the participatory process of the client throughout the 
project. In the first case, unlike most of the known methods, the concern is to "educate" 
the client to understand design and how it should be addressed in the resolution of his 
problems. In it are presented bases that support the process and demonstrate the real 
applications of design. The second case doesn’t only contributes to the understanding of 
the process, but also involves the client in solving his own issues, facilitating the process of 
understanding and acceptance of the results achieved. 

 

                                                                 
37 From: www.acicri.com.br  
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Figure 1. Representation of the LOD design methodology stages. 

Another point that should be emphasized is that although the method is being 
presented in a linear form, its application may not follow this orientation, seeing that 
partial solutions of the discussed stages may require the previous stage completion. 

The method application can be applied to several areas of design, such as editorial 
design. For that reason, it was used to develop the interdisciplinary activity on the fourth 
semester of Faculty Satc’s Graphic Design program (Criciúma, Santa Catarina, Brazil), 
integrating editorial design, desktop publishing, materials and graphic process and 
photography courses. 

The interdisciplinary project aimed the development of an advertising set for fashion 
brands, consisting of a catalogue emphasizing the company products and a magazine 
directed to the segment and its target audience. For a better professional experience to 
the students the case studies were taken from local companies belonging to the segment. 

The present case study was carried out with the 2014A class of the Graphic Design 
program of Faculty Satc from Criciúma, in Santa Catarina, Brazil. There group was 
composed by 20 participating students (10 male and 10 female), whose ages were 
between 19 and 24 years-old. For the development of the project the students were 
divided in 6 groups freely organized. The case studies’ companies chosen by the groups 
were contacted to participate as if they were actual clients.       
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Theory 
To contextualize the content, an approach to editorial design will be presented, its 

goals and its relations with the professional design and the fashion market. 

Editorial Design 
Editorial Design is a course of communication design specialized in serial and periodic 

nature publications, which are unified by an editorial or creative vision, they are produced 
at a predetermined frequency, and are available through subscriptions or strategic 
distribution (Apfelbaum & Cezzar, 2014). 

The vast majority of publishing products has in its heart the idea of the communication 
of a thought or a story through an organization and the presentation of words (organized 
in an interface and body text) and visual elements. Despite the breadth of this concept, the 
editorial design is more strongly related to the design and production of press products, so 
it is also known as visual journalism (Caldwell & Zappaterra, 2014). 

Objectives of Editorial Design 
Editorial graphic design aims to provide expression and personality to publications, 

attract and retain readers and clearly structure the material (Caldwell & Zappaterra, 2014). 
A publication should be treated in two ways: as a product to be sold, which implies 

attracting the reader and establish the personality of the publication, and as a way of 
telling a story, or communicate a message in the context of the object to be sold (White, 
2003). 

The need to attract and retain the attention of your readers occurs in due to the 
contemporary rush that causes people to resist to getting involved in a publication. In 
general readers quickly evaluate the cost/benefit of the time and effort of the reading act 
compared to the results they could have. Therefore, designers and publishers should work 
in two directions, clearly present the most significant elements of materials (creating a 
"fast lane" content) and at the same time establish editorial strategies that induces the 
reader to the remaining content, creating a "slow lane" of reading (White, 2003). 

Thus, content and layout aspects are important to the success of the planning process 
of a publication. The main elements are the typography in its various aspects, such as 
shape, weight, tracking, leading, the use of appropriate presentation of editorial graphics 
(such as title, helpline, eye/windows, box and illustration, for example), the layout of the 
pages, the visual relationship between the different articles, and the mindful and 
consistent use of colors and visual elements (Lupton, 2010) (Caldwell & Zappaterra, 2014) 
(Apfelbaum & Cezzar) (Samara, 2006). 

The role of the designer in Editorial Design 
The production of publications is an effort that may involve only one or a large number 

of professionals, with noticeably different results. Despite having a clear role within the 
editorial board, lately the designer has had an increasingly cross-cutting role within 
organizations, mostly because the reduced budgets end up reducing staff. Also, to be able 
to have quality in its work a designer must have an overview of the organization and get to 
know all the stages of the publication process in order to ensure efficient communication 
between the content generation and the formatting of the final product (Apfelbaum & 
Cezzar, 2014). 
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One of the keys of a successful publication is the interaction between the designer, the 
editor and the rest of the publishing staff. Usually the designer is the second professional 
who interacts the most with the staff, the first being the editor itself (Caldwell & 
Zappaterra, 2014). 

However, within the editorial environment, there is a common behaviour that brings 
the publishers against  designers, words against images, when the in reality the two 
positions are interrelated so strongly within the designing and development of an editorial 
product that it is impossible to clearly define boundaries (White, 2003). 

Thus, it can be noted that the development of the graphic designer is related to a deep 
knowledge of the various editorial graphics presented here, combined with a knowledge of 
the internal dynamics of the editing process and the editorial strategy of publications. 
Therefore, an interdisciplinary teaching performance is required in the development of the 
graphic designer, involving professionals and strategic content, desktop publishing, 
planning and content production. 

Interdisciplinary Practices in Design 
In design related undergraduate programs there is a constant need for activities that 

facilitate the understanding of the content. However, as Dias and Gontijo (2006) state 
many educational approaches within the programs fail to clarify the objectives and the 
interrelationships among the program’s courses. 

According to Robinson (2012) the current educational systems were not designed to 
meet the demands we face today. They were created to meet the needs of an era that is 
long gone. It is not enough to merely make changes: a whole system recreation is needed. 
As Fontoura (2002) complements, teaching based on specialness must give way to a new 
format where the innovative spirit, a creative and inventive imagination are the priority. 

One way to avoid specialness can be achieved through interdisciplinary practices in 
higher education. As stated Koachhann (et al, 2009): 

There is a discussion about reforming higher education, so there is a more complete 
education of the student, preparing them to meet market demands and to citizenship. 
And from this need, the interdisciplinary practice emerges seeking to enable a broader 
education, breaking with old paradigms. (Kochhann et al, 2009) 

As we know, for teachers, the work done within the limits of the course, properly 
defined, avoiding its exposure to higher doses of uncertainty; in the other hand, it takes a 
role of knowledge reproducer (Fontoura, 2011). However, the result when related to 
academic gain is lower mainly due to the understanding of the relationship of the course 
with others courses.  

The interdisciplinary practice aims to encourage students to seek support in other 
courses  to answer questions, being more efficient than traditional assessments where the 
student only reproduce what the authors state (Kochhann et al, 2009). 

However, we observed that teaching and researching based on an interdisciplinary 
approach are difficult to be carried out. This is because the unknown, ignorance and lack of 
understanding that the new is only possible through the interpenetration and disciplinary 
interactions, are still part of the culture of educational institutions (Fontoura, 2011). Muniz 
(2012) emphasizes that the existence of an integrating project, structured by an 
interdisciplinary work, does not exclude compliance with the contents of each course that 
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addresses the interdisciplinary structure. In the author's point of view, both the base 
courses and the support courses should develop teaching and learning strategies covering 
the content provided in the program. 

For these reasons we find some resistance, even in design programs in the application 
of interdisciplinary practices. As notes Fontoura (2011) interdisciplinary work has rarely 
been consolidated in their academic environment which is strongly marked by disciplinary 
organization and departmental academic structure. After all, as the author states: 

Design is by nature interdisciplinary. There is implicit in it an interdisciplinary vocation, 
because it is a favourable area to work along with other areas of knowledge. (Fontoura, 
2011) 

For greater awareness of reality, so that complex phenomena are observed, seen, 
understood and described it becomes increasingly important confrontation of plural looks 
in observing the learning situation. Hence the need for a team effort involving researchers-
teachers from different areas of knowledge (Dias & Gontijo, 2006). 

Project Methodology in Design 
As previously discussed, interdisciplinarity is innate to design, and it can also be 

observed in the use of projective methods. Part of applying these methods involves the 
search for diverse knowledge in different areas, which can be applied in solving the issues 
faced by the designer. 

However, according to Munari (2008), the methods are not absolute or definitive and 
can be modified to improve the design process. 

Bürdek (2010) comments that the design methodologies are designed to refine 
methods, rules and criteria of the design process. In addition, for the author, through the 
discussion of methodologies, the design became more communicable, and it capable of 
being learned an taught. 

For the author (2010), design methods historically developed starting from a more 
linear and rigid view for approaches that take into account the complexity of the design 
process, which can only be considered under an absolutely linear theoretical point of view. 
In addition, Bürdek (2010) states that the design process is not individual, but collective, 
and therefore the stages of communication and design processes gain importance. 

Agreeing with the nonlinear characteristic of the design process, Lobach (2007) states 
that creative processes can develop in a complex way, and therefore endorses a method 
with steps that are not rigid and can be intertwined during the solution process of the 
problem. 

And this same basis, both methodological and interdisciplinary, should be applied in the 
design student education. Through the union of these two principles teachers can provide 
the academic understanding of both the functioning of the projective methods in solving 
professional challenges, and the importance of using different knowledge acquired in 
courses taken into problem solving. 
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Case Study 
The following will describe the context of disciplines involved in the interdisciplinary 

project, the description of activities related to each stage of the methodology and the 
results obtained by the students.  

Context of Disciplines and Project 
The undergraduate college SATC design program was established in 2008, being the 

first in its region. By 2015, it has had over 115 alumni, many acting locally. 
The curriculum is divided into eight semesters organized into modules, each consisting 

of a course integrator project and on other complementary courses. An example is the 
fourth semester, which addresses editorial design as its main theme and has a total of four 
courses, presented below: 

Graphic Design: Editorial Design (integrative discipline) 
Displays the base of interdisciplinary graphic design of print periodicals (books, 

newspapers and magazines), using knowledge and tools of digital photography, desktop 
publishing, materials and print processes; 

Publishing 
Presents the history of the evolution of printing processes of technical information and 

desktop publishing software elements; resources for publishing pages - photos, graphics, 
text, columns, and basic .PDF finishing. 

Materials and printing processes 
The history of printing processes, basics of graphic production, printing processes, 

printing materials, graphic finishing, the graphic design project and its relation to the 
printing processes and reproduction, usual processes in the printing industry. 

Digital Photography 
The history of photography, photographic language, digital photography, process 

characteristics, treatment and composition of digital images, computational tools for 
digital images. 
 

Through analysis of the covered content and through discussions with faculty members, 
it was observed the opportunity to integrate a new course about fashion design. The 
decision is justified by its market importance and practical opportunity to the students, as 
presented before. 

Thus, the objective of the project presented to the students was to develop a 
magazine-format fashion catalogue as a press kit for companies operating in the Criciúma 
area. This option was adopted because it requires knowledge of the content covered in the 
involved courses, as well because it is related to some of the print media products used in 
the dissemination of the fashion industry. 

One of the products required in the press kit is a magazine that addressed issues 
related the fashion business. The magazine should be designed to be edited periodically by 
the company in order to establish and maintain relationships with your target audience 
through relevant content. As design practice, the development of this product includes the 
challenge of being a long-term periodical product, forcing the designer to predict future 
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applications and editorial needs. In addition, the graphic design project should be delivered 
in both a graphic design manual and an edited magazine.  

In the graphic design manual were defined how all editorial graphics must be 
presented, challenging the students to systematize the project and thus attract attention 
and interest to the graphic details of the project. The edited magazine provided the 
students with the possibility of planning the contents, thus approaching the experience of 
a real periodic editing process. 

Practice Results 
The interdisciplinary project was developed by the students and followed the steps of 

the LOD methodology as a guide (figure 1). The results of each of the stages and their 
activities will be now presented.  

Cognition 
This stage was followed by students during the integrative course for dealing with initial 

guidelines of the project and where there was the first contact with the customer and a 
stage of "educating" him. 

Thus, it was proposed the carry out of a pre-briefing, composed of researching for 
customer related information (web, news, social networks, websites of consumer 
complaint, etc.) and an initial questionnaire related to asking the contractor about the  
company/product, its market and its consumers (usually through digital tools). Through 
orientation and review of the teacher responsible for the course, a questionnaire was 
prepared using as reference the past knowledge of other disciplines, as well as literary 
content related to the development of the briefing.  

Gathering 
Prioritized during the integrative course, this step used the information collected in the 

pre-briefing adding to them a more detailed research related to the company, its market 
and audience. To accomplish that the students visited the company, requested opinion 
makers contacts (employees, partners, consumers etc.) to define their views about the 
relations of the company with its products. 

Reviewing 
Also addressed during the integrative course, the information collected thus far was 

analysed. At this time, were observed benefits and disadvantages of the services, 
company's products within the market and the competitors. There was also observed if the 
client was in tune with his audience or even if it was the right audience. If necessary, 
additional information was been added. At this point the main project issue that was 
revised, being confirmed or modified. After that the final briefing was developed and 
submitted to the client for validation. 

Concept 
Still prioritized by the integrative course, at this stage the students defined the 

conceptual basis of the project. In this specific case were discussed the concept of the 
audience and the editorial concept (depending on the problem defined). Creative events 
were proposed with the participation of stakeholders of the company for concept 
definition. The creative event involved creative techniques such as Brainstorms, semantic 
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panel, mental maps, linked relations etc. The participation of the customer in this step 
helped understanding and approving the way to solving the problem. 

The conceptual audience of the project was defined by a qualitative interview with 
clients suggested by the stakeholders of the company. The information obtained, when 
analysed, helped to create a public profile translated in the form of "personas". 

The editorial concept was obtained from brainstorm sessions using as reference both 
the features defined for the target audience and the information about the company and 
its market. Later on, to better address the solution, we developed a semantic panel that 
helped to visually represent the defined concepts. 

Design 
From this stage on we have a more effective participation of other courses involved 

with the project integrator. 
At this stage the generation of proposals using the defined concepts began, aiming at 

the differentiation in the market, combined with the recognition of the audience. Also, it 
involved creative events using techniques directed to problem solving. Examples of these: 
Brainstorm, mood board, 635 method, etc. 

Based on the concept defined in the previous stages and during the integrative 
discipline, the students were asked to propose the use of creative design tools and to 
generate solutions to the products included the press kit. One of the essential elements for 
the press kit was a magazine related to the brand of choice for the project.  

The typographic elements of the magazine were generally defined through a reference 
panel accompanied by a brainstorm for discussion of using options like harmonies and 
typographical contrasts and application on the main elements of the page. 

Grids and layout were generally discussed through a brainstorm that generated drafts 
along with research for references of similar products. The editorial rhythm was often 
defined by brainstorming that generated storyboards, which were subsequently used to 
generate and discuss alternatives. The colour palette was defined by a semantic panel and 
a panel of references. 

All of the graphic elements of the magazine were tested in layout proposals and later 
formalized in a graphic design manual (Figure 2) 

 

 

Figure 2. Sample of the Project Manual graphic proposed by the students. 
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In addition of the magazine, the students crated a catalogue related to the products of 
selected fashion company. Following a similar process to the magazine development, there 
were defined format, content, grids, and others. One of the featured graphic elements in 
this product was photographing the contractor's products. At this point the project had 
involved the digital photography course.  

During this stage the process of cinematography begun, utilizing the concepts defined 
before and the guidelines set out in the graphic design project. In this step were decided 
solutions to environment setting, products to be used, models and all the accessories 
needed to achieve the desired photographic material. Later, the best images were selected 
to compose the catalogue and then treated by appropriate software with the guidance of 
teachers.   

Also at this stage, during the course of Materials and Processes, the students were told 
to define ways to add value to the final product through the forms, techniques and graphic 
finishing materials used in the production of the final product. 

Application 
With the formalization of graphic design project by the students, it was proposed a 

revised edition to the Press Kit. This activity was oriented during the integrative course and 
the Publishing course. This practice aimed to help students getting acquainted to content 
management practices and editing, as a graphic design practice is closely linked to the 
regular editing process, as suggested Apfelbaum & Cezzar (2014), Caldwell  &  Zappaterra 
(2014) and White (2003). 

Thus, an editorial guideline for one of the issues of the magazine was defined and the 
students were invited to search for relevant content and suggest compatible graphics 
solutions delivered as diagrammed pages (Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3.  Example of editing and layout proposed by the students. 
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When the process of editing and layout was finalized, the students presented a printed 
prototype applying finishing options discussed during the Materials and Printing Process 
course. 

Complementing the project, each team had developed a package with the defined 
concept for the Press Kit in mind, which accommodated the catalogue and the magazine. 
This activity was oriented during integrative course, but students were able to apply their 
acquired knowledge from other courses of the undergraduate program. 

Feedback 
The final products might be presented to the client in a post solution stage and it might 

be monitored as its application into the market. This stage could involve a satisfaction 
survey with the audience or use of assessment tests regarding the directions from the 
Application stage. This result is presented to the client in a report format. 

At the end of the project, the entire process is presented through a reasoned report. 
The final material is delivered along with the report (printed or digital - as agreed) with 
required copyright and author credit guidelines. 

At this stage of the applied project, some groups had the opportunity to receive partial 
and positive feedback from the clients/business owners) with their intentions to actually 
use the created press kit. 

Final Thoughts 
The project objectives were achieved since it provided the students the opportunity to  

get to know the process of developing editorial graphic products in a broader perspective, 
encompassing the point of view of the four disciplines involved. 

The LOD design methodology was found adequate for the development of the project 
once it provided with support covering strategic concerns, architectural design and 
practical application.  

The strategic elements are given by the Cognition, Collection, Analysis and Concept 
stages, where the student were encouraged to discuss marketing and conceptual planning 
of the publishing products elements. The design practice is covered by the Design and 
Application stages, where academics developed skills related to the implementation of the 
concepts related to the concept stage, and develop the ability to systematize graphic 
designs for print journals, have them experience design challenges and the possibility of 
experience the editing process, which is important for the education the Editorial Design 
professional. 

Finally, the development of the printed design project provides the experimentation of 
the printing and finishing options available in the market, and enables students to 
experience the implementation of digital design into print and observe the differences - 
sometimes quite intense - between the proposed project and its behaviour as a final 
product. 

For future studies it is suggested the research of perception of this design project 
practice from the perspective of the students involved. 
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Abstract: Reflection in design pedagogy still has a limited theoretical basis, being 
based largely on historical precedent and the more recent work of Donald Schön. 
Discipline criticisms of reflection in design pedagogies and curricula have yet to 
be addressed fully and, compared to other disciplines, design has relatively little 
critical debate around the theory and practice of reflection. Research in other 
domains, notably psychology and cognitive neuroscience, presents challenges to 
this view of reflection as some process of objective observation. This paper 
presents a modified view of design reflection taking account of these latter 
challenges and a framework for analysis of written reflection is given. Evidence 
using this framework is presented using a sample of design student written 
reflection. The results, albeit from a small sample size, suggest that the value of 
reflection in design education is perhaps not in its ‘truthfulness’ but its utility as 
part of the design process. 
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1 Introduction 
Donald Schön’s model of reflective professional practice has influenced a generation of 

designers and design educators. Schön’s work, based in turn on that of Dewey (Schön, 
1992, 1987), helped validate existing design pedagogies by providing a theoretical basis 
whilst still preserving the uniqueness and position of them in relation to other subjects. 

Schön was also contributing (at this time) to setting design theory on a more rigorous 
foundation – a newer epistemology that was neither the preceding informal notions of 
design or the recently emerging rationalised process views (Cross, 2007). Any theory of 
design pedagogy had to address the observation there are tacit, incomplete and uncertain 
elements to the practice of design (as well as many other professions and disciplines). The 
designers’ inability to articulate successfully their own thinking was a significant motivation 
for this activity. Reflection -in and -of Action fitted this paradigm nicely.  

As Webster (2008) points out, however, the wholesale adoption of the theory has taken 
place without effective scrutiny of much of the detail, leaving the theory itself with a 
number of internal inconsistencies and contradictions. As Webster summarises ‘Even those 
who have signed up fully to the reflective paradigm avoid confronting these issues…’ 
(Webster, 2008). Perhaps ironically, ‘reflection-on-reflection’ itself takes place less 
frequently than it perhaps should in design. 

In addition to subject problems, recent developments in psychology, cognitive 
neuroscience and sociology have yet to transfer their findings to design reflection as a 
general and subject specific practice. 

This paper argues that if we are to continue with any notion of self-reflection in design 
education, these issues have to be addressed. It will present some of the main challenges 
from other knowledge domains and then demonstrate how these problems can be used 
constructively in the subject of design itself.  

We start by looking at some of the current issues around the theory, science and 
practice of reflection.  

2 Problems with reflection 

2.1 Problems in the mind 
In the past few decades, advances in social psychology and cognitive neuroscience have 

allowed new insights into human thought and cognition. But it is only very recently that 
such findings are making their way to theories of design pedagogy, despite their clear 
relevance to meta-cognitive acts such as reflection. This paper takes one very important 
theme that has emerged over the past few decades – our awareness of our own thinking.  

Essentially, we are mostly unaware of our thinking because most cognitive processing is 
unconscious. More precisely, we are not ‘aware’ of much of the processing that takes place 
in our brain and central nervous system (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; 
Crick & Koch, 1995). As a quick example, how we see ourselves is rarely how others see us 
since our self-perception is rarely objective truth; indeed it actually depends on a degree of 
‘dishonesty’ (Mazar et al., 2008).  

So it is perhaps not much of a surprise that our memories of the past cannot be relied 
on in terms of it being some objective store of information or data – they simply do not 
work as repositories or like accessing a storage device. Memory is, cognitively speaking, 
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more of a re-construction than a re-collection (see Mlodinow (2012) for several examples 
or Schooler and Engstler-Schooler’s (1990) six experiments demonstrating how other 
cognitive processes affect the accuracy of memory). 

Similarly, the world outside our own heads is far less the objective and collectively 
agreed reality we might think. Much of ‘reality’ is filtered, in our minds based on our ideas, 
preferences, feelings, biases, prejudices, etc. As soon as the definition of reality relies on 
the cognitive processing of people, any notion of an objective reality has to be set aside. As 
Hastorf and Cantril state ‘… the data here indicate that there is no such ‘thing’ as a ‘game’ 
existing ‘out there’ in its own right which people merely ‘observe.’’ (Hastorf & Cantril, 
1954). 

Even at a conscious level, when we behave in a particular way we prefer to believe that 
there are clear reasons behind such behaviour. But we are often actually acting on 
subconscious ‘decisions’ that we are only justifying consciously (e.g. Kunda, 1990; Dunning, 
2006). This process, known as motivated reasoning, is one we are generally unaware of yet 
we use it regularly in our daily lives. For example, we are often surprised by things we 
would rarely acknowledge affect our purchasing decisions (e.g. Spence & Gallace, 2011) 
and we use social norms to explain our behaviour when interviewing (e.g. Nisbett & 
Bellows, 1977)  

Basically, we ‘lie’ to ourselves about our thinking, how we see ourselves and how we 
see the world around us. Moreover, we are particularly good at constructing reasons for 
these ‘lies’. There are, of course, good reasons why we do this and it is in no way a bad 
thing in and of itself; such basic ‘dishonesty’ is simply a necessary part of efficiently using 
our cognitive processes. But it can get in the way, such as when we are unaware of our 
own knowledge or skill limitations in education (Kruger & Dunning, 1999). And it can be a 
problem when we are concerned with activities that rely on us thinking about why we do 
things – activities such as reflection.  

In design education, this may represent a particularly important consideration. 
Research shows that creative thinkers are better at motivated reasoning than others 
(Ariely, 2012; Gino & Ariely, 2012), meaning they may also be less aware of this too. Many 
design researchers acknowledge this issue, perhaps best summed up by Lawson (2005) 
when he observes that ‘seeing’ the thinking process of design in action is effectively 
impossible. It is argued that this impossibility holds true for the designer themselves as 
well as the observer.  

As Mlodinow (2012, p. 19) summarises, ‘…we humans have an odd mix of low ability 
and high confidence.’  

Clearly self-reflection in design education has to be (re)considered with this in mind. 

2.2 Problems in the theory 
Reflection is a word that is universally understood yet suitably vague: we all understand 

what it means but struggle to explicitly define it’s meaning. So it is unsurprising that there 
is no detailed and agreed definition or theory to underpin all reflection in education and 
practice. In literature, for example, consider Dimova and Loughran’s (2009) overview of 
recent historical perspectives on reflection (considering Dewey, Schön, Vigotsky, Lefebvre, 
and Shchedrovitsky); or McCarthy’s (2011) highlighting critical, premise, and emancipatory 
types of reflection; or Barnett and O’Mahoney’s (2006) review of the process models for 
reflection.  
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One common element does emerge in almost all reflection theories, however: each one 
assumes our thought process(es) to be some cognitive activity that can be discussed as if it 
were some ‘thing’ – mostly a discrete, conscious, process. Of all the theories of reflection 
listed in Dimova and Loughran (2009), only one (Schön’s) allows reflection to be 
subconscious. Interestingly, none of these main theories considers reflection as an 
embodied cognitive process - only Shchedrovitsky allows it to be an action that is then 
reflected in the mind. 

Another element common to most theories is that there is some objective reality that 
can be reflected upon. Such an idea of a normative, objective reality is difficult to maintain 
in current metaphysical philosophy, so its assumption in a subjective domain such as 
reflection is somewhat strange. Most theories have never really needed to deal with their 
ontological consequences since the proximity of thought to reality is such that the 
distinction is assumed to be irrelevant. But as soon as we view reflection as an enacted 
thought process, as it is with Schön’s reflective practice model, we have to address the 
problem of objectivity (Schön’s original arguments were thoroughly grounded in the 
pragmatic tradition in philosophy). 

In summary, these points are called into question in reflection theory: the mechanisms 
of reflection (that it is a specific cognitive process itself or some combination of other 
processes); and objects of reflection (that there is some objective reality that may be 
reflected upon).  

2.3 The challenge for reflection 
In summary, any theory of reflection is now faced with two main problems. Firstly, that 

much of our cognitive processing takes place without us being consciously aware of it: that 
the reasons and motivations we claim are behind our actions are rarely as transparent as 
that. Secondly, any theory of reflection has to recognise that it can never be reflective of 
some purely objective reality: that the very meaning of reflection in the physical sense 
(rebound, repeat, reproduce) is inaccurate.  

These problems may seem insurmountable; after all, if we cannot trust our own 
thoughts or even memories of reality (and that notions of an objective reality are in 
question), what is left in terms of ‘knowing’ anything? This question supposes that 
objective truth is what is valuable in reflection. It may certainly be what we assume the 
subject of reflection to be, but that does not necessarily mean that it is the value of it to 
either the student, tutor or even practitioner. 

To consider an alternative frame for reflection, a conceptual approach is now 
constructed by considering the nature and utility of it in a design context. 

3 The opportunity and conceptual approach 

3.1 Subject of reflection 
The problems identified arise (at least in part) because people are the object and 

subject in the process of reflection: we cannot reflect on our thoughts without thinking 
those very thoughts. In other words, there is no reality that we are not part of about which 
we can reflect objectively.  
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In design, the ability to bridge such apparent contradictions and dualities is part of the 
creative design process, a mechanism similar to what Cross (2011) refers to as ‘stimulus of 
conflict’ in a context that Koskinen et al refer to as the ‘halfway’ between people and 
things (Koskinen et al., 2011). It is this simple ability of designers to hold multiple realities 
(and even contradictions) in their heads that gives our first clue about reframing reflection: 
it does not necessarily have to be true, merely useful to the process. 

We are now not interested in reflection as a phenomenon that has some objective 
value from multiple points of view, but simply as a useful activity that is applied 
functionally as part of a larger process. The utility of reflection as a means to establish 
truth becomes less relevant since it is the process itself that is the functional characteristic 
of interest.  

This argument is supported by Goldman (2004) who proposed introspection to be a 
mental process as opposed to a conscious one. By this view, reflection is neither conscious 
nor subconscious; neither truth nor lie. It is simply something that happens cognitively – 
something closer to Eraut’s ‘metaphor for thinking’ (Eraut,1994 in Webster, 2008).  

3.2 Value and utility 
We cannot ignore the fact that reflection seems to have some value; that there is 

something useful that people experience about the process of reflection. Even if we limit 
our consideration to the difficult cognitive processes outlined above, there is a significant 
body of evidence to suggest that reflection can still be a valuable and useful process.  

Simply being aware that our conscious thinking is affected by other cognitive processes 
is often enough to affect implicit motivations. Reflecting on such biases can assist with 
exploring tacit assumptions and affecting category bias. Mlodinow (2012), provides a good 
summary in literature of breaking such assumptions along with his own examples of 
actively engaging in such reflection. Hickson’s (2011) own case study demonstrates the 
utility of Fook and Gardner’s (2007) deconstruction/reconstruction model and asking 
certain critical and exploratory questions. Wetzstein & Hacker (2004) demonstrate the 
value of explicit, externalised reflection during (and as part of) the design process.  

Considering the utility of such reflection, however, leads us to the same problems we 
face with the ontology of reflection – how can we know the reflection is useful? How is its 
value measured? 

Once again, it is the practice of design itself that provides a way forward. Being able to 
determine the limits of a subject, or the conditions by which we might consider it, is a core 
skill that is common to leading design practitioners (Cross, 2011). Whether we theorise 
these as Rittel and Webber’s (1973) ‘wicked problem’ conditions, Schön’s frame/re-frames 
(1987), or Dorst and Cross’s problem/solution coevolutions (2001), they are all methods 
with a similar epistemology – the subject and context shift as both set the conditions under 
which something useful may be achieved.  

It is only by accepting that value is a relative term that designers can proceed with 
design. Recognising and working within such ‘fuzzy’ domains of knowledge and certainty is 
a discipline skill that is also applicable to the theory of that discipline. Again, it is proposed 
that this design analogy holds for reflection. The value of reflection is a relative one: if it is 
serving the process within the context(s) set for that process, then it is valuable.  

Goldman supports this position from a slightly different perspective when stating ‘A 
crucial problem for the theory of introspection is to fix its range of reliability’ (Goldman, 
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2004, p. 14). It is argued that such fixing is a necessary part of the act of reflection as 
framed in design education: that the value of reflection is relative (and even changing with 
respect) to the context of the process itself. 

3.3 Starting hypotheses and questions  
In summary, we now have a starting framework in theory that reframes reflection as a 

‘potentially valuable cognitive process’, not a process of discovering truth or even reality. 
The value is in the utility of the process of reflection itself in a given context, which is itself 
emergent and relative. Specific attention is paid to motivated reasoning because the 
constructions of reasons are rarely considered compared to the assumed truth they 
represent.  

For these reasons we expect see evidence of motivated reasoning in student reflection 
and see a greater frequency of it in successful students and less of it in less successful 
students. We would also expect to see better reasoning, at least in terms of value to the 
process that is the subject of reflection. A further hypothesis that follows directly would be 
that the frequency and quality increases as students successfully develop their design 
experience and abilities (and that it does not change or even reduces in students who do 
not develop). 

In summary, the study is now looking for evidence that potentially valuable cognitive 
processes have taken place by identifying explicitly given reasons since these represent 
motivated reasoning, a key cognitive process in reflection. 

The following starting questions follow: 
1. Do we see greater frequency of motivated reasoning in successful students 

(and/or the inverse in less successful students)? 
2. Do we see greater ‘better’ reasoning in successful students (and/or the inverse in 

less successful students)? 
3. Does the frequency and/or quality of motivated reasoning increase as students 

successfully develop their design experience and abilities? 

4 Study and method 

4.1 Context 
The Open University (UK) provides distance-learning higher education across the UK 

and internationally. Students study individual courses (or modules) that contribute to 
qualifications in a range of subjects at under- and post-graduate levels. Core learning 
material is provided to students physically or digitally using an online Virtual Learning 
Environment (VLE).  

This material is designed to allow learning at a distance and contains everything 
students require in terms of information, activities and assessment materials. Students are 
supported by a tutor responsible for around 20 students in a single tutor group. Tutors are 
the direct point of contact for students studying at a distance and provide support in the 
subject area, general study skills and advice and pastoral care.  

A further key aspect of The Open University is the open access policy - students require 
no previous qualifications or evidence of study to undertake a course of study. This ensures 
that the university maintains a very diverse student population, in all demographic senses. 
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In design education it has a particular significance in terms of ‘self-selection’, where other 
institutions will find themselves with students who have some specific notion of a 
particular discipline oriented career or study path (Lloyd & Jones, 2013).  

The design qualification (BSc in Design and Innovation) comprises three core design 
modules and three other single subject modules based on the design pathway chosen (Art, 
Engineering, Environment and Business). These modules are provided at increasing levels 
of study and it is the entry-level course U101: Design Thinking that is the context of the 
study presented here. 

Students’ undergo assessment at regular points throughout their study of U101. The 
course is divided into four blocks of around six weeks study and at the end of each, 
students submit a piece of work that is formally assessed by their tutor who provides 
written tuition feedback. This continuous assessment is a key feature of the OU tutorial 
system and provides students with checkpoints to reflect on their progress and to develop 
their work in future assessments. The submitted work is known as the Tutor Marked 
Assessment, or TMA. 

Put together, this model of distance education is the Supported Open Learning (SOL) 
model (Ison, 2000).  

A key feature of U101 is the focus on the assessment of student design process, not 
final product. To communicate this, specially designed concept mapping software was 
developed and is used by students to represent key steps in their process. The software, 
CompendiumDS, is a ‘digital whiteboard’, in which ‘nodes’ can be arranged spatially, 
similar to a mind-map (Figure 1) but with a richer set of artefacts. Nodes can consist of a 
variety of media and these can be connected to allow patterns to be represented, 
communicating the process of thinking and acting undertaken (Jones, 2014).  

  

Figure 1 CompendiumDS software showing interface and nodes 
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The main object of assessment submitted by students are these project maps prepared 
in response to instructions and prompts in the module material. Four substantive TMAs are 
submitted in addition to a final End of Module Assessment (EMA) to complete the learning 
outcomes and produce a portfolio of work. 

Part of the mapping process is reflection on the process itself – both as students go 
through the process (reflection-in-action) and when they complete it (reflection-of-action). 
Figure 2 shows an early TMA map where students are guided through the design of a t-
shirt. The nodes with light bulb icons are completed with images of their process and the 
pen and paper icons are the reflection nodes. This reflection is text entered into a dialogue 
box in the software itself. 

  

Figure 2 CompendiumDS map layout for TMA01 

Students are prompted to reflect in different ways as the course progresses. The initial 
assessment provides structured questions that make students consider basic reflective 
ideas (their feelings, thoughts, actions, etc.) in order to help them develop their own habits 
of reflection. As the course progresses, students are given fewer prompts and expected to 
be able to construct their own reflections as a useful part of the process of design. 

4.2 Approach 
From the starting hypotheses and questions, a means of identifying motivated 

reasoning in written reflection was required. This in turn required an understanding of how 
motivated reasoning might express itself in written reflection. It was recognised that this 
would be difficult in terms of identifying the construction (by students) of such motivations 
so a constructivist grounded approach was adopted to analyse the reflection text to draw 
out themes (Charmaz, 2000). The purpose of this was to provide a simple, consistent 
coding that could be applied efficiently using identifiable themes or objects. 
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This process was repeated through several iterations and a range of theme elements 
emerged around the objects students discussed: Actions, Processes, Emotions Thoughts 
and Preferences. But there remained the difficulty of isolating these elements and 
describing motivated reasoning to them singly. For example, a student may have stated ‘I 
did X because I felt Y’ and this is a clear reason, but it has two themed elements: the 
subjects activity X and emotion Y. This makes it difficult to say it is a reason based on either 
activity or emotion (or some combination of both).  

The conceptual approach outlined above was then used between iterations to deal 
with this difficulty – since it is almost impossible to state whether reasons are constructed 
by students using particular subjects, we observe only that reasons have been constructed. 
In other words, we ignore the content of the reason and note only the fact that the reason 
has been given. So, ‘I did X because I felt Y’ now becomes nothing more than a single 
instance of a constructed, motivated reason.  

During this process there emerged a further thematic concept – that of ‘maturity’. It 
was observed that some stated reasons were very detailed whereas some points contained 
no reasoning whatsoever. Some comments related events in the past to the present or 
future, whereas some comments only made statements; some comments identified 
emotions and discussed explicitly the biases that these might contain, whereas others 
might only note the emotion; or some comments might relate activity to chains of events 
and then process, whereas some comments would only describe activities in isolation. 

Putting these two concepts together, it seemed that the individual thematic elements 
mattered far less than how these were put to use to form a reason or justification. It was 
also simple to state – the greater the ‘connectedness’ of the individual elements, the more 
‘mature’ the reason being provided. In general terms, a reason may either be simply stated 
or constructed in reflective text. No distinction can be made between these types of 
motivation and both are, in effect, constructed. 

For example, a student might state ‘I did X.’ without supplying any motivation, reason 
or even any hints at this in the context. Similarly a student may have stated ‘I did X because 
Y.’ which represented a simple motivation, explicitly stated. Finally, there were those 
comments where there was considerable overlap of reasons and motivations across 
multiple theme elements. For example, ‘I realised X, so I did Y because I previously did Z 
and it … etc.’  

This notion of maturity also provided a way of approaching value – the definition of 
‘better’, used in research question 2.  

4.3 Method  
To test the hypotheses, a small trial group study was conducted making use of the 

written reflection from the submitted assessment work of eight students in U101. 
Although this was a very small sample size, it was felt to be reasonable as a test sample 
because of the knowledge of the individual student work. 

The reflective text from each student was extracted from two points during the course  
- the first and last assessments. This provided a differential to consider the second 
question. The text was analysed by the author and each reason identified and given a 
single number (1, 2 or 3) to represent the maturity (connectedness) of the reason 
presented as follows: 

 1 was given for a single stated element (e.g. ‘I did X.’) 
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 2 was given for a simply connected element (e.g. ‘I did X because Y.’) 

 3 was given for complex, connected elements (e.g. ‘I realised X, so I did Y because I 
previously did Z and it … etc.’) 

This coding process was repeated at a week interval to check the consistency of the 
coding themes and method. The first iteration found very little divergence of coding. This 
was repeated again after two further weeks and, again, little divergence (<5%) was found.   

These numbers were then added to give a final maturity score for each student at two 
assessment points: the first and last main project TMA points in order to examine student 
development during the course. These scores were collated and then analysed to respond 
to the research questions. An additional open-ended analysis was performed to identify 
any other relevant patterns in the data. 

4.4 Results 
Responding to the first question, there is a reasonable, positive correlation (r=0.72) 

between student success and the number of reflection elements provided (Figure 3). That 
is, students with higher marks are also likely to have presented a higher number of 
reflection elements identified by the coding used. Similarly, students with lower marks are 
likely to have correspondingly low number of reflection elements. 

  

Figure 3 Correlation between student success and number of reflection elements presented 

For the second question, there is a good, positive correlation (r=0.82) between student 
success and the reflection maturity score (Figure 4). That is, students with higher marks are 
also likely to have a higher reflection maturity score as measured by the coding used. 
Similarly, students with lower marks had lower reflection comment maturity scores.  
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Figure 4 Correlation between student success and overall reflection maturity score 

On the final question, there is a moderate, positive correlation (r=0.69) between 
student improvement and an increase in the number of reflection elements provided 
(Figure 5). That is, students with improving marks are also likely to have presented an 
increased number of reflection elements identified by the coding used.   

 

Figure 5 Correlation between changes in student score and number of reflection elements 
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There is a strong, positive correlation (r=0.92) between student improvement and the 
changing reflection maturity score of reasoning in the reflection comments (Figure 6). That 
is, students with improving marks are also likely to have an improving reflection maturity 
score as measured by the coding used. Similarly, students with decreasing marks had 
decreasing reflection comment maturity scores. 

  

Figure 6 Correlation between changes in student score and overall reflection maturity score 

5 Discussion 

5.1 Reflection elements  
The finding that the number of elements is linked to student success is perhaps 

unsurprising in many ways. The activity and assessment itself is designed to encourage and 
assess student reflection – so if students present reflection elements they will at least have 
a chance of a good result. But this is only a percentage of the overall assessment (typically, 
about 10-20%) so does not explain the result fully. Similarly, if this were the only criterion 
we would not see such a strong correlation between both number and quality (r=0.93) – 
that is, students who generate more reflection elements are also more likely to increase 
the connectedness of those comments. The volume of elements alone does not explain the 
results presented. 

Similarly, the results could also represent what students learn to produce in reflection, 
especially since this is reinforced by assessment feedback and iteration. In many ways this 
is precisely what we might wish to see as design educators but the problems around 
reflective practice raised previously become a particular problem in education because 
they are amplified through iteration. Endlessly repeating the same actions in order to 
‘reflect-in-action’ may cause tension when viewed by the framework presented here: that 
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the very value of the reflection is reduced because it is extrinsically constructed, not 
emergent from either process or value. 

This perhaps explains why some reflective practice is seen as less ‘something to be 
endured’ (McCarthy, 2011) – it seeks only to meet assessment criteria or a behavioural 
formula rather than seeming to have value to the reflective individual. At its worst, the 
personal benefits of reflection might be kept private because they might not meet some 
inferred assessment criterion.  

The reflection text in this study contained a high number of reflective elements that 
responded to prompts given in the assessments. But for a typical piece of text, the number 
of reflective elements provided by students far exceeded the prompt questions – even 
considering that a student may provide multiple elements to a single prompt. It is argued 
that the nature of reflective question prompts matters when designing learning and 
teaching that incorporated reflective practice. The framework and approach presented 
here may prove useful as an approximation for learning design validation.  

5.2 Connections and connectedness  
The grounded method used to establish the themes and coding provided an interesting 

framework and result in itself. At its simplest, the framework of elements and 
connectedness (maturity) presented is a useful way to conceptualise reflection in any 
guise.  

For example, students presenting isolated reflective elements, such as statements of 
activity without reasons, are not really reflecting; they are simply describing. Many 
educators will recognise this as superficial or descriptive reflection and the results here 
confirm that there is good correlation between these types of element and poorer student 
success. But the results also show that this has potentially little to do with the truth of 
these statements – a simple behaviourist statement such as ‘I sketched an option’ is quite 
likely to be true but it is of very little value as reflection–of-action because there are no 
relationships to actually reflect on, only single subject statements. This also suggests lower 
utility as reflection-in-action for a very different reason. Our ability to construct reasons is 
innate, instinctive and pervades most human behaviour. In failing to construct such 
reasons, even for trivial events, it is clear that they have little or no perceived value – that 
is, they had little utility in the process. Simple reflective elements might be more ‘truthful’, 
but they are less valuable. 

Conversely, the more complex reflection elements are those that have clearly had more 
utility during the process. This is evident in the statements themselves because they link to 
values, consequences, intentions, etc. But such reflections are far more likely to be less 
objectively truthful and more ‘constructed’ for all the reasons given. This is also matched in 
the results presented – complex, or mature, reflective elements might be less ‘truthful’, 
but they are more valuable. 

5.3 Utility and value 
The subjectivity in reflective text can be difficult to set assessment criteria for and 

having some means of guiding this process can be useful for both students and tutors. The 
findings here support the utility of explicitly setting out reflection activity and criteria for 
both students and tutors, something that is supported in much of the literature in 
reflection. 
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For example, explicit activities, such as Hickson’s (2011) use of critical questions; Fook 
and Gradner’s (2007) deconstruction/reconstruction model; Wetzstein and Hacker’s 
process model (2004) incorporating conversational explanation; or simply Mewburn’s  
(2011) talking cure.   

Similarly, attitudes and approaches can also be explicitly used, such as Mlodinow’s 
(2012) personal confrontation of bias examples; Engber’s (2013) framework to consider 
storytelling and rhetoric; and, of course, the ever present issue of the ‘Kruger and Dunning 
effect’ (Kruger & Dunning, 1999). 

In each case, it has to be stressed that the reflective practice has to be applied as much 
to the reflection itself as it is to the activity. The results here indicate that it is the utility 
and value of the process of reflection that matters most – not the output.  

5.4  Limitations and other points 
The study presented is a limited one, particularly in terms of sample size. Further work 

is required to repeat the findings presented here in larger numbers. In terms of 
replicability, this too requires further iteration and testing, in particular whether the model 
presented (elements and connectedness) can be applied consistently by other coders and 
verifiers.  

But as a test of a refocusing of the elements of reflection it is argued to have some 
value in terms of bypassing assumptions around truth in reflection theory and considering 
the value of the process itself. This mediation between normative and relativist 
philosophies is also important in itself. One of the unique qualities that the practice of 
design allows is such a mediation that can in turn allow progress to be made in a difficult 
argument or philosophical position. 

Some of the themes that emerged as measures of connectedness (or maturity) are also 
worth further study. Themes such as time; certainty; emotional awareness; and embodied 
thinking; all emerged repeatedly and, whilst these themes were not themselves used in the 
final model, the connectedness of concepts within them followed a common pattern. For 
example, a student might use time to: make no connections (‘I did X’); connect two 
elements (e.g. ‘I  did X then Y’); or a student may generate complex relationships (e.g. ‘I did 
X then Y because I had previously done Z’). These patterns of connection seem to appear 
across all themes and further investigation may yield some grammar of written reflection 
that may be of some value.  

6 Conclusion 
This paper has presented an alternative view of reflection as a process of utility in 

design education – one that seeks to leverage the personal value individual design students 
may derive from the practice. A framework for considering the elements and 
connectedness (maturity) of reflective writing was presented, demonstrating a correlation 
between these and student success.  

In doing so, the ontology of reflection has been challenged in terms of it describing 
some objective reality. This challenge is needed to bring theories of reflection up to date 
with findings in other domains, especially psychology and cognitive neuroscience. It is 
argued that this provides a more sustainable method of reflection that is less to be 
endured and more to be incorporated into habits of valuable practice. 
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It is finally noted that these ideas should not be applied without question. Schön’s 
model of professional reflective practice was readily adopted by design educators and has 
become a fixture of design pedagogy – and it did so because it has a perceived value. The 
philosophical underpinning was incomplete in many ways and it is only right to continue to 
develop and explore these ideas. The importance of such ‘reflection-on-reflection’ and the 
intra-disciplinary exchange of reflective practice findings is part of that value. Moreover, it 
should be one that design practitioners, students and educators are in a perfect position to 
take advantage of. As creative thinkers, designers may be more likely to construct reasons, 
so perhaps this should be a normal and explicit part of any design curriculum. 
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Abstract In this paper we assemble an argument for [un]learning as a 
transdisciplinary praxis of explication that has the potential to emancipate 
designers from the discipline of design, by design. To begin, we define design. We 
then construct a theoretical framework for [un]learning via dialectical 
[dis]orientation. This theory of action is interrogated in action as ‘Livestream’—a 
participatory action research project we are developing in collaboration with the 
Kentucky Geological Survey to foster environmental awareness, literacy, and 
accountability. Along the way, we identify the culpabilities and capacities of 
design as a pedagogical practice for developing tomorrow, today.  
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On Aesthetic: Brackets '[  ]' indicate instances when aspects of the thesis and antithesis of a word 
seem equally valid. For example, [un]learning is intended to read as learning and unlearning. Italics 
are used to highlight key concepts, such as ‘theories of action' that are inspired by or borrowed from 
the investigations of other practitioners.  
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Introduction 
‘It is about time that… design as we know it should cease to exist.’  
(Papanek, 1982, p.10) 

We eat, sleep, dream, play, and even perish by design. To design is to affect and/or 
effect change (Nash, 2014). Therefore, ‘...everyone designs who devises courses of action 
aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones’ (Simon, 1988, p.67). Well, not 
exactly. In an invocation of statistical decision theory and optimization as rational and, 
therefore, rigorous design, Simon reveals his allegiance to empiricism and positivism—
privileging reason over intuition, epistemology over ontology, efficiency over effectiveness. 
An interesting, albeit unexpected, precedent for this method of designing is Muzak: the 
seemingly banal backdrop intended to alleviate awkward elevator moments. In the 1940s, 
claiming the office as his studio, Muzak executive Don O’Neill dedicated days to observing 
workers’ moods and mobilities as a means to counterbalance the ebb and flow of 
productivity. The result? Stimulus Progression—a soundscape that harnessed the power of 
art, science, and technology to literally propel people forward. Building on early 19th 
century inquiries into the physiological affects of environmental stimuli, Muzak’s 
trademark innovation used sound as a means to harness human biorhythms, affectively 
‘reducing stress, enhancing concentration, improving morale,’ and, perhaps most 
importantly, increasing office productivity (Lanza, 1994, p. 49). If we embrace this 
morphogenesis of mind and matter to be design in the expanded field, in which meaning, 
making, and memory or learning are the affects of design—i.e. preferred situations—then 
we can begin to challenge the interdependencies that converge in the commodification of 
design and, consequently, development or education (Nash, 2014). By investigating, 
[dis]assembling, and [re]framing the prevailing lexicon, discourse, and practices of design, 
perhaps we can begin to [un]learn, by design. 

Theories of Action 

Wayshowing: A Step Toward Sustainability 
In the industrial era, machines began to replace nature as the conductor of circadian 

rhythms. Today, corporations and governmental entities continue to seek out new 
strategies and tactics to automate the beats, tempos, and frequencies of our everyday, 
propelling us toward a seamless soundtrack of efficiency, productivity, and, more recently, 
sustainability (Nash, 2014).  

Traversing the every day, we are in constant dialogue with a vast network of [in]visible 
infrastructures—complex, often contradictory, and inherently incomplete. Whether 
standing in the kitchen, strolling through the park, or browsing the web, every 
environment is a classroom and every classroom is a conversation that frames our 
perception of the world, and, consequently, ourselves. It is unclear exactly how this 
process of meaning, making, and memory or learning works. However, individuals working 
in fields ranging from psychology to sociology to urban planning often begin with the 
assertion that humans develop cognitive maps to facilitate [dis]orientation (e.g., Lynch, 
1960; Tolman, 1948). Like the environments we inhabit, each map is an equally complex, 
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contradictory, and incomplete assemblage of [in]visible infrastructures that translate into 
the sights, sounds, tastes, and feelings that guide our everyday actions.  

Design in this expanded field is inherently a political, social, economic, environmental, 
and, therefore, pedagogical practice. Functioning as a map of space and for identity, 
design, one might say, guides our every day by showing us how, where, and when to act 
(or not act). It also constructs the realm of possibility within which those actions can 
happen by foregrounding certain ideas, institutions, and infrastructures in the map, and 
often omitting others (Carey, 1989). Design, therefore, communicates knowledge and 
constructs the space within which that knowledge is deemed valid, truthful, or real. 
Through his parable, ‘On Exactitude in Science,’ Borges reminds us that the map is not the 
territory (Borges, 1998). Yet, we have fooled ourselves into thinking the map is the 
territory, or at least designed it to seem so. 

Sound is an invisible, albeit phenomenally powerful, form of communication that 
infiltrates our every day. Consider the earworm. 99% of us have been host to these 
invasive invertebrates at some point in our lives. Each cunning microbe, ‘micro-riff or audio 
instantiation seeps into our ears and taps out mnemonics on its drum,’ explains cultural 
theorist Kodwo Eshun. ‘It smirks, sated—because as soon as you drop the needle on the 
track, you're in its domain’ (Eshun, 2000, p.51). This is the point at which listening to said 
song becomes the preferred condition for the afflicted—which is, of course, also a 
preferred condition for the songwriter or designer. Sociologist Manuel Castells might refer 
to this process as power making by mind framing (Castells, 2007). Like Muzak, it serves as a 
cognitive map designed to [dis]orient individuals toward a preferred condition—someone 
else’s preferred condition. By leveraging biorhythms, design has ‘the capacity to capture, 
orient, determine, intercept, model, control, or secure the gestures, behaviors, opinions, or 
discourses of living beings’ (Agamben, 2009, p. 14).  

In the U.S., design has been utilized in this sense, forming the foundation of our 
educational apparatus to orient individuals’ thoughts, actions, and identities toward the 
market (Labaree, 1997). In this context, education is employed as wayshowing—to 
‘identify, claim, define, and circumscribe space’ (Hunt, 2003, p.61; Mollerup, 2006). Often, 
individuals are unaware of the perpetual propping of the dominant ideologies or preferred 
situations toward which they are subtly yet forcibly propelled by design.  

From existing to preferred, the violence of this form of design—this forcible 
manipulation—is cloaked. ‘Its [in]visible infrastructures masquerade as everyday practices 
and thus fail to provide individuals the opportunity to identify, let alone interpret or 
challenge, the meaning of their actions’ (Nash, 2014). As designers embed ideological 
fragments as cultural symbols in social and material practices, the dominant ideology 
succeeds in coordinating the cognitive and emotional (and capital) investments solicited by 
these practices and linking them back to itself (Gunster, 2004). Argyris and Schön refer to 
this practice of wayshowing as single loop learning, or working within the governing 
variables of a particular environment to operationalize the prevailing curricula and 
corresponding values (Argyris & Schön, 1974). Over time, such wayshowing leads 
individuals through a complex network of interdependent actions–i.e. the designers’ 
preferred situations—into a collective, albeit involuntary consensus that mimics the 
dominant ideology or ideologies, thus precluding the possibility of adaptation or 
innovation and sustaining the status quo. In order to advance the capacities of design to 
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serve as a re-directive practice toward alternative modes of being—or, more accurately, 
becoming—the practice of design itself must be transformed, by design. 

Wayfinding: A Step Toward Adaptation 
By harnessing design as a means to ask questions, we can begin to [un]learn: to 

investigate, [dis]assemble, and [re]frame the [in]visible infrastructures or wayshowing 
strategies embedded in our everyday. As a transdisciplinary praxis of explication, 
[un]learning is constructed on an inverted analytic framework that regards solutions as 
problems—prefigurative, inflexible outcomes—and questions as solutions—opportunities 
for reflection and adaptation. Such questions do not seek answers, but more nuanced 
questions.  

Understanding the dialectics between power and knowledge is central to the praxis of 
[un]learning as a critical pedagogy that questions that which has been learned. To this end, 
it is necessary to identify and [dis]assemble the [in]visible infrastructures that support both 
power and knowledge, including our cognitive maps. Through this process of dialectical 
[dis]orientation or wayfinding, individuals develop the capacity to orient themselves within 
a given context by designing new maps both of and for space and action. [Un]learning 
foregrounds difference and dissonance as vehicles to foster accountability and adaptation 
by aligning theories of action, in action at various scales (Argyris & Schön, 1974; Lefebvre, 
2014). Here—as opposed to the practice of wayshowing that O’Neill demonstrated with 
Muzak—affect is harnessed as a means to stimulate ‘a physical system’s ’grappling’ with 
variance in order to resist the inertia of its ongoing mechanics’ (Rudrauf & Damasio, 2005, 
p. 236). Acknowledging, in real time, the linkage between behavior and affect and the 
factors influencing both is a process of thinking in action or double-loop learning through 
which the governing variables or preferred situations of an individual, organization, or 
institution can be identified and critically challenged (Argyris & Schön, 1974). In this, doubt 
becomes the primary vector for critical thinking that challenges the authority and 
aesthetics of what we’ve come to know as common sense. Creating systemic change is 
contingent upon challenging existing paradigms (Meadows, 2008). Yet, the highest 
leverage point in creating systemic change, is ‘to keep oneself unattached in the arena of 
paradigms, to stay flexible, to realize that no paradigm is ‘true,’ that every one, including 
the one that sweetly shapes your worldview, is a tremendously limited understanding of an 
immense and amazing universe that is far beyond human comprehension...It is to let go 
into the not-knowing’ (Meadows, 2008, p. 164).  

As design educators, we develop tactics for everyday [dis]engagement that facilitate 
[un]learning or not-knowing through dialectical [dis]orientation. Each mind-body-space 
mash-up seeks to tune up perceptual affordances, so that individuals can tune out of 
habitual patterns, and tune in to a heightened environmental awareness. Each tactic seeks 
to: expose latent assumptions; unveil the structure, operations, and context of the 
corresponding infrastructures; and, ultimately, disrupt the dominant order—rendering it as 
one possibility amongst many (Nash, 2014).  
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The practice of [un]learning is as elusive as the everyday.38 Therefore, the capacity for 
[un]learning to advance critical consciousness is contingent upon frequent intervention 
into our normative landscape in order to disrupt the beats, rhythms, and frequencies that 
modulate our minds and bodies—engaging and [dis]engaging, learning and [un]learning, by 
design. By identifying and harnessing the affective potential of difference and dissonance, 
we can propel the practice and pedagogy of design forward. With limited knowledge and 
expanded literacies, perhaps we are equipped to journey into the terra incognita of 
sustainability (Nash, 2014).  

Theories of Action, In Action 

Livestream: [Un]Learning x Design from the Ground, Up 
Biologist E.O. Wilson traced the birth of ‘modern humanity,’ to a moment ‘about ten 

thousand years ago with the invention of agriculture…[T]he economic history that 
followed,’ he wrote ‘can be summarized succinctly as follows: people used every means 
they could devise to convert the resources of Earth into wealth’ (Wilson, 2008). Today, the 
migration, allocation, and accumulation of wealth is transforming our Earth, and 
fundamentally altering our lives. The resulting relational complexities and transactional 
costs of this development, however, are cloaked in our everyday (Nash, 2014).  

Groundwater is one of our most valuable, albeit [in]visible, resources. Nearly 2,000,000 
people throughout Kentucky rely on groundwater everyday. Families, farms, entire 
ecologies depend on it. Yet, like many systems that sustain this enchanted neck of the 
woods, groundwater is invisible. Without being able to see the water that runs beneath the 
Bluegrass, it is difficult to imagine how human actions affect this valuable resource, and, 
conversely, how groundwater impacts our every day. The faucets in our homes and the 
bottles of water we drink—which some might qualify as developments—do very little to 
tell us about the process by which the water has come to arrive in the faucet or bottle 
itself. Our interactions with groundwater are rarely—if ever—foregrounded in the 
preferred situations of development/design. How much groundwater do we have? Is it 
enough? For how long? What aquifers are most sensitive to contamination? Why? How 
does this affect us? And, conversely, how do we affect the quality of our groundwater? 

                                                                 
38 An underlying assumption in the development of [un]learning is that, over time, learning—be it 
actively or passively via environment, culture, and identity—actually inhibits our capacities to 
innovate. Choreographer Lucy Guerin provides an illuminating demonstration of this assumption in 
Untrained, a performance in which: ‘Four men take to the stage. Two of these men are highly skilled, 
experienced dancers and two are acclaimed visual artists with no movement training whatsoever. 
The complex, refined movements that one man can do with ease, another can only approximate. All 
are given the same instructions. It’s how they execute them displays an individual portrait of each 
man’s character, as well as an unavoidable comparison between the participants. It’s the evolution of 
information, built up through units of action, that shows what they have in common and where their 
physical histories set them apart.’ (Guerin, 2012) 
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These are just a few of the questions geologists around the globe are asking, including 
Charles Taylor and Bart Davidson at The Kentucky Geological Survey (KGS). 

Since 1990, KGS has amassed information for more than 92,000 wells and 5,100 springs 
across the state. Little is known, however, about the water that runs beneath the Bluegrass 
(Kentucky Groundwater Data Repository, 2014). ‘In order to compile a hydrologic record 
that represents the potential range of…fluctuations…over time,’ explains KGS geologist 
Charles Taylor, ‘measurements must be collected...without interruption over one or more 
decades’ (Taylor, 2001, p.57). To date, KGS has lacked the resources necessary to establish 
a long-term systematic groundwater monitoring network. Instead, they have had to rely on 
a handful of state agencies and independent researchers for groundwater sampling. 
Consequently, data collection is infrequent—the most recent data for some areas dates 
back more than three decades—until now.  

We are collaborating with the KGS to transform how the state collects, monitors, and 
sustains groundwater. The project, which we call Livestream, will transmit and translate 
groundwater data from across Kentucky into an interactive soundscape that will manifest 
as: a public art installation (phase one: 2014 –2015); an online archive (phase two: 2015–
2016); and an educational outreach program (phase three: 2016–2017). Each phase of this 
participatory action research project will be designed to raise environmental awareness, 
literacy, and accountability from the ground, up. 

 

PHASE ONE: TOWARD ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS 

‘For humans to have a responsible relationship to the world, they must imagine their 
places in it’ (Berry, 2012).  

Since the days of Aristotle (384 BC-322 BC), Western culture has privileged sight as the 
arbiter of truth, knowledge, and reality. Our language and cultural practices are littered 
with visual metaphors. Visual perception, however, is contingent upon the 
interdependency of all sensory receptors to identify, organize, and interpret environmental 
stimuli. Psychologist J.J. Gibson refers to this phenomena as the visual world. This is the 
world that exists beyond the visual field in which sight is detached from the sensorium in 
order to [re]present and [re]produce dominant infrastructures and ideologies (Gibson, 
1950)39. Within the visual field, the world is reduced to a spectacle within which we are 
mere spectators and ‘our vision is itself an artifact, produced by other artifacts’ (Pallasmaa, 
2005, p.27). ‘This separation and reduction fragments the innate complexity, 

                                                                 
39 Cognitive psychologists Richard Held and Alan Hein believed human perception to be plastic, or 
adaptable. However, the extent to which ‘concurrent self-produced movements’ affected adaptation 
had yet to be determined. Held and Hein therefore designed an exercise to test if ‘being moved 
around and seeing the environment change was sufficient to develop visually-guided behavior, such 
as depth perception, or whether an individual needs° to experience self-generated movement in 
order to learn.’ In the center of a cylindrical carousel was a roundabout to which two kittens were 
attached—active kitty’s (A) paws touched the ground, passive kitty (P) was suspended in a basket. 
Neither one could see the other. The movements of kitty A propelled the roundabout and hence kitty 
P. If kitty A walked clockwise, so did Kitty P. Over the course of six weeks, 10 kitties spent 3 hours a 
day in the carousel. The experiment found that Kitty A learned to see while Kitty P was effectively 
blind—its eyes could see, but its brain couldn’t interpret the sensory input (Held & Hein, 1963). 
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comprehensiveness, and plasticity of the perceptual system, reinforcing a sense of 
individual detachment and alienation,’ concludes cultural theorist, Juhani Pallasmaa (2005, 
p.39).  

Disrupting the visual field is imperative in order to [re]negotiate the maps that guide 
our everyday practices—to [un]learn. Through the development of Livestream, we are 
exploring the capacities of [un]learning to serve as a pedagogical framework that brings 
human and non-human agents together in dialog to transform how groundwater is 
collected, monitored, and sustained, by design. By situating ourselves in the visual world, 
we seek to disrupt normative fields of perception and practice. To accomplish this 
ambitious agenda, we are collaborating with composer, Ben Sollee; engineer, Sean 
Montgomery; public artist, Bland Hoke; educator Dan Marwit; and KGS geologists, Charles 
Taylor and Bart Davidson.  

During phase one of the project, we will install live monitoring stations in four springs 
throughout Kentucky—including Cave Branch Spring in Carter Cave State Resort Park; Blue 
Hole spring in McConnell Springs Park; Turn Hole Spring in Mammoth Cave National Park; 
and Brown Spring in the Land Between The Lakes National Recreation Area. Equipped with 
state-of-the-art sensors, each station will collect and transmit data measuring groundwater 
depth, pH, conductivity, turbidity, and temperature to the KGS Groundwater Data 
Repository. The data will be relayed from the spring to the survey in 15 minute intervals, 
24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Using a bespoke sonification system, Livestream will 
translate this data into sound. A library of sounds will be composed by local artists, 
beginning with team member, Ben Sollee. Within the library, each parameter will be 
represented by a scale of sounds. Each sound will correspond to a data point within the 
average range of that parameter to date. The resulting soundtracks will be integrated into 
a public art installation in Lexington’s Jacobson Park. This interactive soundscape will be 
fabricated out of twenty pipes divided into four clusters that correspond to the four springs 
where groundwater data is being collected, effectively forming a map of Kentucky. Each 
pipe in the cluster correlates to one of the five groundwater parameters being measured. 
When people are present, sound, i.e. data, is activated. Volume is dependent on proximity. 
Moving through this interactive soundscape, individuals literally play the ground. 

Approaching the landscape/soundscape, individuals are invited—through play and 
gestural interaction—to explore the multiple modalities by which they commune with the 
environment. Through their [dis]orienting interactions with the sonic manifestations of 
groundwater, individuals will begin to embody an agonism of sorts. The phenomenological 
attributes of these interactions, or bodily ways of [un]knowing, distribute deviances at a 
range of intensities throughout the body, penetrating and gradually eroding the 
conditioned relations between individual and environment, knowledge and power. As the 
complexities unfold, salient contradictions and contingencies emerge that begin to 
[dis]assemble the latent beliefs, bias, and practices integrated into the affective networks 
of our environment and corresponding political, social, and economic infrastructures.  

Essentially, Livestream [re]appropriates the techniques of Muzak to foreground the 
subjectivity and the perceptual affordances of individuals within the visual world—the 
technologies of the self—as a way to [re]imagine the technologies of production and power 
in the visual field. The [in]visible infrastructures of knowledge and power embedded in the 
visual field not only aid in the production of our perception, but also provide the possibility 
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for us to assemble a visual world within which we can commune, differently—as critical 
beings.  

This theory of action was tested in action during the summer of 2014 when Livestream: 
An Eco-Art Prototype was temporarily installed in Lexington’s Downtown Arts Center. This 
initial prototype demonstrated the capacity of designed [dis]orientation to stimulate 
critical thinking, prompting questions such as: What is this? Groundwater? How is this 
possible? Wait, I’m controlling the volume? Such interactions suggested the beginnings of 
our preferred situation, [dis]orientation (Public Works, 2014). 

PHASE TWO: TOWARD ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY  
Beyond seeking to serve as a provocative framework for expanding environmental 

awareness, Livestream aims to increase environmental literacy through expanding access 
to experimentation. Groundwater data gleaned from springs across Kentucky and 
correlating sounds will be uploaded to the Livestream website. Phase two of the project 
will transform this groundwater archive into an interactive platform for analyzing 
groundwater quality by sampling and mixing sounds. Visitors to the site will be able to: (a) 
view the archived data and listen to the corresponding sounds for each measurement; (b) 
create unique soundtracks by mashing-up groundwater data with a variety of 
environmental perimeters that unfold across time and space; (c) upload, download, and 
share individual mixes/studies; and (d) discuss one another’s compositions, i.e., their 
findings. An intuitive interface inspired by early samplers and DJ decks will serve as the 
platform for this playful investigation that visualizes groundwater data—as well as the 
structures, operations, and context of the corresponding infrastructures—as soundtracks 
are composed. The resulting rhythms, harmonies, and/or dissonance has the potential to 
provoke novel insights, interpretations, and, ultimately, innovations toward the 
sustainment of Kentucky’s groundwater. Indeed, sonification of data can be particularly 
useful in helping both novice learners and experts identify new and emergent patterns in 
data sets (Alexander, et al., 2011; Alexander, et al., 2012). Through a sonic and aesthetic 
experience, visitors to the site are enticed to investigate groundwater. Like the physical 
interactions with the installation piece, the site may provoke questions and confusion, 
leading to a [dis]orientation, and subsequently, a [dis]assembly of the user’s relationship to 
groundwater and to the [in]visible infrastructures to which it is connected. 

By leveraging ‘computation to facilitate the creation of human-readable meaning, as 
opposed to machine-readable meaning,’ a DJ methodology of [un]learning ‘can catalyze 
creative inquiry, illuminating connections and exposing previously unseen relationships’ 
(Kaiser, in press). This form of improvisational inquiry is evident in Zachary Kaiser’s 
prototype for Sampler —a digital platform that employs the interface metaphor of an early 
sampler to engage individuals in research bound by limited resources via play (Kaiser, 
2013). By providing constraints in the context of an experimental environment, Sampler 
expands opportunities to build on the investigations of users in order to [dis]assemble 
visual and content-based connections.  

Phase two of Livestream will harnesses the DJ methodology of [un]learning as a critical 
pedagogy to construct an experimental environment (classroom)/digital playground that 
offers new ways for individuals—from a diversity of disciplines and demographics with a 
range of expertise—to [dis]assemble the maps that shape their understandings of, and 
relationships to, groundwater, the environment, and, more broadly, aesthetics, authority, 
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and authorship. It is this process of [dis]assembly, a [re]negotiation, that forms the 
pedagogical framework of Livestream and engages citizens as geologists capable of 
contributing to the sustainment of groundwater on which they and millions of Kentuckians 
rely every day.  

We are currently working to develop an evaluation plan for phases one and two of the 
project in order to understand the affects and effects of both the installation and the 
online archive on the people and infrastructures of Kentucky. This evaluation plan will 
leverage the quantitative data we capture about interactions with the installation and the 
archive, as well as qualitative data about the language and discourse around the project—
who talks about it, what they are saying, and where it is being said. We recognize that any 
data we collect will not be objective, and that merely by deciding what to collect we are 
inserting subjectivities into the evaluation of the work. A critical lens imbued with the 
values of [un]learning will therefore be applied to the evaluative process as well.  

PHASE THREE: TOWARD ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOUNTABILITY  
Phase one of Livestream invites an investigation of groundwater and phase two aims to 

catalyze a [dis]assembly of relationships with groundwater and the [in]visible 
infrastructures to which it is connected. Phase three of Livestream aims to mirror the third 
facet of the process of [un]learning and [dis]orientation: a dialectical [re]framing of the 
topic itself. If we operate within communications systems that are cognitive maps both of 
and for, that circumscribe space and program our actions, such communications serve to 
frame the way in which we understand the spaces being circumscribed. In order to 
facilitate experiences of wayfinding, a [re]framing process is therefore essential. We argue 
here that [re]framing is an act that builds upon the previous two phases, investigation and 
[dis]assembly. As we move forward with the first two phases of Livestream, we are 
therefore beginning to consider how various tools might offer opportunities for learners to 
build on their experiences with phases one and two in order to [re]frame their 
relationships with groundwater and the environment.  

WASH, RINSE… REPEAT AS NECESSARY 
Livestream, as an infiltration of the everyday, is fundamentally distinct from Adorno's 

theory of disruptive syncopation, which ‘fuses the most rudimentary melodic, harmonic, 
metric, and formal structure with the ostensibly disruptive principle of syncopation, yet 
without ever disturbing the crude unity of the basic rhythm’ (Adorno, 1989, p.199). 
Instead, Livestream seeks to investigate, [dis]assemble, and [re]frame rhythms of thought 
and action—individual, organizational, and institutional—not escape them. Geographer 
Michael Storper suggests that, ‘interpretations and constructed images of reality are just as 
important as any ‘real’ material reality, because these interpretations and images are 
diffused and accepted and become the basis upon which people act; they become real’ 
(Storper, 1997, p.29). By cultivating of one of Kentucky's most valuable resources–
imagination—Livestream aims to transform how individuals perceive their environment 
and, consequently, themselves.  
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Reflections: Two Steps Back, One Step…  
To learn and unlearn; engage and disengage; orient and disorient—ideally, the dialectic 

inherent in and between each of these negotiations reveals the maps and hence mechanics 
of our everyday—the [in]visible infrastructures that we follow, knowingly and 
unknowingly. In this context, design has already ceased to be what it once was—per 
Papanek’s plea. The power of design has been employed by academics and executives to 
catalyze systemic change that would not have been considered part its purview half a 
century ago. Unfortunately, the underlying assumptions about the capacities of design—its 
affects and effects—are as antiquated as its aesthetics. From existing to preferred, its 
complexities, contradictions, and culpabilities are reduced to tidy narratives that we read 
about in Fast Company and Wired. Its products, whether an Apple Watch or a service such 
as Uber, seem still to exist. They reflect the continued and ever-increasing faith in a unified 
notion of design—the preferred meaning, making, and memory or learning. Consequently, 
we as designers often ignore our capacities and culpabilities as political, social, economic, 
and environmental producers and consumers.  

As a pedagogical framework for [un]learning, Livestream seeks to subvert the prevailing 
notions of design and development or education. The project itself aims to [dis]orient 
those who experience it, opening opportunities for [un]learning in each phase. In addition, 
this theory of action, in action has succeeded in [dis]orienting those participating in its 
design and creation. As such, the design of Livestream itself is a process of [un]learning 
that we believe can be modeled in the design classroom.  

Reflecting on Livestream as a theory of action, in action has expanded our 
understanding of meaning and making as each relate to design and development. While 
we believe that the critical capacities fostered by [un]learning are integral to the 
[dis]orientation of design and education (or development), we realize that this is one way. 
Moving forward, this critical lens, imbued with skepticism of expertise and authority—
including our own—will continue to contribute to our work. 

Designing environments (classrooms) and curricula that function as frameworks for 
[un]learning is a challenge when you are also [un]learning—particularly when your theories 
of action, in action interrogate your authority, privilege, beliefs, biases and, hence, tools 
and technologies. The process carries with it an implicit sort of delay, a slowness required 
by reflection. Such delays and the slowness that results can be important in the health of 
dynamic systems (Cillers, 2006; Meadows, 2008). In today’s world of agile innovation, a 
process valuing delay feels very un-agile. At the same time, such a pace may be more agile: 
avoiding a singular trajectory that perpetuates the prevailing paradigm—its tools, 
technologies, individuals, institutions, and ideologies.  

While this paper is a reflection on the capacities and culpabilities of design to foster the 
literacies necessary to critically confront the present and enact alternative futures; it is also 
a call to action: to engage and disengage, learn and unlearn, to find your own way(s) of 
designing a more sustainable tomorrow, today. 
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Abstract We constantly compare ourselves to others. Social comparison theory 
has been used to examine this phenomenon. The constructs of this theory may 
prove useful in design education, specifically in the critique process where 
designers share and discuss their work. Seventy-three participants completed a 
survey examining the frequency of comparisons, how they felt about 
comparisons, and the impact on their work. Comparisons occur often and 
students typically compare their work to their classmates’ more successful 
work. 
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Introduction  
We constantly compare ourselves to others. At work we wonder whether our 

workload is above our peers, at the gym we notice that we can lift more weight than the 
person next to us, and at home we ask our spouse if we are fatter than our next-door 
neighbour. We define ourselves through the process of comparison. Comparisons 
contribute to the formation of self, identity, awareness, and, ultimately, our behaviours. 
Social comparison theory has been used to examine this phenomenon. The constructs of 
this theory may prove useful in design education, specifically in the critique process 
where students share and discuss their work. They mentally compare and contrast their 
classmates’ assignments with their own. Comparisons of content, ability, and aesthetics 
are common. This study attempts to learn more about how these comparisons affect 
both the student’s work and the quality of the learning experience. We also included 
art/design professionals in the survey so that we could examine any similarities or 
differences between the two groups. We specifically targeted professionals who have 
taken professional development workshops in recent years. 

The effect of social comparison can be both positive and negative. Students can learn 
from one another, but they can also copy or rely on others to develop the creative 
direction of work. While many students have the emotional and cognitive maturity to 
minimize comparisons, some students too easily view the crowd-pleasing or trendy work 
as the only way to go. Comparisons could increase or decrease one’s self-confidence and 
self-perception in design ability.  The goal of our study is to identify if students do 
compare their work and to identify the nature of the comparisons based on Festinger’s 
Social Comparison Theory (SCT) and the concepts of upward and downward comparisons. 
We will also examine the potential outcomes of comparison and its implications for 
design education. 

Social Comparison Theory 
Leon Festinger’s Social Comparison Theory evolved from his belief that humans have 

an innate need to compare themselves with their peers. This information can help us to 
examine whether our abilities, assumptions, and beliefs are viable and whether our 
opinions and skills are on a par with friends and co-workers. While his ideas were not 
new— Aristotle, Kant, and Mark addressed aspects of social comparisons (Suls & 
Wheeler, 2000)—Festinger developed a formal theory of social comparison. 

Festinger presents a series of hypotheses and supports each one with both logic and 
research. His two primary hypotheses are: 

 
There exists in the human organism, a drive to evaluate his opinions and abilities 

To the extent that objective, non-social means are not available, people evaluate 

their opinions and abilities by comparison respectively with the opinions and 

abilities of others (Festinger, 1954; 117-118). 

In his 1954 paper, A Theory of Social Comparison Processes, he continues to explain the 
theory with a series of additional hypotheses, corollaries, and derivations. A symposium 
paper addresses the theory in a more usable manner:. 
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1. This social process arises when the evaluation of opinions or abilities is not feasible by 
testing directly in the environment. 
2. Under such circumstances persons evaluate their opinions and abilities by comparison 
with others. 
3. This comparison leads to pressures toward uniformity. 
4. There is a tendency to stop comparing oneself with others who are very divergent. This 
tendency increases if others are perceived as different from oneself in relevant 
dimensions. 
5. Factors such as importance, relevance, and attraction to a group which affect the 
strength of the original motivation will affect the strength of the pressure towards 
uniformity (Suls & Wheeler, 2000, p.5). 
 

It is clear that the intention of the theory is to identify not only the role of 
comparisons but also the effect on social uniformity. As an artifact of the 1950s it 
assumes a society that values similarity and assimilation. While our beliefs have changed 
in the 60 years since its inception, its emphasis on fitting in to a specific social circle or 
lifestyle still exists in a variety of ways. 

Researchers using the theory have added constructs (Buunk & Gibbons, 2006). The 
concepts of upward and downward comparisons were added in the mid-60s (Thornton 
and Arrowood, 1966; Hakmiller, 1966). Most researchers winnow these ideas down to 
three basic constructs: People need to compare themselves in order to fit in and also for 
self-improvement; people tend to either compare themselves with people who they 
perceive to be better than them (this is called upward comparison) or they compare 
themselves to people they deem worse than themselves (downward comparison).  

While Festinger’s theory focuses on self-evaluation via comparisons with others 
(specifically on abilities and opinions), researchers have expanded the theory to include 
self-accomplishments and feelings. As researchers use SCT to explore human behavior, 
the theory has moved from simply understanding one’s status on a given aspect to 
examining how comparisons can fuel the need for self-improvement and change. Humans 
have a need to reduce uncertainty and ambiguity and build an awareness of self that fits 
within the desired social norms (Swallow & Kuiper, 1988). We tend to compare ourselves 
on subjective data such as beauty, charisma, how we function in day-to-day life, and 
social skills. Comparison is a means to not only understanding ourselves but also to 
enhance ourselves (Gruder, 1997; Wayment & Taylor, 1995).  

Uses of Social Comparison Theory 
SCT has been used to explore a variety of aspects of daily life—how we look, how we 

perform in a group, and what we believe about our selves and society. A number of 
researchers have studied how people feel about their appearance when compared to 
peers and fashion models (Tylka & Sabik, 2010). Such comparisons can result in feeling 
better about one’s physical features via downward comparisons with people who look 
worse than the viewer. Upward comparisons with models or movie stars cause negative 
feelings and lead to anxiety, poor self-esteem, and eating disorders (Lindner & Dunn, 
2012). Threat can be a catalyst for social comparison. Fear of being less attractive or of 
having lower capabilities can result in a person working to look better or attain needed 
skills.  
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Social comparison may be a means to learn social skills from others deemed more 
successful. Students may hope to avoid the gaffs of those with poor skills (Taylor and 
Lobel, 1989). Research regarding working in groups has examined the effect of 
comparison on how workers self-evaluate, work to improve their capabilities, and learn 
from using others as role models (Buunk, et al., 2007).  This study hoped to identify 
whether employees would engage in self-evaluations using upward or downward 
comparisons. Upward comparisons were found to be more helpful in approaching or 
completing a task. We learn to model our behaviors and skills after those who seem to be 
better at these aspects than we are (Bandura, 1987; Kunda, 2000). We have a tendency 
to compare ourselves with superior others in order to set our sites on higher goals as well 
as be associated with others who do well (Gibbons, 2002).  This involves identification, 
assessment, and the potential to reach an ideal goal. In addition, researchers have found 
that we tend to compare ourselves with others who are similar to us in abilities or social 
status (Strack, 2000). This preference for likeness has both benefits and potentially 
serious consequences. While we may find solidarity in opinions that agree with our own, 
we also may miss out on experiences and ideas that take us out of our comfort zone. 
Medical research has found that smokers have more success quitting when they are in a 
group that is doing well with smoking cessation (Gerrard & Gibbons, 2005). In 
convalescent situations, however, patients feel better about their own condition when 
seeing others that are doing poorly.    
SCT is also used in the workplace as a measure of perceived fairness to help allay a sense 
of uncertainty in terms of aspects of current and future workplaces. Comparisons can 
influence self-regulation and adaptation to change (Ashford, 1986).  Competition can also 
be a part of comparison. Our culture implores us to be the best we can be. We observe 
the skills of others and work to be better than these peers.  

The theory is used to explore aspects of motivation and goals as well as the use of 
student selected role models (Moller, 2013; Marsh 2010).  Identification with a peer who 
is scholastically better may result in either a lower self-concept or the motivation to work 
harder. (Gibbons & Kuiper, 1999; Moller & Pohlmann, 2010). Educators often group 
students by skill levels, and these could be grouping of like abilities or diverse abilities. 
‘Educators may pay more attention to social comparison processes in skills training 
groups and become more aware that such processes may, for some individuals more than 
for others, impede learning and the acquisition of skills.’ Perceived competence may 
influence peers conception of classmates (Hughes & Zhang, 2007). 

Research Questions 
The goal of this project is to study design education using the concepts of SCT. 

Studying the concepts of SCT may shed light on how designers compare their work both 
in process and when complete. While SCT’s original emphasis on uniformity may seem 
contradictory to innovation and originality, there are standards and norms within a 
culture. Our study will explore areas of consensus and areas of difference. Comparing the 
students’ responses with professionals may identify changes in the importance or impact 
of SCT. 

One of the main constructs of SCT is the learning of social skills. In class-based 
learning environments where students compare their work informally (by watching what 
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others are doing) and formally (in required critique sessions), it is impossible not to 
compare work. Students are expected to present and discuss their work where they are 
‘directly compared and confronted with the performance of the other group members’ 
(Buunk, et al. 2007). 

In formal critique sessions students may feel threatened by the expectation of 
showing work that may be not as good as their peers.  Conversely those students who 
have high abilities or a high sense of self esteem may be more competitive and/or believe 
that they are above the other students and draw attention to their capabilities (Tice & 
Hutton, 1989).  Questions regarding how they feel when viewing their own and others 
work will tease out some information about their reactions.  

In order to learn more about design education and SCT we developed the following 
research questions. 

1. Do individual students and professionals compare their work to their peer group? 

Do students compare their work more frequently to those they perceive are 

better than them (upward comparison) or that are worse than them (downward 

comparison)? 

Which is more frequent: upward or downward comparison? 

Is there any difference between college students and professionals in the use of 

comparisons? 

2. What effects does comparison have on students’ and professionals’ feelings about 
their own or others’ work? 

Do they get embarrassed or frustrated? 

Does comparison increase competition? 

3. What are the outcomes of comparing work? 

To what extent do peers’ work influence one’s work? 

Does the perception of peers’ work impact the learning experience? 

Are comparisons made to foster self-improvement? Or to attain information 

about their status in the peer group? Are comparisons a form of self-

assessment? 

Method 
It is challenging to select an appropriate method to learn more about social 

comparisons in design classes and workshops. While reviewing the literature we 
examined the varied methods of other researchers. Wood (2000) used diaries to examine 
the prevalence of SCT. Semantic differential surveys worked well to measure different 
dimensions of comparisons (Allen & Gilbert, 1995). Nosanchuk & Bonnie (1985) used 
game scenarios to observe the players who playing with similar players, better players, or 
worse players. However, most studies have used surveys to learn more about how and 
why people make comparisons as well as to identify the outcomes of comparisons.  
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As this is our first venture into examining comparisons within the design classroom we 
decided to conduct a basic study to determine if comparisons exist, to what extent, and 
how comparisons make students feel. We also wanted to know more about the 
outcomes of comparisons. To explore if and how students and professionals compare 
their work with others during classes and workshops we developed a survey containing 
20 questions. The survey would be a basic tool in a new area of study for us. We hope to 
build on this initial project and the outcomes will inform next steps.  

Following the data collection we used basic percentages to get a feeling what for the 
use of comparisons. We examined both the aggregate and divided group data. 
Differences between groups were tested via SPSS using the Mann Whitney U test as it 
allows for variation in the sample size for each group. Questions including the option to 
choose more than one item are presented using percentage data. 

Results 
Seventy-three participants (42 professionals, 28 students, and 3 unspecified) 

completed the survey over a one-week period in February 2015. Participants took the 
survey at their own computer and at their own convenience. Participants were 
anonymous at all times during the survey and analysis.   

 Our data and discussion are organized according to the three research questions. For 
many of the questions there was no difference between responses of the two groups.  
However we did find significant differences for where there was an interesting difference 
we will discuss it with the appropriate question. 

Research Question One: 

 Do individual students and professionals compare their work to their peer group? 

Our first survey question asked participants to identify the extent to which they 
compared their own work to others in the class or workshop. Results indicate that they 
do so often and quite frequently (Table 1). 

Table 1 – Extent of comparisons to peers’ work 

1.Never 
2.Rarely 3.Occasionally  4.Often 5.Frequently Total  

0 11.11% 16.67% 40.28% 31.94% 72 

     mean: 3.957 

 
The second and third survey questions measured upward and downward comparisons 

(Tables 2a and 3a).  

Table 2a – all participants. Upward Comparisons 

1.Never 
2.Rarely 3.Occasionally  4.Often 5.Frequently Total  

0 7.46% 20.90% 35.82% 35.82% 67 

     mean: 4.031 
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Differences between the students and professionals became evident in the 
SPSS/Mann-Whitney U data (Table 2b). Students more frequently used upward 
comparisons. 

Table 2b – Comparing students to professionals 

 
Students (n=26) Professionals (n=38) Mann–Whitney U p-value (2-

tailed) 

Mean  4.423 3.763 298.5 .005 

Median 5.00 4.00 

 
Downward comparisons were less frequent and there was no significant difference 

between students and designers (Table 3a). 

Table 3a – Downward Comparisons 

1.Never 
2.Rarely 3.Occasionally  4.Often 5.Frequently Total  

7.14% 35.72% 27.15% 17.14% 12.86% 70 

   mean: 2.940 
 

The first three questions indicate that participants do compare their work with peers 
quite often. More participants make upward comparisons rather than downward 
comparisons. While some do make downward comparisons, it happens less frequently. 
When comparing groups there appeared to be differences between the students and 
professionals. SPSS confirmed that the difference was statistically significant. Students 
more frequently engaged in downward comparisons (this conflicts the above statement 
‘Downward comparisons were less frequent and there was no significant difference 
between students and designers’). 

Table 3b 

 
Students (n=26) Professionals (n=38) Mann–Whitney U p-value (2-

tailed) 

Mean  3.393 2.615 350.5 .010 

Median 3.00 2.00 

 
We also asked about the level of attention that they paid to both poorly completed 

work and excellently completed work (Tables 4 and 5). 

Table 4 – How much attention do you pay to excellently completed work? 

1.None 
2.Little Attention 3.Some Attention 4.Much Attention Total  

0 0 8.57% 87.14% 70 

mean: 3.955 

Table 5 – How much attention do you pay to poorly completed work? 

1.None 
2.Little Attention 3.Some Attention 4.Much Attention Total  
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9.86 35.21% 35.21% 18.31% 71 

  mean: 2.677 
 

These responses confirm that more attention is given to the stronger work, and so 
upward comparisons seem to dominate. 

Festinger (1954) and other researchers looking at SCT assert that we make more 
social comparisons with those who are more like us or are in our circle of acquaintances. 
The next two questions examine whether that is the case for this group of participants 
(Tables 6a and 6b). 

Table 6a – Do you compare you work more frequently to others who are similar to you or your 
work? 

1.Never 
2.Rarely 3.Occasionally  4.Often 5.Frequently Total  

1.41% 14.08% 36.62% 23.94% 23.94% 71 

mean: 3.559 
 

Table 6b  

 
Students (n=27) Professionals (n=41) 

 
Mann–
Whitney 
U 

p-
value 
(2-
tailed) 

Mean  3.926 3.317 383.00 .026 

Median 4.00 3.00 

 

Students tended to more frequently compare their work with based on similarity to 
their own. Similarity of work does not affect frequency of comparisons for professionals. 
The differences between the two groups were found to be significant (Table 6b). 

 

Table 7 – Do you compare your work more frequently with your friends in the class? 

1.Never 
2.Rarely 3.Occasionally  4.Often 5.Frequently Total  

2.9% 15.94% 27.54% 34.78% 18.84%  

mean: 3.515 

 
Responses seem to indicate that participants often compare work with those whose 

work is like their own or with their friends work (Table 7). 
 

Research Question Two: 

What effect does comparison have on students’ and professionals’ feelings about 
their or others work?  

This next set of questions deal with the feelings that participants have while 
comparing their work with peers. 
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Table 8 – When viewing your peer’s work do you ever (check all that apply): 

Feel that your work is not as successful? 
76.06% 54 

Feel that your work is equally good? 77.46% 55 

Feel that your work is better? 67.61% 48 

71 responses   

 

Participants could identify up to three responses. The results for each option are so 
similar that we might assume that participants feel all three occur (Table 8). In a future 
survey it would be best to have them identify the dominant feeling. 

This next question asked them about feelings when viewing peers’ work, but the 
options are less related, resulting in more variance (Table 9). 

Table 9 – When viewing your peers’ work, do you ever (check all that apply):  

Feel competitive in terms of the quality of your work? 
63.38% 45 

Feel embarrassed for another student based on 
his/her work? 

33.80% 24 

Examine how your work fits into the range of typical 
work. 

85.92% 61 

71 responses   

 

Knowing that their work fits into the expected range of typical work was indicated 
more frequently. This fits with Festinger’s assertion that we are most comfortable when 
we understand the situation that we find ourselves in (1954). Participants were least 
likely to feel embarrassed for a peer with poor work. However, there were some 
differences between the college students and the professionals when responding to this 
question (Table 10). 

Table 10 – When viewing your peers’ work, do you ever (check all that apply): 

College student 
78.57% 57.14% 82.14%  

Professional 55% 17.50% 87.50%  

Total 44 23 58 68 

 
Students more frequently felt embarrassed for their peers with poor work. This 

empathy may be due to their stage in life and that they are working on a college degree. 
Professionals may not be bothered by less successful work and view the development of 
work as an on-going process. 

The next question asks students if they try to assess where they stand in the class. It 
intentionally repeats one item in the previous question to see if the responses confirm 
one another and they do: participants do want to know where they stand in the range of 
abilities. Festinger’s primary areas of comparison were abilities and opinions. Based on 
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the aggregate data and the separate group data it does seem that assessment of abilities 
occurs. Students are more likely to compare others abilities to their own (Table 11a). 

Table 11a – During comparisons do you try to assess where you stand in the class based on abilities? 

1.Never 
2.Rarely 3.Occasionally  4.Often 5.Frequently Total  

2.82% 18.31% 28.17% 33.80% 16.90% 71 

mean: 3.441 

Table 11b 

 
Students 
(n=28) 

Professionals 
(n=40) 

Mann–Whitney U p-value 
(2-tailed) 

Mean  3.929 3.10 304.5 .001 

Median 4.00 3.00 

 

A comparison of students and professionals indicates that there are significant 
differences in whether or not they assess their work in relation to their peers (Table 11b). 
Just as people want to be similar to an accepted level of ability, they also may express 
concern or frustration if their work is not up to par. The next question examines this 
phenomenon (Table 12). 

Table 12 – Do you ever feel frustrated or concerned by the level of your work when compared to 
your peers? 

1.Never 
2.Rarely 3.Occasionally  4.Often 5.Frequently Total  

5.63% 35.21% 33.8% 19.72% 5.63% 71 

mean: 2.897 

 
Participants do not seem to have frequent bouts of frustration; any concerns happen 

rarely or occasionally. The next question asked about the nature of comparisons and 
builds off the previous question (Table 13). 

Table 13 – Do you find comparisons helpful or hurtful? 

Helpful 
77.14% 54 

Hurtful 1.43% 1 

Neither 21.43% 15 

Total  70 

 
77% find comparisons helpful and it may be that the participants have all taken 

classes where comparisons are used in discussions of concept, craft, and content. After 
some basic classes most participants have probably learned that comparisons help them 
reflect on and improve their work. 

This next question asks about feelings, but is also examining upward and downward 
comparisons (Table 14a). 
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Table 14a – When viewing others’ work, do you often feel that your work is better or worse than 
others? 

Neither 
52.11% 37 

My work is better 29.58% 21 

My work is worse 18.31% 13 

Total  71 

 

Half of the participants said neither and so it seems that upward or downward 
comparisons are not a big issue for many participants. Nearly 30% state that their work is 
better. The nearly 20% who feel their work is worse are of some concern.  

Responses to this question were quite different for each of the two types of 
participants. Professionals were less concerned about the perceived quality of others 
work (Table 14b). 

Table 14b  

 
Students 
(n=28) 

Professionals (n=39) Mann–Whitney 
U 

p-value (2-
tailed) 

Mean  1.964 1.475 356.5 .005 

Median 2.00 1.00 

 

Professionals were less concerned about the issue of better or worse, while nearly 
50% of the students felt that their work was better than their peers. The data in this 
question suggest that both groups are not likely to do downward comparisons.  

This next questions looks at the same question in a similar fashion (Table 16). 

Table 16 – Does seeing poor work from a peer make you feel (select up to two): 

Better than this person in terms 
of design ability. 

38.03% 27 

Concerned about whether this 
person should pursue visual 
work. 

35.21% 25 

Concern for the reputation of 
the program. 

14.08% 10 

No concern 52.11% 37 

Total  71 

 

Over 50% have no concern. Is this worrisome? Should students be concerned about 
their peers (as well as themselves)?  If we break down the data into the two types of 
participants we get a slightly different story (Table 17). There is quite a difference 
between the two groups as to whether this person should pursue visual work. There is 
also a difference between the groups in the no concern category. 

 
 

Table 17 – Does seeing poor work from a peer make you feel: 
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Concern about whether this person should 
pursue visual work 

No concern  

College students 67.86% 32.14%  

Professionals 10.00% 65.00%  

Total 23 35 58 

 
Students show much more concern for a struggling student, while many of the 

professional feel it is of no concern. Students can identify what it feels like to do poorly 
on an assignment, while professionals may have more developed skills at this point in 
their careers and they have learned that you do make mistakes and have some struggles 
along the way. 

The next question digs a bit deeper into similar ideas. 

Table 18 – Does seeing good work from a peer make you feel (select up to two): 

Inferior as a designer 
17.14% 12 

Concerned about your ability to stay in 
the design field 

20.00% 14 

That you need to work harder 72.86% 51 

No concern 30.00% 21 

Total  70 

 
Nearly 73% of participants respond with resolve to work harder when seeing excellent 

work from a peer (Table 18). This may indicate a competitive nature or just the desire to 
do as well as one’s peers. When we break this down to the two types of participants we 
get a slightly different picture (Table 19). 

Table 19 – Does seeing good work from a peer make you feel (select up to two): 

 
Inferior as a 
designer 

Concern about your ability to 
stay in the design field 

No Concern 

College student 29.63% 40.74% 14.81% 

Professional 10.00% 7.50% 35.00% 

 12 14 18 

 

This reflects students’ concerns regarding the quality of their work and future 
potential. Once again, professionals are less concerned with viewing strong work by 
others.  

Research Question Three:  
 
What are the outcomes of comparing work?  
 
In this final section of questions we ask about what types of outcomes come about 

through comparisons.  

Table 20 – Do you use the comparisons with others work to improve your work? 
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1.Never 
2.Rarely 3.Occasionally  4.Often 5.Frequently Total  

0 5.63% 26.76% 50.70% 16.90% 71 

mean: 3.809 
 

Responses indicate that many students do use the comparisons to improve their own 
work (Table 20). Next, we asked a similar question that is more specific to making 
changes. 

Table 21 – Do you ever deliberately change something in your project based on a classmate’s 
project? 

1.Never 
2.Rarely 3.Occasionally  4.Often 5.Frequently Total  

14.49% 44.93% 34.78% 2.90% 2.90% 69 

mean: 2.349 

 
It appears that students do not frequently change their work based on comparisons 

with others work (Table 21). Responses to these questions may have been swayed by the 
potential to presume such changes as copying others’ work. While more research is 
needed to eke out the reason for lack of change, it may just be that participants value 
their work as it stands. 

The next question tries to determine if seeing others’ work helps students understand 
an assignment. Does viewing others work help to understand the objectives of the 
assignment and other learning goals? 

Table 22a – Generally, does seeing your peers work: 

Reduce ambiguity regarding expectations of the assignment. 
52.11% 37 

Increase ambiguity regarding expectations of the assignment. 11.27% 8 

Neither 36.62% 26 

Total  71 

 
Just over 50% say that comparisons do help reduce any ambiguity regarding an 

assignment (Table 22a). Students who like clear and concrete assignment briefs are most 
comfortable with reduced ambiguity. However, design professionals’ responses were 
very different in terms of the reduction of ambiguity.  

Table 22b 

 
Students 
(n=28) 

Professionals 
(n=40) 

Mann–Whitney U p-value  
(2-tailed) 

Mean  1.393 2.175 319.50 .001 

Median 1.00 3.00 

 
While 71% of students selected the ‘reduce ambiguity’ option, only 37% of the 

professionals did so. And 55 % of professionals selected the ‘neither’ category 
(reduce/increase ambiguity) resulting in a significant difference between the two groups 
(Table 22b). 
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This final question asks participants to identify three reactions to comparing others’ 
work. There are some ideas here that duplicate content from earlier questions so that we 
can learn more about the benefits of comparisons.  

Table 23 – Do comparisons help you to: (check your top three answers): 

See many different approaches to the assignment. 
84.51% 60 

View levels of craftsmanship. 60.56% 43 

View concepts 56.34% 40 

Understand the assignment more completely. 38.03% 27 

Help you estimate where you stand in the class based on your 
abilities. 

40.85% 29 

Identify work that is innovative. 73.24% 52 

Identify work that is not up to par. 22.94% 17 

Total  71 

 
This question prompted some very different responses between students and 

professionals (Table 23). While both groups responded similarly to four of the categories, 
there was a disparity between the two groups on increasing the ability to understand the 
assignment and helping estimate where you stand in the class based on your abilities 
(Table 24). Common sense may tell us the professionals would be less worried about 
assignments as such, and where they stand in relation so peers may be irrelevant in 
terms of participating in workshops. 

Table 24 – Do comparisons help you to:  

 
Understand the assignment 
more completely 

Help you estimate where you stand in the 
class based on your abilities. 

College student 64.29% 60.70% 

Professional 22.50% 27.50% 

Total 27 17 

   

 
This difference is not surprising because the students are still in school and expected 

to do assignments and succeed in the class. Students are concerned about grades. The 
professionals do not have to worry about assignments as such in professional 
development workshops, nor do they need to worry about where they stand in a class 
ranking. Learning without grades can be liberating.  

Conclusions 
Our findings confirm that social comparison does occur in design classes and 

professional development workshops. Comparisons help students to see how well they 
are doing relative to their peer group. While professionals do compare their work with 
peers, they are less likely to be concerned about the quality or level of their work based 
on comparisons. Additional research with professionals could tease out more specific 
information about how they view the work of their peers.  
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Both groups tend to compare their work more frequently with the best work shown 
and also spend more time examining the stronger work. They also tended to spend less 
time on poor work and less frequently compared their own work with projects they 
deemed less successful. 

Most of the participants agreed that comparisons are helpful. There is little indication 
that they become frustrated or threatened by comparisons. While comparisons between 
design students help them see where they stand in terms of the range of student work, 
professionals are less concerned about their work relative to their peers. Comparisons 
may also make students more competitive as they see that they may need to work harder 
to achieve more. How can we as teachers address students who feel that their work is 
not as good as others?   

This study has helped us understand how comparisons affect student and 
professionals in the development of their work. Our findings confirm Festinger’s theory in 
social comparison, which focuses on self-evaluation via comparisons with others as a 
method to enhance ourselves. While it is our first attempt to examine this phenomenon 
we hope to learn more qualitative information about specific aspects of comparisons via 
observations or interviews. Future study could also extend to include the relationship of 
students’ performance/grades and the outcome of social comparisons.  A longitudinal 
study might investigate whether social comparisons enhance self-improvement and 
success in the design field. As educators we need to be aware of the powerful influence 
of social comparisons, not only when viewing visual projects, but also of the abilities, 
opinions, and experiences of students during their years in school. 
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Abstract: Design studio education has been a leading pedagogical principle in 
design learning for over 100 years. Initially, the studio environment was seen as 
a collaborative environment in which students follow the work of their peers’ 
through formal presentations, critiques and informal conversations. In the recent 
past, research on design studios has lost sight of the social component in studio 
education in favour of concentrating on the tutor-students relationship. As the 
delivery of design education has moved into online environments, scholars have 
begun to recognise that social engagement with peers may be of a greater 
importance to students’ design learning than previously acknowledged. This 
paper explores the gap in our understanding of engagement and interaction by 
analysing quantitative and qualitative data from 317 students who were 
studying an online module in design thinking. The module facilitates learning 
akin to the design studio experience. An online environment allows students to 
share and discuss design work, asynchronously, with peers at a distance. The 
results of the analysis show a correlation between engagement and students 
success, and further analysis of the kinds of interactions suggest six themes of 
social engagement that have a positive effect on students’ outcomes. These 
findings add to our understanding of successful online design pedagogies. 

Keywords: design studio; social engagement; online learning; peer learning 
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Introduction  
The move to studio teaching in specialist educational environments in the 20th century 

(Kuhn, 2001; Webster, 2005) has been described as a ‘signature’ pedagogy in design 
education (Crowther, 2013), offering students opportunities to practice skills without ‘real 
world’ risks (Schön, 1987). The studio model, unlike the atelier model it replaced, relies on 
the expert tutor as central arbiter of quality, and was a response to increasing numbers of 
design students, the development of the design professions and the need for enculturation 
in professional practice.  

A key benefit of studio enculturation is that it enables students to adopt a professional 
approach and develop the skills and confidence to behave like designers. It also allows 
students to take advantage of the ‘institution’ of a designer’s profession – the embodied 
knowledge and practice that is genuinely valuable and worth knowing (Kimbell, 2011). In 
traditional studios this is provided by the tutor ‘expert’, often a practitioner themselves. 
However, the model of the expert as the central arbiter of quality can be difficult – the 
asymmetrical power relationships created can cause problems (e.g. Mewburn, 2011; 
Sidawi, 2012) and focusing on the expert and enculturation ignores another key studio 
learning mechanism.  

The studio has always been a social space as well as a place for professional training 
and, although recent research has started to investigate social interaction in the studio, 
many authors still call for greater recognition of its importance (eg. Webster (2005), Sidawi 
(2012), Crowther (2013)). With increasing numbers of design students, the ratio of 
students per tutor is increasing and the models of tutor-centred studio education are 
changing. Institutions start to put more emphasis on collaborative projects and 
engagement with other learners or stakeholders in design. 

But how is social engagement altered when design pedagogies move from proximate to 
online worlds, in which structured learning elements and especially social media 
conventions influence peer interaction and learning as much, or possibly more, than 
experts do? As we progress towards alternative and blended modes of design education 
(online, part time, distance, practice-based, etc.), it is perhaps timely to reconsider the 
social and peer interactions in design education. 

Background 

Social interaction in design studio education 
Until recently relatively little attention has been given to social interaction in design 

education. Schön (1987) shows the valuable role of teachers as experts but scarcely 
considers student peer groups. Miller and Dollard (1950), discussing the social process of 
modelling, see students learning through emulation of teacher behaviour. However, 
Ashton and Durling (2000) question whether emulation develops skills of criticism and 
judgement that can be applied in new situations. Students may come to over-rely on the 
expert, whether intentionally, encouraged by the tutor or unconsciously, assuming this 
behaviour themselves. In such a dependent relationship less attention is given to self-
assessment or assessment with peers and colleagues (Colomina et al, 2012). Ashton and 
Durling (2000) describe the studio as a social space in which observation and appraisal 
allow students to check they are on the right track and ‘do the right things’. They also 
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indicate that the traditional master-oriented studio model requires high levels of contact 
between individual students and the teacher, which is unrealistic in contemporary 
educational contexts. Understanding peer relationships is thus crucially important. ‘The 
process of becoming a designer is not an individual journey but one where the group in 
which the learning takes place and the community which students seek to join plays a vital 
role’ (ibid. p 3).  

Another tension is seen between the expectations of design in professional practice 
and education. Professional practice requires cooperation and collaboration whereas, in 
education these behaviours can be construed as cheating (Robinson, 2010).These social 
aspects have posed challenges for some time (Cuff, 1991) and are mainly dealt with 
through simulation and project-based situated learning, where collaborative roles may be 
enacted or real world scenarios and experiences offered. However, for students competing 
with peers in this pseudo-social environment, the group result matters far less than 
individual results. 

It would seem though that, despite these tensions, social engagement and interaction 
are beginning to be seen as valuable aspects of the pedagogy of design. Sidawi (2012) 
found that the largest positive influence on architecture students was their peers, 
conversely the dominance of tutor feedback inhibited creativity. McLean and Hourigan 
(2013) identified both benefits and limitations in design studio peer relationships, noting 
they were ‘complimentary yet quite distinct to the tutor-student relationship’. Smith 
(2015) identified that interior design students’ persistence was significantly improved by 
social interaction with peers.  

The concept of peer learning derives from informal learning practices, but scholars have 
tried to embed peer learning in a more formal curriculum. This is particularly important 
when education is delivered at a distance and chances for informal encounters are 
minimal. In the wider literature, peer learning has been described as learning with and 
from each other (Boud, 2014). Peers may have more or less expertise, but the key is they 
are in a similar situation and the power balance is equal, unlike the tutor/student 
relationship (Boud, 2014). The main difference when comparing peer learning to teacher-
centred learning is how to ‘judge the accuracy of information we receive instead of being 
given accurate information by the teacher’ (Boud, 2014, p. 2). The key to success in peer 
learning could be to offer learners appropriate guidance that enables them to judge the 
accuracy of information given. 

Virtual design studios  
Many design programmes are now augmenting (or even replacing) traditional studio 

environments with virtual studios (Arvola and Artman, 2008; Robbie and Zeeng, 2012). 
These spaces have mainly been shaped by translation of practice in proximate studios and 
the affordances of the technologies available (Malins 2003). In these contexts, ‘virtual 
studio' is used to describe a place for working, i.e. a suite of design tools rather than a 
space for display and interaction.  

The pace of progression of technology and our understanding of the human/social 
interplay with technology, is such that, although this has been studied previously, constant 
re-consideration is needed: of the eight virtual studios referred to by Broadfoot and 
Bennet (2003), only one is still accessible, showing how transient some of these 
environments can be. Similarly, verification or modification of the characteristics being 
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translated needs regular review: for example, Kvan’s (2011) finding that trust between 
cooperating design practitioners can be developed in virtual studio environments just as it 
can in proximate ones. 

Maher and Simoff’s (1999) early versions of virtual studios have developed significantly 
in the last fifteen years, with more nuanced views of the relationship between people and 
technology emerging, offering new perspectives and better alternatives to traditional 
epistemologies (e.g. Jones, 2013; Grove et al, 2008; Attwell, 2007).  

Alternative forms of online spaces are also emerging from other sources; students (and 
tutors) find and create spaces themselves by utilising social media for a range of peer 
learning and support activities (Schadewitz and Zamenopoulos, 2009; Hart et al, 2011; 
McCarthy, 2013). Schadewitz and Zamenopoulos (2009) have suggested that online social 
media seems able to offer enculturation into the world of design through a mixture of 
content-focused and social interaction around uploaded artefacts. Robbie and Zeeng 
(2012) identified that social interaction on Flickr improved learning outcomes in a 
photography class. McCarthy (2013) argued that online social interaction improved 
academic performance of design students as a result of constant feedback from a range of 
sources on Facebook. But the kinds of social interaction contributing to learner success in 
the online studio remain to be explored. 

The literature review on social interactions and virtual design studios led to the 
question investigated in this paper: What kinds of engagement and social interaction can 
we observe without an expert being in the online studio and how might this relate to 
learners’ success? The question is addressed here by examining the use of a virtual studio 
by a large student population in the Open University (UK), U101: Design Thinking online 
module. 

Design education at The Open University 
The Open University is the UK’s largest distance education institution specialising in 

providing part time and full time, undergraduate and postgraduate distance education. 
Individual study modules contribute to chosen qualifications; module populations for 
design modules are between 300-500 students. Extensive online or printed materials 
deliver the main teaching supported by a range of online systems, tools and opportunities. 
Each student is allocated to a tutor, a subject specialist, who grades and feeds back on 
assessed work. Each tutor is responsible for about 20 students. 

The Design and Innovation degree comprises three core modules (each equivalent to 
half a year of full time study) alongside which student study a pathway of choice (design 
with engineering, environment, arts or business). The core modules focus on essential 
design thinking skills, attitudes and approaches that have application across multiple 
domains. Each module makes extensive use of the research and scholarship into design 
thinking originating from the institution over the past decades (Cross, 2007).  

The module presented in this paper is U101: Design Thinking, the entry-level design 
module. Over a period of 8 months, for 20 hours a week students are directed to study 
online materials and engage in activities in a virtual learning environment (VLE). Students’ 
contact with their tutor takes various forms. There are 4 project based design assignments 
throughout the module ending in the presentation of a portfolio of the students work. 
Tutors mark and feedback on the assignments after completion. Students also have the 
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opportunity to meet their tutor and other students in 4 face-to-face tutorials as well as 
online tutorial opportunities. Students have a dedicated online tutor group forum, which is 
regularly monitored by the tutor, and other tutorial opportunities are available in the VLE. 

Two central pedagogies are:  
Development of individual students’ own design reflection in order to establish 

independent design thinking.  
Social and active learning in the online design studio to learn with and from others. 
One of the main VLE tools used in all design modules is OpenDesignStudio (ODS), an 

online portfolio and communication space that allows students to post, view and discuss 
artefacts which they create and find. Digital artefacts can be uploaded to predetermined 
‘slots’ (Figure 1) corresponding to activities in the teaching materials, or the pinboard 
where the student is free to post whatever they wish. All posts are viewable to the student 
cohort. Tutors are not required to use the tool but many do and report that it provides 
another opportunity for student-tutor contact in an informal way (i.e. not necessarily as 
student-expert). The affordances of ODS enable a range of opportunities in learning and 
teaching to be considered. The tool is simple enough to use so that no significant time is 
needed for familiarisation. For U101, use is primarily visual (image files).  

 

Figure 1 Main interface of OpenDesignStudio online virtual studio tool, showing predetermined ‘slots’. 

Students comment on each individual post, primarily through text, like forum replies 
though audio commenting is also possible. Students can also engage in quick interaction by 
using simple Favourite, Smile and Inspire buttons that avoid placing any barriers in the way 
of student communication and interaction. 
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Figure 2 - An ODS slot with image upload in OpenDesignStudio. 

ODS provides, a mainly visual space where students can communicate their own work 
and see the work produced by other students. This apparently simple ‘display and observe’ 
activity is far more complex and holds the key to a range of other individual and social 
learning mechanisms explored in this paper. Students are free to choose to engage with 
the tool and are also given options to enable them to maintain privacy on posts should 
they so wish. 

ODS is only one part of an overall suite of online spaces within the VLE, including 
forums, a live chat tool and asynchronous presentation ‘rooms’. It is thought that the 
overall blend of these tools enables the module to be successful as a virtual learning 
environment for design (Jones and Lloyd, 2013). Student use of ODS has far exceeded 
expectation from the first presentation (in 2010), hence the main focus of this paper is this 
virtual studio and what it might tell us about online student engagement and interaction. 

Methodology  

Data collection, collation and analysis 
For this paper, quantitative data from one presentation (October 2013) of U101 were 

extracted in two main ways: data generated automatically and reported within ODS itself; 
and data scraped from the online tool manually by the authors. The automated data was 
used primarily to identify any useful immediate observations requiring further analysis. The 
scraped data was tabulated, concatenated with student assessment records and cleaned to 
remove any incomplete entries. The cleaned data set was finalised by removing entries for 
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students who did not complete the module (132 entries). This allowed a complete student 
population about whom we could discern a final result status as well as describe their 
online activity in ODS. 

Activities in ODS were used to infer interaction and engagement. The ODS actions of 
Slot completion (a student uploading to a slot) and Slot views (a student viewing another 
student’s slot) were taken to infer engagement and Slot commenting (a student 
commenting on another student’s slot) and Slot feedback requests (a slot-specific single-
click action) were taken to infer interaction. Both inferences and their relation to the 
module outcome (students results) were investigated in a first quantitative analysis. 

In the interpretation and discussion of the quantitative results, qualitative data was 
consulted. Qualitative data included ODS portfolios and pinboard uploads and associated 
activities, such as comments and replies to feedback requests. These ’profiles’ were viewed 
to discern patterns of behaviour regarding engagement and interaction. For example, the 
quantity and quality of uploads and comments, or the kinds of networks and conversations 
emerging, were of interest. The aim was not to view a certain number of profiles, but to 
reach a saturation of observations that recurred, along the lines of Glaser’s grounded 
theory approach (1965). 

Finally, responses to an end of module survey were consulted to aid discussion of our 
results. At the end of year students were invited to complete a quantitative and qualitative 
questionnaire about their learning experience. Of 64 respondents, (20.3% of students who 
completed the module), 19 students commented on OpenDesignStudio (6.5% of students 
who completed the module). One researcher read all comments and highlighted any that 
referred to OpenDesignStudio (directly or indirectly).  

All of these methods have limitations. The statistical analysis is broad and only offers a 
meta-level overview, the qualitative analysis is deep and selective and the survey results 
have a small return and might introduce some bias. For these reasons and in line with 
Glaser’s (1965) constant comparative approach, all these sources have been brought 
together in our analysis to gain a deeper understanding. 

Findings 
In the presentation studied, 317 students completed the module. 143 (45%) of these 

students were female and 174 (55%) male. The age range of students was 16 to 75 with an 
average age of 32. Out of these, 276 (87%) students passed, 28 (9%) received distinction 
and 13 (4%) failed the module. This represents a ‘normal’ Open University student 
population although notably different to other universities.  

Engagement and interaction 
Simple inspection of the quantitative data provided evidence of both engagement and 

interaction.  
In terms of activity engagement (completion of directed activity in ODS), 102 (32%) 

students completed every slot and two thirds of students had at least 75% of slots filled 
(Figure 3). Similarly, students each viewed an average of 300 other student slots, 
confirming that students are engaging with ODS as part of their study.  
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Figure 3 – Histogram of number of empty slots per student. 

In terms of interaction, a total of 17,844 comments were made. On average each 
student made 48 comments on fellow students slots. Students are only directed to 
comment on other students’ work twice in the module but are encouraged to do this as a 
general (designerly) practice throughout. Indeed, the design of the tool requires a certain 
momentum of commenting for successful use. The average number of comments made 
suggests that the original design intent has been met and that students are engaging with 
one another and, thereby, in undirected learning activity. 

In terms of distribution of comments, only 1,430 (7%) of slots had comments attached 
to them. This clearly indicates that the distribution of comments is very uneven with some 
slots receiving multiple comments, perhaps suggesting some network reinforcement 
mechanism. For example, 5% of students (25 who have viewed the most posts), account 
for 29% of total comments, with one student accounting for 5% of all comments. 

Students have the option to set slots to private or semi-private, such that other 
students may not view their work or only a select group may view it. Only 0.5% of all slots 
were made private and only 1% made semi-private (visible to tutor group). The default 
setting is ‘public’ but students are informed of the privacy settings and the results suggest 
a willingness to display and ‘make visible’ work to other students. A more accurate 
statement might be that there is less of a concern about sharing than might be expected. 
Though students raise concerns about sharing this is not reflected in their actual 
behaviour.  

Students made, on average, 2 feedback requests each (6% of slots. The module directs 
students to make one feedback request to familiarise them with this affordance/feature. 
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The number of students with no requests for feedback (even with the directed activity) is 
far higher than anticipated (Figure 4) suggesting that this feature is not being used as 
effectively.  

 

Figure 4 – Histogram of number of feedback requests per student 

The other ‘quick social’ interaction tools have a reasonable usage in comparison to the 
feedback request tool: 15% of slots had Smiles attached. However, lower usage was seen 
of the Inspired button (6%), Favourites (4%) and Follow student (4% or 12 students 
followed a peer). 

Relation to student success 
Considering the overall population according to result status, we do see a strong 

correlation between outcome and all four main engagement and interaction indicators.  
 

Outcome Average of Views of 
other student’s work 

Average of Empty 
slots 

Average of 
Comments made 

Average of 
Feedback 
requests 

Distinction 
(n=28, 9%) 

596 4 107 4 

Pass (n=276, 
87%) 

280 8 43 2 

Fail (n=13, 4%) 97 16 16 1 

Table 1 - Total number of engagement characteristics based on outcome 
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Generally, these correlations are as might be expected: students at distinction level 
have higher engagement and interaction characteristics (higher views of other students' 
work and fewer empty slots). But this method of grouping contains two groups with quite 
low populations (distinction (n=28) and fail (n=13)).  

By further breaking down the student population into quartiles (Q1 representing the 
least successful quarter and Q4 representing the most successful quarter), we do see the 
general correlation continuing for engagement (Figure 6) and interaction (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 6 – Final result quartiles (Left) Average number of empty slots per student; (right) Average 
number of views per student. 

 

Figure 6 – Final result quartiles (left) Average number of comments made per students; (right) 
Average number of feedback requests per student. 

As with the result outcome division, it is clearly the lower and upper populations that 
exhibit the most direct correlation. The apparently linear correlation in feedback requests 
is thought to be due to low numbers in both result and sample size. 
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Figure 7 – Correlation between student success and number of empty slots 

 

Figure 8 – Correlation between student success and number of slot views 
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Looking across the entire student population, there is (perhaps unsurprisingly) a 
moderate negative correlation (r=-0.42) between student success and empty activity slots 
(Figure 7).  

There is a reasonable positive correlation (r=0.33) between student success and the 
number of slots viewed (Figure 8). That is, the higher the number of slot views, the better 
the final student result.  

This distribution is interesting in terms of the extreme outliers, both the individual 
outliers with high view numbers and also the larger population of students who view far 
fewer slots but do well. This strongly suggests that, whilst the overall correlation holds, 
individual student contexts have far greater causal impact. However, observation of the 
previously identified extremes of student success do correlate; no student who has viewed 
fewer than 50 of their peers artefacts (slots) achieved a distinction and no student, who 
viewed more than this number, failed (Figure 9).  

 

 

Figure 9 –Correlation between student success and number of slot views (0-500 views horizontal 
range) 
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Figure 10 – Correlation between student success and number of comments made. 

 

 

Figure 11 – Correlation between student success and number of comments made (0-100 comments 
horizontal range) 
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There is a reasonable positive correlation (r=0.30) between student success and the 
number of comments made (Figure 10). Interestingly, this correlation and its distribution, 
is almost identical to that of number of slot views, despite the relative difference in activity 
(see Table 1). 

But it is in the distribution of this correlation that the difference becomes apparent 
(Figure 11). Some students are actively viewing slots but do not engage through 
commenting and, unlike the number of views made, students can still obtain good results 
without doing so. 

There is a weak positive correlation (r=0.28) between student success and number of 
feedback requests (Figure 12). As with the slot view correlation, the distribution of this is 
quite specific, probably reflecting the limited use of this feature as identified above.  

 

Figure 12 – Correlation between student success and number of feedback requests 

Relation of views to comments 
There is a very strong correlation (r=0.76) between students viewing and commenting 

on slots (Figure 13). This is partly explained by students having to view a slot prior to 
commenting on it, but the strength of the correlation is such that the two behaviours are 
worthy of further attention. 
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Figure 13 – Correlation between student slot views and comment 

Discussion of engagement and interaction 
As a result of this statistical analysis, the qualitative analysis of student behaviour and 

views expressed in the end of module survey the following major themes emerge that shed 
some light on the ways in which students engage in the online studio. 

Time on Task 
The results show that students are engaging with ODS actively and using it to complete 

their work. In fact, most are doing more than directed by the module material. The concept 
of ‘time on task’ in learning suggests that ‘time plus energy equals learning’ (Chickering and 
Gamson, 1987), and this seems to be supported by these findings. The interface design is 
thought to be beneficial because students have immediate, visual feedback that they are 
progressing. 

It can also be seen that time spent engaging with the online studio by uploading 
material and viewing correlates to learner success, particularly at the upper and lower ends 
of the success spectrum. Put simply, engagement by completing, presenting and sharing 
work is a clear indicator of investment in learning; and that engagement is linked directly 
to student success, a correlation found in a number of other studies (e.g. Clay, 2008; Allen 
& Lester, 2012). This is also evident from student comments: 

The whole idea of learning is fun shone throughout the active exercises I posted on the 
Open Design studio like the storyboard, which really got me thinking about design. 
(Student 11) 
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The finding that no student with fewer than 50 slot views achieved a distinction and no 
student failed who viewed more than this number, is potentially important here, 
suggesting some minimum level of engagement that may exist, which supports earlier 
research on online studios and performance (Robbie and Zeeng, 2012). This, possibly 
obvious, finding, has a very simple application to the practice and theory of virtual studios 
– engagement (and thereby student success) can be supported through activities in and 
around an online studio. 

Listening in 
Another form of engagement is viewing the work of others on the same task. Whilst 

‘lurking’ is often viewed disparagingly, students emphasise the value of sharing and 
viewing others’ work: 

 … display the best possible amount of work (… and to) gain an understanding of other 
peoples work/participation. 

… upload my ideas and designs so that other people could view them and feedback on 
them.  (Students 01, 13) 

Statistically, the correlation of viewing and success is slightly weaker than the 
correlation of uploads and success. This may suggest a sub-group of students who prefer 
not to engage by commenting but who are still very much engaging by viewing and 
observing. Understanding their motivation for doing so is essential in understanding the 
basic operation of an online studio. 

Cennamo and Brandt (2012) found the value of ‘listening-in’ to expert crits in a physical 
studio as important as reflection in action (receiving feedback on own design from tutor). 
There are no teacher-experts involved in the ODS studio but the qualitative analysis of 
outliers, identified student-experts. These students were seen as valuable contributors 
whose conversations were listened into. These high frequency commenters appear to take 
on an 'expert' role in providing appraisal across a wide range of their peers, including 
weaker students. The sheer number of views indicates that others see those comments. 
Though the extent of interaction depends on whether this is acknowledged and responded 
to (also see section ‘A stable core network’). The level of cooperation and willingness to 
share in this environment contradicts the assertions of Shih, Hu and Chen (2006) that 
students primarily view one another as competitors, at least in the Open University 
context. 

We conclude that in the absence of teacher-experts, students find value in viewing 
other students’ work and engage in peer-to-peer comparison activity (e.g. Festinger, 1954; 
Gilbert, Giesler & Morris, 1995). Again, this is supported in student feedback: 

Secondly, it allowed me to view other people’s work so that I could see what 
techniques they were using that were different to mine. (Student 01) 

Whilst this study could not examine these peer comparison activities in sufficient detail 
(this would be a significant piece of work in its own right), we can conclude that students 
are engaging both ‘actively’ and ‘passively’ in social learning. One of the reasons they do 
this is the value they perceive in peer comparison and self-evaluation.  
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The intensity of use of ODS demonstrated in the findings supports this: students would 
not use ODS as they do unless they saw some value in doing so. Again, for theorists and 
practitioners in virtual studios this is an important consideration to take account of. The 
debate about online community may still be on-going, but online social mechanisms are 
definitely in operation and visibly active. 

Quick social engagement 
The ‘quick’ social tools provided in ODS are reasonably well used but not as much as 

expected in the original design. Students used the ‘made me smile’ button most (15% of 
slots); and Inspired and Favourited least (6% and 4% of slots respectively). The intention 
behind these markers was to allow all students to engage quickly and easily at some level 
as a social group, something that can be a challenge in online distance education. But the 
findings suggest that students actually seek more valuable social interactions in this type of 
environment, like those listed above, analogous to a finding made by Weaver and Albion 
(2005) in relation to social presence and online social engagement. 

Use of the ‘Feedback request’ feature is relatively low with only 6% of slots having a 
feedback request marker applied. Students can be reluctant to ask for help directly for a 
variety of reasons. According to Joel (2007) appraisal seeking is a very personal matter, e.g 
one would not shout to the entire studio for help, but go to specific individuals who have 
been recognised as helpful and trustworthy. 

It should be noted that students also make use of other spaces to ask for feedback, 
possibly preferring to use more conversational methods then simply pressing a button. For 
example, help requests (often with specific details) are observed in forums (main, tutor 
group and café) as well as via social media channels such as the U101 Facebook group. 
Further research into the spaces where students seek informal critique is required to fully 
appreciate how this mechanism expresses itself online. 

Comment to conversation 
Students are only directed to comment on other students’ work twice in the module 

but are encouraged to develop this practice. The ratio of comments (17,844) to slots 
completed (20,021) shows students do not comment on all uploads, as seen previously, 
only 7% of all slots have comments attached.  

Given the volume of information produced this is not surprising - for each slot to get 2 
comments would require students to make 100 comments each. Interestingly students in 
the top quartile of our dataset did make 100+ comments each and some considerably 
more. This may relate to the observations made by Wang et al (2012) that not all the 
online content receives the same amount of user attention. Where there is a large 
selection of content, users of online media only pay attention to high quality content.  
Although not the only indicator, content that already has a number of comments often 
attracts more which may lead to a conversation thread. High quality content is thus more 
likely to achieve a critical mass of comments. 

It was discernible that high quality uploads stood out from others because of the 
strength of image or an unusual approach to the task.  A thorough classification of high 
quality uploads is far beyond the scope of this paper. The authors in support of other 
scholars (e.g. Wang et al, 2012) believe that this is worthy of systematic investigation.  
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Interestingly, the qualitative investigation noted a slight difference in attention focus 
between student groups. Amongst the more successful students conversation and 
reflective interaction could be seen as students discussed artefacts and questions raised, 
whilst, with less successful students comments on posts were less likely to lead to 
conversation, and where they did so this conversation was more superficial and social in 
nature. At one point in the module, all students were required to communicate and 
collaborate with one another to find a problem to work on as the basis of a piece of 
assessment. Though all students received comments on their uploaded problem 
statement, from every peer in their allocated group, only amongst the high commenting 
group, was conversation, rather than disparate commenting seen. 

Posts that were examined qualitatively demonstrated that reciprocation and timeliness 
mattered most. That is, if comments were responded to (meaningfully) this increased the 
chance of a conversation emerging. But this response has to happen within a limited time 
frame – a comment that is not responded too in time (no matter how valuable) will not 
lead to conversation. Timeliness corresponds to the fact that the module follows a weekly 
schedule of study. Activities and associated ODS uploads are generally done within a 
certain time frame, nevertheless students are free to study slower or faster if it suits them. 
Finally, if the conditions of reciprocation and timeliness are met, there is evidence that 
conversation momentum takes over – i.e. that more attention is paid to the emerging 
conversation. This is probably due to the investment made by students involved as well as 
it being seen as an active event in the studio. This notion of commenting momentum is one 
that has analogies in other online social tools (e.g. Weaver and Albion, 2005; Donelan, Kear 
and Ramage, 2010). Again, in terms of theory and practice, knowing that such momentum 
is required should inform learning and teaching design as well as online tuition activity. The 
potential of translating approaches and methods from other online social environments 
that have similar requirements should also be recognised. 

A stable core network 
Through close examination of the ODS portfolios of students who make a high volume 

of comments, it was noted that these students interact with one another, creating an in-
group or core social support network characterised by their commenting behaviour. Joel 
(2007) also observed core networks of appraisal (seeking and giving feedback) in the 
physical studio and points out that higher grade students seek and provide feedback more 
than lower grade ones, this can also be observed in our data (correlation between 
comments and rank).  

However, high volume commenters are also seen outside of their core network 
commenting on peers across the range of both engagement and success.  In the main 
population of students, one or two comments are seen on high quality or humorous 
uploads, but there is little or no conversation around posts because the owners of uploads 
do not respond the comments made. This is in contrast to the core network of high 
commenters who not only give comments but also pick up on the replies to their comment 
leading to a conversation on the uploaded design work. In addition to thread length and 
topic, tie-strength influences the scale and depth of commenting. Tie-strength is the 
strength of relationship between individuals in a network (Granovetter, 1973). If a student 
from the normal population is not part of the core group (or has a weak tie-strength) 
conversations are less likely to occur.  
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The follow function, which was intended to assist in social network construction, is, in 
practice, infrequently used with only 4% (12 students) having more than one follower. This 
may be a problem of interface design or understanding of the function.  Despite this, the 
depth of some of the networks evidenced in the qualitative study shows the active 
construction of networks by students (though not using the tools provided). The follow 
tool may have negative connotations from social media or be seen as an artificial 
construct. 

In summary, a striking image draws views; if it has already some comments, then there 
is a good chance that more will follow; but only if students are willing to invest time in 
responding and discussing to develop strong ties (or potential ties) between themselves 
and other students. Indeed students commented:  

I found ODS frustrating for the lack of easy threads … It was great for looking, not for 
building relationships. (Student 10) 

Although students do browse their peers’ posts, the current interface does not 
facilitate all students in the establishment of strong ties and engagement in conversation. 
Students do value and are seen to have a desire to develop social networks as well as 
design skills. This finding supports similar observations made by Ashton and Durling (2000) 
that the social aspects of design education should not be underestimated. The social 
network dimensions of ODS needs to be studied in much more depth than was possible in 
this paper. 

Spectrum of engagement 
It has been argued in several places that there is a hierarchy and/or progression for 

participation in online social spaces (Preece, 2009; Mustafaraj et al. 2011). While 
Mustafaraj et all (2011) identify a continuum from Silent to Vocal users, Preece (2009) 
identifies motivations to move from Reader to Leader.  

It is outside the scope of this study to look at changes in student behaviour and so 
conclusions cannot be drawn about possible progression through these ranks. However, 
individual students exhibited a range of characteristics like those found in these hierarchy 
and/or progression models. For example, at one end of this spectrum we see students who 
hardly engage and rarely interact; at the other, students who view thousands of slots and 
make hundreds of comments. This finding is partially evidenced by the strong correlation 
between viewing slots and commenting on slots. Whilst we cannot state a causal 
relationship between viewing slots and commenting, we can say that one certainly follows 
the other. The affordances of OpenDesignStudio support the types of behaviour we might 
wish to encourage in an online studio.  

It could be argued that it is not entirely necessary, in entry level study to have students 
advance from reader to leader in order to increase learner success. Lamer (2009) posits 
that for entry-level study (and especially in online, distance education), it is valuable to 
have students interact simply and realise that they are not alone. From the results in this 
study, it is clear that ODS is an online environment that can assist with this facilitating the 
finding of likeminded peers in the online studio.  

Students who reflect on their own work, providing commentary on their posts and 
identifying issues, problems or insight into their design process are more likely to provoke 
comment leading to conversation than those who use no, or minimal description or 
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refection of their work when posting artefacts. This reflection may help peers to identify 
like-minded students and may be an aid to the development of networks. On the other 
hand, students who use the interface to post humorous or social images and descriptions 
are most likely to provoke humorous or social comments in response.  

Conclusions 
We started our investigation with the question: what kinds of engagement and social 

interaction can we observe without an expert being in the online studio and how might this 
relate to learners’ success? We observed a good positive correlation between engagement 
and interaction in the online studio and student success. We also identified six themes of 
engagement and interaction with peers in the online studio: Time on task, Listening In, 
Quick Social Engagement, Comment to Conversation, A Stable Core Network, and 
Spectrum of Engagement. Each theme was seen to contribute to student success. 

Successful engagement in the online studio needs to be situated within the structure of 
the online Design Thinking module. Many students come to the module with prior 
professional knowledge (although not necessary from design disciplines). Before engaging 
in the studio, the students’ learning is structured through readings and skill building tasks. 
Although tutors are not in the studio to give expert advice, students receive expert tutor 
feedback on their assessed work, which is also uploaded to ODS. In summary, peer learning 
is about learning how to ‘judge the accuracy of information’ (Boud, 2001). The module 
contents and activities outside of the studio and the student’s prior knowledge and 
experience, guide judgement of the accuracy of information given in the studio (uploads 
made and comments given). Without these prerequisites, peer learning in the online studio 
would not work. 

This work has shown that, perhaps unsurprisingly, there is a spectrum of social and 
academic engagement; that a high level of engagement is dependent on many of the 
factors observed in other online social spaces (such as critical mass) as well as a few key 
studio-specific ones (such as reflective practice). It has been shown that engaged students 
seek one another out and re-enforce each other's behaviour through frequent, interactive 
engagement. This behaviour is informed by the usefulness of the engagement that 
students experience. In the absence of immediate ‘expert’ feedback in the studio, students 
make use of (and develop) their own expertise through their prior knowledge, the 
guidance and cues provided by the module material and prior engagement with tutors 
outside the studio.  

The overall message from this analysis is clear: social interaction and peers learning is 
not only possible in online studio environments, it is something that is actively constructed 
and sought out by students. Social learning mechanisms represent one of the oldest and 
most natural pedagogies and online studios, one of the newest forms of human 
interaction, offer novel opportunities in which such learning can take place.  
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Abstract: Within design methodology, the dichotomy between intuitive and 
analytical decision making is well extended. This paper challenges the very grounds 
for the existence of this dichotomy and, without claiming that rational analysis is not 
an important aspect of design decision making, it argues in favour of the acceptance 
of intuition as a valid form of design decision making. Analytical rationality should 
not be the sole target of any design process, as the analytical mode of thinking is 
only a part of the total spectrum of human decision making, it should not be 
considered the only proper way of making design decisions as intuitive decision 
making is key in expert decision making. 
This paper includes philosophical considerations regarding where we are in the field 
of design decision making, where we want to go, and what is desirable according to 
values and interests related to rationality and what constitutes rational design 
decision making in design. 
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Introduction 
Within design methodology, the dichotomy between intuitive and analytical decision 

making is well extended. This paper challenges the very grounds for the existence of this 
dichotomy and it argues in favour of the acceptance of intuition as a valid form of design 
decision making. It doesn't claim, however, that rational analysis must be abandoned or that it 
is not a very important aspect of design decision making.  

Since the early 1960’s, many models of the design process have been defined; the 
definition and analysis of design process models has become a central issue to academic 
design research since the beginning of the Design Methods Movement in 1962 (Cross, 2007a). 
In these more than fifty years, the definition and analysis of design process models has been a 
subject frequently dealt with by several authors: Hubka and Eder (1996), Jones (1984), Lawson 
(2004, 2006), Margolin and Buchanan (1995) and Martí i Font (1999) are some sources with an 
historical perspective. Bayazit (2004) and Cross (2007b) review forty years of design research 
and discuss the principal models and currents; Dubberly (2005) presents a referenced 
inventory of over 80 models of design appeared in the last five decades. It is clear from these 
models that problem solving and decision making are intrinsically present in many design 
process models and that the concept of rationality is transversal to design methodology. 

It could be argued that in the design models of the early years of design methodology 
methods were sought to bring scientific procedures onto the design process in order to make 
rational decisions. The intention behind it was to overcome the artistic or intuitive methods 
that characterised the beginning of design in order to embrace a logical and rationalist ideal. 
However, the initial methods of design were not adequate (Alexander, 1964; Jones, 1992; 
Maldonado, 1977; Rittel & Webber, 1973). This rationalist view reached its peak with the 
publication of Notes on the Synthesis of Form by Christopher Alexander in 1964, a very 
influential source that sets the principles of logical deduction and mathematical optimisation 
techniques to reach ‘form’ (Alexander, 1964). The rationalistic focus precipitated an important 
crisis within the movement in the early 1970’s and, as it was mentioned before, it did not take 
long for the pioneers in design methodology to start doubting the success of these kinds of 
methods. In 1970, Jones (1970, p.27) wrote that ‘there is not much evidence that they have 
been used with success, even by their inventors’. Since the failure of the rationalistic approach 
is extensively documented (e.g. Cross, 1981, 1984; Cross, 2007b; Jones, 1984, 1992; Lawson, 
2006), I will not elaborate on this issue any further. 

Rationality and intuition 

Rationality 
In this paper, the notion of rationality has a precise meaning closely related to the 

decision-making processes. It is an instrumental view of rationality. According to March 
(1994), rationality can be defined as a class of procedures to decide. In this procedural view of 
rationality, the rational is applied to the thought method used and not to the conclusions of 
our thought (Baron, 2008). A decision implies a certain previous margin of uncertainty: we 
require this margin of indeterminacy for it to make sense to talk about a rational decision; the 
agent must be faced with several alternatives to choose from and must have specific 
preferences or targets (Mosterín, 2008). 
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Due to the high informative complexity surrounding them, decision makers must discard 
information without previously analysing it in order to be able to achieve their goals on time 
(Simon, 1955). The necessary calculations are made by procedures aimed at saving effort, 
even though the solutions might not be adequate or might not follow an optimisation or 
maximisation criterion. These procedures are called heuristic. According to Tversky and 
Kahneman (1974, p.1124) heuristics ‘reduce the complex tasks of assessing probabilities and 
predicting values to simpler judgmental operations’. Simon (1955) proposed the notion of 
satisficing. This concept offers a notion of rationality in which optimisation is replaced with 
behaviour that seeks to choose the first option that is minimally acceptable and adequate to 
satisfy a goal or criterion.  

Intuition 
People do not necessarily decide rationally in an analytical sense: they have developed 

their expertise and knowledge to such an extent that they do not require conscious, volitive or 
explicit reasoning. Experts seem to usually know what to do in a given situation without 
necessarily defaulting to rational thought and inference. This behaviour is usually referred to 
as ‘intuition’ and, as it was already signalled by Glöckner and Witteman (2010), it is obvious 
that the intuitive processes are crucial for making decisions The concept of intuition needs 
further exploration in order to clear it from the magical or mystical connotation it has in 
everyday language. 

Intuition refers to: (1) an evaluation of which we are rapidly consciously aware, (2) with 
reasons of which we are not fully conscious, and (3) sufficiently strong to make us act thereon. 
Intuition works thanks to the application of heuristics intended to operate within limits of 
time, knowledge and computational capacity, without applying calculation of probabilities or 
utility, as prescribed by the classical models (Gigerenzer, 2008; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2000). 
Herbert Simon (1992, p.13) offers a definition of skilled intuition: 

In everyday speech, we use the word intuition to describe a problem-solving or question-
answering performance that is speedy and for which the expert is unable to describe in 
detail the reasoning or other process that produced the answer. The situation has provided 
a cue; this cue has given the expert access to information stored in memory, and the 
information provides the answer. Intuition is nothing more and nothing less than 
recognition. 

Klein (1998, p.31) argues that ‘[i]ntuition depends on the use of experience to recognise 
key patterns that indicate the dynamics of the situation’. The patterns are subtle and may 
evade conscious awareness, which means recognising reality without knowing that we are 
recognising it or how it is happening (Gigerenzer, 2008; Klein, 1998). Most of the processes 
that we frequently call intuition are processes of recognition (Simon, 1999). The capacity of 
recognition comes from experience: often what is recognised is the deviation from a pattern 
or expectation more than the recognition of a prototype as such. For recognition, experts use 
patterns of cues more than the recognition of a particular isolated cue (Klein, 1998). 

There are different models of intuition based in the so-called dual processing, which 
indicates a clear distinction between intuitive, automatic processes on one hand and 
deliberate, conscious processes on the other. Stanovich and West (2000) propose a system 1 
and a system 2 dual-process theory, which was adopted by authors such as Kahneman (2003), 
who describes system 1 as being highly associative, fast, automatic and usually emotionally 
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charged (i.e. intuition). It is implicit – meaning that it is not available to introspection – and 
governed by habit and therefore difficult to control or modify. The system 2 of reasoning is 
slow, costly in cognitive terms, likely to be conscious and controllable in most situations 
(Kahneman, 2003). For a detailed treatment of dual-process theory see Osman (2004). 

Authors such as Glöckner and Witteman (2010) argue that intuition is not an even concept 
but rather a group of different cognitive mechanisms: (1) intuitive association based on simple 
learning retrieval processes, (2) matching intuition based on comparison with prototypes, (3) 
accumulative intuition based on evidence accumulation, and (4) construction intuition based 
on the construction of mental representations. See Glöckner and Witteman (2010) for a 
comprehensive overview of categorisation of processes underlying intuitive judgement and 
decision making 

Dreyfus model of expertise and intuition 
Intuition matches what Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986, p.36) call arational behaviour: ‘action 

without conscious analytic decomposition and recombination’. Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) 
proposed a phenomenology of human learning and expertise with a particular emphasis 
placed on the linkage between knowledge and context. I will briefly review the Dreyfus model 
of expertise and intuition as it directly addresses the issues of context-dependence and non-
analytical approaches. 

The Dreyfus model presents five levels in the process of skill acquisition: 
Novice: at this level the person shows a total adherence to taught general rules and plans; 

there is no contextual or situational perception that affects decision making. 
Advanced beginner: the person behaves according to general rules but begins to apply 

them to related conditions at her discretion; this behaviour requires the identification of 
situational elements or aspects. 

Competence: at this level the person senses that the amount of general rules becomes 
excessive and begins to apply organizing principles to assess the information by its relevance 
to a longer-term goal. There is conscious, deliberate planning and standardised and routinised 
procedures. 

 Proficiency: the proficient performer sees the situation holistically rather than in terms of 
aspects, detecting intuitively what is most important and what is going on in a given situation 
through pattern recognition, and perceiving deviations from the normal pattern (anomalies). 
The person uses analytical decision making and general rules but the general rules and 
principles are adapted according to the situation. 

Expertise: the expert does not rely on rules but uses intuition to make decisions. Pattern 
recognition covers planning and acting as well as diagnosing the situation. Dreyfus and Dreyfus 
argue that at this level experts are not actually making decisions or solving problems, but 
doing what works based on a vision of what is possible to do. Analysis is only performed during 
novel situations or when anomalies are detected. 

This model describes a progression from acting consciously on the basis of context-free 
and general rules at the novice level, to the application of situational rules at the proficient 
performer. At the expert level, behaviour flows naturally as the actions fit the demands of the 
situation without analytical reasoning. When experts deal with typical situations, they are not 
‘making’ decisions but carrying out actions that are likely to be successful. Dreyfus emphasises 
the holistic nature of expert behaviour, in which problem, goal, plan and decisions are 
appraised simultaneously. 
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Rationality and intuition in design 

Prescriptive and descriptive models of design  
Prescriptive models of design indicate how the design process ought to be. These models 

try to persuade designers to adopt a ‘proper’ way of working, which is generally rationalistic, 
algorithmic and systematic, with the intention of ensuring that the problem is thoroughly 
understood in order to be able to derive logical actions from its definition (Cross, 2008). 
Prescriptive models generally follow the view of the designer as a computer (or glass box) 
defined by Jones (1970, 1992). This view focuses on the need to make a rigorous rational 
analysis before generating concepts. Here, much in the tradition of unlimited rationality, the 
designer is assumed to have some kind of cybernetic mind that can carry out a perfectly 
discernible design process ready to be rationally explained. A sequential process is given of 

analysis   ➔  synthesis   ➔  evaluation that produces an optimal result. In this model there are 
clear stages: (1) a stage of analysis consisting in a list of requirements and a performance 
specification, (2) a stage of synthesis consisting in finding solutions for every performance 
specification, and (3) evaluating these solutions according to various criteria (e.g. 
manufacturing, operational, etcetera) (Cross, 2008). The characteristics of this model are: (1) 
objectives and criteria are fixed in advance, (2) analysis is completed before solutions are 
sought, (3) evaluation is logical (not experimental), and (4) strategies are fixed in advance 
(Jones, 1992). 

A canonical example of these prescriptive models is the Design Guideline 2221 of the 
Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (VDI, 1987), a prescriptive model in which it is proposed that the 
specification and functional structure of a product must be defined before seeking design 
principles and generating solutions. The prescriptive focus aims to derive logical specifications 
from the formulation of the problem, a later rational analysis and a selection of the optimal 
solution. Despite seeming reasonable (and very rational!), these procedures are not usually 
followed in practice (Cross, 2008).  

The most modern prescriptive models insist mostly on the convenience of generating a 
range of alternatives and on avoiding the premature selection of those in order to optimise 
within certain limits. It is therefore a question of identifying the best solution ‘within’ a finite, 
handleable group of alternatives (Ball, Lambell, Reed, & Reid, 2001). Over the years design 
methodologists have defined a large number of prescriptive models from several design 
disciplines; however, Lawson (2004) argues that none of them has managed to provide 
evidence that these models bear some kind of relation with actual design practice. For an 
overview of many prescriptive design strategies and models based on rational analysis, see 
Roozenburg and Eekels (1995). 

Developed from empirical research, descriptive models aim to show the sequence of 
activities as they occur in design practice. These models identify the generation of a solution 
concept in the early stages of the design process. The early generation of concepts and focus 
on the solution are characteristic of the designer (Lawson, 2004) and are given after a more or 
less brief initial exploration of the problem space, which is often poorly defined (Buchanan, 
1992). When these initial solutions contain errors, the cycle can go back to the beginning; 
there exists, however, a fixation effect induced by existing solutions. Designers may remain 
attached to existing designs, instead of generating new design features (Cross, 2007a). The 
process is heuristic and based on experience and general rules. The designer moves on in the 
process in the hope of going in the right direction but without absolute certainty. The process 
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is concluded with a final description or proposal that may be communicated to the client 
and/or producer of the artefact. 

Rationality and intuition are not opposites 
In the design field, the dichotomy between intuition and rationality is well extended and 

mentioned in many important sources (Cross, 2007a; Jones, 1970, 1984, 1992; Lawson, 2006).  
The notion of rationality is still invoked, often uncritically, in design decision-making models 
and theories and is usually equated with ‘logical analysis’. I challenge the very grounds for the 
existence of this dichotomy and the use of the term rationality in this fashion. Intuition is an 
expression of human rationality: rationality cannot be opposed to intuition. 

The limited capacity of human analysis, the slow speed of conscious thought and the 
enormous number of design alternatives that can be generated in a design process is well 
recognised and explained by Jones (1992), in his view of the designer as a self-organising 
system. This view proposes methods of control and meta-control of the process that enable 
designers to overcome the impossible task of evaluating every existing alternative analytically, 
as it was suggested by the view of the designer as computer, but without having to go back to 
traditional design methods. The view of the designer as a self-organising system is a way out of 
the analytical, and it still is, forty years after its formulation, an interesting path to get around 
the complexity of design problems. It is even modern from a cognitive point of view, as it 
implies a dynamic space for solving problems. Complex problems cannot be dealt with using 

the analysis   ➔  synthesis   ➔  evaluation approach depicted by Jones (1992) in the so called 
glass box methods; they can be solved or re-solved only in an iterative process where the 
synthesis of activity generates new requirements to be analysed that, by definition, cannot be 
considered in the analysis that precedes the very synthesis that generated them. Also in Dorst 
(1997) the dilemma between rational paradigm and reflective paradigm is discerned. The use 
of the term rational requires again a terminological remark: the rational methods are rather 
the analytical methods characteristic of the simonian technical rationality criticised by Schön 
(1983); in other words, the application of general principles and standard scientific knowledge 
to specific problems. 

According to the Dreyfus model analytical rationality and analysis are indeed important, 
but it does not follow that calculative, analytical rationality should be the ultimate goal. 
Flyvberg (2001) reflects on the significance of the qualitative leap from novice to expert: 

[It] implies an abandonment of rule-based thinking as the most important basis for action, 
and its replacement by context and intuition. Logically based action is replaced by 
experientially-based action. 

Dreyfus defends a kind of deliberative rationality, which does not seek to analyse the 
situation into context-free elements but to test and improve whole intuitions. Intuition, I 
restate, does not mean guesswork, divine inspiration or irrational hunches. Intuition is a 
feature of the mind that enables people in general, and experts in particular, to act without 
consciously thinking things out, and it includes tacit and explicit knowledge and the capacity of 
assessing situations rapidly through pattern recognition and matching. 

Against analysis? 
Normative and prescriptive design approaches do not consider decisions in a holistic 

manner, but in a more restricted view, limiting decision making to analysis of choice 
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alternatives and ignoring the structuring or definition of these alternatives. According to 
Beaney (2012) analysis might be defined as: 

A process of isolating or working back to what is more fundamental by means of which 
something, initially taken as given, can be explained or reconstructed. The explanation or 
reconstruction is often then exhibited in a corresponding process of synthesis. 

Pure analytical reasoning is independent of experience; therefore mathematics, formal 
logic and statistics can guide analysis regardless of the area of study or the context of the 
decision. However, expert intuitive behaviour is related to experience and context. Neither 
intuition nor analysis alone is sufficient in making decisions. Intuition offers an initial 
understanding of the situation through the recognition of patterns, whereas analysis plays a 
fundamental role in many other situations such as simulating possible future scenarios, 
computing the complex decisions, etc. (Klein, 2003). 

Analytical decision making can indeed be the goal of any particular design method or 
technique, but should not be the sole target of any design process, as the analytical mode of 
thinking is only a part of the total spectrum of human decision making. I do not claim that 
rational analysis is not an important aspect of design decision making. Of course it is. I simply 
assert that it should not be raised into the best way of making decisions and solving problems. 
Permitting rational analysis to be the ultimate design goal, and allowing it to dominate our 
view of design decision making is adopting a model of decision making that has been proved 
to be inadequate to explain the total spectrum of human decision making and expertise. 

The paradigm of design as rational problem solving is grounded on rationalist or analytical 
decision-making models (Dorst, 1997). In spite of being inadequate, the paradigm of design as 
rational problem solving does have its theoretical framework: the normative-prescriptive 
models. The insufficiency or unsuitability of these rationalist models to explain the whole of 
design activity has been discussed by many authors (Cross, 2007a; Dorst, 1997; Lawson, 2004; 
Simon, 1996). The current theory and practice of design needs a methodology that puts 
rational analysis and intuition in their proper context, not favouring analysis over intuition, nor 
considering intuition less valuable than rational analysis, but allowing a useful coexistence of 
analysis and intuition.  We need an overarching theoretical framework that enables 
methodologists to describe, understand and explain design decision making from a broad 
theoretical perspective.  

I do not claim either that we should go back to traditional, artistic methods. By embracing 
a properly understood notion of intuition in the paradigm of the reflective practice we are not 
adopting the view of the designer as a magician whose reasons remain unknown even for the 
designer herself. While designing, professionals manage large quantities of – often 
contradicting – information, and they deal with unclear or shifting goals, trying to solve ill-
defined problems. An expert assesses and discriminates situations and associates with these a 
course of action that is implemented through both intuitive and analytical decision-making 
processes. A novice as much as a competent performer can definitely make decisions 
analytically, but only an expert can make effective intuitive decisions. Experts explore these 
aspects in parallel and they detect, name and frame relationships and solution directions that 
not always can be explained solely by analytical rationality. 

Intuition is associated with expertise and expert decision making; intuition is more than 
merely recalling and knowing what to do, it also includes the building of a repertoire of action 
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scripts, frames and schemata that will support intuition. Without these, intuition is hollow and 
it is nothing else than a hunch or a guess. 

Design methodology needs to accept and acknowledge that in order to make good design 
decisions intuition is as necessary as systematic analysis. The more wicked, ill-defined and 
dynamic the decision is, the less useful traditional analytical methods are (Guersenzvaig, 
2013). 

Conclusions 
In this paper I have relied on theoretical and analytical considerations to support my 

argument for intuition being an integral part of decision making. I have shown how intuition is 
relevant for an experientially-based activity such as design, where (expert) knowledge is 
subjective, biased – since framed in a personal way –, context-based and dependable. For a 
visual model and a rationale of how intuition actually fits into existing design process models 
as well as for several case studies, see Guersenzvaig (2013). 

From the evident failure of the rationalistic methods, it can be argued that any design 
method that, as a whole, favours analysis and rule-based deliberations over intuition and 
experience-based behaviour is unlikely to be successful. The view of clearly separated 
problem-definition and problem-solution stages must be abandoned and shall no longer serve 
as a norm. A designer that stipulates that she will not proceed to the solution stage before 
defining the definitive design problem is likely to remain at the problem definition stage until 
she runs out of time. Sometimes, solutions can indeed be reached through rational analysis, 
but often solutions are reached intuitively. Formulating an initial solution, even when there 
are no logical or analytical grounds to justify it, is, maybe paradoxically, a way of framing the 
problem in order to start developing a solution. See Darke (1979) and Cross (2007a) for 
theories that present the design process without clearly separated problem-definition and 
problem-solution stages. 

Design praxis is contingent on context-dependant judgement. Designers make sense of 
data through a constructive task of fitting these data into frames of understanding, but the 
reverse also happens: the designer’s framing of the situation determines what counts as data 
(Guersenzvaig, 2013). 

The Dreyfus model introduced signals that the learning of rules and the acquisition of 
context-independent knowledge is a precondition for the qualitative leap to the stages of the 
intuitive expertise. A similar argument is posed by the other researchers who favour a view of 
tacit expert skill to explain decision making (Klein, 2009; Mosier & Fischer, 2011). The design 
educator should keep in mind that training students in context-independent rules is only the 
first step of the learning process. After the basic rules have been internalised, the design 
educator should help the student gain expertise in situations that mimic real practice. This is 
already occurring across the world as many design schools adopted the studio class as one of 
the main teaching environments. 

As an educator, I have often been confronted with the inability of students to explain and 
motivate their decisions during a design studio class. This inability may indeed be a sign of 
messy or random work ethos, but it may also mean that the student is precisely gaining 
expertise and moving to an intuitive realm in which the knowledge she has at her disposal is 
still tacit. An important part of the design practice is communicating with clients and 
presenting and explaining work (Shaughnessy, 2005), but this might be easier said than done. 
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Hubert Dreyfus asserts that ‘nobody really can justify what their intuition is. So you have to 
make up reasons, but it won’t be the real reasons’ (cited in Flyvberg, 2001, p.80). This post hoc 
rationalisation for the process is also mentioned by Lawson (2006, pp.288-289). But whether 
the designer is telling the real reasons or just making up reasons that are generally valid and 
collectively acceptable in order to show a logical progression, knowing how to make tacit 
knowledge explicit is a very important part of design practice. Hence it should be a part of 
design education and fortunately is already so in many design institutions: the design critique 
and the reflection on one’s own work is also a central part of the studio class. However, one 
may argue that a student that is producing good work but is not able to produce a good 
explanation might be simply advancing slower in the domain of persuasive argumentation. 
Then, it might be argued that in order to gain expertise in the domain of explaining and 
presenting argumentations, general rules and context-independent knowledge on this domain 
are also needed and must be addressed in the curriculum. 

The process of going from ruled-based to systemic and context-dependent knowledge 
might be noisy and failure-prone. We, as design educators, should, in order to accompany and 
better guide our students, acknowledge the role that intuition plays in design decision making. 
I am convinced that a deep understanding of intuition might be beneficial to us, especially if 
we aim to teach a kind of design that in essence resembles design as it is practiced outside 
academia. 
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Abstract: The crit is a dominant public instructional event, and has often been 
studied through the lens of institutional power, through the perspective of the 
instructor. In this study, we analyze the classroom presentations and critiques of 
three teams in a design-focused human-computer interaction graduate program, 
calling attention to other modes of student-generated critique that occur 
alongside the traditional formal conversation. These critiques comprise, in 
parallel: 1) a public oral critique led by the instructor alongside student 
questions; 2) a critique document collaboratively authored in Google Docs by 
experienced students; and 3) backchannel chat by experienced students via 
Google Doc messaging. Through the complex interactions between these modes 
of parallel critique, multiple levels of interaction and conversational behavior 
emerge, with experienced students shaping each type of feedback and use of 
technological tools. We present and analyze cases drawn from the teams 
through computer-mediated communication and critical pedagogy perspectives 
to characterize these interactions, documenting how experienced students take 
on different typifications—or understandings of role expectations within the 
conversation—which mediate the instructional qualities of the critique. We 
introduce three typifications: the relaxed professional in backchannel chat, 
poised professional in the Google Doc, and instructional tutor in the physical 
classroom space. 

Keywords: multimodal critique; critical pedagogy; peer critique; computer-
mediated communication; Google Docs 
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Introduction 
Critique is an essential part of the studio pedagogy experience, creating opportunities not 
only for formative and summative assessment, but also socialization into the discipline 
(Cennamo & Brandt, 2012; Dannels & Martin, 2008). Over the past two decades, scholars 
have documented the communicative characteristics of critique, but this knowledge is 
largely constrained to a particular physical arrangement with a familiar set of 
interlocutors—the instructor and the student (e.g., Dannels & Martin, 2008; Oh et al., 
2012). New approaches to critique, instigated by alternate pedagogical framings or the 
availability of technological tools, afford alternative modes of interaction and new classes 
of participants. In this study we have analyzed interactions that augment a typical 
classroom critique, using an approach to critique that allows advanced learners (i.e., 
mentors) to play a mediatory role between the roles of the beginning design students as 
presenters and commenters, and the role of the instructor. Student mentors enact this 
mediatory role not primarily through direct verbal interactions, but by building 
commentary through virtual engagement in two different computer-mediated 
communication (CMC) channels during the course of critique while beginning design 
students are interacting verbally. We focus on the perspective of the advanced student and 
their assigned mentor role, exploring their understanding of role expectations, and how 
they perform that role through CMC and physical interactions.    
We focus on these student-mentors not only because they represent a relatively new class 
of interlocutor in the critique performance, but also because shifting perspectives from the 
hegemony of the traditional classroom informs our understanding of how multimodal 
interactions might impact the dynamic of a critique, and the power relations that often 
dominate (Anthony, 1991; Blythman, Orr, & Blair, 2007). In this study, we address a gap in 
the literature through an intentionally critical framing, documenting and analysing a 
unique type of critique—the multimodal critique—where multiple critique conversations 
occur concurrently around a single designed artifact (or presentation of that artifact), in 
both physical and/or virtual modes, with multiple classes or groupings of interlocutors. 

Review of Literature 
The concept of multimodal critique expands our notions of the four traditional categories 
of critique (Blythman et al., 2007; Hokanson, 2012): the formal design jury, classroom 
pinup critique, desk crit, and peer critique. We see multimodal critique, at least as partially 
situated in the formal classroom, as extending our knowledge of the pinup or group crit, as 
well as the peer critique, although there are implications for the entire taxonomy of 
critique. We address the critique data through two specific lenses. First, we aim to 
understand how the alternative media employed here (i.e., a collaborative document and 
an embedded instant messaging system) function as communication devices within a 
constructed socio-technical context, and, secondly, we employ critical theory to better 
understand the meaning-making and power relationships that result in this shift to a 
virtual, student-shaped space.  

Critique as Framed by Critical Pedagogy 
A critical pedagogy perspective has historically been used in design education to call 
attention to a student perspective of pedagogy, often alongside issues of instructor and 
institutional power and gender inequity (e.g., Blair, 2007; Dutton, 1991; Webster, 2006; 
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Willenbrock, 1991). More recent research has framed up the lack of attention to the social 
world in which design students develop (e.g., Gray & Howard, 2014b; Oak & Lloyd, 2014; 
Webster, 2008), calling attention to the students’ own construction of knowledge within 
and outside of the formal pedagogy (Gray, 2013, 2014) and the impact these interactions 
might have on the overall instructional approach used by instructors. By exploring the 
extant power structures of design education, scholars have found that students take on 
different levels of control in peer-to-peer critique than might be expected from the kinds 
of communication present in public, instructionally-mediated critiques (Gayol, 1994; Gray, 
2013). Moving beyond viewing learners as tabula rasa, or blank slates (Freire, 1970), this 
critical perspective reveals that students may identify themselves not only in the student 
role, but also, frequently, as proto-professionals who have already begun performing a 
professional identity, albeit within an educational context (Gray, 2014). With the increase 
in potentially relevant technological tools, critique as we know it will change, and thus it is 
vital that we understand how critique practices are already being adopted in transmedial 
ways, allowing different modes of participation than current practices might suggest. 
Using this theoretical frame, the results of this study are not intended to advance a specific 
instructional theory. Studies that take on a critical pedagogy approach are intended to 
advance an understanding of the learner and the instructional design as it is employed in 
context, not the theory itself. Taking on a critical perspective allows the documentation 
and understanding of in situ practices, but does not propose the intervention as an intact 
instructional solution, nor is it meant to resolve the complexities of the instructional 
design. Rather, the aim is to better understand a student-created instructional process that 
has its roots in the formal pedagogy, yet exists somewhat apart from it. Within this critical 
frame, a major component of understanding the meaning being made by learners is 
developing a rich understanding of how understandings of identity and identity 
performance emerge through communicative acts (Carspecken & MacGillivray, 1998).  

Developing and Performing a Design Identity 
Students develop their design expertise over time, mediated by formal instruction (Schön, 
1985) and their socialization in extracurricular spaces (Gray & Howard, 2014a). This 
expertise can be productively viewed through the lens of identity—understanding what 
identity claims students take on, and how these claims alter the way a student views the 
world (e.g., Siegel & Stolterman, 2008). In an empirical sense, the development of design 
expertise can be viewed by documenting the roles a student might take on, which are 
invoked through a range of typifications (Carspecken, 1996). The related concepts of 
typification and role represent how an individual relates herself to a specific 
communicative act or interactive setting. Carspecken and MacGillivray (1998) define 
typifications as ‘specify[ing] a range of possible roles as well as norms, audiences, and such 
things as interactive rhythm and tempo’ (p. 179). Typifications and roles are present in our 
everyday lives, with roles more easily switched than typifications, which are less permeable 
and more entrenched. A design student may switch between the ‘student’ role and ‘proto-
professional’ role in a classroom setting, more or less seamlessly, while participating in 
each of these roles through typifications such as classroom lecture, group communication, 
and design activities. 

Method 
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This data for this study was generated in situ at a large Midwestern US university in a 
graduate-level introductory human-computer interaction course, taught with a design 
emphasis. The focus of this study is a portion of the formal student presentations and 
critique of work for a final project, which students prepared in teams. The course was held 
in a versatile multimedia classroom, with eight sets of tables and eight screens surrounding 
a central presentation stand (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1 Arrangement of the physical classroom space (A), collaborative Google Doc (B), and 
backchannel chat within the Google Doc (C).  

Participants 
Three classes of participants created the data we used in this study. 1) first-year students, 
who were enrolled in the course; 2) second-year students, who volunteered as peer 
mentors for the first-year students, and were present for all class sessions and 
presentations/critiques; and 3) the instructor of the course. Presenting first year students 
(Figure 1, magenta) used slides projected to multiple screens around the room. Other first 
year students (gray) and the instructor (purple) looked on during the talks and subsequent 
critique sessions; the mentors sat around the perimeter of the room (blue dots). First-year 
students enrolled in the course did not have previous experience giving or receiving 
critique, and no formal instruction was provided in terms of the structure or expectations 
of the crit—through technological or physical modes. Second-year students functioning as 
mentors had a similar lack of direct instruction with regard to critique, but had learned the 
socialized expectations of critique within this educational environment, as they had 
experienced the same activities their previous year (e.g., Gray, 2013). It is important to 
note that the model of critique documented in this study was created in an ad hoc manner 
by mentors to address a ‘documentation gap’ between critique that occurred in the 
physical space, and the inability of the first-year student teams to document that critique 
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in real time; thus, this is an intact, yet student-generated instructional design for critique, 
intended to address a concern germane to the student experience. 

Data Sources 

In conjunction with the multiple classes of participants, there were several communication 
streams, not all of which were available to all participants. We will utilize four primary 
sources in this paper, reconstructed from digital documents and audio recordings: 1) a 
public presentation and oral critique [CL]; 2) the presentation document used by the 
student team; 3) a critique document collaboratively authored in Google Docs by second-
year mentors [GD]; and 4) backchannel chat by second-year mentors in the Google Doc 
[BC]. CL and the presentation materials were available to all participants in the space, while 
GD and BC were only available to the second-year students and researcher, who were 
logged into the Google Doc. An edited version of the GD was provided to the student team 
after the presentation concluded. A summary of all verbal and virtual communication 
within these modes and classes of participants is included in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 Communication channels present during the multimodal critique session. 

Analysis 
To facilitate analysis, each data source was digitized and sequenced using digital 
timestamps and verifications from the timestamped audio recording. Segments of the 
audio recording that included the student presentation and critique were transcribed for 
three teams, while the GD and BC was recovered from revision history and saved 
transcripts, respectively. These three teams were selected to represent a diverse sample of 
cases out of the 11 total teams, with a range of critique lengths, use of the BC and GD 
modes for communication, and the placement of critique sessions across multiple class 
periods. 
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Figure 3 Example output of the simultaneous conversation streams for Team B in a web browser. 
Columns identify modes. 
These sources were then visually compiled and organized using a web application. The 
resulting browser-based display allowed all sources to be ‘read’ horizontally, organized 
according to timestamps, with the vertical scrolling dimension representing time (Figure 3). 
We used this data visualization to identify clusters of communication, or locations in the 
transcripts where participants were communicating across multiple modes. 

Results 
We will briefly summarize the characteristics of the discourse, then provide several worked 
examples from the three cases to demonstrate how the patterns of discourse across 
multiple communicative modes related to the mentors’ understanding and performance of 
typifications within a student and proto-professional role.  

Socio-Technical Context of the CMC spaces 
Any study of communication taking place in mediated environments should consider the 
socio-technical context of those communications because media configurations interact 
with social factors to impact how technologies are used. For example, email can be used 
more like instant messaging when organizing informal groups on short notice (Howard, 
2012), or discourse via editable web pages (e.g., wikis) can be more akin to the 
communication involved in academic publishing (Emigh & Herring, 2005). The combination 
of power dynamics, media design, and topics discussed creates the socio-technical context 
(Bijker, 1991). 
As the student mentors were more advanced learners and offering critique in a role 
somewhere between that of an instructor and that of a peer, we expected their 
interactions in the collaborative document to be longer and more formal. Analyses of 
averages of words per turn (Table 1) showed participation was more akin to discussion 
forum message lengths than one might find on other collaborative spaces (Howard, 2012). 
The collaborative document was not heavily edited. It functioned more as a means to 
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provide summative commentary than as a true place for polished communication. Similar 
to other studies of backchannel discourse in the service of a more public document (Abdul-
Mageed, 2009), the characteristics of complexity and register, as suggested by relatively 
high averages of words per turn in the GD as opposed to the BC, evidenced that the two 
spaces differed dramatically in how they were used. In the GD, mentors focused their 
participation on providing feedback to those being critiqued and did not veer off on 
tangents.  
Table 1 Characteristics of the discourse by team and data source. 

Team 
Critique 

Collaborative Google Doc (GD) Backchannel (Google Doc chat)  

 #  
Turns 

Average Words 
per turn (SD) 

Total 
words 

#  
Turns 

Average 
Words per 
turn (SD) 

Total 
words 

Team A 37 46.4054 
(45.6369) 

1717 13 5.1538 
(4.4695) 

67 

Team B 26 25.8462 
(21.6079) 

672 69 7.3043 
(5.7441) 

504 

Team C 38 37.1579 
(28.9496) 

1412 135 7.1852 
(6.6968) 

970 

TOTAL 101 37.6337 
(35.5321) 

3801 217 7.1014 
(6.3113) 

1541 

 
In the BC, mentors interacted with only themselves and this allowed for playful, less formal 
interactions. As expected from the social context of peers crafting critique in a non-
persistent and synchronous media, average word lengths were lower in the BC, 4.1940 
(SD=1.4073) characters per word as compared to 4.4096 (SD=0.5901) in the GD. As a 
benchmark, typical synchronous communication (i.e., chat) generally falls between 3 and 4 
characters per word, while formal academic discourse ranges from 5 to 6.5 characters per 
word. The topics revolved around the artifacts being presented by the first year students, 
but phatic communications and tangents occasionally appeared in the space, such as 
references to inside jokes. While the turns in in the GD remained relatively constant, 
mentors used the BC progressively more (yet still sporadically) over the course of the 
activity. This suggests the mentors were learning the affordances of the media, and 
evolving their use of those affordances as they interacted. 

Team A 
This team was the second to present on the first day of critiques for this project. While the 
mentors had produced collaborative critique documents in previous projects, this was the 
first instance where the mentors made use of the chat function available within the Google 
Doc environment, resulting in 13 BC conversational turns during the critique, along with 37 
conversational turns in the main GD. 
The student team, taking on the moniker of ‘Team Ridiculous,’ presented an immersive 
and intentionally reflective physical computing experience. This project made use of 
statues embedded on a college campus that could track body movement, and then display 
the resulting body data through visualizations, attempting to demonstrate how data might 
be mapped to experience in more meaningful ways (Figure 4). While the team’s intention 
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was to draw attention to the gap between impersonal body data, captured through devices 
such as a FitBit (a fitness tracker worn on the wrist), and the experiences that result in the 
creation of that body data, the actual project produced by the team was criticized for its 
lack of depth and attention to basic principles of human-centered design. 

  
Figure 4 Slides from the Team A presentation. 

The mentors only used the BC in a very narrow slice of the critique (2 minutes out of 
almost 24 minutes), following the actual presentation by the student team. This use of the 
BC resulted from Team A’s unique approach to accepting critique from first year students. 
Rather than following the typical pattern of listening to a critique, then responding with 
justification, research, or other forms of engagement, this team did not respond to each 
individual critique. Instead, they listened to the first year critique while taking notes (Figure 
5), then thanked the individual and went on to the next question. 
 

 
Figure 5 Team A taking notes as the critique progressed. 

This strategy prompted the first BC comment at 9:34AM, around three minutes into the 
critique, by BV: ‘Why are they not responding to critique?’. This query resulted in a brief, 
yet active conversation on the BC, with multiple mentors concluding that the team wanted 
the most critique possible, although this strategy grew early criticism from the mentors, 
with an underlying feeling that they couldn’t actually support their design or address many 
of the critiques that emerged. 
 

BC [9:34] 
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BV: Why are they not responding to critique? 
BC [9:35] 
RO: no clue maybe trying to get the most critique? 
RK: I susepect they just want more to write down  
BQ: i think to get more comments in  
RK: LOL SUSEPECT  
UD: thats fine.  
RI: That was my thought. (+BQ) 
BV: But I feel like they have no meat behind all of this—leaving too many unaswered 
questions  
RO: yeah 
RK: agreed 
BQ: it flopped :( 
RI: I agree. It’s they’re funeral 
RO: awe 

 
While the BC functioned primarily as a way for the mentors to work out their confusion 
about the social dimension of the critique that was unfolding before them, the GD was 
where the majority of the critique was formed. In total, 37 critique statements were added 
to the document, 8 of which represented documentation of first year critiques in the 
physical classroom space, added to the document by one or two mentors. Similarly, the 
instructor’s comments and the elected mentor’s comments were summarized and added 
to the GD. At 9:40AM, one of the mentors added one of the more substantially annotated 
statements to the document. This comment was less directed than many added to the GD, 
pointing out the lack of cohesion on the project level, with the question by RK: ‘What is 
your core?’. The concept of the core was used in this class to define a problem space—
inclusive of a problem statement, user group, and potential solution space. This idea of the 
core was so socialized among the instructor and students, that it was common for students 
to be expected to memorize and be able to verbalize their core during a presentation or 
critique. So this statement by the mentors was especially damning, pointing out the lack of 
substance in the team’s presentation, and the general lack of research on which the design 
rested. 
 

GD [9:40] 
RK: What is your core? (BQ +infinity)(+1 TA) (+Zen Dog) (+1 UD, +1 VE) (+1 NI, 
addendum: I just completely don’t get it, the entire project doesn’t make sense to me 
anymore) Remember the RESEARCH!!! (especially if you are aiming for CHI) (+500000 
RK) 

 
This particular comment in the GD also received a large amount of annotations—the most 
of any GD comment we found in this study—while also being increased in size relative to 
the other comments, with bold styling applied. The range of annotations included unusual 
extensions to the ‘+1’ concept, ranging from the absurd (e.g., ‘+infinity’ or ‘+500000’) to 
the inspirational (e.g., ‘+Zen Dog’). This latter annotation made reference to the course 
mascot, put in place by the instructor; this mascot, pictured in cartoon fashion floating 
down a river in course materials, epitomized what it meant to take in the educational 
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experience without struggle—that it was all about the ‘glory of the ride,’ not success in 
traditional academic terms. 
The structure of the critique, as it played out in the physical classroom space, was largely 
determined by the interactions between the presenting team and first year students. 
While mentors discussed the critique in the GD and BC spaces, this critique only broke 
through the ‘fourth wall’ when an elected representative from the mentors gave a 
summary critique—bridging the critiques contained in the virtual space and bringing the 
summary into the physical space for everyone to hear. The mentor that delivered this 
physical critique seems to have been somewhat self-selected, since there was no explicit 
conversation in the BC or GD selecting him, although other modes of communication not 
captured in this study (e.g., SMS, Facebook) may have been used. 
  

CL [9:48] 
NI: This is not ___. So, we’ve been talking, we’ve been talking in our doc. And, we 
kinda wanna, I have been elected as it were, [laugh] because it is kinda harsh. We 
don’t—we lost your core. We have no idea what your project is about anymore. We 
can’t figure it out. We just don’t get it. We don’t see the core anymore. And your 
presentation has almost no rationale or research to get us on board with what you're 
doing. We don’t know why these things exist, what's motivating them, what the point 
it, or why we should know more about it. Um, [long pause]. 

 
NI was known as one of the most blunt and harsh critics among the mentors, and this 
reputation seems to have been reinforced when he stood to give his critique in the 
classroom, being met by nervous laughter. He expanded on the lack of clarity and 
unpreparedness referenced in the BC, as well as the damning lack of a core, showing an 
almost brutal ambivalence to the team—’we have no idea what your project is about 
anymore.’ While this statement was, ostensibly, more diplomatic than some of the more 
playful and earlier manifestations of the critique, as present in the BC and GD, all of the 
elements remained the same—the lack of research, lack of an understandable core, and 
ultimately, a lack of cohesion to the project at large. While the content of the mentors’ 
critique remained consistent from BC to GD, and then to the physical space, the register 
employed by the interlocutors changed dramatically, from informal to formal.  

Team B 
Team B presented on the second presentation day, and was the final team to present. Over 
time, the presentation times had remained relatively stable at around seven minutes, with 
the critique portion getting gradually shorter (only 12 minutes for this team, compared to 
teams A and C, which were over 20 minutes each). By this point, the mentors’ use of 
Google Docs and the BC had stabilized, resulting in 69 BC comments and 26 entries to the 
main GD. 
The student team presented their vision of an immersive coaching and practice 
environment for conducting students. This project was centered on a circular screen that 
projected a virtual orchestra, with a central digital podium that allowed the conductor to 
control the music being played, and displayed the musical score (Figure 6). The team’s 
intention was to create an experience that could allow a conductor-in-training to practice 
their skills without requiring the complexity of a full live orchestra or only the imagination 
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of the student. Their design took into account common gestures that conductors use to 
control speed, volume, or other aspects of the performance, and was generally well-
received by the mentors, with special note of their extensive research in which the design 
was grounded. 

 
Figure 6 Slides from the Team B presentation. 

 
Figure 7 Team B presenting insights from their research. 

Unlike the early and limited use of BC in Team A, during team B’s presentation the BC was 
a vital part of the conversation—both during the presentation and critique. The first use of 
BC started around three minutes into the almost nine minute presentation, and continued 
through the end of the critique. While the mentors initially used the BC to comment on the 
‘holodeck’-like qualities of the immersive conducting environment, analogizing the design 
in a collaborative way, the most interesting uses of this mode were in the construction of 
critique and affirmation of first-year students during the critique. One particularly 
impactful moment in the BC occurred early in the critique, when the presenting team was 
asked: ‘Just wondering why you chose to do a school-based room rather than an at home 
system?’. One of the presenting students responded: ‘Cause we have done some research 
about the practicing habits of the conductors, and they are already practicing there…,’ 
providing details from their primary research. While this student was still responding, the 
affirmation of this strategy—answering a critique with research—resounded in the BC, 
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with TL remarking ‘BOOM what an answer,’ and another mentor, SJ, casually remarking, 
‘yea that was clutch.’ 
 

BC [10:44] 
TL: BOOM what an answer. Nice, [male first year presenter] 
BV: They may be the best response to a critique yet  
TL: Dude, right? ‘We did some research that showed...’  
SJ: yea that was clutch  
RI: Overall, this is one of the best projects for sure  
RO: yes. Agreed  
SJ: yea so much great primary, so much CHI potential, especially if they can evaluate 
and iterate  
[10:45] 
BV: Whoever talks please say how they own their space 
TL: much CHI, so wow. 
RI: Totally agree. These guys should go to CHI 
BV: ok who gets to dole out all this praise? SJ? 
RO: +1 for SJ 
[...] 
[10:47] 
SK: let [first year presenter] know that he just gave great answer 

 
This affirmation was then extended to the entire team, with mentors pointing out in the BC 
how this research—raised by one of the presenters—was a positive commentary on the 
larger project. RI remarked that this was one of the better projects they had seen, and SJ 
agreed, expanding his former, more casual affirmation, with an affirmation of the project’s 
potential at CHI, if the team extended their evaluation of the design solution. They then 
used the BC to plan out who will present the mentor’s comments, voting up SJ, who had 
already been immersed in the conversation, and had previously served as this team’s 
mentor. Interestingly, while planning what summary critique SJ will deliver, SK reminds the 
mentors to explicitly recognize the presenting student whose response they earlier 
affirmed.  
The use of the GD to formalize critique, and its connection to the conversation occurring in 
the BC, was more evident in this case than in Team A. In total, 26 critique statements were 
added to the GD, 3 of which represented documentation of first year critiques in the 
physical space. In this case, the instructor’s comments were summarized in the GD, but not 
the summary statement provided in the physical space by SJ. The active interplay between 
the BC and GD—an evolution from the relatively siloed uses of these two modes in earlier 
cases (e.g., Team A)—is clear in the rapid documentation of key BC themes, which are 
parsed and translated into more formalized critique feedback through the GD. We can see 
how two participants in the BC (RO and BV) are actively participating in both modes: first 
documenting their feelings in the live BC mode, and then creating a more formal statement 
of that sentiment that will eventually be shared with the presenting team. 
 

GD [10:44] 
RO: Awesome answer to [first year critic] Question [male first year presenter]! (+1 SK 
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+1 TL) Grounded in research and supports your rationale.  
BV: Your response to [first year critic] critique let’s me know that you are not too 
locked in. YOu own your space  

 
In the example above, RO interprets the BC conversation, affirming the male first year 
presenter, and repeating the successful rhetorical strategy of grounding a critique response 
in research; this is not merely a retelling of her BC statement, which was only a token 
agreement to the comments of others, but rather a synthesis of multiple BC comments. 
Similarly, BV expands on his BC statements about the presenting team ‘own[ing] their 
space,’ turning the positive sentiment into a recognition of their flexibility as a team. A 
subset of the mentors also documented the first year comments, but not in a completely 
consistent manner. For example, one first year student suggested adding a gamified aspect 
to the design, and after rejection by the mentors in the BC, this suggestion did not appear 
in the GD. Only three student critiques were documented in the GD of the seven 
comments that were given in the physical classroom. 
The mentor’s critique entered the physical classroom space near the conclusion of the 
critique period, with a planned summary statement by SJ. As noted previously, this 
particular mentor was elected through suggestions by other mentors in the BC, which then 
proceeded to a consensus, which SJ accepted. More so in this summary critique than any 
other, we can trace the construction of the critique in the physical space from multiple 
statements in the GD. The positive tenor, the affirmation of their thorough preparation, 
and the group’s performance in delivering the design to the audience are all components 
of the verbal comment in the physical space that initially emerged in the virtual space. 
 

CL [10:50] 
SJ: My first—first of all, I wasn't your mentor for the first part of this project, and what 
you guys have done with this is just great. It really shows how it makes a difference 
when you ask people and see what they go through and learn sort of how you can 
design for them. We learned a lot about the problem space, and I didn't know a lot, 
but you guys taught us, and that was really cool. You showed how—how much you 
know about your space. And more to that the way you responded to critique is really 
great. Especially where [male first year presenter] responded to ‘why not a ___’ shows 
you know how to constrain your design and useful. And [female first year presenter], 
backing up your ___—responding to the critique with actual primary research is 
always a good thing, and it's so valuable to have that in your back pocket. ___ we 
talked to users and this is how they felt. So awesome, awesome job on critiquing—on 
responding to critique. [...] 

 
SJ proffers an overwhelmingly positive critique, affirming two of the presenters who had 
used research to support their design claims and approach, one of which is documented 
above. It is notable that, in this affirmation, SJ—and the mentors at large that helped to 
construct the critique—go beyond merely congratulating the presenting students, also 
using this as an opportunistic teaching moment for all students, using the critique 
everyone just witnessed as a situated example. This opportunistic teaching, as in the 
previous versions discussed in the BC and GD, displays the rhetorical strategy that the 
mentors want to emphasize: ‘responding to the critique with actual primary research is 
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always a good thing, and it's so valuable to have that in your back pocket.’ It is notable that 
this expression is more directed in a pedagogical way—referencing the class at large, not 
just the presenting students. 
Overall, in this case we see suggestions being brokered in the BC in an immediate, 
experiential framing, documented in the GD in a more independent form, and then being 
offered up in the physical space by the mentor at the conclusion in an explicitly 
instructional way. The versions of the comments toward the presenting first year male 
shows a development of the same concept in different socio-technical manifestations, with 
increasing levels of formality and instructor-like tone as the register changes.  

Team C 
This team immediately followed Team A on the first day of project critiques. Although the 
BC had only been initiated as a mode of communication among the mentors for the 
previous team, the use of BC substantially increased—from 13 conversational turns in 
Team A to 135 turns for Team C, the most of any team. In addition, 38 conversational turns 
occurred in the GD.  
The student team presented their reimagining of a movie theater experience, using 
immersion through virtual reality glasses and other various technologies to engage 
moviegoers from the moment they purchase their tickets. This process began with the 
introduction of a virtual character that oriented the moviegoer to the experience as it 
unfolded, a defamiliarization process as they moved towards the proper theater—moving 
from physical reality to virtual reality—and then a collaborative play experience that led up 
to the actual watching of the movie (Figure 8). While the design relied upon several key 
technologies, such as VR glasses, perceptual cameras, and haptic displays, the 
implementation of these technologies was not made clear until the end of the 
presentation, causing confusion among the mentors. 

  
Figure 8 Slides from the Team C presentation. 
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Figure 9 Team C presenting the introduction to their immersive theater experience design. 

Unlike the limited use of BC in Team A, the mentors extensively used this mode to 
communicate about their perceptions and experiences of the physical classroom 
interactions. And unlike the more balanced use of BC across the presentation and critique 
in Team B (which occurred on a later day), the BC was silent during the presentation and 
only began as the critique portion commenced. The BC came to life with a discussion about 
what the focus of the team’s presentation was, or the contents of their core. But then the 
conversation in this mode quickly turned to the structure of their presentation, which one 
mentor described as ‘ass backwards,’ leading to a consensus among the mentors that the 
technologies that made the design possible should have been explained up front. This 
confusion came to a head at 10:06AM, around two minutes into the critique portion, when 
RK disagreed with another mentor who had claimed the presentation was ‘stellar,’ even 
though it was backwards. RK called out the confusion many of the mentors had been 
feeling during the presentation in a brutally honest way: ‘I kept thinking NO FUCKING WAY. 
WTF ARE YOU GUYS DOING ARE OYU ON CRACK?’. 
 

BC [10:06] 
RK: unfortunately I don't think it was stellar because since it was backwards, the whole 
time I kept thinking NO FUCKING WAY. WTF ARE YOU GUYS DOING ARE OYU ON 
CRACK? 
BQ: agreed if they had clarified how this happens at the moment, i would have 
listened more  
NI: I wouldn't say backwards, necessarily, I think it would have been possible to tell 
that story while interspersing some of this argumentation so that it's not all one thing 
then all the other. 
RI: It is a very... psychedelic experience  

 
Following this profanity-laced tirade from RK, other mentors concurred with the overall 
sentiment—that they weren’t sure about how the design would be implemented, and thus 
didn’t take it as seriously in the moment. Interestingly, TL, who went on to eventually give 
the mentor summary in the physical classroom space, was not present in this more intense 
portion of the BC, although, when a mentor asked for volunteers later on in this mode, TL 
agreed to take on that responsibility, saying simply ‘I have things to say.’ 
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Similar to Team B, the primary function of the GD was to formalize critique, although due 
to the late entry of BC communication—after the presentation had already concluded—the 
GD also included documentation of questions that were more consistent with the ‘in-the-
moment’ character of the other BC turns. One of RK’s early contributions to the GD came 
in the middle of the presentation at 9:59AM, when she questioned: ‘How does the texture 
change to wood? Is your design to give people acid?’. At 10:04 TL locates a link 
documenting the kind of behavior the team had been describing, adding an annotation: 
‘Oh shit it’s real’ followed by the link to the evidence that the technology under discussion 
actually exists. Later that minute, RK adds in an additional comment, explaining that she 
wishes the team would have mentioned this technological basis for their design earlier. A 
similar exchange occurred at 10:03AM on another comment authored by BV, noting that 
the one technology the team had talked about (perceptual cameras) don’t provide the 
affordance of touch; after the team introduces two other technologies by name (i.e., Revel 
and Aireal), a query by RK prompts RO to do a search and paste in the related web link. 
 

GD [9:59] 
RK: How does the texture change to wood? Is your design to give people acid? (+1 TL 
+1 BV) (Oh shit, it’s real! http://www.disneyresearch.com/project/revel-programming-
the-sense-of-touch/ TL) (RK: I wish you guys would have said this before. The whole 
time I kept thinking about how impossible this was going to be, and honestly it 
detracted from the presentation for me. I have never heard of these things.)  
[...] 
[10:03] 
BV: Perceptual cameras do not offer resistance for me to actually feel. And that is a 
ton of tech I have never heard of needs some deeper explanation. (+1 TA too much 
hand waving is bad? the next step after designing is implementation, how are you 
going to do it..)  
RK: What are Revel and Aireal?  
[GD comment, 10:04] RO: disney experience tech 
[GD comment, 10:04] RK: Did they say that? 
[GD comment, 10:04] RO: nope http://www.disneyresearch.com/research-
areas/human-computer-interaction 
[...] 
[10:06] 
TL: I think the ‘presentation preview’ slide at the beginning was brilliant. You could 
have very easily leveraged this to better include your research early on. Make your 
research the equivalent of the ‘turn off your cell phones’ announcement. Whatever it 
may be, but briefly explaining that ‘the tech you are about to see is fantastical, but be 
assured - it is feasible.’ (RK: super awesome wicked great suggestion) 

 
At 10:06AM, TL offers a specific suggestion to implement an earlier discussion of the 
technologies, or at the very least, to limit the amount of potential confusion about the 
feasibility of the project, substantially sanitized from its first appearance in RK’s BC 
comment. In this case, the conversation in the GD and BC has moved beyond the existence 
of the technology to support the interactions the team had described, instead addressing 
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how the team could restructure their presentation to address the confusion the mentors 
had experienced. 
As TL’s critique entered the physical studio space, he explicitly drew on a synthesis of his 
own comments in the GD, alongside that of other mentors. As with TL’s sanitization of 
themes present in the BC and interpreted or expanded in the GD, his physical presentation 
of the critique was similarly diplomatic and professional. He presented two main themes: 
the first dealing with the link between the team’s project and the required body data 
element, and the second paralleling the conversation followed in this case, regarding the 
lack of technological scaffolding in the presentation. A portion of TL’s summary is provided 
below. 
 

CL [10:19] 
TL: [...] And then also, the second critique is more of a presentation structure. You 
chose to have the technology explanation at the end. And—which that's definitely one 
way to do it. But I know for a lot of mentors, what we experienced was, when you 
started describing like touching the walls and feeling things, like at that point, one of 
the comments like was are you giving ___ before they walk in? [laughter] And to me, 
and to several others, that sort of discredited the rest of the presentation because we 
just had no idea how that was even possible. And when you mention that and you 
look it up, it's very clearly possible and it's definitely something worth pursuing. [...] 

 
TL links his critique to the experience he and his fellow mentors had in the BC while 
watching the presentation, but his narrative is non-descript and professional, never 
indicating the strong reactions that were initially shared between the mentors. This shift in 
register, then, characterizes the transitions the mentors appear to make when bridging 
between modes of communication—offering the same substance of critique, but in a 
different packaging. 
In this case as a whole, we see the strongest and most varied examples of language across 
all of the cases—with the concept behind a profanity-laden statement being gradually 
distilled through mentor communication, and then being presented in a formal, 
professional way in the physical classroom space. It is notable that females are the primary 
drivers in this conversation—, from RK’s early instance of profanity to RO’s locating the 
technology links to further the conversation about feasibility in the Google Doc—moving 
the conversation from raw experience to distillation of critique. 

Discussion 
Emergent Typifications 
Within their role as mentors, the advanced students performed typifications in each mode 
that characterized their shared understanding of appropriate register, level of 
professionalism, and presence of instructional or pedagogical purpose of the activity. 
Meaning reconstruction techniques (e.g., sequence analysis, as explored above) function 
within a critical mode, and allowed us to reconstruct the instructional process through the 
student perspective, including the roles students took on, and the typifications that were 
consistent within discrete portions of those roles, as performed in the classroom setting. In 
doing so we found these advanced learners performed typifications on a continuum from 
formal instructional tutor in the physical mode to relaxed professional in the Google Doc 
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messaging mode (Figure 10). Each of these typifications is valuable in understanding how 
the technology shaped the critique that was offered through particular mappings of 
communicative and technological affordances. 

 
Figure 10 Comparison of mentor typifications taken on in the physical and virtual spaces. 

In the virtual BC space, we observed the most informal mentor communication—with an 
often even mixture of social talk and substantive commentary. This relaxed professional 
communicated about aspects of the design, presentation, or content of critique that would 
be expected from a design professional, but with a decided slant towards informality, and 
occasionally, even crudeness. This typification was characterized by rapid, and often 
misspelled conversational turns; the rough equivalent of a real-time Twitter stream of the 
presentation and critique activities. 
The virtual GD space, by contrast, was much more organized, and a certain heightened 
formality that likely benefitted from that organization, resulting in a poised professional 
typification being taken on by the mentors. While the BC conversation was somewhat 
disposable and transient by its very nature (chat is erased when the document is closed), 
mentors were aware that the final GD—or at least a copy of it—would be provided to the 
presenting team as a record for future project iterations. The poised professional 
typification aligns not only with the structure and values expressed in the space (e.g.: 
accountability, accurate documentation, discourse of higher complexity) but also in the 
attitude expressed in the GD. Comments contained oblique references to inside jokes or 
other humor, and demonstrated how the mentors would likely interact with other 
professionals in the industry. In addition, the mentors proved their orientation towards 
practice through their general desire to document all feedback, regardless of source. 
Finally, in the physical classroom space, the second year mentors took on a more explicit 
instructional tutor typification, consistent with their academic surroundings. Unlike the GD, 
where mentors offered critique in an egalitarian framing, not using their power over the 
first year students as a way to legitimate their suggestions or criticisms, the mentor 
summaries in the physical space took on a much more serious, often evaluative or 
instructional tone; the content of the critique used linguistic routines that were remarkably 
similar to the instructor’s critique. Summaries couched criticism within affirmations of 
achievement, but were careful to direct learners’ attention to areas to be improved.  In this 
sense, the instructional tutor typification in the physical space resulted in a strengthening 
of the already existing instructional fabric of the course, not a repositioning of the space as 
a professional, career-directed space.  

Role of Students in the Crit 
The interactions among the mentors, communicating across multiple virtual and physical 
spaces in sophisticated ways, expands not only what is possible to achieve in a critique, but 
also underscores that students can play an active role in that critique, shaping their future 
abilities as a professional designer. The mentors’ intermediate level of expertise appears to 
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not only result in relevant, insightful critique that augments the traditional instructor 
critique, but also allows these students to perform a proto-professional identity, expanding 
their own design expertise in the process. This multimodal critique design provides 
channels for interaction and learning during presentations and shows how learner 
engagement might be productively increased within the time and physical constraints of 
the critique. This leads us to conjecture that the social nature of talk, particularly in the BC, 
may be a foundational aspect of designerly talk; that the initial seeds of complex ideas find 
their beginnings in the rich soil of phatic, though collegial, informal chatter. 
In addition to the learning opportunities afforded to the advanced students in the mentor 
role, the multimodal critique also increases our understanding of how students view 
ownership and accountability in technological spaces where anonymity might present 
challenges. While previous cohorts of mentors had provided anonymous critique 
documents using the same overall technological infrastructure, this cohort felt that 
appending initials to each statement provided a sense of ownership, giving first-year 
students a way to trace who said what, in contrast to the previous iteration where 
identities were not disclosed, which occasionally led to harsh and less productive critiques. 
While this technological overlay for the critique process capitalized on the mentor role in 
the classroom, potential concerns on a curricular level also emerged in our reflections on 
the instructional design. Some instructors may place a value on the unsanitized 
interactions we captured, and want them to be shared in their original form—an often 
brutal honesty that is consistent with the traditional design critique (e.g., Anthony, 1991; 
Webster, 2006). In reconstructing the perspective of the mentors, it seems unlikely that 
these unsanitized interactions would be documented (or even produced) if learners knew 
their interactions would be shared. While the media configuration we observed may afford 
the production of harsh, anonymous criticism, it simultaneously creates an ethical dynamic 
where the mentors self-moderated the level at which harsh criticism should not be shared, 
and the level of anonymity that was appropriate given the known position of power the 
mentors occupied. The digital critique space may also tacitly encouraged mentors to avoid 
giving critique directly to a student team, as was evidenced by the voting process to 
identify a mentor willing to give a critique summary in the physical space. In recognizing 
these potential negative consequences of the multimodal critical performance, we 
emphasize that this study does not advocate for the pedagogical practice, but rather 
documents the complexity of such performances—through the language of roles and 
typifications taken on by students— should an instructor elect to employ the design.  

Conclusion 
In this study, we have documented a unique instructional approach to critique, with 
experienced students using common technological tools to scaffold the critique process. 
Rather than a direct, purely physical or purely digital critique, as other literature has 
addressed in the past, we have shown how a multimodal approach to critique in an existing 
classroom context extended the reach of experienced students, augmented their own 
learning experience and the experience of beginning learners, and also extended the reach 
of the critique into a space defined by its professional communicative qualities. This study, 
including the documentation of roles and typifications that experienced students are able 
to take on, is highly suggestive for future student-centered implementations of design 
pedagogy. In particular, the complex patterns of communication between mentors—
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reconciling both professional concerns about quality of presentation and product, and the 
instructional scaffolding needed to encourage further growth of less experienced 
students—outline an exciting space for further inquiry. 
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Abstract: A doctorate in design stretches experience, acuity and knowledge in 
design practice into analysis and long form expository writing in an academic 
oriented thesis. The PhD in design is a mix of theory and practice, with 
innovation in practice-based inquiry and acknowledgement of insights and 
articulations based on design work. Supervision of design PhDs is a largely 
unresearched domain of design studies, culture and pedagogy. Much may be 
gleaned from this supervision that has wider import for other domains of 
doctoral mentoring where praxis is significant. The paper addresses these 
thematics through the dialogical reflections of four doctoral design educators 
and supervisors from two settings, one in Australia and one in Norway, and 
education systems experience in four continents. We have coordinated and 
taught PhD programmes in design and supervised numerous students from 
different countires and language backgrounds. As learning by design and 
designing for learning, our paper takes the form of a themed reflection on our 
supervisory challenges, experiences and reflections in engaging in dialogues of 
socio-culturally framed pedagogy in doctoral design along with our own 
changing professional, teacherly and research practices. We suggest extending 
the arguments and reflections presented to additional educational and cultural 
contexts. 
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Introduction 

Situating pedagogy of doctorates in design 
Research reflection on doctoral education specifically in design is relatively recent 

(Belderbos & Verbeke 2007; Friedman & Justice 2011, Dunin-Woyseth & Nilsson 2012; 
Dunin-Woyseth & Nilsson 2013) in comparison with other fields in doctoral education 
more broadly. This in part reflects the emergence of design as an interdisciplinary domain 
of inquiry in the past two decades or so. The doctorate in design has also developed to 
include practice-based inquiry and reflexive studies of knowledge developed and 
communicated through the informational, methodological and rhetorical interplay 
between theory and practice (Yee 2012). 

Internationally, PhDs in design range from being full theory theses to hybrid ones that 
are a balance of practice-theory, to dissertations that are predominantly practice-led and 
are characterised by displays of design work in for example an exhibition accompanied by 
a relatively short descriptive account or exposition. Such format aspects have been 
extended to choosing between the established genre of the monograph, often connected 
to a longer period of study, or the thesis by compilation, comprising a set of peer reviewed 
or equivalent quality publications (conference papers, journal articles, book chapters) (e.g. 
Lee 2010, Morrison 2013) and typically located within shorter and project funded studies. 
Students taking PhDs in design often come from a diversity of design domains—product, 
interaction, service, systems, communication—and frequently return to the university take 
a research related degree from contexts of their own professional practice that may also 
be interdisciplinary in nature. 

The role of motivating and supporting PhD students in design therefore demands that 
supervisors are skilled at negotiating and engaging in students’ processes of learning how 
to perform design oriented inquiry. There is a growing body of research on supervision and 
postgraduate research in general (e.g. Appel & Bergenheim 2005), these include 
handbooks for supervisors. In recent years publications have begun to emerge specifically 
on supervising doctorates in the ‘creative arts’, including art, architecture and design (e.g. 
Allpress et al. 2012, Hockey 2007) and within the context of practice based inquiry (Allen 
Collinson 2005) and on design (e.g. Lee 2008). 

Focus 
Our paper is an exploration and issue raising text, not a survey one that is needed to 

cover wider international settings and variations. The paper has resulted from a number of 
years of differently located and articulated dialogues (Wells 1991) on doctoral education, 
supervision, advising and mentoring (labels we discuss below), between four doctoral 
educators with collective experience of over 20 years in doctoral education in design. We 
originate in four different countries, have worked on four different continents and are 
connected to two doctoral programmes in design, one in Melbourne and one in Oslo. It is 
these two settings that are the focus of this paper. However the focus draws on our 
experiences in working in these four different continents and with students from many 
different countries, especially where English is not their mother tongue or first academic 
language. 
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Common to both educational settings selected here settings is the strong presence of 
practice-based research in design and the growing placement of doctoral studies in design 
within larger, interdisciplinary research projects and teams, extending to industry 
placements. These are programmes that have considerable throughput, are supported by 
supervisors with decades of experience and at a content level cover a variety of domains of 
design inquiry.  

We have collaborated in research paper production, strategic seminar series and 
projects and taught together and examined PhDs across a variety of settings, and from 
different cultural backgrounds and professional and design education. We have written a 
number of papers together on doctoral education in design (Vaughan & Morrison 2013, 
Vaughan & Morrison 2014) as well as in other domains of design research that involve the 
interface of theory and practice in shaping new knowledge on, through and about design. 
Our own research training in doctoral schools in design, media and rhetoric - from 
southern Africa to southern Australia to western Europe Scandinavia, and North America - 
has influenced our approaches to PhD design generally and to views on supervision taken 
up specifically in this article. We have all researched relations between technology, 
making, media, communication and design where ‘construction’ (e.g. Koskinen et al. 2011) 
has been an important part of building criticality.  We have frequently compared and 
contrasted our own experience in designing PhD programmes and schools, teaching on 
them, supervising and examining.  

Methods applied 
Methodologically, dialogues have occurred within our curriculum planning for PhD 

schools of which design is a part alongside, media, art, architecture and urbanism. The 
dialogues have been a needed and active part of our own sense making, curriculum design 
and activities as teachers on PhD programmes. They have garnered pedagogies located in 
a socio-cultural and Vygotskian perspective to teaching and learning (e.g. Vygotsky 1986) 
entailing knowledge creation and knowledge building practices (e.g. Scardamalia & 
Bereiter, 2006) based around types of activities, contexts of discursive action and a 
developmental process orientation to cognition, literacy and communication. Overall, we 
have a shared interest in seeing supervision as part of a wider programme of building a 
community of practice (Lave & Wenger 1991) and of forming critical expertise in which 
dialogue and shared reflection are a key part of shaping the continuing co-design of 
doctoral pedagogy.  

Discussion, consultation and dialogues that are face-to-face and online have been part 
of the intersection between our collaborative research inquiry and our co-teaching 
practices and exchanges. Sharing our needs, experiences and contributions to larger PhD 
education programmes across design, art, media and architecture and urbanism has also 
been a space of fruitful exchange. The authors believe this community of practice happens 
through dialogue, not only among supervisors such as ourselves but with our PhD students 
and our PhD colleagues who also supervise, or may be co-supervisors with us. Through 
these types of dialogue, we can establish a mentoring, supervisory practice that is based 
on apprenticeship and self-reflexive approach to learning within the practice- and project-
based approaches that mark design work within higher education (Ball 2012). Such a 
recursive approach to PhD supervision allows for both student and supervisor to learn 
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from each other while forging stronger connections between the practice of industry and 
the research of the academy. 

In all of this wider shared pedagogy within and beyond our individual work settings, we 
have frequently discussed matters concerning supervision. It is this ‘supervision track’ that 
we shift to now in unpacking what we see as being a set of key concerns that apply to PhD 
education in design and that we too see as needing to be taken up more fully in 
international discussions of building a pedagogy and related research into supervision in 
design doctorates (Vaughan 2012).  

Views 
Based on multiple dialogues we four authors have had regarding our experiences in 

supervision, we take up the following key concerns in doctoral supervision for PhDs in 
design: Defining (Supervisory definition, preparation and training); Becoming (From 
doctoral student to PhD supervisor, Supervising students’ transitions from practitioner to 
researcher); Relating (Roles and relationships in supervision); and Strategising (Teaching 
and learning about practice and theory, Curricular matters, Collaborative inquiry, Building 
communities of supervisory practice and critique, Composition and publication).  

Defining 
What it is that constitutes supervision in design is often not explicitly defined, either for 

existing supervisors or new ones. In contrast, a parallel research literature exists on higher 
education (e.g. Kiley 2011) but it does not substantially address the needs and demands of 
supervising design based inquiry (Lee 2008). In part the lack of clarity and unity about 
defining supervision in design has to do with how design research has evolved and 
matured, from its foundation in the crafts and later trade schools to the contemporary 
university. This evolution has included the increased demarcation of disciplines and 
specialisations along with moves to include research as part of reflective practice and 
critical analysis. Little research has traced and related these diverse origins of the design 
doctorate in theory and practice. This is apparent for example in supervising students 
service design, while that field has emerged rapidly, and where their own professional 
expertise has been in design management. In such a situation, a supervisor may not have 
the knowledge of the emerging field to the same degree as one’s students, nor may the 
students wish to be adequately critical academically when they do indeed need to terra 
form a new domain area in design and promote it! 

In addition, there is often a lack of unity in the training of supervisors and their own 
experience is generally not shared with colleagues unless an issue of quality or impact 
arises in the course of a student’s progress in their research. Alongside wider institutional 
frames, how supervision is understood is typically arrived at by way of supervisor’s own 
experience of supervision (Lee 2008). This may vary within one institution where 
supervisors may have attended the same doctoral education school in design but that the 
content and dynamics of that school may have changed considerably since their own 
‘induction’ to research. Or a group of supervisors in a design school may also have 
attended wholly different programmes of doctoral education in other institutions and this 
may have been as formal academic training in a university and not expressly linked to 
design. Design doctoral schools also, for example, often draw on expertise from numerous 
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related fields, such has been out experience in building expertise in interaction design that 
has a media, communication and cultural analytical inflection in Norway. 

Consequently, what supervisors think supervision in design is and how it might and 
ought to be carried out may vary considerably. Unless there is a shared space for 
discussing and exchanging prior experience of supervising doctoral candidates a design 
school may move into curriculum planning and public arenas and debates about design 
research education that has unclear and arguably weak underpinnings. In contrast for 
example, a former PhD student, now a research project leader and successful academic in 
his own right, has taken the initiative to seek out dialogues with his former supervisor to 
assist in his own supervision of interdisciplinary local and international students, where 
institutionally a needed programme to mentor supervisors is still being planned.  

The growth in the number of design PhD candidates is outstripping the number of 
experienced supervisors. As such supervisors may be involved in supervising a spread of 
types of doctorates (from theoretical, to exploratory, to practice-led), and across several 
knowledge domains, and increasingly they are required to advise students on 
interdisciplinary project linked research. Supervisors of PhDs in design therefore need to 
be highly responsive, adaptive, insightful and ultimately also critical in advising on analyses 
that might not be demanded at the same degree in more constrained disciplinary contexts 
of university centred supervision. This may be illustrated by the range in types of degrees, 
a selection and balance or weighting or theory and practice, such as has been achieved at 
RMIT University in Australia. In such settings, it is still often necessary to defend 
knowledge gleaned from practice that is then directed through doctoral inquiry back to the 
profession. Such knowledge is crucial as it provides connections between the world of 
work and the spaces of study and analysis that is different form traditional academic basic 
research. Each has its place and requires different types of supervision. In many higher 
education settings, students typically have more formally established academic discipline-
based prior education that includes longer forms of master’s thesis writing and supervision 
in contrast to the studio and more presentational formats of design schools. 

The practices of supervision are also affected by what the content of design doctorates 
might include. Rapid changes in technologies and design contexts, such as in the 
emergence of additive manufacturing, social media and service design, make new 
demands on supervisors and may require that they extend their own professional and 
research knowledge considerably as a form of boundary crossing (e.g. Manathunga 2007). 
In such a context a supervisor in design may take on the role of a mentor (Linden et al. 
2013) as discussed in graduate education generally, but she or he may not necessarily have 
the same special area or specific design knowledge as a student with experience and 
recently gleaned expertise from practice.  

Becoming 
The type of supervisor we become in design is often a matter of what we have 

experienced in our own thesis supervision – whether this has been in design or an 
associated field. Yet, as design-centred supervisors what is actually needed is a design-
centred approach to supervision that may need to draw on designerly ways of working and 
communicating along with practised academic approaches. This potential intermixing of 
methods and techniques asks that we develop, individually and together, approaches to 
supervision as a pedagogic practice. Turning our attention and our work as educators and 
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researchers towards pedagogy demands more than a shift of attention from our own 
experience as a research student to that of each single supervisee.  

Rarely in writings on the design PhD do we see any elaboration of related and 
appropriate learning theories to design or the design doctorate. It is the developmental 
aspects of learning to become a supervisor and learning to become a doctoral level 
researcher that are key to the student’s success and their future post PhD. These 
developmental aspects may usefully be framed within a socio-cultural perspective on 
learning which knowledge is produced though engaged dialogue and understanding 
relations between contexts, tools and mediation, and not merely via cognitive models and 
preset formats. A design view on sociocultural learning that draws on knowledge practices 
and modes of communicating from within design is yet to be very well articulated. 
However, what is common to these related fields are the transformative aspects. 

Clearly there is room for research into reassessing PhD education programmes and 
their concomitant PhD supervisory pedagogies in a sociocultural perspective on learning, 
on academic design literacies and multimodal means of communicating research. Here, for 
example, one of our programmes has centred on design, culture and technology. This has 
been partly driven by the research agendas of a large research council, but also because of 
shared interest and differential expertise between a team of supervisors and students in a 
project on design, urbanism and technology. While formal academic supervision can be 
hierarchical in an old ‘master’ apprentice model, in our case supervisors have needed to 
learn from designers’ expertise in interaction design. Equally, students have needed to 
formalise their innovations through braiding theory and relating selected concepts that 
supervisors have been better able to place disciplinarily. Here dialogue over time has been 
fruitful and has resulted in numerous shared publications and subsequent co-authored 
research applications. Together these elements form a wider ecology of ‘becoming’ where 
basic and applied knowledge have been connected not separated and where multiple roles 
have also been part of an emergent profile and work ethos for a design research centre. 

The duration of the doctoral degree has many implications for the development of the 
student research and for the learning and teaching aspect of the supervisory role. 
Supervision needs to consider a range of transitions in the learning of PhD design students 
that will occur across the timespan of the research. In supervising design PhDs we have 
frequently met the challenge of helping students negotiate moves from asserting and at 
times defending their practice-based knowledge to finding ways to acknowledge, include, 
enhance and challenge it with an emerging competency in research. Supervisors need to 
support students to maintain an integrity of practice while orienting the practice towards 
academic research, this includes learning how to analyse their newly framed insights 
critically and reflexively and communicating this to others. Supervisors need to assist 
students to make transitions in practices from making to writing, from running a business 
to staging and completing a research project and to appreciating different questions of 
ethics and representation as applied in a research and not commercial community. 
Supervising students who have taken a relatively short research training education and 
who need to work under financial and time pressures may demand far closer contact and 
discussion than the often inherited older school Humboldtian approach to higher 
education may proffer. 

All of these transitions towards knowing how to and being effective in performing as a 
researcher are to do with ‘becoming’ and not simply confirming what is given and known. 
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In this sense we argue that supervision of PhDs in design needs to pay greater attention to 
the type and status of study each student is undertaking. Both student and supervisor, for 
example in the case of a thesis that is deeply exploratory in nature and in its claims to 
knowledge, need to continually engage in open dialogue about the relations between 
theory and practice, methods and techniques, writing and communicating research. That 
said, a supervisor may also need to be fairly firm about when and why such dialogical 
engagement needs to be topped and specific and deliberate actions carried through to 
written output.  This is a question of each instance of supervision being an event and a 
relationship in its own right; this is compounded however where joint supervision is 
present. In a two part qualitative study of supervision in Australia across university 
disciplines (not including design), Hasle (2011: 568) 

… proposes that doctoral supervision involves all supervisors in complex learning and 
the production of knowledge, capacities, dispositions and practices relevant to 
contemporary workplace conditions. Such learning shapes the subjectivity and identity 
of individual supervisors. Thus, doctoral supervision can be theorised as a perpetual 
process of subjective and identity formation – of ‘becoming a supervisor’. 

Hasle argues that we need to address processes of supervision as ‘becoming’. This is a 
two-way endeavour so that ‘becoming a supervisor’ and ‘supervision as becoming’ are 
what is needed in a wider reflexive enactment, through dialogue. 

Relating 
The dialogical dimensions of a socio-cultural perspective on learning in the PhD in 

design may be extended to roles and relationships. Here supervisors in design need to take 
on affective and professional identity issues for designers coming to research who may feel 
that their professionalism is being undermined through the requirements of the academy. 
Relationships between supervisors and students can be intense, as a supervisor may need 
to be closely involved in the many formalities and process-related activities that are 
required when a student moves from being a designer to being a researcher who produces 
academic written texts for public examination. There is also the matter in practice-led 
inquiry that as a supervisor one cannot focus on whether or not one likes a designer’s 
practice: it needs to be seen as part of a route of study and seen as a phenomenon that is 
worthy of and a sound means for investigation.  

Such intensity can extend over the period of study until completion, and this may vary 
from project funded and necessary 3-year degrees to ones that are extended over time for 
various reasons sometimes reaching 8 years. In some cases, what emerges is a co-
researcher relationship, with a student becoming a research professional in their own right 
and being included in additional projects that have the potential to both augment the 
given programme of study but to also derail it. In the co-learning, or collaborative learning 
in a socio-cultural frame (e.g. Bruffee 1993), a supervisor may learn alongside the student, 
with the potential to maximise this in another or subsequent supervision or a project or 
publication of their own.  

Supervisors typically exchange comments about their students and their own needs in 
informal settings with other supervisors. Most design schools do not have formal 
supervisor boards or support discussion sessions. Co-supervision in part reduces this needs 
but an institutional developmental approach to learning to supervise would likely benefit 
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new supervisors and provide fresh views where others may be ossified or jaded. What 
research in higher education shows more broadly is that supervisors also experience 
supervising students differently (Franke & Arvidsson 2011). In these relationships, 
perspective and power may play out variously between student and supervisor as well as 
between students and between co-supervisors. Sarja and Janhonen (2009: 628-629) 
conclude that: 

In our analysis of supervisor student interaction covert organisational power 
relationships emerged. Analysing discourses enabled us to understand ‘the history and 
the rules’ of the participants in their organisational context. It seems that in discourse 
practices the authority (or power) of the superior has often been denied by the 
superior through not-knowing (Guilfoyle 2003). In the teacher student relationship, 
especially, there is uncertainty. As a result, it is also important to communicate the 
superior’s not-knowing to the subordinate so as to make the generative dialogue more 
inspiring. We suggest that especially exploratory dialogue provides opportunities for 
this kind of change and development within higher education. 

Exploratory dialogues may be a useful part of becoming a supervisor and the 
supervision of becoming. However, these need to be more closely understood in terms of 
strategy in how student and supervisor alike relate to a formal course of PhD study and the 
learning design and designs for learning of a formal PhD ‘school’. 

However such a proposition raises additional issues to do with intimacy and the 
student progression towards independent learning between writing and research and 
supervisors’ contributory roles, directly and indirectly. Dialogues between supervisors and 
institutional programme directors and wider allocation of resources are also needed in 
design schools as is done elsewhere (Hasle & Malfroy 2010) in order to consider more fully 
how credit is given for supervisory work, the extent to which it ought be carried out and 
how it is recognised as part of wider allocations and awards of supervision as a 
professional practice in its own right.  

Strategising 
While researchers in various areas of design increasingly collaborate in interdisciplinary 

projects within and beyond their institutions, and are members of networks relating to 
professional and research practice, the wider pedagogy of PhD education in design often  
does not address shared learning about supervision by way of formal reflection and 
curricular linkages. In developing effective and sustainable pedagogy, not just market-led 
strategic moves within a neo-liberal higher education frame (e.g. Firth & Martens 2008, 
Manathunga 2009), design doctoral educators again need to look beyond their own 
institutional and disciplinary areas to research on doctoral supervision more generally 
where discussion and research exist about the role of consultation, dialogue and strategy, 
including enabling learning conversations between supervisors and students not just 
teacherly ones (e.g. Wisker et al. 2003). In our own experience, for example, we have also 
found it invaluable to discuss our related and varied research, design doctoral education 
and our won research in relation to this between and within our own settings, and as 
examiners working internationally. 

There are a number of strategic initiatives that can be enacted pedagogically and are 
not necessarily costly and over time may build a shared practice of facilitating design 
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doctoral study. Missing may be group seminars to support staff that supervise. Annual 
research events that draw together students with supervisors and make spaces for shared 
meaning-making about research and design inquiry across and beyond individual PhDs and 
single supervisory experiences are few and far between in design schools.  

Overall, unlike the research practices of more formal university programmes where 
there may be formal training and support for supervisors and exchanges between 
researcher-supervisors on their own research, in many design schools there are weak 
formal venues for the cross-institutional presentation and reflection of research by design 
researchers. It is proposed that the development of an overall research culture within a 
design school, will have flow on benefits to doctoral supervision, and the student 
experience. Reader reports for full draft of theses, a review of students wholly revised 
proposals at the close of a PhD taught course, and an annual PhD review conference are 
some of the ways this may be strategised. In addition, a more regionally situated and 
thematically framed doctoral design programme, such as based in Sweden, and through 
related conference links as in the case or NORDES, has provided structure and means to 
developing strategies and longer term cross border collaboration. Here as in for example 
across Australia and the UK, it is possible for supervisors to self-strategise as well through 
informal networks and thereby also build additional project and positions for post-docs 
that are a critical part of extending young or fresh research talent into active and future 
growth.  

However, design located contexts and often rapidly changing conditions, such as in 
interaction design, or rapid manufacturing, make it difficult to quickly develop serious and 
supportive and adaptive communities of supervisory practice. The notion of communities 
of practice, involving shifts from peripheral or newcomer entrants to well seasoned and 
reflective core players provides doctoral design supervision with a clear and well tried 
model for building professional development for supervisors. It allows for the 
developmental and the transformational in a socio-cultural learning frame. This may be 
usefully extended into the collaborative nature of interdisciplinary supervision that so 
many design PhDs need (e.g. Austin & Hopkins 2004). Seldom have we heard about 
assistance and professional staff development being extended to such collaborative 
pedagogical activity (e.g. Watts 2010). Developing communities of shared expertise is an 
area for development (Hakkarainen et al. 2004). 

Further, there is room for wider reflection on methodological matters in supervision 
(Sarja & Janhonen 2009) when many students need closer attention to distinctions and 
applications of methods and methodologies, research design and methods and design 
techniques and tools. Supervision may be collaboratively framed as a shared learning and 
meaning making activity that reveals its processes and results. In our experience it may be 
usefully extended pair and group work pedagogies that can involve sets of supervisors and 
students working together or alongside one another at points in a doctoral research 
project (e.g. Austin & Hopkins 2004). We tend to stress student collaboration, and 
encourage co-authorship as part of a design oriented pedagogy, but we tend not to extend 
this into cross project work by students over the duration of their degrees. 

With these many and varying demands and activities in being an effective and 
supportive supervisor, researchers have an added pressure that is often not taken up in 
terms of curricular planning and research trajectories of work as a formal part of the 
educational strategies of design schools. This is that researchers need to be vigilant to 
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maintain their own research practice amidst student supervisions and where productive 
researchers are supervising many candidates this can be a significant career and work load 
issue. In addition, there still remains the need to leave enough space to support students 
who experience specific needs and paths in their learning to be researchers. Some of these 
may be anticipated but room needs to be left for emergent needs and ones that require 
closer attention and additional work with students who are learning what interdisciplinary 
inquiry involves and how to write long form research texts. 

Supervisors perform a major role in supporting the developmental writing of PhD 
students who often have a stronger background in design practice than academic writing. 
Supervisors who are active researchers and writers may give their students added 
assistance. Students still need to find their own voice in writing and in relation to the 
content of their projects, this not always having been the case with older researcher 
supervisors who worked less with multimodal research text generation or the growth of 
electronic online scholarly publishing (Andrews et al. 2012). One recent experiment by 
three of our students (Martinussen et al. 2014) resulted in a media rich online text that 
revealed the makings of design artifacts through multimodally rich representations 
accompanied by close critical analysis. We have not seen many such rhetorically successful 
works in online journals by senior design researchers. Here identifying suitable journals 
and conferences places additional demands on supervisors. In some student projects, work 
does not fall neatly within the handful of leading design journals which may favour a 
specific mode of inquiry or content orientation. 

Co-authorship is an important strategy used by supervisors in guiding students’ 
research development (Thomson et al. 2010). The emergence of the PhD by compilation 
offers a unique model for learning academic writing by apprenticeship, however, not all 
supervisors offer the doctorate in this format and may have difficulty in establishing 
differences between the exegesis and its format and that of a monograph. Further 
research is also needed at this level (Morrison 2010) that relates to supervisors and their 
own research compositions and not just formats and students’ expository discursive 
processes of text production.  

Conclusions 
These key implications raised through our own supervisory experience and reflections 

offer further inquiry in the contexts of building socio-cultural perspectives on doctoral 
education in design in which supervision is included more seriously, on a local and global 
scale. That said, we see a need to extend our discussion to additional contexts and cultural 
settings, principally in Asia and the growing body of design research carried out and 
published, such as in the International Journal of Design and programmes such as at PolyU 
in Hong Kong, as well as in other languages, such as French, Portuguese and German. 
There is then much awaiting us as a growing community of design educators at post-
graduate level and the opportunities posed via organisations and gathering such as 
CUMULUS, DRS and Nordes to mention a few. 

First and foremost, supervision should be a dialogic, learning experience for both 
students, supervisors and co-supervisors. Franke and Arvidsson (2011: 9) point to research 
supervision as a learning process that has direct and indirect components. The direct 
process refers to the content of the process of learning skills, competencies and practices 
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that ensure functioning as an independent researcher. The indirect and more implicit 
process concerns ways of learning that are influenced by both student and supervisor. Yet 
it is these implicit views that we have outlined above which need to be made explicit in the 
supervision process, through dialogue initiated most often by the supervisor (or co-
supervisors) as researchers who have already succeeded in obtaining a PhD. This 
dialogue—between ourselves, our students and our colleagues—can help us locate 
interests, needs and issues that will facilitate a more formal, yet still flexible and reflexive, 
approach to supervision practices in design PhD schools.  

In order to better understand and share how we define our roles as supervisors, 
instituting dialogues that support networks across different programmes, institutions and 
departments, projects, languages and cultures  will help design PhD schools create support 
networks that help us better connecting our own research practices to students PhD 
processes. (These networks may also have the added effect of choosing external readers 
for PhD theses.) Through professional and supportive exchanges at meetings or other 
shared spaces including publications, supervisors can better begin to work with and 
through challenges, special demands and cases, and identify emerging needs and trends in 
research designs that tax our current insular supervisory strategies. Such collaborative 
inquiry and dialogue would also foster exchange outside of design schools, into industry, 
and with other researchers and design professional groups/networks. How we define, 
become, relate, and strategise as design PhD supervisors with our students and colleagues 
inter- and cross-institutionally sets the stage for increasing research production in design, 
which serves to raise the profile of design PhDs for the better. 
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Figure 14: Avatar inspired by girl by graphic designer: Jens Kucwara 

The enemies and their skills are corresponding to the four elements. The game set was 
randomly generated. So it is possible to play the game for a long time period. To make the 
game more attractive the user can choose between many different avatars. The avatars are 
results of our co-designing workshops at schools and the questionnaire. More then 10 avatars 
were developed, adventures designed, medical interface implemented.  

Art psychology and psychology use context descriptions of the author in quality research 
and integrate environmental correlations. Still over-interpretation by theoreticians can be 
observed and interpretation of drawings cannot be interpreted with text-hermeneutic 
approaches as drawing takes place in a successive order but at the same time represent the 
whole. Interpretations of drawings have been made in different manners throughout time. 
They either borrow strategies from social sciences, psychology, psychoanalysis, Gestalt 
psychology, perception psychology, art history, linguistics, art therapy or art education etc.  
For visual material as photography and movie interpretation seems more easier then 
successive drawing material of pupils. The interpretation of art works depends on goals for 
interpretation. Billmann-Maheka (2010, p. 710). The objectives of this research were to define 
preferences, motivational key elements and avatar characters, to co-develop games with 
children. Stories inspired for designing mini-games. The pilot test was set up for the needs of 
the medical team and the patient. In June 2015 we will start the pilot test with HSCT treated 
and healthy children.  
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Figure 10 The design process as 3D-visualiszation (Expert B). Images courtesy of Li Zhenghong.

 

Figure 11 The design process as a comparison of expertise levels  (Freshman B & Expert B). Image 
courtesy of Takuya Furukawa.  

Figure 10 shows another student’s interpretation of the same set of data, the protocol 
for Expert B. At the left we see her developing the scheme, at center the composite 
representation, and at right we see a speculation. Here the student has taken the 
opportunity to explore one of the concerns that drove her to participate in the workshop: 
her interest in how one’s performance in designing with others is, in part, a response to 
what one’s collaborators do. Here she uses the representation she has devised (center) for 
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Similarly, Kirby (2004, 510)(cited in Penaluna, Penaluna  & Jones (2013), questions the 
business curriculum by asking whether business schools meet the challenge of entrepreneur 
Education. He goes on to argue that the traditional education system “stultifies rather than 
develops the requisite attributes and skills to produce entrepreneurs.”  

The findings of Penaluna et al, support the author’s own ideas and experiences in the 
effort to deliver an appropriate and relevant (business) education to creative students. Their 
primary research from 142 respondents enabled them to deduce that: 

 

 Entrepreneur & Enterprise (E&E) education is forever emergent, connected to the 
realities of society and linked to our students’ current and future roles, many of which 
we cannot claim to forecast. 

 Many entrepreneurship educators see their role as pioneering, and that they actively 
engage in developing E&E education rather than merely administering its delivery. 

 Most respondents are driven by personal experience as opposed to being informed by 
literature or research-based activities, preferring to work to responses from alumni and 
broader-based stakeholders than to be led by academic debate (Penaluna et al, ibid). 

 
While Penaluna et al still could not pinpoint what is the most appropriate and relevant 

approach for teaching business to creative students, the final conclusion from their initial 
research was to argue the need to understand better the contextual differences on which 
higher education entrepreneur and enterprise teaching is built (Penaluna pg173). 

 

 

  Figure 1: McCloud pg. 140 

As McCloud (2001) summerises in his illustration above (Fig 1), authors of literature and 
learning materials cease to include visual images after students reach key stage 2. A relevant 
question here is why authors of literature and learning materials think that images are not as 
valuable as words? 
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the experience can trigger new ideas. Visualisation also is more inclusive, allowing those who 
require more thinking time in sessions to refer to it later, letting their brains absorb and reflect 
on what they were hearing at their own pace.  

Today, with the common use of interactive video gaming, vivid graphics, film and 
animation embedded into modern interconnectivity, there is an ever-increasing global 
communication network, which has become visual (Eisner 2008). In his book Graphic 
Storytelling and Visual Narrative, Eisner (ibid, ), suggests that:  

Watching film establishes a rhythm of acquisition. And is a direct challenge to static print.  
The latest generation of learners have become used to acquiring stories, ideas, information 
quickly and with little effort… complex concepts become more easily digested when 
reduced to imagery”(Eisner 2008 xvii) 

Eisner emphasises that the value of printed communication is still important, but suggests 
that electronic ‘media of merger’, where a partnership of words and imagery become the 
logical permutation. Visual narrative can be separated from just visual entertainment and 
makes for example “comics, cartoons or visual narrative a storytelling medium” (Eisner 2008 
xvii). 

McCloud (2001) in his graphic book “Understanding Comics” illustrates the history of 
visualisation and storytelling going back to the pre-Columbian codex picture manuscripts and 
the Bayeux tapestry. He discusses the importance of the invention of print and the emergence 
of the sophisticated pictorial storytelling of William Hogarth designed to be viewed side by 
side so you can follow the story of, for example “The Rakes Progress”.  

McCloud gives credit to Rodolphe Töpffer as the father of the modern comic using words 
and pictures in an interdependent combination. In his book he has a little illustration showing 
a quote from Goethe (Fig. 4). 

 

      Figure 3:  McCloud (Pg.17) 

McCloud looks at cartooning as amplification through simplification. By abstracting an 
image, information and detail is focused on instead. For complex ideas and, for example, 
financial sequences and processes, the use of cartoons and animation can focus the learner’s 
attention on an idea by reducing the intensity of the topic. 

For Cairo (2012) the expression “I see!” makes complete sense (Fig. 5). As he explains it is;  

…because deep inside our minds, to see and to understand are intertwined processes. We 
understand because we see. This causal relationship is also true the other way around. 
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Threshold Concepts 
Visual learners need to find their way through the intensity of the topic of business, and 

the idea of “threshold concepts” illustrates the oscillation of understanding as learners grasp 
new complex ideas extremely well. A threshold concept spotlights very familiar issues that 
teachers face when delivering a subject that is particularly alien to creative students. It enables 
teachers to make refined decisions about what is fundamental to a grasp of the subject they 
are teaching. It is a ‘less is more’ approach to curriculum design (Cousins, 2006).  

Cousins looked at the research by Meyer and Land (2003, 2005 and 2006) and how they 
identified specific characteristics that would illustrate a ‘threshold’.  

Figure 5 : Illustration by Annabel Smith 2014 

Firstly, when a student grasps a concept threshold it becomes a transformative experience 
involving an ontological as well as a conceptual shift. ‘We are what we know’. New 
understandings are assimilated into our biography, becoming part of whom we are, how we 
see and how we feel (Cousins, ibid, p4). Cousins illustrates this shift by suggesting an 
architectural student starting to think like an architect . For the authors’ students it would be 
initiating their entrepreneurial thinking, making a transition from studying design to becoming 
a working designer. 

Secondly a threshold concept is often irreversible; once understood, the learner is unlikely 
to forget it. Cousins points out that teachers often have difficulty retracing their own journey 
through the threshold of understanding, hence lacking the sympathy when students are 
struggling. This is an issue that does appear apparent when business teachers try to instruct 
creative students. There is a lack of empathy on many levels; not just with grasping the 
concept, but how visual spatial learners actually cognitively absorb the information. This is 
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Figure 3 Example output of the simultaneous conversation streams for Team B in a web browser. 
Columns identify modes. 
These sources were then visually compiled and organized using a web application. The 
resulting browser-based display allowed all sources to be ‘read’ horizontally, organized 
according to timestamps, with the vertical scrolling dimension representing time (Figure 3). 
We used this data visualization to identify clusters of communication, or locations in the 
transcripts where participants were communicating across multiple modes. 

Results 
We will briefly summarize the characteristics of the discourse, then provide several worked 
examples from the three cases to demonstrate how the patterns of discourse across 
multiple communicative modes related to the mentors’ understanding and performance of 
typifications within a student and proto-professional role.  

Socio-Technical Context of the CMC spaces 
Any study of communication taking place in mediated environments should consider the 
socio-technical context of those communications because media configurations interact 
with social factors to impact how technologies are used. For example, email can be used 
more like instant messaging when organizing informal groups on short notice (Howard, 
2012), or discourse via editable web pages (e.g., wikis) can be more akin to the 
communication involved in academic publishing (Emigh & Herring, 2005). The combination 
of power dynamics, media design, and topics discussed creates the socio-technical context 
(Bijker, 1991). 
As the student mentors were more advanced learners and offering critique in a role 
somewhere between that of an instructor and that of a peer, we expected their 
interactions in the collaborative document to be longer and more formal. Analyses of 
averages of words per turn (Table 1) showed participation was more akin to discussion 
forum message lengths than one might find on other collaborative spaces (Howard, 2012). 
The collaborative document was not heavily edited. It functioned more as a means to 
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